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S E l_T I ON 1
STATENENT OF PF'OJECT OBJECTIVES:
The initial middle and upper tropospheric cloud studies performed
under this NASA grant had multiple objectives. These objectives may be
summarized as follotus: studies of spatial and temporal occurrence of
extended middle and upper tropospheric cloud layers; development of a
physical-numerical model to simulate the life cycles of middle and upper
tropospheric cloud layers; and the design of an observational program to
study" the physical, radiative and dynamical properties of these cloud
l.__vers.
Our initial intent was to study the spatial and temporal extents of
middle and upper tropospheric cloud layers using both rawinsonde data and
satellite visible and infrared imagery. We successfully completed the
rat,,insonde summary but found the satellite archives available to be
lacking in the time continuity required for such a study. Section 2
reproduces the results of the analysis derived from rawinsonde data.
Huch of the resources of this grant have gone into the development of
a t_vo dimensional model of the middle and upper tropospheric cloud layer.
The t,.:iodimensionm.l model is nearly complete and has passed many of the
r'equired val idation tests. Final val idation and utilization of the model
is only a few months at.gay• Section 3, a portion of a Ph. D. thesis being
prepe.red by Flr. David Starr, presents a detailed explanation of the model
and its development to date.
One of the specific objectives of this grant was the design of an
experimental program to complement the climatological and modelling
objectives presented in Sections 2 and 3 and referred to above. Section 4
of this final technical report presents the model design for such a
program in proposal form. This proposal is being submitted to NASA
concurrently t,._iththis report with the aim of implementing such a program
of observations within the next two years.
Section 5 of this report is a reprint of a paper published in Applied
Optics on the variability of the radiative properties of ice clouds across
the solar _vavelengths. This work was a precurser to the selection of a
realistic, simplified solar radiation algorith for the two dimensional
phxsica.l-numerical model described in Section 3.
Section 6 is composed of a copy of the Ph. D. thesis of Michael Abel.
Dr.. Able is a member of the Air Weather Service vJho attended Colorado
State University from 1978 - 1980. Dr. Able, under the guidance of theb
principal investigator, pursued a research topic closely identifiable with
the !ongterm objectives of the middle and upper tropospheric cloud grant,
Dr. Able developed an unconventional method of co!letting a c! imatology of
the effects of middle and upper tropospheric clouds on the radiative
energy budget of the earth. Cloud height and a composite area-radiative
property ma/ be inferred from his technique as well. Dr, Able uJas
supported under this grant on1>- to the extent of covering research
expenses such as computer time_ materials_ manuscript preparation and
correspondence since his satary was paid by the Air- Weather Service.
Appendix 1 of this report lists publications and meeting
presentations prepared from material generated by research conducted under
NASA grant 53477
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ABSTRACT
g
This study characterizes the static environment of middle and
upper tropospheric clouds as deduced from rawinsonde data from 24 loca-
tions in the contiguous U.S. for 1977. Computed relative humidity with
respect to ice is used to diagnose the presence of cloud layer. The
deduced seasonal mean cloud cover estimates based on this technique are
shown to be reasonable. Over 3600 cloud cases qualified for the analy-
sis. The cases are stratified by season and pressure thickness, i.e.
thick and thin. The dry static stability, vertical wind speed shear
and Richardson number are computed for three layers for each case, i.e.
the sub-cloud and above cloud layers and an in-cloud layer bounded by
- the cloud-top level. Mean values for each parameter and, in some in-
stances, the corresponding relative frequency distributions are pre-
t
sented for each stratification and layer. The relative frequency of
occurrence of various structures is presented for each stratification,
e.g. increasing static stability with height through the three layers.
The observed values of each parameter vary over quite large ranges
for each layer. The observed structure of each parameter for the
layers of a given case is also quite variable. Structures correspond-
i
ing to any of a number of different conceptual models, which are re-
viewed, may be found though some are substantially more commonthan
others. It is of note that moist adiabatic conditions are not commonly
observed and that the stratification based on thickness yields sub-
,I
stantially different results for each group. Summaries of the results
are included in the text.
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I. INTRODUCTION
w
This study attempts to characterize certain aspects of the envi-
ronment associated with middle and upper tropospheric stratiform clouds.
The results will be utilized in the development of simple realistic
models of the thermodynamic energy budgets of these cloud forms in a
future study. The models will be used to investigate the role of
various physical processes in the formation, maintenance and dissipa-
tion of these clouds. The motivation for studying these cloud forms is
based on two factors. The first is that these clouds cover very exten-
sive areas of the earth at any given time. Secondly, clouds are the
most significant atmospheric constituent affecting the distribution of
radiative energy loss or gain in the earth-atmosphere system. In other
words, relative changes in cloud cover or cloud optical depth within a
typical atmospheric column may lead to larger changes, both in the
vertical distribution of net radiative energy gain within that column
and in the corresponding surface radiative budget, than do similar
relative changes in the concentration of any other constituent, (e.g.
Starr, 1976). Middle and upper tropospheric clouds tend to more sub-
stantially alter the vertical distribution of net radiative energy gain
than low level clouds, (e.g. Starr, 1976). The horizontal and vertical
gradients of the net radiation budget comprise the basic forcing func-
tion governing the general circulation of the atmosphere.
Much attention has been focused on the simulation of the general
circulation and climate modelling in recent years, (e.g.U.S. Committee
for the GARP, 1978). A number of general circulation models have been!
developed by various groups, (see reviews by ISCU, 1974 and Starr and
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Cox, 1977). The sensitivity of such models to variations in both the
prescription of radiatively active constituents and radiative boundary
conditions and in the formulation of the specific radiative scheme is
well documented, e.g. Stone and Manabe, 1968; Washington, 1971;
Schneider, 1975, Fels and Kaplan, 1975; Schneider et al, 1978. Numer-
ous simple energy balance climate models have also been developed, e.g.
Budyko, 1969; Sellers, 1969. The model simulations of mean climate
state and its variability are also quite sensitive to the radiative
component, e.g. Budyko, 1969; Sellers, 1969; Warren and Schneider,
1979; Coakley, 1979. Based upon the above studies, it is expected that
the method of incorporating the effects of middle and upper tropospheric
cloud forms into the climate simulations has a significant effect on the
results. However, the methods of incorporating the effects of strati-
form clouds in these models are generally of a very simple nature.
The least complex methods utilize estimates of mean climatological
cloudiness and coarse estimates of mean cloud radiative properties to
prescribe these factors for the radiative component of the model. The
most sophisticated methods utilize the model predicted relative humid-
ity to predict the cloud cover but still employ estimates of mean
radiative properties. The method of predicting stratiform cloud cover
is generally based on an empirically derived linear relationship be-
tween relative humidity and cloud cover. Typically, the relationship
used is similar to that reported by Smagorinsky, (1960), which was
based on analysis of synoptic data. A requirement for sufficiently
large and positive, model predicted, large-scale vertical velocity is
also typically used to constrain the diagnosis of cloud cover.
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The reason for utilizing such simple methods for the diagnosis of
cloud cover and cloud properties in these models is two-fold. First,
simplicity is highly desirable in order to minimize the computational
requirements for the simulations. This is particularly true for the
general circulation models. The limited computational capability avail-
able for model simulations dictates the use of parametric diagnosis of
stratiform cloudiness, since the horizontal and vertical resolution of
the models is limited. Secondly and more importantly, quantitative
information on both the actual areal extent and variability of such
clouds and their associated radiative properties in the atmosphere is
sparse. Possible relationships between these quantities and other
observable atmospheric parameters are even less well-known. On a more
b
fundamental level, the basic physics of these clouds is not well under-
stood. Relationships between the role of various physical processes
and the physical environment in which they act have not been quantita-
tively assessed in any universal sense though a few limited case
studies have been reported, e.g. Heymsfield, 1977. These issues have
been addressed in the report of the JOC AD HOCWorking Group on activa-
tion of the STRATEXProgramme (7 January 1977). The aim of this study
is to provide quantitative information which will aid in achieving a
better understanding of the atmospheric environment associated with
these cloud forms, the role of various physical processes in the life-
cycle of these clouds, and their areal extent.
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2. DATAANALYSISMETHODOLOGY
By utilizing synoptic scale rawinsonde data this study investi-
gates the static stability and the vertical wind shear associated with
middle and upper tropospheric clouds. In this way the relative appli-
cability of a number of simple conceptual models may be assessed.
These conceptual models are summarized below.
2.1 Brief Review of Conceptual Models
The classical view of the environment associated with these cloud
forms is depicted in Figure I. In this view, the clouds are formed in
an upgliding air mass above an elevated frontal zone. Vertical motion
is positive above the frontal surface and negative below it. Adiabatic
cooling due to lifting of the air mass is responsible for the existence
of large-scale saturation. The stability of the cloud layer is deter-
mined by its pre-condensation stability and the amount of lifting.
Sufficient lifting of a layer, which is initially only moderately
stable, will produce unstable conditions. Once an unstable layer is
produced, the tendency is for this layer to deepen, especially if the
lifting persists. Since the vertical motion in the lifted air mass is
greatest near the frontal zone, the cloud layer will generally form
just above the front. Thus, the cloud layer is bounded below by a
very stable layer. If unstable conditions are achieved, then vertical
convective circulations may develop as in altocumulus clouds. These
circulations are generally presumed to be weak, though Heymsfield
(1977) reports that this may not always be the case. Strong vertical
shear of the horizontal wind is anticipated across the frontal zone
TROPOPAUSE
)JET
WARM AIR MASS(RELATIVELY UNSTABLE)
TROPOPAUSE
I
_ ,
COLD AIR MASS FRONTALZONE
(RELATIVELY STABLE) (VERY STABLE)
Figure I. Classica!model of the environmentassociatedwith middle
and upper troposphericclouds. Arrows indicateair motion
relative to the front.
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below the cloud layer. This was found in a study by Reuss (1967) of
cirrus bands formed along frontal surfaces.
Another viewpoint may be found in the observations reported by °
Ludlam (1947, 1956), Oddie (1959), Yagi (1969), and Heymsfield
(1975a,b). These studies report on the atmospheric environment
associated with a few cirrus uncinus cloud cases. A very unstable
layer, i.e. an approximately dry adiabatic lapse rate, is associated
with the formation of a cloud head. A stable, capping layer, which
may correspond to a frontal zone is sometimes observed. However, there
is some disagreement about this being a universal feature. Another
stable layer bounds the formative region from below, and again, there
is disagreement about the stability of this layer. Heymsfield's ob-
servations show this layer to be very stable, while Yagi's observations
show it to be slightly more stable than the formative zone. Thus, in
one instance, the environmental conditions may correspond to the
classical view, except possibly for the stable capping layer, while
in another the presence of a sub-cloud frontal zone is not indicated.
Heymsfield points out that vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed
appears to be important in the formation of these clouds, though either
positive or negative shear may be present. Heymsfield also notes that
the local vertical motion field responsible for the formation of the
cloud may be due to wave motion, i.e. gravity waves, originating in
the bounding stable layer. If this is correct, then large-scale verti-
cal lifting may not be required for cloud layers to form. There is
also some question as to the origin of these structures. °
It is also possible that in the later stages of the life-cycle of
an elevated frontal zone, when its stability has been diminished by
-7-
diffusion and turbulence, that simple mixing across the front of warmer,
• moist air from above and cooler, not too dry air from below may lead
to saturation and condensation. This would be somewhat analogous to
_ the formation of radiation fog. Both vertical shear and stability
would tend to be maximized within the cloud layer relative to condi-
tions above or below the cloud. No large-scale lifting would be re-
quired.
Persistence of clouds formed by outflow from deep convection may
also be responsible for the existence of extensive cloud layers. This
may be readily observed in satellite photos. In this instance, large-
scale uplift may not be involved in the maintenance of the cloud.
There is probably a strong tendency for a stable capping layer since
such a feature could play a role in initiating the outflow.
Upper level stratiform clouds are not always directly associated
with frontal discontinuities. Orographic cloud forms are a prime ex-
ample, (e.g. Ludlam, 1956). In this case, the vertical motion field
is not due to large-scale uplift but to the flow adjusting to an
impedence below. Condensation brought about by adiabatic cooling
destabilizes the region about cloud base and stabilizes the region
above cloud top, relative to the situation at these levels before
lifting. The stability of the internal portions of the cloud layer
is a function of the pre-lifted stability and the amount of lifting,
i.e. larger amplitude waves produce greater instability. Quite large
, vertical shears may be associated with the region below the cloud
layer as indicated by the presence in many instances, of extreme
turbulence and rotor clouds in this region. Another example may be
the jet stream cirrus. Although in some instances, these clouds are
-8-
undoubtedly associated with the elevated frontal zones coupled with
jet streams, Conover (1960) suggests that they may be driven by verti-
cal circulations arising from horizontal vortices due to the jet flow.
Though the cloud patterns are observed to closely parallel temperature
discontinuities, which are probably associated with old fronts, in some
cases they are observed to exist well above these discontinuities. _he
tropopa'use may act as a stable capping layer for these clouds. The
magnitude of the vertical shear of the horizontal wi_d should beta
minimum near the region of cloud top.
Clouds do form in a lifted air mass well above the frontal zone.
This is substantiated not only by Conover's observations, but also by
the commonly observed growth of jet contrails into cirrus layers. Thus,
lifting may produce saturation well away from the front. Heymsfield
(1977) has noted that local upward vertical velocities play alarge
role in the formation of these clouds. However, since the lifting is
weak away from the front, and the jet induced vortical circulations
may not always be present, it may be hypothesized that clouds-of these
types form in layers where the air was initially somewhat unstable so
that convective currents might form.
One feature of all the stratiform clouds, which is universal, is
that condensation acts to destabilize the region about cloud base and
stabilize the region above cloud top.
2.2 The Basic Data Set
For these analyses, rawinsonde data from 24 continental U.S.
stations for the year 1977 were used. The stations were chosen so
that a roughly uniform geographical distribution over the continental
-9-
U.S. between 30°N and 50°N latitude was obtained. These stations are
• depicted in Figure 2. Only 0000 and 1200 GMTsondes were used. Thus,
the total basic data set is comprised of M7,500 sondes. The National
" Center for Atmospheric Research provided the basic rawinsonde data on
mass storage for easy access by computer. The data from a particular
sonde are comprised of the temperature, relative humidity, geopotential
height, wind direction and wind speed at various pressure levels. All
standard pressure levels, i.e. 50 mb resolution, and all significant
levels are included in the basic rawinsonde data. For this data set,
the mean vertical resolution is _30 mb for the domain of interest, i.e.
surface level up to the 200 mb level.
, 2.3 Data Processin 9 and Analysis Procedures
For the purposes of these analyses, an atmospheric layer, which is
saturated with respect to ice, is taken to be a cloud layer. The
justification for this assumption is given in the following section.
At that point, the validity of utilizing rawinsonde measured relative
humidity for these analyses is also assessed.
The basic data set was divided into seasons. In this study, the
summer season corresponds to the months of June, July and August; the
fall season corresponds to the months of September, October and
November; the winter season corresponds to the months of December,
January and February; and the spring season corresponds to the months
of March, April and May. All data for each season for all stations
were grouped together, i.e. no regional analysis or time of day dis-
• tinctions were attempted. Regional characteristics of the overall data
set will be addressed in a future study already in progress. Each
Figure 2. Geographical distribution of National Weather Service
rawinsonde stations used for this study,
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sonde in a seasonal group was considered to determine if a cloud layer
was present.
For these analyses, only data at pressures less than or equal to
, 500 mb were considered. There is one exception to this, which will be
noted later. In addition, only data at pressures less than the lowest
pressure having a temperature greater than O°C were considered. Thus,
this study is limited to high level clouds, which are predominantly
ice-phase. Relative humidity data at temperatures less than -40°C do
not exist in the basic data set. The analysis for a particular sonde
_as terminated at this level.
List (1966) presents values for the ratio of the saturation water
vapor pressure with respect to water to the saturation vapor pressure
p
with respect to ice as a function of temperature, T. These data are a
good approximation to the ratio of the relative humidity with respect
to ice, RHi, to the relative humidity with respect to water, RHw. The
data were fit with a second order polynomial. These data and the poly-
nomial fit are presented in Figure 3. At each data level considered,
this polynomial was used to compute the relative humidity with respect
to ice from the observed temperature and relative humidity. Note that
the observed relative humidity is referenced to water and that the data
being considered correspond to temperatures between O°C and -40°C.
For each sonde, all data levels in the pressure and temperature
domain noted above, were searched for saturation with respect to ice,
i.e. RH. _ 100%. Any saturated layer was denoted as a cloud layer.
" 1
If only one saturated level was found, it was still considered to be a
cloud layer. If saturation was found at the lowest data level in the
analysis domain, the analysis domain was extended in order to locate
-12-
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Figure 3. Plotted points represent the ratio of the saturation water
vapor pressure with respect to a water surface to the
saturation water vapor pressure with respect to an ice
surface as a function of temperature (after List, 1966).
The plotted curves correspond to the approximation employed
in this study for the ratio of relative humidity with
respect to ice to relative humidity with respect towater,
i.e. RHi / RHw, and its inverse.
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cloud base, i.e. the lowest saturated level below the 500 mb or O°C
level without any intervening unsaturated levels. If positive tempera-
tures were encountered in the attempt to locate cloud base, then the
• observed values of RH were used to test for saturation, i.e. RH
w w
100% for T > O°C.
When a cloud layer was determined to be present, three layers were
defined for these analyses. They are the over-cloud layer, the cloud-
top layer and the sub-cloud layer. The over-cloud layer is defined by
the uppermost saturated level and the next higher level, which is un-
saturated. The cloud-top layer is defined by the uppermost saturated
level and the next lower level, which may not be saturated if only one
saturated level was encountered. In most cases, at least two adjacent
saturated levels were found. Note that the over-cloud layer and the
cloud-top layer share a commonboundary. The sub-cloud layer is de-
fined by the lowest level at which saturation is found, i.e. no in-
tervening unsaturated levels between this level and the cloud-top
level, and the next lower level, which is unsaturated. However, in
the case of a cloud layer which is defined by only one saturated level,
the sub-cloud layer is defined to be the layer adjacent to and below
the cloud-top layer. If any data were missing, i.e. T, RHw, height,
wind direction or wind speed, for the levels needed to define these
layers, the case was eliminated from the analyses. For each of these
three layers, three quantities were computed, namely: the dry static
o stability, the vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed and the
atmospheric analog of the Richardson number.
Dry static stability, _, corresponds to the vertical derivative
of potential temperature, O, i.e.
-14-
_0
o z Dz (2.i)
where z is the height. The potential temperature is given by Poisson's
equation:
where P is the pressure, Po is a constant reference pressure and K is
a constant. Equation (2.1) was evaluated for a given layer as:
o : (? d - F) (2.2) -
where F is the temperature lapse rate for the layer, ?d is the dry
adiabatic lapse rate and P is the mean layer pressure. If the upper
level of a layer is denoted as the nth level and the lower level of a
layer is denoted as the (n-l) th level, the formulae used to evaluate
Eqn. (2.2) are:
(Tn_1 - Tn)F =
zn - Zn_1
(P + Pn-l)and _ = n
2. •
#,
where Fd __- _9_C= 9.8 °K/km,
P
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P _ I000 mb
o
R
and K: -- g = 0.288
, C
P
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, C is the specific heat ofP
dry air at constant pressure and Rg is the real gas constant for dry
air. The dry static stability is a measure of the stability of parcels
within a layer to small vertical displacements. It quantifies the
potential buoyancy force acting on a parcel. A more accurate measure
of the stability might be obtained by also considering the vertical
derivative of equivalent potential temperature, Oe, (e.g. Hess, 1959).
However, for the temperature domain of this data set with its corre-
spondingly small values of the saturation vapor pressure, Oe very
nearly equals O. Thus, dry static stability is a good approximation
to the stability in this domain.
The vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed, S, for a layer
was computed as:
Iv n I- I vn_1 1S = (2.3)
zn - Zn_1
where I Vn I is the horizontal wind speed at pressure level n. Wind
. direction has been ignored for the consideration of vertical wind
shear in this study. A number of detailed case studies of extensive
altostratus and cirrostratus cloud layers by one of the authors led
to the conclusion that directional shear is generally small even in
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the vicinity of elevated fronts associated with the cloud layers con-
sidered. It is for this reason because of a desire for simplicity :in
the analyses that wind direction is not considered here.
The Richardson number, R, for a layer was computed as:
R = 9-0
S2 (2.4)
where the mean layer potential temperature is given by"
_ (Tn + Tn_1) (_p__.o)-K(5 = 2.0
The Richardson number is a non-dimensional number, which corresponds
to a ratio of the buoyancy forces to the mechanical forces, i.e. shear
stress, acting on a parcel. It is a measure of the production and
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. Large values of R imply that
turbulent kinetic energy is quickly damped, i.eo dissipated, in the
mean flow. Small values of R, i.e. R _ _ 0.25, imply that the turbu-
lent kinetic energy imbedded in the mean flow is maintained by the
mean flow, i.e. production is greater than or equal to dissipation.
Clear air turbulence occurs when a small Richardson number is observed
for the mean flow.
Wechose to analyze these parameters for a number of reasons.
First, they are easy to compute and readily accessible from the basic
data set. Second, they enable the identification of typical atmo-
spheric structures, which may be associated with these cloud forms,
-17-
e.g. frontal zones, on an automated basis. This eliminates the need to
analyze weather maps, which would greatly increase the difficulty and
time required to accomplish a survey as extensive as this one. Third,
' they characterize the static environment associated with these layers.
Note that the importance of horizontal advective processes in the life-
cycle is currently being evaluated with this data set. Fourth, know-
ledge of the typical static stability structure associated with cloud
forms is very useful in the design of simple thermodynamic budget
models of stratified cloud layers, e.g. Schubert (1976) and Albrecht,
et al (1979). Also, information on the turbulent kinetic energy budget
of a cloud layer is important for design and closure of parametric
models of convective energy transports within a layer.
For each layer for each season, frequency distributions were ob-
tained for each parameter. Mean values and standard deviations were
also computed. Structure information was compiled based on comparison
of the values for each layer of a particular cloud case. Many differ-
ent stratifications of the cloud case data set were attempted. Most
turned out to be not very useful. However, stratifying the data on
the basis of thickness of the cloud layer did provide some interesting
results. Thin cloud layers were defined to be less than or equal to
50 mb thick, otherwise the cloud case was regarded as a thick cloud
layer. The 50 mb thickness criterion was chosen because this is the
minimum resolution of the basic data set and because it was felt that
• it might adequately discriminate between the fair weather thin cirrus
and the strongly forced deep clouds associated with cyclones. In this
way, it was hoped to distinguish between cases which might best corre-
spond to the classical model and those which might best be described
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by other conceptual models. The results of these analyses are pre-
a.
sented in Section 3.
2.4 Rawinsonde Observed Relative Humidity and Cloud Cover
In this section, the validity of utilizing relative humidity data
from standard rawinsondes for the diagnosis of cloud layers is con-
sidered.
Humidity data from standard National Weather Service rawinsondes
for ambient temperatures in the range of O°C to -40°C are commonly re-
garded as having large inherent errors, especially at the colder tem-
peratures. However, substantial improvements in the basic design of
the sonde and the humidity element itself have been made in recent
years. Reports by Brousaides (1973) and Brousaides and Morrissey °
(1974), hereafter referred to as MB, present a synopsis of potential
errors in the redesigned sonde. This sonde has been in use since
_1973 at the National Weather Service launch sites in the U.S. Errors
due to solar insolation and thermal lag have b....l_ substantially reduced
compared to older sondes. However, the remaining errors are still sub-
stantial. Brousaides (1973) notes that the reproducibility, i.e. the
relative precision, of the humidity sensors is within a range of approxi-
mately 6-7% in measured relative humidity. Except in the situation of
heavy precipitation, washout was not found to be a severe problem for
the new sonde. MBstate that errors due to thermal lag are on the
order of 6 to 9% in measured relative humidity, while solar insolation
induced errors amount to 9 to 14%in the temperature and pressure
domain considered in this study. However, for the geographic and
height domain of this study and the 0000 and 1200 GMTlaunch times,
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solar insolation problems should be minimal, i.e. only _25% of the
sondes considered in this study potentially experienced direct solar
exposure at some time during their flight at solar elevations corre-
' sponding to greater than one hour above the horizon. Even these sondes
were typically exposed at relatively small solar elevations. MB note
that the rectification of flight data is very difficult due to the
variability of the error sources, i.e. solar elevation, cloud condi-
tions, previous thermal and humidity history, etc. This is especially
true for standardized data sets, which are used in this study, where
the complete minute-by-minute data record is unavailable. Correction
of the basic data set employing their formulae was not attempted.
The data were tested for humidity lag. Data and formulae pre-
sented in Brousaides (1973) were used to formulate a test criterion
of maximumobservable response rate. Approximately 5% of the basic
data setwas tested against this criterion. The sample was random
except that humidity was required to increase from the next lower level
to the test level. An observed rate of change of humidity equal to or
greater than 80% of the maximumobservable response rate was found at
less than 3% of the levels tested. Thus, in the basic data set, verti-
cal gradients of humidity are rarely large enough to exceed the sensor
capability.
Rhea (1978) has found the new sonde to be acceptable for locating
cloud layers. Surface observations of cloud layers were compared to
relative humidity with respect to ice computed from rawinsonde data
for western Colorado. Saturated layers were found to correspond well
with observations of cloud layers. Much improvement in this regard
was noted, when compared to the last two generations of sondes.
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Similar results were found by these authors. A number of case studies
of the large-scale energy budgets associated with upper level strati-
form cloud layers are in progress by these authors. The purpose of
these studies is to try to ascertain the nature of the advective com-
ponents of the budgets and the corresponding synoptic situation. Sur-
face and satellite observations of cloud layers agreed quite well with
deductions based solely on observed relative humidty with respect to
ice. Probably the best validation for using post-1973 rawinsonde data
to assess the presence of cloud layers may be found by considering the
following. The percentage of sondes exhibiting saturation with respect
to ice at pressures less than 600 mb and temperatures between O°C and
-40°C for the basic data set are given below for two latitude bands.
Summer Fall Winter Spring Annual
30°N - 40°N 26.6 26.3 31.7 30.5 28.8
(27.1) (32.7) (31.4) (38.0) (32.3)
40°N - 50°r] 39.0 36.1 42.4 40.1 36.9
(36.1) (40.7) (39.1) (43.4) (39.8)
The percentages in parentheses are the mean zonal cloud cover for these
latitudes in the northern hemisphere for the middle and upper tropo-
sphere, which were derived from data presented in London (1957).
London's estimates were based upon surface observations of various
cloud forms. The effects of obscuration due to overlap of cloud layers
were taken into account in deriving the estimates of cloud cover for
the various cloud types presented in London (1957). The percentages
given above were computed by summing the given cloud amounts for
cirrus, altostratus, nimbostratus and cumulonimbus clouds and then
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correcting these sums for overlap. The overlap correction consisted
. of assuming random distribution of cirrus, altostratus and nimbostratus
clouds. Thus, the corrected sums are less than the uncorrected sums.
• If saturation with respect to ice determined from rawinsonde data
is a good indicator of the presence of a cloud, then for a large data
sample, the percentage of sondes exhibiting saturation should corre-
spond to the observed mean middle and upper tropospheric cloud cover•
The agreement between seasonal mean zonal cloud cover estimated from
surface observations and that based on analysis of rawinsonde data is
fairly good. Exact agreement would not be anticipated for a number of
reasons. First, this analysis is based on data for the continental
• U.S. for the year 1977, while London's estimates are based on other
years for the entire northern hemisphere in these latitude bands. Thus,
, year-to-year variability in the cloud cover for the middle and upper
troposphere and longitudinal variations in that cloud cover could be
sources of disagreement. Also, due to the -40°C limit on the data
sample for this analysis, some cirriform clouds cannot possibly be
detected. In addition, some of the nimbostratus cloud forms may be too
shallow or too warm to be detected by this analysis. This would be
particularly true in the warmer seasons. Thus, the seasonal mean zonal
cloud cover for the middle and upper troposphere derived from this
analysis should be less than that actually observed even if the tech-
nique is valid• A compensating effect is that layers, which are
- saturated with respect to ice, are observed to be cloud free in some
cases, e.g. Bigg and Meade (1971), Jayaweera and Ohtake (1972), and
Detwiler and Vonnegut (1979). However, this situation occurs rela-
tively infrequently (e.g. Lala, [1969]) reports that only 3%of the
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time is this observed at Albany, New York) and normally at temperatures
J
less than -30°C. Since saturation with respect to ice at pressures
less than 600 mb and temperatures between O°C and -40°C was detected in
_35% of the sondes for Albany in 1977, less than 8%of the saturated
layers determined by this analysis are anticipated to be cloud free.
. It is expected that errors arising from the limited vertical domain of
this study are greater than those due to erroneous diagnosis. There-
fore, the seasonal meanzonal cloud cover for the middle and upper
troposphere derived here is likely to be less than that actually ob-
served even if the technique is valid. It is of note that, except in
winter, the estimated cloud cover derived in this study is less than
that derived from London (1957) for both latitude bands.
2.5 The Cloud Case Data Set
Before discussing the results of the analyses of cloud character-
istics, it is appropriate to consider the cloud case data set. In
Table I, the number of cloud cases, which qualified for these analyses
on the basis of the criteria discussed in Section 2.3, are presented
for each season for both cloud thickness groups. These are the number
of cases for which the analyses of cloud layer characteristics were
performed. In the following discussion of results, relative frequency
.of occurrence always refers to the percentage or fraction of the total
number of cases in a particular group, i.e. season and thickness, ex-
hibiting a particular characteristic. Many more thin cloud cases
qualified for the analyses than thick cloud cases. This is partly
because many of the thick saturated layers, which were found, were
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saturated at the -40°C level and, thus, were excluded from the analyses
. as cloud-top pressure could not be located.
• Summer Fall Winter Spring Total
Thick Clouds 189 251 246 200 886
Thin Clouds 863 765 524 564 2716
All Clouds 1052 1016 770 764 3602
Table I. Number of cloud cases included in this study for each season
and for each cloud thickness group.
In Figure 4, the relative frequency of occurrence of cloud cases
- with cloud-top pressure, PCT' within 25 mb of a given pressure level is
given for each season for both the thick cloud cases and the thin cloud
n
cases. The corresponding mean cloud-top pressures are also noted.
Mean cloud-top pressure is greatest in winter and least in summer.
The shapes of the curves are highly influenced by the mean seasonal
location of the -40°C isotherm and its variation. The location of the
mean seasonal tropopause and its variation also affect the shape of
the curves. These two factors cause the observed diminishing relative
frequencies above _400 mb. Note that the summer and fall curves are
similar and that the spring and winter curves are similar for both
thick and thin cloud cases. The mean cloud thickness is _30 mb for
the thin cloud cases and nearly 150 mb for the thick cloud cases.
1
However, only _ of the thick cloud cases are thicker than 150 mb.
, Thus, the mean is highly influenced by the very thick cases.
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Figure 4. Relative frequency of occurrence for cloud cases with cloud
top pressure, PCT' within 25 mb of a given pressure for -
both (a) thick cloud cases and (b) thin cloud cases for
each season. Seasonal mean cloud top pressures are also
given.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Stability
3.1.a Mean Stability Structures
' The results of the analyses of the dry static stability in the
cloud-top layer, OT; the over-cloud layer, o0; and the sub-cloud layer,
oS, are presented in this section. The seasonal means for the three
layers, i.e. aT, oO, and as, are given in Figure 5a for the thick
cloud cases and in Figure 5b for the thin cloud cases. The seasonal
means for the 350 mb to 450 mb layer, o4 , and for the 650 mb to 750 mb
layer, o---7,computed from all sondes are included in each figure for
comparison.
Comparing the a4and 07 curves, dry static stability is seen to
decrease with increasing height in all seasons. The seasonal range of
, o4 is only O.36°K/km with relative maxima, i.e. more stable, occurring
in summer and winter. The winter maximummay be partly due to the in-
clusion of some cases, where the tropopause is within the 350 mb to
450 mb layer. This may occur when a deep, cold trough is located over
a station at launch time and would lead to a more stable value of 04 .
The seasonal range of a--; is nearly 1.5°K/km. Thus, the middle tropo-
sphere undergoes a much larger seasonal variation of mean dry static
stability, when compared to the upper troposphere. The winter season
is the most stable and the summer season is the most unstable at the
700 mb level. In terms of o---7,spring resembles summer and fall is
- intermediate between winter and summer. The seasonal behavior of a7
may be partly attributed to the increased frequency and strength of
¥
elevated fronts occurring the the 650 mb to 750 mb layer during the
cold seasons. Stabilization of the lower troposphere due to infrared
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Figure 5. Seasonal mean dry static st_ability for the cloud-top la_er,
--
_T; the over-cloud layer, a0 and the sub-cloud layer, _S'
for (a) thick cloud cases and (b) thin cloud ca_e_. Mean
_easonal dry static stability at 400 mb, _4' and at "700mb,
_7' are included for comparison. See text for further
explanation.
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radiativ_processes acting at night may also play a role in raising
- o7 in the winter, especially at the high elevation stations. Also,
enhanced convective mixing in summer may play a role in lowering o7 in
that season. If only sondes exhibiting saturation with respect to ice
at a level above the 500 mb level are used to compute o4 and o7, the
curves are altered somewhat. In this case, o7 is decreased by less
than O.l°K/km in each season, when compared to the plotted values. The
values of o4 are increased by approximately O.l°K/km in winter and
spring and by 0.3 and O.2°K/km in summer and fall, respectively. Thus,
the mean difference in dry static stability between the upper and
lower troposphere is less for cloud case sondes, when compared to all
sondes. In summer, this difference is negligible for the cloud case
sondes.
• The observed values of o4 and o7may be used to compute the sea-
sonal mean rate of change of dry static stability with respect to
pressure, i.e. (_77- _44) / 300 mb. If this linear rate of change is
assumed to be valid for the pressure domain considered here, the sea-
sonal mean dry static stability at any pressure level in this domain
may be computed as a linear function of that pressure. In order to
compare the observed values of oT, o0 and aS to mean atmospheric condi-
tions, "expected" mean values of oT, o0 and oS were computed from the
observed respective mean mid-layer pressures by the above method. The
assumption of linear decrease of _ with pressure should not have much
" effect on the computations of the "expected" mean values, since, ex-
cept for the sub-cloud layer for the thick cloud cases, the mid-layer
pressures occur predominantly in the 350 mb to 450 mb layer (see
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Fig. 4). Thus, the expected mean values are based on small adjustments
to the value of _4"
Considering _T' GO and oS for the thick cloud cases, the cloud-
top layer is the most unstable layer and the sub-cloud layer is the
most stable layer of the three in the mean for each season. The mean
cloud-top layer is less stable than expected from mean conditions. The
difference is nearly O.5°K/km in spring, _O.2°K/km in winter, and _0.I
°K/km in the other seasons. If the virtual dry static stability, i.e.
using the moist adiabatic lapse rate instead of the dry adiabatic
lapse rate in Eq. 2.2, is computed, the mean cloud-to p layer is an
additional _O.5°K/km more unstable than mean conditions. Therefore,
it is primarily the moisture content of the mean cloud-top layer that
distinguishes it from mean conditions in terms of stability to small
vertical displacements.
The mean over-cloud layer for the thick cloud cases is more stable °
than expected from mean conditions by 0.I, 0.6, I.I and O.2°K/km in
summer, fall, winter and spring, respectively. The seasonal range of
OoiS greater than that of_TT by a factor of _3.5, which is surprising
in that the mean difference between the mid-layer pressures is only
_30 mb. The difference between G0 and OT is 0.I, 0.6, I.I and O.5°K/km
in summer, fall, winter and spring, respectively. Thus, particularly
in winter, the mean thick cloud layer is capped by a layer which is
more stable than the cloud-top layer, even if differences in water
vapor content are ignored.
The mean sub-cloud layer is the most stable layer and also ex-
hibits the largest seasonal range in dry static stability of the three
layers, which might have been anticipated from mean conditions, i.e.
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777. However, the observed values of os are greater than the values
expected from mean conditions by approximately I.I, 1.5, 1.8 and 0.7
°K/km in summer, fall, winter and spring, respectively. These values
suggest the presence of an elevated front in the sub-cloud layer. This
may be seen by considering that in winter the value of os corresponds
to a temperature lapse rate of only 4.7°K/km, which is absolutely
stable even under saturated conditions at this pressure, i.e. _550 mb.
Considering oT, G0 and as for the thin cloud cases, the over-
cloud layer is observed to be the most stable of the three in the mean
for each season, while the sub-cloud layer is the least stable except
in spring. The observed values of aT are greater than those expected
from mean conditions by _0.1°K/km in summer and fall, nearly equal in
spring, and are less by_0.2°K/km in winter. Thus, unlike the thick
cloud cases, the mean cloud-top layer for the thin cloud cases tendsD
to be slightly more stable than mean conditions. The seasonal range
in aT for the thin cloud cases is less than half that for the thick
cloud cases, though the patterns are similar. The mean cloud-top
layers for the thick and thin cloud cases are not that different in
terms of dry static stability and in both cases it is primarily the
water vapor content of the layers that distinguishes them from mean
conditions.
The mean over-cloud layer for the thin cloud cases is more stable
than expected from mean conditions by 2.6, 2.5, 2.0 and 2.2°K/km in
. summer, fall, winter and spring, respectively. These values suggest
the presence of an elevated front above the thin cloud layer. In some
cases, this stable layer is likely to correspond to the tropopause.
The value of o--0in summer corresponds to a temperature lapse rate of
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only _5.4°K/km, which is a very stable layer at this pressure level,
(_370 mb). The seasonal range of oO is much smaller for the thin
cloud cases, when compared to the thick cloud cases, and the seasonal
patterns are dissimilar, except that each exhibits a spring minimum.
In each season, the mean over-cloud layer is much more stable for the
thin cloud cases compared to the thick cloud cases even though the
stability of the respective mean cloud-top layers is not too different.
Mean conditions suggest that for the thin cloud cases, oS should
be greater than OT, however, this is not observed. The values of oS
are less than those expected from mean conditions by _0.1°K/km in
spring and summer and _O.2°K/km in the other seasons. The stability
of the mean sub-cloud layer is not too different from that of the mean
cloud-top layer for the thin cloud cases. There is no indication of
an elevated frontal zone in the mean sub-cloud layer for the thin cloud
I
cases as there was for the thick cloud cases.
3.1.b. Relative Frequency of Various Stability Structures
Thus far, the mean stratification in terms of dry static stability
in the vicinity of boththick and thin cloud layers have been quanti-
fied for each season. Differences in the mean dry static stability
between the thin and thick cloud cases have been noted. However, the
correspondence of the mean structures to the actual observed case by
case structure must be established before any quantitative model of the
typical stratification can be put forth, i.e. is the mean structure
representative of the typical structure or is it the result of averag-
ing multiple and different typical structures? In Table 2, the ob-
served relative frequency of occurrence of various stratifications in
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(a)
Thick Cloud Cases
Su F W Sp Average
c0 and cS 7 cT 27 34 34 27 30
cs < cT %cO II II 12 12 II
cS _ cT > cO 35 35 34 34 35
cO and cs < cT 27 20 20 28 24
cO _ cT 38 45 46 39 42
as _ cT 62 69 68 61 65
(b)
Thin Cloud Cases
cO and cS _ cT 43 40 38 41 41
cS < cT _ c0 21 17 21 17 19
aS _ aT > c0 14 16 17 17 16
aO and aS < aT 22 27 24 25 24
a0 _ aT 64 57 59 58 60
cS _ cT 57 56 55 58 57
Table 2, Relative frequency of occurrence in percent of various
stratifications of dry static stability among the over-
- cloud layer,CO; the cloud-toplayer,OT; and the sub-
cloud layer,cS, for each season and the "average"season
. for (a) thick cloud cases and for (b) thin cloud cases.
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terms of dry static stability among the cloud-top, over-cloud and sub-
cloud layers are presented for both cloud thickness groupings for each
season. In the top data row, the relative frequency of cases in a
group exhibiting a minimum in dry static stability in the cloud-top
layer relative to the other two layers is given. The second and third
data rows correspond to increasing and decreasing stability with height
through the three layers, respectively. The fourth row corresponds to
maximumstability in the cloud-top layer relative to the other two
layers. In the last two rows, the relative frequency of cases where
the over-cloud layer is more stable than the cloud-top layer and where
the sub-cloud layer is more stable than the cloud-top layer are pre-
sented for each group. Simple inspection of the entries reveals that
based upon this analysis any possible stratification may be observed °
for any given group. However, some stratifications are substantially
more commonthan others.
3.1.b.i. Thick Cloud Cases
For the thick cloud cases, the most likely stratification is that
with decreasing stability with height through the three layers. The
relative frequency of occurrence of this structure is nearly constant
with respect to season. This is also true of the structure with in-
creasing stability with height, which is the least likely. Minimum
stability in the cloud-top layer tends to be the second most likely
structure, and is most commonin fall and winter. Maximumstability
in the cloud-top layer has the opposite seasonal variation. In spring
and summer, these two stratifications are nearly equally likely to
occur. In order to properly interpret each structure physically, the °
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corresponding values of _0' _T and Ts must be considered together with
the relative frequency of occurrence of the two layer stratifications
shown in the last two data rows in Table 2.
" In an average season, the value of o0 is greater than _T in only
42% of the thick cloud cases, however, _0 minus oT is positive and
equal to _O.6°K/km. This implies that, for cases where o0 > OT, the
difference (_-00- _TT) is larger than the difference (_--TT- _-00), for
cases where OT > °0" The situation of a small decrease in dry static
stability from the cloud-top layer to the over-cloud layer strongly
suggests that both layers are located in the same air mass. This
applies to cases when the observed structures are those with either
maximumstability in the cloud-top layer or decreasing stability with
height through the three layers. If an expected decrease is computed
. for these cases, which is based upon an assumption that mean conditions
are representative of those in a uniform air mass, then an estimate of
a typical value of (_0 - °T) may be made for the cases when o0 > oT.
This value is _l.4°K/km. Thus, in the thick cloud cases where o0 > oT,
the over-cloud layer tends to be stable and caps the cloud layer. This
relatively stable layer may possibly be interpreted as an elevated
frontal zone, since the stability of a frontal zone at this level is
not nearly as great as at lower levels due to the cumulative effect of
diffusion over its lifetime. However, other interpretations are possi-
ble and are considered below.
o In an average season, the value of oS is greater than oT in 65%
of the thick cloud cases and_ss - _T equals _l.75°K/km, which is sub-
stantial. The implication is that for cases where oT > oS, the dif-
ference (TTT- _-SS) is relatively small and that for cases where oS > oT,
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the difference (_SS- °-T) is large. In the manner used above, (TSS-_--TT)
is estimated to be _2.4°K/km, for cases where _S > OT" Thus, the
i
structure with decreasing stability with height through the three
layers corresponds very well to the classical notion of a very stable 4
layer or front below the cloud layer and where the cloud-top layer and
over-cloud layer exist in the same lifted air mass. This is observed
to be the most likely structure for the thick cloud cases. The in-
terpretation of the structure with minimum stability in the cloud-top
layer is similar to the classical notion, except for the relatively
stable capping layer.
In addition to the interpretation that the stable over-cloud layer
is another frontal zone, which might exist in the case of thick clouds
to be west of the center of a mature or occluded cyclone, a second 4
interpretation is that the enhanced stability of this layer is due to
both strong infrared radiative cooling and evaporative cooling in the
region of cloud-top, which are greatest near the lower boundary of the
over-cloud layer and, thus, tend to stabilize the over-cloud layer.
Nighttime cases would show these effects more than daytime cases due
to the compensating effect of solar absorption.
Observations reported by Griffith et al, 1979, of the radiative
characteristics of tropical cirrus clouds lead to the conclusion that
the lapse rate of a 25 mb thick over-cloud layer, as defined here, may
be potentially stabilized at a rate of up to _20°K/km/day due to in-
frared radiative processes. These results correspond to the case of a
high, very cold cloud (i.e. _ -50°C), which is essentially a black body
with respect to infrared radiation and represents the situation of
maximumradiative effect. The potential stabilization of the over-
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cloud layer due to evaporative processes may be evaluated by noting
that typical ice water contents may range from 0.001 to 0.3 g/m3 and
typical mean vertical velocities in the cloud layer may range from
" 1 to I00 cm/s (from Griffith et al, 1979, and Heymsfield, 1977). If
the cloud-top level is assumed to remain constant and the ice crystals
are assumed to be transported upward at the observed vertical velocity
and are sublimated at cloud-top, the lapse rate of the over-cloud
layer may be potentially stabilized at a rate of from _0.005 to _150
°K/km/day. A vertical velocity of 2 cm/s and an ice water content of
0.I g/m3 result in a lapse rate stabilization rate of _lO°K/km/day in
the over-cloud layer due to evaporative cooling.
Subsidence and its associated adiabatic warming may also lead to
increased stability in a layer. However, in the case of a relatively
stable layer directly above a relatively unstable layer, a very strong
or enduring subsidence field would be required in the upper layer to
explain the observed magnitude of the stability differences if both
layers are initially assumed to be similar. For example, a vertical
velocity of _ -2 cm/s results in the lapse rate being stabilized at a
rate of _0.3 °K/km/day at these levels. Large vertical gradients of
both the vertical motion field and the divergence would also be re-
quired near the interface between the two layers for the observed
structure to evolve by this mechanism. Such gradients may exist across
elevated fronts but the vertical circulations required are opposite to
- those corresponding to the classical model. Compensating subsidence in
the region of strong convection may affect the stability structure of
middle and upper tropospheric outflow layers. However, the required
vertical gradients in the circulation are not likely to be due to the
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convection but rather due to somepre-existing structure. Thus, radia-
tive and evaporative effects may readily account for the observed
stability of the over-cloud layer, while adiabatic effects due to
vertical motion are much less likely to be the source of the observed
structure.
The structure with increasing stability with height does not
correspond to the classical structure. However, if the location of
cloud-top pressure is slightly in error in these cases, i.e. above the
actual cloud-top level, then the stability of the cloud-top layer is
overestimated since the over-cloud layer tends to be much more stable.
Since, where _T > °S' the difference in stability between the cloud-
top layer and the sub-cloud layer tends to be relatively small, it may 4
be hypothesized that they are in the same air mass and that the sign
of the difference, which is inconsistent with this hypothesis, arises
from slight errors in the location of the cloud-top level. In any
event, these cases do not appear to be forced by frontal lifting from
directly below the cloud layer.
The above arguments, also_ lead to the conclusion that, in the
case of the structure with maximumstability in the cloud-top layer,
the differences in dry static stlbility between the three layers tend
to be relatively small. Thus, the presence of a very stable layer is
not indicated for any of the l_yers. The observations of maximum
stability in the cloud-top layer may be due to the effects of infrared
radiation or evaporation near cloud-top coupled with a slight mis-
location of the cloud-top level. In this instance, maximumstability
w
occurs just above cloud-top. It should be noted, that the interpreta-
tions, which rely on assumederrors in the location of cloud-top, lead
to the conclusion that oT has been overestimated.
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Combining all the results from the analysis of the stratification
about thick clouds, the following conclusions may be put forth:
I. In 65% of the cases, the mean sub-cloud layer is
" estimated to be _2°K/km more stable than mean condi-
tions. This strongly suggests the presence of a
frontal zone corresponding to the classical model.
2. In nearly half of the cases with the stable sub-
cloud layer, the mean over-cloud layer is also
relatively stable, i.e. estimated to be _l.3°K/km
more stable than mean conditions.
3. In _35% of the cases, which do not show the stable
sub-cloud layer, _ ½ do exhibit the stable capping
layer, while the rest show a weak tendency for
maximumstability in the vicinity of cloud-top.
4. The stability of the mean cloud-top layer has
probably been slightly overestimated due to the
mislocation of the cloud-top level in some cases.
However, even if OT is adjusted to compensate for
this effect, the corresponding temperature lapse
rate is still 1 to 2°K/km less than the moist
adiabatic lapse rate. It is primarily the moisture
content of this layer, which distinguishes it from
mean atmospheric conditions.
, These conclusions were based on an average season. They are most
valid in winter, where the magnitude of the differences are larger than
for the average season.
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3.1.b.ii. Thin Cloud Cases
For-the thin cloud cases, thl_ structure with minimum stability in
the cloud-top layer is the most likely stratification in each season.
However, maximumstability in this layer is the next most commonly ob-
served structure. Increasing stability with height through the three
layers is slightly more commonthan decreasing stability with height.
The observed relative frequency of occurrence for each structure for
the thin cloud cases exhibits a seasonal range of _5%. No obvious
pattern is evident in this seasonal variation. The observed relative
frequency of occurrence for the different stratifications indicates
substantial differences between the thick and thin cloud cases.
In an average season, the value of o0 is greater than aT in _60%
of the thin cloud cases and the difference o0 - oT is _2.2°K/km. This
difference is very large considering the proximity of these two layers
and the above percentage. If for the cases where o0 < oT, the over-
cloud layer and the cloud-top layer are assumed to exist in the same
air mass and an expected value of (TTT- _00) is computed based on mean
conditions, then an estimate can be made for (_00- °T) for the cases
when oT < oO. This estimate is that (_-0- _--TT) equals _3.7°K/km. This
indicates a very stable capping layer for the cases when o0 > aT. This
conclusion relies on the above estimate only in degree and not in sub-
stance. The stability of the over-cloud layer when o0 > oT, is much
greater for the thin cloud cases when compared to the corresponding
thick cloud cases. Whereas the interpretation that these cases re- •
present cloud layers capped by a frontal zone is somewhat open to
question, as noted previously for the thick cloud cases; it is much
more plausible here, given the estimated magnitude of _00 for the thin
cloud cases. The estimated value of _0 _ 7°K/km for the thin cloud
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cases where G0 > _T' corresponds to a temperature lapse rate of only
_4.5°K/km. Radiative and evaporative processes may be responsible for
the evolution of this structure.
• In an average season, the value of _S is greater than aT in 57%
of the cases. The difference aT- uS is relatively small and equal to
_0.2°K/km. This difference is expected to be _ -0.1°K/km if both
layers exist in the same air mass. If this is correct for the thin
cloud cases, where _T < US; then for the cases where uS < OT' the dif-
ference may be estimated to be _O.6°K/km. This implies that, for the
structures exhibiting either maximumstability in the cloud-top layer
or increasing stability with height, the cloud-top layer is somewhat
more stable than the sub-cloud layer but not so stable as to suggest a
frontal zone.
In light of the above arguments, the observed stratifications for
the thin cloud cases may be interpreted in an average sense for a mean
season. The structure with decreasing stability with height through
the three layers appears to be associated with the situation of all
three layers existing in the same air mass. There is no indication of
a frontal zone in the sub-cloud layer for this structure as there is
for the thick cloud cases. Also, where this structure was the most
frequently observed stratification for the thick cloud cases, it is
the least frequently observed for the thin cloud cases. The stratifi-
cation where minimum stability is observed in the cloud-top layer of
thin clouds corresponds to the situation where the cloud layer and
sub-cloud layer are located in the same air mass. A very stable layer
- is observed in the over-cloud layer and no indication of a frontal zone
is found for the sub-cloud layer. The structure with increasing
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stability with height, also, shows the very stable over-cloud layer and
no sub-cloud front. The enhanced stability of the cloud-top layer,
i.e.O.6°K/km greater than aS is most likely due to small errors in the
location of the cloud-top level. This interpretation seems reasonable
given th_ very stable nature of the over-cloud layer. This interpreta-
tion leads to the conclusion that aT has been overestimated. For the
structure with maximumstability in the cloud-top layer, the cloud-top
layer and over-cloud layer appear to be located in thesame air mass
due to the small decrease with height of dry static stability for the
layers. However, the stability of the cloud-top layer is not suffi-
ciently great to warrant an interpretation based on the presence of a
frontal zone. It is possible that errors in the location of the cloud-
top level together with radiative and evaporative effects lead to the
observed maximum. In any event, this stratification is very similar
to the decreasing stability with height structure except for the weak
maximum, i.e. none of the three layers exhibit sufficient stability
for a frontal zone.
Combining the above results, the conclusions from the analyslis of
the stratification about thin cloud layers may be summarized as:
I. In _60% of the cases, a very stable mean over-cloud
layer exists, whose stability strongly suggests the
presence of a front, i.e. a0 _ 7°K/km.
2. In the other 40% of the cases, the presence of a
frontal zone or a very stable layer is not indicated
for any of the three mean layers. However, in 60%
of these cases there is an indication of enhanced
stability in the vicinity of mean cloud-top level.
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3. It is likely that, when maximumstability is observed
to increase with height through the three layers, the
location of cloud-top is slightly in error. If this
is true, then aT has been overestimated. If the magni-
tude of this error is estimated from mean conditions,
then a corrected value of aT may be computed, which
is slightly less than aS.
The above inferences for the thin cloud cases are nearly equally
valid for any season. The conclusions for both the thin and thick
cloud cases are based upon observed means and the relative frequency
of occurrence of various structures. It must be emphasized that they
only apply to the average case exhibiting such a structure.
3.1.c. Relative Frequency Distributions of Stability
As was stated previously, any possible stability stratification
may be observed for these three layers for a cloud case. In fact, the
observed stability values range over a wide domain. Conditions ranging
from super-adiabatic to strong inversions are observed in each of the
three layers in each season. Errors in the location of cloud-top
pressure have been assumed to account for some of the observations of
stable cloud-top layers. At this point, it is appropriate to examine
the observed distribution of dry static stability for each layer.
In Figure 6, the observed relative frequency of occurrence is
given for various stability classes. In each panel, the distributions
are given for each season for one of the three layers for a particular
cloud thickness group. Each class represents a l°K/km range of ob-
served dry static stability, except for class I. Cases included in
class 1 correspond to observations of super adiabatic or dry adiabatic
-42-
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Figure 6. Relative frequency of occurrence of various stability
classes for each season for the thick cloud cases for each
layer, (i.e. (a) over-cloud layer, (b) cloud-top layer, (c)
sub-cloud layer) and, similarly, for the thin cloud case:_
(i.e. (an), (bb) and (cc), respectively). See text for
definition of stability classes and further explanation.
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conditions, i.e. _ % O°K/km. Class number 2 includes observations
where O°K/km < _ S l°K/km. Similarly, class N includes cases where
(N-2)°K/km < _ _ (N-l)°K/km. Note that class 2 represents cases, where
conditions are approximately moist adiabatic for the pressure and
temperature domain of these cloud cases. Someof the cases included
in class 3 may also correspond to moist adiabatic conditions. In
general for this domain, class 14 corresponds to near isothermal condi-
tions in a layer, though some cases in classes 13 and 15 may also show
this due to their respective pressure levels. Classes 16 through 21
correspond to cases exhibiting an inversion in the layer with the
strength of the observed inversion increasing with class number, e.g.
class 21 includes cases where temperature typically increases at a
b
rate of greater than _5°K/km from the base to the top of the layer. In
order to facilitate the consideration of these data, the corresponding
o
cumulative frequency d_stributions are given in Figures 7 and 8 for the
thick cloud cases and for the thin cloud cases, respectively. The
relative frequencies are accumulated progressively from class 1 through
class 21, e.g. the cumulative frequency plotted for class 3 corresponds
to the sum of the relative frequencies of classes I, 2 and 3. In each
panel, the observed distributions for each of the layers are given for
a particular season and cloud thickness group.
In general, the relative frequency distributions are broader for
the thin cloud cases in the over-cloud layer and the cloud-top layer,
. when compared to the thick cloud cases. The opposite is true of the
sub-cloud layer. Narrow distributions correspond to uniform conditions
" observed on a case by case basis. In winter, the distributions tend to
be broader than in other seasons. There is also a tendency for a sea-
sonal shift in the distributions, i.e. the summer peak is generally to
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Figure 7. Cumulative relative frequency distributions of stability
class for the thick cloud cases for each of the over-
cloud, cloud-top and sub-cloud layers. See text for
further explanation.
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the r,ight and the winter peak tends to be to the left of the peaks for
spring and fall. It should also be noted that the over-cloud layer
distributions show a relatively large frequency of very stable condi-
tions, especially for the thin cloud cases. The sub-cloud layer dis-
tributions for the thick cloud cases, also, exhibit a relatively large
frequency of very stable conditions.
The median values of G0, oT and oS (i.e. cumula'tive frequency =
50%, see Figs. 7 and 8) exhibit the same relative pattern as the mean
values depicted in Figure 5, except for thick cloud cases in summer.
However, the differences between the median values of 00 , _T and _S
for a given season are smaller than noted for the means. Thus, the
relative frequency of very stable conditions for the various layers
has a substantial influence on the computed means. The median values
of °T and °S for the thin cloud cases are within 1 to 2°K/km of the
stability associated with moist adiabatic conditions, while the median
values of o0 are an additional 1.5°K/km more stable. For the thick
cloud cases, the median values of oT and °O are within 1 to 2°K/km of
moist adiabatic conditions, while the median value of _5S is an addi-
tional l°K/km more stable. Note that dry adiabatic or super adiabatic
conditions tend to be most commonin the over-cloud layer for the thick
cloud cases and in the cloud-top layer for the thin cloud cases, when
compared to the other layers.
For the thin cloud cases, the cumulative relative frequency dis-
tributions for the sub-cloud layer and the cloud-top layer are very
similar. There is a slight tendency for the cloud-top layer to ex-
hibit more extreme values, when compared to the sub-cloud layer. Fewer
than 5% of the observations of eT or °S indicate isothermal or inversion
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conditions. The distributions l_r _T0 are substantially different.
Approximately 10%of the observations of o0 correspond to isothermal
or inversion conditions. Moderately stable to very stable conditions
• dominate the o0 distributions. The o0 distributions for the thin cloud
cases are the most stable of all the 7ayers for either thickness group.
Noting the distributions for the thick cloud cases, in no season
do two layers exhibit the degree of similarity seen between the cloud-
top and sub-cloud layers for the thin cloud cases. Also, no two layers
are as different as the over-cloud and cloud-top layers for the thin
cloud cases. The seasonal variation in the distributions is greater
than for the thin cloud cases. In summer, the over-cloud layer and
the sub-cloud layer exhibit very stable conditions in nearly the same
percentage of cases, while in the other seasons the sub-cloud layer
is approximately twice as likely to show this. As in the thin cloud
distributions, the cloud-top layer exhibits very stable conditions,
i.e. isothermal, less than _5% of the time.
3.2 Vertical Wind Shear
The results of the analyses of the vertical shear of the hori-
zontal wind speed in the cloud-top layer, ST; the over-cloud layer,
SO; and the sub-cloud layer, SS, are presented in this section. Re-
call that the wind direction is ignored in these analyses.
Considering the sign of the shear, it is apparent that negative
shear occurs relatively infrequently in these layers. For the thin
cloud cases in a given season, the relative frequency of occurrence
of negative shear is nearly the same for each layer. Seasonal varia-
tion is also negligible, except for the summer season, where
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approximately 20% of the cases r,:hil)it negative shear in a given layer
compared to 15 to 16% in the other seasons. The thick cloud cases
have both a more pronounced seasonal variation and more significant
differences between the layers in a given season, than the thin cloud •
cases. For the thick cloud cases, ST; SO and SS are negative in II,
II and 14%of the winter cases; in 13, 15 and 18%of the fall cases;
in 17, 19 and 26% of the spring cases; and in 17, 24 and 29% of the
summer cases, respectively. Thus, as in the thin cloud cases, nega-
tive shear occurs most frequently in the summer for each layer. Nega-
tive shear is least likely in winter and the cloud-top layer is the
layer least likely to exhibit negative shear in each season for the
thick cloud cases. However, the difference between this layer and
the over-cloud layer is relatively small except in summer. Differences_
between the cloud-top layer and the sub-cloud layer are larger and are
most pronounced in spring and summer. Thus, for a given cloud thick-
ness group in a given season, the relative frequency of negative shear
does not vary substantially among layers in close proximity, i.e. all
three layers of the thin cloud cases or the upper two layers for the
thick cloud cases.
In terms of the relative frequency of occurrence of negative
shear in the three layers for the thick cloud cases, spring is more
similar to summer than to fall and fall is more similar to winter than
to spring. The seasonal variation for the thick cloud cases may be at
least partly explained by noting that the thick cloud is likely to
occur in a region of strong or deep vertical lifting in the middle and
upper levels, i.e. in association with either an elevated warm front "
or to a lesser degree an elevated cold front of a cyclone. This is
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particularly true in the cold se_(;{_ns. This region is located near
• the fastest upper level flow associated with the cyclone, i.e. the jet
stream core, whose strength is coupled to the cyclone intensity. The
• intensification of the flow, particularly at high levels, over the
region of strong uplift makes positive shear more likely in layers
below the jet stream level and above the front. Thus, the seasonal
cycle in cyclone intensity and the associated upper level flow may
produce the observed seasonal variation in the relative frequency of
negative shear for thick cloud layers. Since the thin cloud is likely
to occur in a region of weak vertical lifting, seasonal changes in
cyclone intensity are more likely to affect the areal extent than the
shear environment of the thin clouds. This is because even though a
more intense cyclone has a stronger jet core and a larger area of
o faster flow, the region of strong uplift is larger and, thus, the weak
uplift region is located farther away from the jet core compared to
the less intense cyclone case.
Another factor, which might influence the seasonal cycle, is the
role of vertical transport of water by deep convection in the forma-
tion of some of these clouds. Deep convection is most commonin summer
and spring, less commonin fall and rare in winter for this domain.
Thus, the seasonal cycle of deep convection resembles the seasonal
variation in the relative frequency of negative shear for the thick
cloud cases. Deep convection tends to occur in close proximity to a
cold front at the surface and the associated upper level jet stream,
particularly in spring. This region is generally upstream from the
jet maximumand is not in an area of strong middle or upper level
large-scale lifting. Horizontal propagation of the convection away
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from the surface front or horizonLal transport of water after injection
into_,the middle and upper levels may cause the outflow cloud layer to
exist away from under the jet core. Thus, if deepconvection is
important in the formation of some of these thick cloud cases, then °
these cases may exist in a substantially different, environment in terms
of large-scale vertical motion and the strength of the upper level flow
compared to cases associated with elevated fronts, which are typical
of the winter season.
_There are eight possible configurations for the sign of the shear
in the three layers of a given cloud case. In Table 3, the observed
relative frequency of occurrence for each of these configurations is
given for each season for the thick cloud cases, (a), and for the thin
cloud cases, (b). The predominance of positive shear may be further
emphasized by noting that positive shear of the horizontal windspeed
is observed in two or more of the three layers in 84% to 94% of the
thick cloud cases and in 86% to 92%of the thincloud cases depending
on the season. Positive shear in all three layers is the most common
configuration in every season for either cloud thickness group. Near-
ly one-half to greater than two-thirds of the cases exhibit_this
structure in a given season for either group. The next most likely
configurations are those involving negative shear in only one of the
layers. For the thin cloud cases, none of these three structures is
significantly more likely than any other, except in summer. In fact,
the spring, winter and fall seasons show almost no seasonalvariability
in the relative frequency of any given configuration. This lack of
seasonal variability in the occurrence of the different configurations
corresponds exactly to the result noted above, from the analysis of
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Thick Cloud Cases
SO, ST, SS Su F W Sp Average Range
D
+ + + 47 63 70 51 58 23
+ + - 19 14 II 16 15 7
- + + 9 7 6 12 9 6
- + - 8 2 1 4 4 7
+ - + 9 6 7 8 7 3
+ - - 1 2 1 5 2 4
- - + 6 5 3 4 4 3
- - - 1 1 1 0 1 1
W
(b)
Thin Cloud Cases
Su F W Sp Average Range
+ + + 56 65 65 66 63 9
+ + - 13 9 9 7 I0 5
- + + I0 I0 8 I0 I0 2
- + - 2 1 2 1 2 1
+ - + 7 8 7 8 7 1
+ - - 5 3 4 2 3 3
- - + 5 3 4 4 4 2
- - - 2 1 1 2 1 1
Table 3. Relative frequency of occurrence in percent of cases having
various configurations for the sign of the vertical shear
, of the horizontal wind speed in the over-cloud, cloud-top
and sub-cloud layers, i.e. sign of SO, ST and SS, respec-
tively, for each season (a) for thick cloud cases and (b)
for thin cloud cases. Values for the average season and
the seasonal range are also given for each configuration.
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the sign of the shear in each la_:t" independently." In summer, the
configu.ration with negative shear in only the sub-cloud layer is some- •
what more likely than in other seasons and the configurations with
negative shear in at least two layers tend to be slightly more common
The relative frequency of occurrence for the other two structures with
positiye shear in only two of the layers does not change significantly
even in,summer, i.e. only the structure with all positive shear is less
likely in summer.
For the thick cloud cases, the seasonal range of relative fre-
quency for each configuration is larger than for the thin cloud cases.
In general, the spring/fall season values are most similar to the
summer/winter values. These results are the same as those derived
from the analysis of each layer independently. Other than the sea-
sonal variation, the primary difference between the thick and thin
cloud cases is that the structure with negative shear in only the sub-
cloud layer is substantially more likely for the thick cloud cases in
all seasons. Considering the average of the seasonal values, the in-
creased frequency of this structure is almost equal to the decreased
frequency of the structure with all positive shear compared to the
thin cloud cases. This is not true on a season by season basis, where
the relative frequency of occurrence for the other structures with at
least one positive shear layer and negative shear in the sub-cloud
layer are also somewhat different, when comparing the thin and thick
cloud cases.
For the analysis of the magnitude of the vertical shear of the
B
horizontal wind speed in each of the three layers, cases exhibiting
positive shear and cases exhibiting negative shear in the layer of
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interest are considered independ_,tly. The following discussion is
• limited to seasonal means. As in the case of the dry static stability,
the means encompass quite a wide range of observed values. The
° standard deviations for the various means typically range from nearly
equal to the mean to approximately twice the mean value. In Table 4,
the average shear in each layer for each season is given for cases
with positive shear in the layer, S+, and for cases with negative shear
in the layer, S-, for the thick cloud cases (a) and for the thin cloud
cases (b). The values of S+ and S_ may be combined with the corre-
sponding observed relative frequency of occurrence given above to ob-
tain either S or Isl, i.e. the seasonal mean shear or the seasonal
mean magnitude of the shear, respectively.
t
Considering S-_+,both the thick cloud and thin cloud cases show a
maximumin winter, a minimum in summer, and spring values larger than
fall values for each layer. The seasonal pattern for S_ is somewhat
more confused. Due to the small relative frequency of negative shear,
the pattern for JSI resembles that for S+ very closely. The seasonal
range of S__is generally less than one-half that of S+ for each layer
for either thickness group. Thus, the seasonal cycle in cyclone in-
tensity and speed of the upper level flow affects the positive shear
cases much more than the negative shear cases. As in the case of the
sign of the shear, the thick cloud cases have a substantially greater
seasonal range in both S+ and _ for a given layer, when compared to
the thin cloud cases. This supports the earlier conclusion based on
the analysis of the sign of the shear, that the thin cloud cases are
Q
not as sensitive as the thick cloud cases to the seasonal cycle in
cyclone intensity. In general, S+ is greater and JS__lis less for the
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(a) •
Thick Cloud Cases
Su F W Sp
4.0 4.9 6.5 6.10
-4.5 -4.9 -5.5 -4.6
3.3 4.8 6.5 5.5T
-3.8 -4.5 -5.4 -4.6
4.1 5.1 6.8 5.5S
-5.7 -5.0 -5.5 -4.4
(b)
Thin Cloud Cases
Su F W Sp Q
0 4.1 4.7 6.0 4.9
-5.3 -5.4 -4.9 -5.2
3.8 4.6 5.4 5.2T
-5.0 -5.4 -5.9 -5.9
3.4 4.7 5.4 5.1S
-5.3 -5.4 -5.4 -4.7
Table 4. Mean vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed in m/s/km
for each season (a) for thick cloud cases and (b) for thin
cloud cases for the over-cloud, cloud-top, and sub-cloud
layers, i.e. O, T and S, respectively. The positive en-
tries are the means for cases with positive shear in that
layer, i.e. S+, and the negative entries are the means for
cases with negative shear in that layer, i.e. S-.
Q
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thick cloud cases, when compared to the thin cloud cases for a given
season and layer. For the thin cloud cases, IS_-_I> S+ in most in-
stances, while except in summer, S+ > I___I for the thick cloud cases.
Thus, in the mean for a season, when negative shear occurs in one of
the layers of a thin cloud, the magnitude of the shear tends to be
greater than when positive shear occurs in that layer. This is a
surprising result.
For the thick cloud cases, the minimum values of S+, IS__[, and
ISl occur in the cloud-top layer for each season except in spring,
where the minimum values of IS_-_Iand-_T occur in the sub-cloud layer.
The maximumvalues occur in the sub-cloud layer in each season except
spring, where the maximumvalues of IS__I and ISl occur in the cloud-o
top layer. For the thin cloud cases, the maximumvalues of S+ and ISl
• occur in the over-cloud layer in each season except spring, where the
maximumvalues occur in the cloud-top layer. The maximumvalue of ]___I
occurs in the cloud-top layer in each season except summer, where it
occurs in the sub-cloud layer. The pattern for minimum values of S+,
IS__I or _S_ is confused. Except in winter, the difference between the
maximumand minimum values of either S+, IS-__Ior ISI observed for the
three layers in a season is larger for the thick cloud cases than for
the thin cloud cases. Thus, more variability between the layers is
observed for the thick cloud cases than for the thin cloud cases,
' except in winter.
On a case-by-case basis, four possible structures for the magni-
tude of the shear may occur. These are: maximum ISl in the cloud-top
Q
layer, decreasing ISI with height through the three layers, increasing
IS I with height, and minimum Isl in the cloud-top layer. In Table 5,
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(a)
Thick Cloud Cases
Su F W Sp Average Range
IsT ) ISoland ISsl32 33 31 28 31 5 °
ISs > ISTl) ISol 18 22 20 22 20 4
Is0 > ISTl_ Issl 16 19 23 17 19 7
IsT < IsolandISsl 34 26 26 33 30 8
(b)
Thin Cloud Cases •
Su F W Sp Average Range
Q
ISTI_ ISoland {SsI 34 34 33 37 34 4
ISsl> ISTl> lSol 2o 22 21 22 21 2
ISol> ISTl_ ISsl 20 20 21 22 21 2
ISTI< ISoland ISsl 26 24 25 19 24 7
Table 5. Relativefrequencyof occurrencein percentof caseshaving
variousrelativeconfigurationsof the magnitudeof the
verticalshear of the horizontalwind speed in the over-
cloud, cloud-topand sub-cloudlayers,i.e. ISoI , ISTI
and ISsI,respectively,for each season. Values for the
averageseason and the seasonalrange are also given for
each configuration.
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the observed relative frequency of occurrence of each of these struc-
tures for each season for both the thick cloud cases (a) and the thin
cloud cases (b) is given.
" The seasonal variability of the relative frequency of occurrence
of each structure is larger for the thick cloud cases than for the thin
cloud cases. The two most commonly observed structures for the thick
cloud cases in each season are those with either maximumor minimum
shear magnitude in the cloud-top layer. On an annual basis, they are
_50% more likely than the other two structures. In spring, the struc-
ture with maximum JSI in the cloud-top layer is somewhat less likely
than in the other seasons. The structure with minimum shear in the
cloud-top layer is substantially less likely in fall and winter when
compared to spring and summer, where it is the most commonly observed
structure. This structure corresponds to the mean structure for each
season, noted above, which was derived from the analysis of each layer
independently. Thus, in fall and winter, the most likely structure
does not correspond to the observed mean structure. If the cases of
increasing or decreasing ISl with height can be assumed to cancel in
the computation of the mean structure, this implies that if a typical
case with minimum ISI in the cloud-top layer is compared to a typical
case with a maximum ISI in the cloud-top layer, the minimum would be
more pronounced than the maximum.
For the thin cloud cases, the structure with maximum JS] in the
cloud-top layer is the most likely structure in each season. The ob-
served relative frequency of occurrence for each structure is nearly
constant with respect to season except in spring where the structure
with minimum ISJ in the cloud-top layer is less likely and the
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structure with maximum IS] in the cloud-top layer is more likely than
in the other seasons. This is opposite to what is observed in the
thick cloud cases. Except in spring, the most likely structure for
the thin cloud cases does not correspond to the mean structure for a
season_; given in Table 4b.
313 Richardson Number
The results of the analyses of the Richardson number in the over-
cloud, cloud-top, and sub-cloud layers, i.e. RO, RT and RS, respec-
tively, are discussed in this section. Richardson numbers for the
350 mb to 450 mb layer, R4, and the 650 mb to 750 mb layer, R7, are
also considered.
Seasonal mean Richardson number for a layer is not a very useful
quantity. This is primarily due to the inverse-square dependence of
R on the vertical wind shear, S. For cases where S is small, R is
very large and greatly affects the means and corresponding standard
deviations. For these analyses, if S = 0 or if R _ 60, then R is
arbitrarily set equal to 60. For all the layers cons_idered, both the,f
seasonal mean Richardson numbers and the corresponding standard devia- "
tions are largest in summer and smallest in winter. The fall and
spring values are generally close to the winter values, i.e. always
closer to winter than to summer. For the thick cloud cases, the values
of RO, RT and Rs each range from _12 to _18 with corresponding standard
deviations of from _19 to _31. For the thin cloud cases, the value of _
R0 ranges from _14 to _19 with standard deviations of from _18 to _24,
respectively. The values of l_T andros each range from_131to _16 with
standard deviations from _18 to _22, respectively. The values of
9
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-_4 and R7, each range from _14 to _16. The analysis of Richardson
number over thick layers, such as for R4 and R7, is not very interest-
ing. Less than I% of all sondes have either R4 or R7 values within a
factor of two of the turbulence threshold, i.e. R _ 0.5. This result
is unchanged if only cloud case sondes are used. The percentage of all
sondes exhibiting values of R7 or R4 less than or equal to 4.0 ranges
from _I0% to _30% for R4 and from _15% to _20% for R7 with the minimum
values occurring in summer and the maximumvalues occurring in winter.
These values are increased by a couple of percentage points, if only
cloud case sondes are used.
For the following discussion, no distinction is made between
thick and thin cloud cases. Differences between these groups are con-
sidered later. In Figure 9, the relative frequency of occurrence of
• cloud cases with Richardson number less than or equal to a given value
in each of the over-cloud, cloud-top, and sub-cloud layers is given for
both the summer and winter seasons. Similar plots for fall and spring
lie between the corresponding winter and summer curves and are general-
ly closer to the winter curve. In summer, a higher percentage of the
cloud cases have values of RO, RT and RS less than or equal to 0.25,
when compared to the winter season. However, the winter cases show a
larger relative frequency of RO, RT and RS less than or equal to 4.0,
i.e. relatively small Richardson number, when compared to the summer
season. In all seasons, the relative frequency of cases with
• Richardson number less than some given value is greatest for the cloud-
top layer and smallest for the over-cloud layer. This does not hold
for the smallest Richardson numbers, as in winter, the sub-cloud layer
most frequently exhibits values less than _0.2 and in summer, the
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Figure 9. Relative frequencyof occurrenceof cloud cases hav_n_
Richardsonnumber less than or equa! to Y for each of the
over-cloud,cloud-topand sub-cloudlayers in winter and Jn
sumtnel _ .
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sub-cloud layer least frequently exhibits values less than _0.4. The
. cloud-top layer possesses the maximumRichardson number of the three
layers in nearly 40% of the cases in an average season. However, in
° nearly 35%of the cases, minimum Richardson number is observed in this
layer.
The data shown in Figure 9 and the preceeding discussion are most
applicable to the thin cloud cases due to the dominance of these cases
in the total cloud case sample. For the thick cloud cases, the small-
est values of Richardson number tend to be less commonfor the sub-
cloud and cloud-top layers and more likely for the over-cloud layer,
when Compared to the thin cloud cases. The differences in relative
frequency amount to less than 3% between the two groups at Richardson
numbers less than 0.5 in each season. Considering cases exhibiting
Richardson numbers less than or equal to 4.0, the same pattern is found
though the differences between the thin and thick cloud cases for a
given layer are larger, i.e. _12% maximumdifference.
A Richardson number of_0.25 or less for the mean flow is re-
quired for turbulence and turbulent transports to be maintained by the
mean flow. Since only a small percentage of these cases exhibit such
small Richardson numbers, it is concluded that, in general, these
clouds are not formed as a result of widespread turbulence generated
by the mear_flow. The Richardson number quantifies the relative im-
portance of buoyancy forces and mechanical forces, i.e. shear, in the
• production of turbulent kinetic energy and, thus, also the turbulent
energy transports. Considering the cloud-top layer, in only 20% of
the winter cases and in only 15%of the summer cases, is the mechanical
production greater than or equal to the buoyancy production. Thus, in
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general,buoyancyforces are the more dominantfactor influencingthe
productionof turbulentkineticenergy and the associatedconvective
energy transportsfor middle and upper troposphericstratiformclouds.
Therefore,it is primarilythermalperturbationsand not wind speed o
perturbationsthat are responsiblefor verticaleddy circulationswith-
in these clouds.
These analysesseem to be sensitiveto the verticalresolutionof
the data set. This may be seen by comparingthe relativefrequencyof
the very small values of Richardsonnumber, i.e. _ 0.25, for the cloud-
top layer to that of the 350 mb to 450 mb layer for cloud case sondes.
The differencein relativefrequencyis more than an order of mangi-
l
tude. The mean cloud-toplayer is _ the pressurethicknessof the
350 mb to 450 mb layer. It is possible that with better vertical
resolution,the smallestvalues of Richardsonnumber may occur more
frequently. However,since all significantlevelsare includedin
the rawinsondedata set, we suggestthat this problem in minor.
Recall that slighterrors in the locationof cloud-toppressure
were hypothesizedbased on the analysisof dry static stability,i.e.
Section 3.1. If this is true, then the effect on the frequencydis-
tributionof Richardsonnumbers is to reduce the relativefrequency
of small values for the over-cloudlayer and increasethe relative
frequencyof small values for the cloud-toplayer. It is unlikely
that these adjustmentswould substantiallyalter the above conclusions.
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4. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
_ This study characterizes the static environment of middle and
upper tropospheric stratiform clouds as deduced from rawinsonde data
6
from 24 continental U.S. stations between 30°N and 50°N latitude for
the year 1977. The analyses are limited to pressures less than 500 mb
and temperatures between O°C and -40°C. Thus, primarily ice-phase
cloud forms are considered. Computed relative humidity with respect
to ice is used to diagnose the presence of a cloud layer. Good agree-
ment is found between climatological estimates of seasonal mean middle
and upper tropospheric cloud cover deduced from surface observations
and estimates based on this technique.
• Thin cloud layers and thick cloud layers are treated independent-
ly. A saturated layer which is less than or equal to 50 mb thick is
• designated as a thin cloud case. Otherwise, the saturated layer is
defined as a thick cloud case. The analyses are performed on a sea-
sonal basis. No regional distinctions are attempted.
Three layers are defined for the analysis of a cloud case. These
are the uppermost saturated layer, the next higher layer and the layer
below the lowest saturated layer, i.e. the cloud-top layer, the over-
cloud layer and the sub-cloud layer, respectively. Cloud cases with
missing data at any of the levels defining these layers are eliminated
from the analyses. Over 3600 cloud cases qualified for the analysis.
For each of the layers, the dry static stability, the vertical shear
of the horizontal wind speed and the atmospheric analog of the
Richardson number are computed. Seasonal means for each of these
quantities for both cloud thickness groups are presented. The
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corresponding relative frequency distributions are also presented for'
some of_these quantities. In addition, various structures for each
parameter are defined in terms of the relative values of the parameter
in each of the three layers, e.g. increasing stability_with height
through the three layers. The relative frequency of occurrence of
these structures is presented for each season and thickness group.
A number of different conceptual models of the stability strati-
fication and shear structure associated with these cloud forms are
briefly reviewed. This study attempts to establish (in a quantitative
way) the applicability of each of these models for the domain of this
analysis.
On a case by case basis, the observed values of the dry static
stability, the vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed and the
Richardson number may vary over quite large ranges for each layer for
either cloud thickness group. The observed stability stratification
and vertical wind shear structure about cloud layers is found to be
quite variable. Cloud cases exhibiting structures corresponding to
each of the different conceptual models may be found in all seasons
for both cloud thickness groups. Somestructures are found to be sub-
stantially more commonthan others. Someof the observed variability
may possibly be explained as arising from errors in locating the actual
cloud-top level. These errors may arise due to the differing response
rates of the humidity and temperature sensors, (i.e. hysterisis of the
humidity sensor may lead to an indication of continuing saturation for
a small distance after the sonde has exited the cloud layer). How-
ever, the corresponding indicated temperatures and, thus, stability •
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pertain to the over-cloud layer as the response of the temperature
sensor is much faster, especially for these temperatures and pressures.
_J
The major conclusions resulting from these analyses are presented
- below.
I. In all aspects, the thick cloud cases exhibit larger
seasonal variability, than the thin cloud cases.
Since cyclone intensity and the associated upper
level flow undergo substantial seasonal cycles, it
is concluded that the environment of thick middle
and upper level cloud forms is much more strongly
tied to cyclone intensity than that associated with
thin cloud forms.
2. Bu_ncy forces are the primary factor influencing
the generation of turbulent kinetic energy, and,
hence are the primary forces maintaining the
vertical transports in middle and upper tropo-
spheric clouds. In only 15-20% of the cloud cases
is the mechanical generation, i.e. shear production,
of turbulent kinetic energy of equal or greater
magnitude. Only rarely is production greater than
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in the mean
flow. Thus, the turbulent energy transports
associated with these cloud forms do not result
, from turbulence maintained by the mean flow.
3. Thick Cloud Layers
• a. The classical model of the cloud layer existing
just above an elevated frontal zone is appropriate
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for a majority of the thick cloud cases. However,
a substantial portion of the cases do not exhibit
the very stable sub-cloud layer associated with a
front. This may be partly due to problems in
locating cloud base or to the actual extension of
the cloud layer below the front due to precipita-
tion processes occurring in its mature stage.
b. A majority of the cases, also, exhibit a relatively
stable layer in the vicinity of cloud-top. It is
not clear whether this feature may be typically
explained as a frontal zone or simply due to radia-
tive and evaporative processes occurring in this
region.
c. Well mixed conditions are not commonly observed in
any of the three layers, i.e. < _15% of the cases
for either of the layers exhibit a moist adiabatic
lapse rate. However, lapse rates within l°K/km to
2°K/km of moist adiabatic are typically observed in
the cloud-top layer.
d. The vertical shear of the horizontal wind speed is
most commonly a maximumin either the sub-cloud
layer or the cloud-top layer. This supports the
conclusion that a frontal zone is typically associated
with the sub-cloud layer and that a stable capping
layer exists in many cases. The structure with
maximumvertical shear of the horizontal wind speed
occurring in the sub-cloud layer is the mean structure
observed.
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4. Thin Cloud Layers
a) The typical structure observed for the thin cloud
cases does not correspond to the classical model.
In fact, the sub-cloud frontal zone is not commonly
observed.
b) The over-cloud layer is very stable in a majority
of the cases. The observed stability strongly
suggests the presence of a frontal zone. However,
the potential effects of radiative and evaporative
processes could possibly account for this structure.
A majority of the cases, which do not exhibit the
very stable over-cloud layer, do show a tendency
for a weak stability maximumin the vicinity of
cloud-top.
c) The cloud-top layer and the sub-cloud layer are
found to be very similar in most regards. Approxi-
mately 25%of the cases exhibit lapse rates corre-
sponding to near moist adiabatic conditions in these
two layers, i.e. the layers are well mixed. Typically,
the observed stability of these two layers corresponds
to lapse rates within l°K/km to 2°K/km of the moist
adiabatic lapse rate.
d) In the mean, vertical wind shear is a maximumin the
, over-cloud layer though maximumor minimum shears
are most commonly observed in the cloud-top layer.
• A surprising result is that the magnitude of the
shear is observed to be larger when negative shear
-68-
is observed, than when positive shear is observed for
each of the layers for the thin cloud cases. We do
not have an explanation of this occurrence. The
thick cloud cases show the opposite tendency.
-69-
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In recent years, middle and upper tropospheric stratifo_ clouds
have been increasingly recognized as an important factor in modulating
climate (Schneider et al., 1978). This is particularly true of cirrus
clouds (Cox, 1971). The reason for this importance is twofold. First,
middle and upper tropospheric stratiform clouds cover extensive areas
of the earth. Based on surface observations, London (1957) estimated
the seasonal mean zonal cloud cover at these levels to range from _ 20%
to _ 40% depending on the season and latitude zone. Starr and Cox
(1980) gave similar results based upon their analysis of rawinsonde
data. Second, clouds are very radiatively active. Particularly for
cirrus clouds, the radiative effects are further enhanced due to their
vertical !ocation relative to the vertical radiative structure of the
clear atmosphere. This effect has been previously noted by Starr
(1976), Cox (1971) and Manabe and Strickler (1964) among others. The
potential magnitude of the radiative effects of clouds may be seen in
Figure 1. The data points correspond to computed broadband infrared
heating rates for the entire atmospheric column in a maritime tropical
atmosphere for various specified cloud top pressures and cloud infrared
radiative properties. Note that s may be interpreted as the product
of the area cloud cover and the broadband infrared cloud emittance.
The effect of cloud location and, thus, cloud temperature is clearly
seen in the increasing sensitivity of the total atmospheric cooling to
the specification of cloud cover and cloud emittance as cloud top pres-
sure and, thus, temperature decrease. It is of note that radiatively
black high level cirrus clouds can halve the total column cooling. It
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Fig_e i. Broa_d infrared heating rates, QIR' for the total atmospheric col_
as a f_ction of cloud top press_e in a maritime tropical atmosphere
(after Starr, 1976). Cloud layers are assumed to be i0 kPa thick _d
are also ass_ed to behave as grey bodies in the infrared spectral re-
gion with a broa_d e_ttance €* specified as noted.
9is precisely the latitudinal gradient of radiative heating which drives
the general circulation and, thus, is a primary factor in determining
global climate (Lorentz, 1967).
As noted by Start (1976), the radiative effects of upper level
clouds on the static stability structure of the atmosphere are poten-
tially even more significant, i.e. changes in the vertical structure of
radiative heating. It follows that upper level clouds may have a sig-
nificant effect on the way that the atmosphere responds to the radiative
forcing. This may be seen in the results of Yanai et al. (1976), where
the response of cumulus convection to the large-scale radiative environ-
ment is very sensitive to the vertical radiative structure. At the
least, clouds and particularly high level clouds are potentially the
single most important atmospheric parameter modulating the local radia-
tive budget of the atmosphere.
However, the interaction and relative importance of the various
physical processes involved in the formation, maintenance and dissipa-
tion of upper level cloud layers are not well understood. In addition,
quantitative information as to the physical properties of these cloud
types has been lacking. The reasons for this lack of basic knowledge
are primarilytwofold. The impact on man of upper level cloudiness
has been widely believed to be minimal. These clouds are not a direct
source of economic or life damaging severe weather nor are they directly
responsible for precipitation which may harm or benefit man.
Besides their potential importance on climatic time scales, it
has, also, been suggested that cirriform clouds may play a significant
role in enhancing the precipitation efficiency of mid-latitude cyclone
systems by acting as a natural cloud seeding agent (Braham and
3
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Spyers-Duran, 1967, Douglas et al., 1957 and Marshall et al., 1952) W
and, also, in modulating the intensity of tropical weather systems by
means of their radiative effects (McBride and Gray, 1980 and Foltz and
Gray, 1979). Cox (1969) has shown that the radiative effects of cirrus
clouds may enhance both the growth and decay stages of mid-latitude
cyclones. It is also obvious that the presence of upper level clouds
my affect the subsequent initiation and intensity of mesoscale convec-
tion by modulating the incipient environment through their radiative
influence on surface and atmospheric temperatures. For similar rea-
sons, upper level cloudiness may significantly impact agricultural pro-
duction particularly for crops which are crucially sensitive to surface
temperature, e.g. corn. Relatively small changes in agricultural pro-
duction, including the forecasting thereof, are becoming increasingly @
important to society as a whole due to the pressures of growing popula-
tion and the subsequent economic ramifications. For these reasons, in-
advertent weather modification _due to cirrus cloud formation in the
wake of jet aircrafthas received increased attention of late (e.g.
Machta and Carpenter, 1971). Thus, it is now apparent that upper level
cloudiness may have a substantial impact on man and, thus, is a worthy
topic for research.
The second reason that cirriform clouds are not well understood
resides in one Simple fact. They are located high in the atmosphere.
Until the advent of jet aircraft, in situ observations were very diffi-
cult_and, thus, very sparse (Heymsfield, 1975a). Even with high alti-
tude research aircraft, sampling problems are substantial, primarily
due to the required aircraft speed at such altitudes. 0nly recently,
with the introduction of optical particle sampling devices W
with very fast sampling rates (Knollenberg, 1970), have substantial
quantities of microphysical observations been made, e.g. Griffith et al.
(1980), Varley (1978), Heymsfield (1975a, 1977), and Hobbs et al.
(1975). It should also be noted that until the mid 1970's, even rawln-
sonde humidity data at middle and upper tropospheric levels were in-
accurate and highly unreliable especially during daylight hours (Starr
and Cox, 1980, Rhea, 1978 and Betts, 1973a). In addition, observations
of the radiative properties of cirrus clouds are now becoming more
plentiful, e.g. Paltridge and Platt (1980), Griffith et al. (1980), Cox
(1976) and •Allen (i971).o Thus, the information available has now in-
creased to the point where a detailed consideration of the physical
processes involved in the life cycle of upper level cloud layers is now
feasible and warranted.
To date, studies in this ar&a have been of limited scope and very
qualitative, e.g. Yagi (1969), _tvejev (1965), Conover (1960), 0ddie
(1959) and Ludlam (1947, 1956). Exceptions to this are the excellent
studies of Heymsfield (1975c, 1977), where dynamical and microphysical
aspects were considered in some detail. The study presented here may
be regarded as a theoretical extension of these preliminary studies.
The deficiencies in our understanding of cirrus clouds are probably
best exemplified by noting the very simplistic treatment of these cloud
types in general circulation models (i.e. GCMs). When cloudiness is
carried as an interactive model component, (which is not the case in
many simulations reported in the literature where climatology is speci-
fied), the diagnosis of upper level cloud amounts is based on a formu-
lation given by Smagorinsky (1960) or something very similar where the@
large-scale relative humidity is the determining factor. A large-scale
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vertical velocity criterion is also used in many instances. The wide- @
spread use of this specific formulation (Starr and Cox, 1977) is more
a consequence of its availability than any assurance as to its actual
appropriateness. Though it may fortuitously have some statistical
significance (Son_neriaand Deardorff, 1977), it was originally derived
from upper air relative humidity data which were nortoriously inaccurate
at that time, as noted previously. In addition, it implicitly relies
on the appropriateness of what may be called the "classical model" for
slope convection. In this model, which is depicted in Figure 2, upper
level cloud layers result from the lifting and subsequent adiabatic
cooling to saturation of air masses in association with frontal motions.
Conover (1960) points out that this does not seem to be the case with
jet stream cirrus layers. Starr and Cox (1980) reported that based on @
an extensive climatological study of the static stability and wind shear
structures associated with upper level clouds, that the classical model
was inappropriate in a large portion of the total cases. This was
particularly evident with thin fair weather cloud forms. The observa-
tional studies of fair weather cirrus, alluded to earlier generally
support this conclusion. As pointed out by Roach and Bader (1977),
once formed, ice phase clouds are observed to persist for significant
time periods in seemingly unfavorable environments, where the classical
model would fail to diagnose their presence.
Furthermore, cirrus cloud layers are generally assumed to be half
black in the infrared. As pointed out by Allen (1971), this choice
seems to be more a result of knowing that the emittance had to be less
than one but greater than zero than any real theoretical or observa-
tionally based criteria.
TROPOPAUSE
JET
WARM AIR MASS
v (RELATIVELY UNSTABLE)
TROPOPAUSE
COLD AIR MASS FRONTAL ZONE
(RELATIVELY STABLE) (VERY STABLE)
Figure 2. Classical model of the environment associated with slope convection. Hote
that strong vertical shear of the horizontal wind direction exists across
the frontal zone.
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Thus, the parameterizations of cirrus c!ouds generally employed in @
GCM's are seen to have only a weak physical basis. It is the aim of
this study to begin to form a comprehensive physical basis upon which
future improvements in this area may be made. It should be noted that
recently, more realistic treatments of middle level stratiform cloudi-
ness have been reported (Sundquist, 1978, 1980) where cloud water is
actually carried in the model. However, this parameterization is more
appropriate to liquid phase clouds. As will be shown later, the dif-
ferences between liquid and ice phase stratiform clouds are substantial.
The objective of this study is to gain a basic understanding of the
interplay of the various physical processes involved in the formation,
maintenance and decay of middle and upper tropospheric stratiform
clouds. The focus of the study is limited primarily to ice phase, fair
weather cloud forms. Thus, mixed phase clouds are not considered. In •
addition, deep cloud layers associated with regions of strong lifting
in cyclones are not directly addressed. A modelling approach is adopt-
ed, where simulations of cirriform clouds, which attempt to incorporate
the important physical processes in an interactive manner, are per-
formed.
The choice of a specific modelling approach is highly influenced
by the fact that the interrelationship between a number of presumably
important physical parameters are unknovm or, at the least, highly
speculative at this time. For example, the bulk radiative properties
of a cloud such as its infrared emittance and solar absorptance must be
related through the microphysical properties of the cloud. 0nly re-
cently have theoretical studies of ice clouds, which address this
issue, been reported, (e.g. Stephens, 1980 and Liou, 1972). However,
such theoretical relationships rely critically on the assumed crystal
habit and size spectrum and also possibly on the assumed crystal orien-
tations. How these properties depend on the dynamic, thermodynamic and
radiative environment of the cloud is uncertain. Empirical studies,
e.g. Paltridge and Platt (1980) and Griffith et al. (1980), also suffer
from uncertainty due to the scatter of the observations. Because of
these uncertainties, the modelling philosophy adopted here is to choose
an approach which is the most simple method capable of yielding realis-
tic simulations. In this way, the sensitivity of simulations to the
choice of various parameters may be economically established in a real-
istic manner.
A two-dimensional, time-dependent, Eulerian numerical model, which
incorporates all of the important physical processes in a simplified
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way is employed to investigate the role of these processes in the evolu-
tion of a cloud in an isolated atmospheric layer. A time-dependent
approach was adopted so that the changing roles of various processes
at different stages of the cloud life cycle might be investigated. A
Eulerian model is employed due to the abundance of knowledge available
as to the mechanics of this type of model. By two-dimensional, denoted
2-D, we mean that solutions are obtained for dependent model variables
in two space dimensions, e.g. (x, z, t).
A full 3-D modelling approach, e.g. Sommeria (1976), Cotton and
Tripoli (1978), was rejected primarily because of the substantial in-
creases in computing requirements and complexity. While a 3-D model
has the advantages of being capable of simulating the effects of spac-
ial variability of the large-scale environment and full three-
dimensional turbulent transport processes, the focus of this study is
Oon local scale control, i.e. cloud forms, which are not dominated by @
large-scale processes. The neglect of turbulent transports in a third
space dimension is not felt to be too severe of a drawback to the 2-D
approach especially considering the present state of knowledge.
A 1-D modelling approach was rejected primarily because of un-
certainty as to the appropriateness of the required closure assumption
and the desire to capture more detail in the simulations as an aid in
gaining understanding. The primary advantages of a 1-D modelling
approach are the overall simplicity of the model and the resulting
computational economy. In the case of entrainment type models, e.g.
Lilly (1968), Schubert, et al. (1979), and Randall (1980), these advan-
tages are at least partially offset by their limited applicability.
The assumed thermodynamic and dynamic structure of the environment, @
which is necessary and crucial to the entrainment closure assumption,
may not be nearly as applicable to the problem here as to the strato-
cumulus problem which they considered. This conclusion is supported by
the work of Starr and Cox (1980). A more global 1-D approach as been
employed by Oliver, et al. (1978). They employ a second order turbu-
lence closure, where the requir:[ co_.__'elationcoefficients for turbu-
lence parameters are diagnosed from the structure of the basic state
based on empirical relationships derived primarily from observations in
the atmospheric boundary layer. These relationships are believed to be
more general but may not be universal.
An obvious important advantage of a 2-D or 3-D modelling approach,
when compared to the 1-D approach, is that horizontal structure is ex-
plicitly resolved on the grid scale. This may be a substantial aid
in clarifying the interpretation of results, particularly if the W
tevolution of such structure is important in the understanding of the
cloud life cycle process as noted by Ludlam (1947) and Heymsfield
(1975b). Furthermore, if a reasonably small grid interval is used,
much of the turbulent transports are explicitly resolved. In this case,
the choice of a particular turbulence closure scheme for the model,
which accounts for processes acting at a scale less than the grid in-
terval, may not be as crucial to the results. In this sense, the
universality of the closure need not be as rigorously established as
in the case of a 1-D model where essentially all turbulent transport
processes are parametrically represented. Asai and Nakamura (1978),
Arnason et al., (1968) and Lilly (1962) among others have successfully
applied the 2-D approach in studies of convection in the atmospheric
boundary layer and lower troposphere.@
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II. THEORY @
The theoretical framework, which forms the basis for the numerical
model, is developed in this chapter. Before presenting the governing
equations, some general interpretive considerations must be made. Time
dependent solutions to the governing equations are obtained on a rec-
tangular, two-dimensional, vertical plane of constant elevation. Loca-
tions within this plane are specified in terms of a horizontal coordi-
nate, x, and a vertical coordinate, z. No particular geographic
significance in terms of orientation should be ascribed to the direc-
tion of the x-axis.
Consistent with the use ofla two-dimensional approach as developed
here, solutions may be interpreted for the full three space dimensional
case as corresponding to a slice perpendicular to some mean horizontal @
wind component as depicted in Figure 3. In this sense, the solution
domain may be viewed as being advected along the direction of this mean
wind component. Thus, the model is not formally applicable to the
situation where vertical or horizontal shears of the mean current are
present within the plane of interest. A second interpretation, which
might be invoked, is that the solution domain is fixed relative to the
earth. In this case, the plane must again be oriented perpendicular
to the mean horizontal current where no wind shears are permitted in
this current. However, it is explicitly assumed in this instance that
the slice under consideration is exactly the same as any other similar-
oriented slice. Thus, the solutions might best be interpreted as cor-
responding to the case of structures which appear in three dimensions
as longitudinal rolls relative to a basic current. The best A
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the spacial domain adopted for this study.
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atmospheric analogy would be the jet stream cirrus cloud streaks de- W
scribed by Conover (1960), which are typically oriented parallel to the
jet axis. Hopefully, extensions of these model results may be made to
the full three dimensional case. Note that the two-dimensional model-
ling approach can be adapted for a mean current in the plane of interest
as in Lipps (1971). However, this is generally not convenient for the
purposes here, although some attempt to investigate the role of verti-
cal shear of a lateral wind component on cirrus cloud formation is made.
In this model, the plane of interest is generally specified as
3 km in depth. The horizontal dimension is generally specified as
either _ 6 km or _ 12 km though periodic lateral boundary conditions
are imposed, as will be seen in the following. In this sense, the
horizontal domain may be viewed as infinite subject to the constraints A
imposed by the lateral boundary condition. W
The dynamics of two-dimensional fluids are governed by the princl-
ple of conservation of momentum i.e. Newton's Laws, which may be ex-
pressed by a reduced form of the Navier-Stokes equations as:
d(pu) 3p 8 _ _ TX . XZ
dt '= -_-x+ _--x---+ _z
and (2.1)
_a _T
d(pw) _p+ z zx
"dt Pg- _z 8z + 8z
where u and w are the velocity components in the x and z directions,
respectively; p is the density; p is the static pressure; and g is the
acceleration due to gravity. The viscous stress components for a
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D are represented by last two terms in each equationNewtonian the
where:
= _ [2 8u 2 8u 8w3 '
- _ [2 _w 2 _u _w
_z _z 3(_x _)] '
_u 8w
"['xz = "rzx -= "p" ['-_" + "_--x] ( 2.2 )
and _ is the dynamic viscosity of air. Note that
_xd _ 8 + u + w 8zdt - 8t -- "
In addition to the usual assumptions, which are appropriate for
tropospheric air, where the net electrical, magnetic, etc. forces are
neglected, the following assumptions have been made. The flow is
limited to two dimensions where either the velocity component into the
plane of interest is regarded as zero or the gradients in that direc-
tion of all quantities are similarly regarded as zero. Furthermore,
Stokes' hypothesis has been employed for the stress terms along the
direction of interest, i.e. _x and _z' as in Schliehting (1968). In
addition, terms due to the curvature and rotation of the earth have
been neglected except of :course in the usual definition of g where
effects due to gravitational forces and apparent centrifugal forces are
included. This is consistent with the application here, where these
equations are to be applied to a domain which has a relatively small
horizontal dimension (Holton, 1972). It is, also, consistent with the
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interpretations, noted previously, where the geographic orientation of
the plane of interest is determined by its orientation to some basic
current. Thus, Coriolis effects may be regarded as operating on the
basic current, though this is not explicitly considered here.
A second governing principle is the conservation of mass, which
may be expressed for a two-dimensional fluid by the continuity equation
in the form:
ataq+ __3ax(pu) + Tz (pw) = 0. (2.3)
Fol!owing from Kraus (1972), for atmospheric motions where the vertical
displacements are small comPared to the atmospheric scale height (_ 8
km for the troposphere ), the continuity equation is well approximated Q
as :
Bu _w
Y£ + _z - 0. (2.4)
Thus, the atmosphereis regardedas !ocallyincompressibleor anelastic
and the wind fields are consequentlynon-divergent.
In a consistentmanner, if comPressibilityeffects are neglected
in the viscousstress terms,.Equations(2.3) and (2.4) allow Equation
(2.1) to be expressedas:
B a _ T
•du _ _p x xz
P dt _x + _--x--+ 3z
and
dw Bp 3 u _ T
- _ z + zx A
P dt Pg - Bz + _--_---S-x---- W
L_
where:
8u = 2_ 8w
_x = 2_ _ and _z 3-z "
Again following from Kraus (1972), for relatively shallow atmos-
pheric disturbances, the perturbations of density from the mean value
of the layer under consideration may be neglected except when coupled
with the gravity term in the momentum equations. This is consistent
with the previous assumption leading to Equation (2.4) and represents
the familiar Bousinesque approximation, which has been discussed in
great detail by 0gura and Phillips (1962). This approximation has been
widely used in studies of atmospheric convection. Its validity rests
on the relative shallowness of the disturbance and the implicit assump-
tion that wave motion with time scales less than N-I are unimportant in
the solution where N is the well known Brunt-V_is_l_ frequency. Thus,
Naves moving faster than gravitywaves, e,g. sound_waves, will not be
present in the solution..This approximation is valid in the problem
here, though probably not as valid as in studies of the atmospheric
boundary layer _where it is normally applied. This approximation allows
the governing momentum equation- to be further simplified to:
3_ 3T
••du _ 1 3p + x + xz
dt Poo 3x 3x _z
and (2.6)
. 3_ 3T
dw _ p i 3p + _ + z_____x
g 8z 3z 3xdt Poo Poo
@
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where Poo is the mean density in the layer of interest and p" is the @
local deviation of density from the mean value at any level. This
definition of p" involves a slight approximation, which is generally
very valid for atmospheric layers (Kraus, 1972). Note that the stress
components have been redefined in Equation (2.6) where:
3u = 2_ 3w
= 2_-_, _z _-_'
(2.7)
Txz TZX = V (_u _w= r£+_) ,
and 9 is the kinematic viscosity of air, consistently defined as:
,,, - ----_--_. (2.8)
Poo
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Thus, the spacial derivatives of I/p have been neglected in formulating
these terms. Hereafter, _ is regarded as a constant. Though 9 has
temperature and pressure dependencies (Schlichting, 1968), these assump-
tions are consistent with the previous approximations. Also, when
. h.
applied in discrete space, the meanin_ of this term is substantially
altered as will be seen later.
The approximate momentum equations may now be combined to yield:
dt g ( ) + _-V2 _ (2.9)
where _ is the componentof vorticityinto the plane of interestde-
fined as:
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_w _u
- ;)x ;)z (2.10)
and V2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator defined as:
_ ;)2 ;)2
V - + . (2.11)
Bx2
Note that the sign of _ as defined here is opposite to that conven-
tionally used, i.e.
A
- -j o\V x\V
A
where j is a unit vector into the plane of interest and \V and \V are
the three dimensional divergence operator and wind velocity vectors,
respectively. This is done purely for convenience and has no effect
on the dynamics.
Given the developments to this point, it is now appropriate to
introduce the streamfunction 4, where:
- 34 = 8¢ (2.12)u = --_ and w - a-_
and, thus'
= v2 ¢ . (2.13)
This allows the Equation (2.9) to be rewritten as:
= J (_,¢) -g ( ) + v _ (2.14)
where the Jacobian operator is defined as:
@
_A
_A 2¢
- (2.15) vJ(A,@) - _x _z _z _x
for any quantityA. The utilityof employing@ residesin the fact
that given the integrationin time of the prognosticEquation (2.14),
the new wind fieldsmay be readily diagnosedby invertingthe diagnos-
tic Equation (2.13)for @ and employingEquationi(2.12) Solutionsof
Equation (2.13),which is of the form of a Poisson'sequation,are
available.
Now, followingfrom Bal! (1956) and consistentwith the approxi-
mationsemployedhere for a shallowlayer, loca! pressureperturbations
from the horizontalmean pressuremay be ignoredin the equation of
state. The equationof state for moist troposphericair is well ap-
proximatedas:
e
p = p Rg (i + q/s) T (2.16)l+q
where R is the real gas constantfor dry troposphericair, T is theg
temperature,q is the specifichumidityof water vapor and E isthe
ratio of the molecularweight of waterto that of dry air. Note that,
except for the water content,ti-_co_._positionf troposphericair is
assumedto be constantand van der Waal's effectshave been neglected.
Thus,
P_i"_ Tv (2.17)
Pc Tvo
where the subscript0 denotesa horizontallyaveragedquantityand
0
= 1 + q/€) (2.18)Tv - T (T_q
Noting that q << I, binomial expansion of Equation (2.18) yields a
highly accurate approximation for T as:
v
Tv ---T + T (_) q .
Neglecting the mean level cross correlation (q'T')o compared to qoTo
allows :
T + T (--/-)qoTv o o
0
which may be further approximated as:
@ T = T (2.19)v o
o
since (_) qo << i .
Thus, with some manipulation,
•Tv T" l-a q' (q'T" ) l-s .
-- -- -- + + + T" + q
Tv° To
which may be further reduced as:
T
v ~ T" + (_____)q (2.20)T
v o
o
since
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(q'T")e) @(_) (qo + q" + T" << I .
In a consistentmanner,
T _ __ 8 _
T e (2.21)
o O
where
T
8 -- (2.22)7[
0
Po Rg/Cp
_o - (p-_ef) (2.23)
and Pref is some reference pressure. Effects due to the presence of
water vapor have been ignored in the definition of potential tempera-
ture 8, i.e. Cp and Rg are the specific heat and real gas constant for
dry air, respectively. Pressure perturbations have been neglected in @
the definition of 8 (i.e. _ = To), which is consistent with the above
as in Ball (1956). Thus, Equations (2.17), (2.20) and (2.21) may be
combined to yield:
" = 8" + ('_'-) " (2.24)P = B "0 q -£
Poo . oo
where consistentwith the Bousinesqueapproximation,8oo has replaced
8o. Note that the contributionof non-vaporphase water to the buoy-
ancy parameterB has been incorporatedby the additionalterm £ which
is the specifichumidityof non-vaporphase water, i.e. ice water.
Subsititutionof Equation (2.24)into Equation (2.14) allows:
_B+_v2 @
_ +gSt _ _ • (2.25)
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Integration of this equation in time is an initial value problem, where
boundary conditions for the various terms must be specified. For this
study, the layer of interest is regarded as at rest with respect to
some predefined basic state. In this sense, _ and _ are, therefore,
regarded as purely perturbation quantities and are initially everywhere
zero _wlthinthe domain. Disturbances within the layer are regarded as
isolated from the environment external to the layer. Thus, the appro-
priate boundary conditions at the top (T) and base (B) of the layer are
that:
CT = CB : 0 (2.26)
CT = % = 0 (2.27)
and
@ _)--q_ = 0 (2.28)as
z = zT or zB
The first two conditions confine any disturbance which evolves to re-
main entirely within the region of interest. The last condition states
that there is no stress at the boundaries. In addition,
o
% -- : o
and
= *B = 0 (2.29)
will, also, be imposed.
Noting the .desired interpretations as stated in the beginning of
this chapter, periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the lateral@
direction, i.e.
-._ JZ
s(%, ,.) - z) (2.3o)
where S is any quantity and xL and xR denote the left and right bound-
aries of the domain, respectively. Consequently, no net horizontal
pressure forces, including the horizontal stress forces, are allowed at
any level at any time. Thus, except for the initial conditions on 0oo,
0_, q" and Z, all the initial conditions and boundary conditions nec-
essary for the solution of Equation (2.25) have been specified.
One additional feature is incorporated into the model. A basic
state vertical motion is allowed. As a consequence of the previous
developments, the basic state vertical velocity, Wo, is constrained to
be everywhere a constant. Furthermore, w must remain constant in timeo
and must, therefore, be regarded as an initial condition. Equation
(2.25) is appropriately modified as :
at o _z + g _ + _ '_ (2.31)
Equation (2.31) is the governing dynamic equation adopted for this
study. The terms on the right-hand ;ide describe the contributions to
the tendency of _ due to advection by the perturbation wind field,
advection by the basic state wind field, generation and destruction of
by buoyancy forces and viscous dissipation of perturbation kinetic
energy via diffusion processes.
The governing thermodynamic principle is conservation of total
energy, i.e. the first law of thermodynamics. An approximate statement
of this principle is:
@
dT dm _ ¢ + QR + Qc + _<T?2 T (2.32)+ P t
where m is the specific volume and cV is the specific heat of air at
constant volume. The first term on the left-hand side represents
changes in internal energy, i.e. the energy associated with purely ran-
dom molecular and intra molecular motions. The second term represents
the work done in expansion and compression. In addition to the usual
assumptions, which are generally valid for tropospheric air where net
changes in electrical, magnetic, etc. energies are neglected, it has
also been assumed that net work done by bulk pressure gradient forces
including dynamic pressure forces and the force of gravity are exactly
balanced by the corresponding changes in kinetic energy, i.e. the
energy associated with the net non-random motions of large groups of
molecules. Thus, these terms do not appear in Equation (2.32). The
first term on the right-hand side of Equation (2.32) represents the
frictional heat source due to the viscous dissipation of kinetic energy,
i.e. the energy transformation associated with the degradation of non-
random to random molecular motions. This term will be neglected, here-
after, because for tropospheric _ir, 't is typically very much smaller
than the remaining %erms. The next two terms represent the heat
sources due to radiative processes and phase changes of water. The
last term accounts for heat conduction. This term is generally ne-
glected in atmospheric studies. It is retained here only because when
the governing equation is applied in discrete space a term of similar
form but very different meaning occurs.
If tropospheric air is assumed to behave as an ideal gas and,
thus, obey the kinetic theory of gases, noting Equations (2.22), (2.23)
: _ /c/"
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and (2.16) with q assumed equal to zero, Equation (2.32) may be re- W
written as:
- -- + L + <e V2 e (2.33)
_[t Cp _o 8Po
where FR is the net upward radiative flux, C is the net rate of phase
change of water and L is the appropriate specific latent heat of water
phase change, e.g. L is the specific heat of condensation when C is the
condensation rate. Consistent with the previous developments, c is
P
assumed equal to the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure and
the horizontally averaged values of Po and Wo have been employed.
Similarly, the spacial gradients of w have been neglected in formulat-
ing the conduction term.
In addition to the neglect of the water vapor contribution to
both Cp and the gas constant when deriving Equation (2.33), the source
terms on the right-hand side are presumed to input energy to only the
gaseous components of the system. As pointed out by Betts (1973b),
Equation (2.33) describes pseudo moist adiabatic processes in the pre-
sence of the noted diabatic eneu°_jsources, where it is explicitly
assumed that changes in the mass per unit volume of the gases consider-
ed due to phase changes of water are negligible and that no energy
changes other than that directly realizable via the phase change pro-
cesses may occur due to advection of non-vapor phase water into or out
of a given volume of air.
Noting the deprivationof the governing dynamic equation, Equation
(2.33) may be written in a similar form as:
W
_ i_-
30 i
Dt - _(e,,)-w°_ +_ g .L +<eq2Cp _ e . (2.34)
This equation may be further modified as:
De a(e + e)
o V2 O
- + e, O) - w -- + _eDt J(Oo o Dz
+I{ FR}c 'n g "_ + L6' (3.35)p o
where 8° represents the horizontally averaged initial potential tempera-
ture at a level and 0 represents the local perturbations from this basic
state value, i.e. previously denoted 0_. This is the governing thermo-
dynamic equation adopted for this model. Note that thermal conduction
(diffusion) is presumed to act only on the perturbation quantity O.
In addition to the previously imposed lateral boundary condition
and the boundary conditions on 0 at the top and base of the layer, the
additional condition that:
• .°.
D0 1
D--z = _: (2.36)
Iz=zT or zB
is imposed. Thus, no conduction (diffusion) is allowed across either
boundary. Thus, disturbances are totally confined within the layer of
interest. The manner of specifying the terms FR and If are deferred to
Sections (3.11) and (3.9), respectively. Thus, it remains only to
specify the initial conditions for O° and e in order that Equation
(2.35) may be integrated in time. Generally, the perturbation@
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potential temperature field is employed to initiate a disturbance as W
developed in Section (3.12).
Conservation of total water is invoked as a fourth governing
principle. For this model, the total water budget equation is parti-
tioned into two equations as:
B(q + qo) V23q = j(q + - C + _ q (2.37)
-_ qo' ¢) - Wo -_ q
and
B£ 3 v £ V23t8£_ j(g,@) _ Wo 8z 8z + C + mZ g (2.38)
which describe the budgets of water vapor and non-vapor phase water
(generally ice water), respectively. These budgets are expressed in @
terms of the respective specific humidities. In a manner similar to
that employed in the governing thermodynamic equation, qo represents
the initial horizontally averaged water vapor specific humidity and q
represents the local perturbations from this value at a level. Note
. ..
that C is now specifically defined as the condensation or vapor to ice
-.
sublimation rate. Furthermore, uhe initial condition for non-vapor
phase water is that none exists within the domain such that no basic
state exists for Z, i.e. _o = O. Therefore, all non-vapor phase water
which might occur is regarded as a perturbation of the initial basic
state.
Noting the desired application to discrete space, diffusion terms
have been included in each of the governing water budget equations
where the diffusion processes have been presumed to act only on the i
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perturbation quantities q and £. The coefficients <q and K£ are the
respective diffusion coefficients. These terms will be considered in
more detail later.
In addition to the lateral boundary conditions and the vertical
boundary conditions and q and £ noted previously, the further condi,
tions that:
oBz
Z=Z T or zB
and
= o (2.39)
z=zT or zB
are imposed. Thus, no diffusion is permitted across the horizontal
boundaries of the domain.
The term v.£ in Equation (2.38) represents the flux of £ due to
the effects of the gravity induced relative fall velocity of the parti-
cles comprising £. The parameter v is the effective relative fall
velocity. The manner of specifying this term is considered in Section
(3.10). It should be noted that the boundary condition on £ at the
base of the layer of interest is relaxed when considering this term as
developed in Section (3.3). Thus, precipitation will be allowed to
exit the domain at the lower boundary by virtue of its relative fall
velocity.
Thus, four prognostic equations, (i.e. (2.31), (2.35), (2.37)and
(2.38)) have been derived, which govern moist convection in a relative-
ly shallow atmospheric layer. Integration in time of these coupled
equations requires the additional diagnostic relationship given by
Equation (2.13). Diagnostic relationships to specify FR, C and v are
also required. These terms are specified in a parametric fashion as
described in the next chapter. Note that microphysical growth equa-
tions are not explicitly incorporated into the model as prognostic
governing equations. The required boundary conditions for the integra-
tion of the set of governing prognostic equations over a finite domain
are given by Equations (2.26), (2.27), (2.28), (2.29), (2.30), (2.36)
and (2.39). In addition, initial conditions, where 0o, 0oo, qo' Po'
and w must be specified, are required. The required initial condi-
o o
tions for perturbation quantities are specified as:
q = 0 _ = 0
: o and.., : 0
ever_'Jherewithin the domain. Thus, disturbances are initiated via the
initial prescription of 0 where the mean value of 0 at any level is
required to be zero. -.
It should be noted that t_'ebas::_state quantities have only a
vertical dependence, except of course 0oo and w° which are constants.
All quantities may be reinitialized at any point during an integra-
tion of the model. This would require the adjustment of the values
of 8, q and g to reflect changes in the basic state pressure field
and the new horizontal mean basic state values in order that the
relevant conservation principles are obeyed. In the case where sub-
stantial trends in the horizontal means of 8 and q occur during a
@i
rsimulation, such a reinitialization procedure would yield more accurate
solutions given the approximations made in this chapter. However, this
is generally not done. The reason for this approach is that the re-
sulting increases in complexity and computational requirements out-
weigh the gain in accuracy, which would generally be small in the
simulations reported here, especially given the level of approximation
already involved in the governing equations.
Before proceeding to the specific design of the numerical model,
a general consideration of the application of the continuous governing
equations to a discrete grid point space must be made. ?_en applied
to a specific grid point which represents a corresponding grid area,
all basic state and perturbation quantities in the governing equations
formally represent the mean value of that quantity in that grid area.
However, perturbations about the grid area mean value of any quantity
may exist in that grid area. Mean cross correlations between any pair
of quantities within a grid area are, therefore, not formally taken
into account in the governing equations. Net transports, which may
result from these mean cross-correlations are not resolved and are
normally referred to as turbuleut pr_esses. For example, if 8 is the
mean value of perturbation potential temperature on the boundary be- i
tween two vertically adjoining grid areas and w is the corresponding
mean vertical velocity, the net flux of perturbation potential tempera-
ture across the boundary is given by:
where the primed quantities represent the local deviation from the mean
A
value on the boundary. As given, the mode! accounts for only the W
w _ term.
The manner of specifying the turbulent transport terms is normally
referred to as the turbulence closure assumption. A non-trivial clo-
sure assumption is generally required when considering a grid resolu-
tion such as will be employed here. Lilly (1962) gives a good dis-
cussion of first order turbulence closure assumptions. The simplest
non-trivial closure assumption is called k-theory, where the terms:
8x ]' _-z in Equation (2.31),
8x ]' a--z in Equation (2.35 ),
Bx J' az
and
which result from an expansion of the respective equations, as above,
are parametrically represented _7 th diffusion terms _ V2 _, _e V2 e,
q2 V2 _ -
Kq q and _ Z, respectively. Note that contributions due to
density perturbations, which result in additional two-parameter and
three parameter mean cross-correlation terms are neglected in a manner
consistent with the previous approximations. In k-theory, the eddy
diffusion coefficients _, Ke, Kq and z_ are specified constants. This
is the approach adopted here. The reasons for this approach have al-
ready been alluded to in the introduction.
@
Lilly (1962) describes a more complicated first order c!osure
scheme where the diffusion coefficients are not constant in space and
time. Thus, they appear inside the spacial derivative operators
similar to _ in Equation (2.1). His scheme has some physical basis
but relies on the rather arbitrary choice of some numerical constants
in the determination of the local eddy diffusion coefficients. Though
such a scheme maybe more realistic than the rather simple assumption
employed here, it is unclear whether the improvement is significant.
This is particularly true when considering that in a numerical grid
point model, the eddy diffusion terms have the additional role of
suppressing numerical noise and the occurrence of non-physical solu-
tions and are therefore not as physically significant. Given the un-
certainty as to the proper choice of coefficients in either scheme,@
especially when considering an application to middle or upper tropo-
spheric conditions where observational support for such a choice is
very limited, the simpler scheme was chosen. This scheme reduces the
computational complexity and cost of the model. Furthermore, it
straightforwardly obeys the relevant conservation principles. Though
it is possible to derive conser-:_ti';_- diffusion schemes for more com-
plicated first order turbulence closure assumptions, this is generally
not done due to the added complexity.
For similar reasons, second order turbulence closure assumptions
(e.g. Oliver et al., 1978) are also rejected. For this study, the eddy
diffusion coefficients are regarded as "tuneable" model constants. The
role of these terms and the sensitivity of simulations to the choice of
specific numerical values is established in Chapter 4. Comparisons@
vA
are made with other schemes. It should be noted that Asai and Nakamura W
(1978) have taken an approach similar to that adopted here for their
study of convectic_ in the atmospheric boundary layer_ Their simula-
tions exhibited a high degree of realism. Thus, it is hoped that the
first order turbulence closure assumption invoked here will not ad-
versely izpact the realism of the simulations to a significant degree.
In Chapter 3, the numerical design of the model is presented. For
the reader, who is not concerned with the specific details of the
numerical techniques, a number of sections may be omitted. Sections
(3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) describe the theoretical and observational
basis for the diagnosis of the quantities v , C and FR, respectively.
The other sections are largely concerned with specific finite differ-
encing schemes and may be conveniently omitted, if desired.
@
@
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III. DESIGN OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
In this chapter, the numerical model is described in detail. The
spacial grid and the corresponding notation conventions are given in
the first section. In addition, the general spacially discrete form of
the governing equations and the manner of imposing the periodic lateral
boundary conditions in discrete space are presented there. The verti-
cal boundary conditions are considered in the following sections as
appropriate. In Sections (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), the specific finite
difference formulations of the terms accounting for advective processes,
which are resolved by the grid, are presented. The terms accounting
for unresolved advective processes, i.e. eddy diffusion processes, are
formulated in Section (3.5). In the next section, the finite differ-
ence form of the energy conversion term, i.e. generation/destruction
of vorticity by buoyancy forces, is given. The time integration
schemes, which are employed in the model, are detailed in Section (3.7).
The method of solving Poisson's equation for the diagnosis of stream-
function from the predicted vorticity field on a discrete grid is de-
....
scribed in Section (5.8). In the succeeding sections, the parameteri-
zations for the diagnosis of phase changes of water, effective ice
water terminal velocity and radiative heating rates are developed. The
initialization procedure is given in Section 3.12. The overall com-
putational procedure is also presented there in schematic form.
3.1 General Considerations
In this section, the spacial grid along with the corresponding
notation conventions are presented. Also, the general form of the
@
governing equations and the periodic boundary conditions in the lateral @
direction are presented in a spacially discrete form.
The spacial grid, which is adopted for the model, is the "stagger-
ed" grid. This grid is staggered in that it is actually a superposition
of two sub-grids which are offset. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
The streamfunction and vorticity are defined at the grid points labeled
x, hereafter referred to as dynamic grid points. The potential tempera-
ture, water vapor specific humidity and ice water specific humidity are
defined at the grid points labeled 0, hereafter referred to as thermo-
dynamic grid points. The spacial separation between dynamic grid points
(or thermodynamic grid points), which are adjacent in either the x or z
directions, is a constant, i.e.d. The thermodynamic grid points are
offset by a distance d/2 in both the x and z directions when compared
to the dynamic grid points. @
The "staggered" grid has been commonly used in studies of atmos-
pheric convection, e.g. Lilly (1965), Lipps (1971), and Asai and
Nakamura (1978). A primary advantage in using the "staggered" grid,
when compared to a grid where all Of the prognostic variables are de-
fined at the same locations, is'._hat :he winds are well defined when
computing the advection of 8, q or £. This may be seen by comparing
the advective schemes for _ given in Section 3.2 and e or q given in
Section 3.3. Another significant advantage is that the vertical bound-
ary conditions on 8, q and £ are well defined. This is more evident
when the specific advective schemes are presented. Note that the
boundaries are defined to coincide with dynamic grid points. Thus,
each thermodynamic grid point represents a corresponding grid area d2
@
as does each interior dynamic grid point. The bounding dynamic grid
?
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Figure 4. The grid configuration adopted for this study. The quanti-
ties @ and _ are defined at the points labeled x and the
quantities 0, q and % are defined at the points labeled O.
The grid interval is d and the coordinate orientation and
O grid point indexing are as indicated.
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points each represent a corresponding grid area d2/2 (see Figure 5b), @
except at the corners where the grid area is d2/4.
In this paper, the notation convention is to use whole integers
to index the column and level of dynamic grid points, i.e. i and k,
respectively; as depicted in Figure _. Furthermore,
= 0
xi=1 -
and (3.1.1)
Zk=I - hB
where hB is the height of the lower boundary. Thus, the (x,z) coordi-
nates of a dynamic grid point (i,k) are given by:
x. = (i-l) d for i = i, 2, ..., I-l, I @
1
and
zk = hB + (k-!) d for k = i, 2, ..., K-l, K (3.1.2)
where I and K are defined as the-total number of dynamic grid points
in the x and z directions, respe._tiv::ly.
The thermodynamic grid points are indexed as whole integers plus
½. Thus,
xi+½ = (i - ½) d for i = i, 2, ..., 1-2, I-I
and
z_ --hB+(_-½)dfork--1,2,...,K-2,K-1 (3.1.3)
@
are the (x,z) coordinates of a thermodynamic grid point (i+½, k+½).
Note that there is one less thermodynamic grid level and grid column
when compared to the dynamic grid. The specification of d, hB, I and
K totally determines the location of all grid points and the extent of
the domain.
Observations indicate that major convective cells in cirriform
clouds are organized on a horizontal space scale of _ i km, e.g.
Heymsfield (1975b) and Plank, et al. (1955), among others. Approximate-
ly 6 to 8 grid points are required to adequately resolve a wave
(Phillips, 1956). Thus, for the simulations reported here, the grid
interval is usually specified as d = I00 m, which should be adequate.
For a model, which is similar to that reported here, Asai and Nakamura
(1978) found that d = i00 m adequately resolved convection in the atmos-@
pheric boundary layer. Recal! that the importance of the sub-grid scale
transports represented by the eddy diffusion terms in the governing
equations decreases as the grid interval is decreased and the turbulent
fields are better resolved. Thus, the impact of the rather simple first
order turbulence closure scheme invoked here may be reduced by decreas-
ing d. Tests, where d = 50 m, i.rer_zorted here. The domain is gener-
ally specified as K = 64 and I = 128, i.e. (zK - Zl) = 3.1 km and (xI -
xl) = 12.7 km for d = 100 m. This should allow the convective cells to
choose their own scale (Asai and Nakamura, 1978). However, for the pre-
liminary test phase of the model development, I = 64 is specified in
many cases for primarily economic reasons.
It is convenient to discuss the periodic lateral boundary condi-
tions at this point. They will not be explicitly considered in any of
the succeeding sections. The lateral boundaries correspond to the
A
dynamic grid points (1,k) and (I,k) for k = l, 2, ..., K-l, K. As
noted above, these grid points represent grid areas d2/2. However, the
periodic boundary conditions require:
SI,k -= SI,k (3.1.4)
for S = @ or _ and k = i, 2, ..., K-l, K. Thus, the two bounding grid
points at a given level are effectively the same point and represent
d2the combined corresponding grid area (except, of course, at the
upper and lower boundaries where the combined grid area is d2/2).
Computationally, when a parameter Si+j,k or Si_j,k occurs in a
specific formulation and
@
if i+j > I, then:
i + j _ i - (I-i)+ j
or if i-j< i, then:
i- j._-i_,(I-!)- j (3.1.5)
for j = i, 2, ...in the caseof S @ or _forj = 9, _, ...in the
caseof S = 8, q or £. Thus,8{,k and8i_½,k represent he perturba-
tionpotential temperature of two horizontally adjacent thermodynamic
grid areas.
The spacially discrete form of the governing equations may be
written in flux form using Equation (2.4) as:
@
/
_i,k 3(Wo_) _B [
3-_ = D Ji,k (_' _) 8z i,k + g_-x ]i,k
(3.1.6)
2
+ _ Vi,k
aSVo(O+e )]I3Oi+½'k+½ Ji+½,k+½ (O + 0o, 4) - o3t T 3z i+½,k+½
l
+ K0 V2 1 ](IX7 + (3.1.7)
i+½,k+½ 8 + %7 I )i+½,k+½ QRi+½,k+½°k+½
3q-i+½,k+ ½ 3[Wo(q + qo )]
_-_ : T Ji+½,k+½(q + qo'4) - "_ i+½,k+½@
v2
+ <q i+½,k+½ q - Ci+½,k+½ (3.1.8)
I<>l....>I3£i+½,k+½ 3 -34 3 34 + w + u £3-_ 3x _ £ i+½,k+½ 3z o i+½,k+½
+ _£ V2i+½,k+½ £ + Ci+½,k+½ (3.1.9)
and
= v2
_i,k l,k_ "_ (3.1.10)
The index subscripts indicate operators in discrete space as described
in the succeeding sections. Note that the discrete form of the
7
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Jacobian operator for evaluation at dynamic grid points is different
than that for thermodynamic grid points. The prognostic equations must
be integrated in time as described in Section 3.7. For this integra-
tion, the right hand side of Equation (3.1.6) must be evaluated for
i = l, 2, ..., I-l, I and k = l, 2, ..., K-l, K. Note that the compu-
tations at i = 1 and i = I are redundant. The diagnostic equation,
i.e. Equation (3.1.10) must be solved at these same grid points. For
the integration of the remaining prognostic equations, the right hand
sides of Equations (3.1.7), (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) must be evaluated for
i = l, 2, ..., I-2, I-1 and k = l, 2, ..., K-2, K-1.
3.2 Vorticity Advection
The advection of vorticltyby the perturbation component of the
field is evaluated at the dynamic grid points by means of the @velocity
flux form of the nine-point finite difference approximation reported by
Arakawa (1966). This formulation is a linear combination of three
basic second order schemes and, thus, has second order accuracy.
Furthermore, it has the desirable properties of conservation of vorti-
city, squared vorticity and kinetic energy, which is not true of the
more basic schemes from which i_ was derived (Arakawa, 1966). Thus,
this approximation is computationally stable in these regards.
Recall that in this model, advection of vorticity by the mean flow
component of the velocity field is limited to advection by a basic
state vertical velocity, i.e. wo, which is everywhere an externally
specified constant. This term is evaluated in a manner which main-
tains the desirable properties of the advective scheme noted above.
@
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O The advection of vorticity at a dynamic grid point (i,k) by the
total velocity field is computed as:
_(Wo_)
DJi,k(_'¢) _, i,_:
-IDFI(i,_)- DF2(i,k)+ DF3(i,_)- DF4(i,_)
+ DFs(i,_)- DF6(i,_)+ DFT(i,_)-DFs(i,_)}(3.2.1)
where
DFI(i'k) - (_i,k-I + @i+l,k-i - @i,k+l - ¢i+l,k+l )
(q+_,k+ _i,_), (3.2.2)
DF2(i'k) -- (_i-l,k-I + ¢i,k-i - @i-l,k+l - @i,k+l )
(_i,k+ _i-l,k)' (3.2.3)
DF3(i'k) - (4_o + @i+l,k+ _:"i+l,_+l - @i-l,k- ¢i-l,k+l)
(_i,k+l+ _i,k)' (3.2:4)
DF4(i'k) - (4_o+ ¢i+l,k-i- ¢i+l,k- ¢i-l,k-i- ¢i-l,k)
(_i,_+ q,k-_)' (3.2.5)
O DF5(i'k) = (Yo + @i+l,k - ¢i,k+l ) (_i+l,k+l + _i,k)' (3.2.6)
9;6(i']_) - (_o +¢i,k-i -¢i-l,_ ) (_i,_ + q-m,_-i )' (3.2.7)
DF7(i'k) = (Vo + @i,k+l- @i-l,k) (_i-l,k+l+ _i,k)' (3.2.8)
DF8(i'k) - (Yo + ¢i+l,k-@i,k-I) (_i,k+ _i+l,k-i) (3.2.9)
and
--wd. (3.2.1o)
o o
Note that if Yo = O, then Equation (3.2.1) reduces exactly to that
given by Arakawa (1966).
Each DFj(i,k) essentially represents the flux of vorticity between
the grid point (i,k) and one of the surrounding eight grid points,
A
directed as in Figure 5a. In this sense, Equation (3.2.1) represents a
weighted average of flux convergences computed at various orientations. W
The basic state component is a weighted mean of the vertical flux con-
vergence at the grid point (i,k) and the two horizontally adjacent grid
points (i+l,k) and (i-l,k). The vorticity exchanges between points are
mutually conservative, i.e.
DFI(i,_) = D_2(i+l,_)
DF2(i,_) = DF1(i-l,_)
D;3(i,_) = D;4(i,_+l)
DF4(i,k) = DF3(i,k-l)
DFs(i,_): D_6(i+l,_+l) U
P_/;J
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Figure 5. Orientation of the flt_ components account-
ing for the mutual interactions between
grid points when evaluating the advective
term in the governing dynamic equation (a)
at a general interior d,ynamicgrid point
(i,k), (b) at a bounding dynamic grid
point (i,l). See text for definitions and
discussion.
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D_6(i,_)--DFS(i_l,__l) _
DFv(i,_): DFS(i-l,_+l)
mrs(i,_): DFV(i+l,_-l). (3.2.11)
This leads to the computational advantage of employing the flux form in
that only four of the flux terms need be evaluated at each grid point,
e.g. DFl(i,k), DF3(i,k), DF5(i,k), DF7(i,k).
The grid points on the horizontal boundaries, i.e. (i,l) and (i,K),
represent rectangular grid areas of vertical depth d/2 as in Figure 5b
for the grid point (i,l). Following from Arakawa (1966), the above
scheme is modified when evaluated at the bounding grid points as:
1 0
12d2 DFI(i)I- DF2(i)I+ DF3(i,I)+ DF5(i,I)+ DF7(i,I) (3.2.12)
and ......
DJi,K (_'¢) - _ i,K :_"
12d2 DFI(i) K - DF2(i)K- DF4(i,K) - DF6(i,K) - DF8(i,K) (3.2.13)
where
DFI(i)I -= (¢i,I +*i+l,l -@i,2 -*i+1,2 ) (_i+l,l + _i,l)' (3.2.14)
DF2(i)l - (¢i-1,i + ¢i,1 - ¢i-1,2 - ¢i,2 ) (q,1 + q-l,1 )' (3.2.15)
;7
(3.2.16)
DFI(i)K - (_i,K-I+ ¢i+l,K-I-¢i,K -_i+l,K) (_i+l,K+ _i,K)
and
(3.2.17)
DF2(i)K - (@i-l,K-i+ @i,K-I- @i-l,K- @i,K) (_i,K+ _i-l,K) "
Note that:
OFl(i)_--o_2(i+l)k
and OF2(i)_ --OFl(i-l)_ (3.2.IS)
for k = 1 or K.
These expressions account for the altered area and geometry of the
boundary grid areas and preserve the desirable conservation properties
noted previously. Note that the purely horizontal flux terms have been
modified, i.e. compare Equations (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) to Equations
(3.2.14)-(3.2.17). Otherwise the flux terms accounting for exchanges
with interior points remain the same _ud the terms representing inter-
-
actions with points outside the domain have been omitted in Equations
(3.2.12) and (3.2.13) when compared to Equation (3.2.1). In effect, the
vertical boundary conditions on _ are already incorporated into Equa-
tions (3.2.12) and (3.2.13). The following interpretation of the above
formulations clarifies this point.
Due to the nature of the grid employed here and the desire for a
conservative advective scheme, the values of _i,1 and _i,K must be re-
garded as representing the mean vorticity of the corresponding half-grid
ij •
areas and not _B or _T' respectively. Thus, _i,l and _i,K may be W
viewed as corresponding to the grid points (i,_) and (i,K-_), as shown
in Figure 5b. Arskawa (1966) gives a modified version of his scheme
which accounts for variable grid geometry at interior points. Direct
application of this scheme to the geometry of the bounding grid areas
and comparison to Equations (3.2.12) and (3.2.13) yields the following
conclusions. The geometric difference between (i,l) and (i,_) and
(i,K) and (i,K-_) have been ignored in computing the mutual interaction
of boundary layer grid points and internal grid points in order that
the conservation principles are maintained. The purely horizontal
advection terms are approximate but consistent with the desired con-
servation properties and the above approximation (Arakawa, 1966).
Noting that interpolations are unnecessary for determining _ on the
boundaries, the terms omitted may be effectively viewed as correspond- W
ing to the imposition of the boundary conditions, _B - _T = O. This
interpretation also holds for the components due to the basic state
vertical velocity. Thus, no additional modification of the above
formulations is required i_ order that the vertical boundary conditions
on perturbation vorticity be obi_i'ed.
The perturbation streamfunction may be regarded as representative
at discrete points and not necessarily representative of the mean value
of the corresponding grid areas. In this sense, the vertical boundary
conditions on _ may be applied straightforwardly as:
_i,l - 0
(3.2.19)
_i : 0,K - @
for i = i, 2, ...,I-l,I.
I ri
O Thus, these terms may be eliminated from Equations (3.2.12) and
(3.2.13) though it is only computationally convenient to do so for the
DFI(i)i' DF2(i)i' DFI(i)K and DF2(i)K terms, e.g.
DFI(i)I = (-¢i,2 -9i+1,2 ) (_i+l,1 + _i.1 ) (3.2.20)
and
DFI(i)K = (_i,K-i+ _i+l,K-I) (_i+l,K+ _i,K) " (3.2.21)
The computationa! procedure is given by the follovringsteps:
a) Compute DFI(i)I and DFI(i)K for i = I, 2, ..., I-I, I
as given by Equations (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) respectively.
b) Compute DFl(i,k) for i = i, 2, ..., I-l, I and k = 2,
3, ..., K-2, K-I as given by Equation (3.2.2).
c) Compute DF3(i,k), DF5(i,k), DF7(i,k) fior i = 1, 2, ...,
I-I, I and k = i, 2, ..., K-2, K-I as given by Equations
(3.2.4), (3.2.6) and (3.2.8), respectively.
d) Utilizing the identities given in Equations (3.2.11) and
...... _(Wo_)l(312.18), compute DJi,._,(C,_ _ ' for i = !, 2,-'. "' 8z i,k
..., I-!, I and k = I; k = 2, 3, ..., K-2, K-l; and k = K
i
from Equations (3.2.12), (3.2.1) and (3.2.13), respectively.
3.5 Advec%ion of Potential Temperature and Water Vapor
For the purposes here, let the dummy variable S represent either
the potential temperature or water vapor specific humidity such that S
denotes either e or q and S + SO denotes either 8 + e° or q + qo"
O The advection of S + SO by the perturbation component of the
velocity field is evaluated at thermodynamic grid points by means of
A
the flux form of the finite difference approximation reported by Lilly W
(1965). This scheme is of second order accuracy and was designed for
application to a staggered grid as here. It incorporates values at
five thermodynamic grid points and at four dynamic grid points. This
)2 and, thus is computation-formulation conserves (S + So) and (S + So
ally stable in these regards. As in the previous section, the advec-
tion of (S + So) by the basic state vertical velocity may be evaluated
in a manner consistent with the above scheme. The desirable conserva-
tion properties of the scheme are maintained in the modified formula-
tion.
The advection of (S + SO) by the total velocity field is computed
at a thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½) as:
° (s+So)] •
TJi+½,k+½ (S + So, ¢) _z i+½,k+½ =
-__iITFl(i+½,k+½)- TF2(i+½,k+½)d2
+ TF3(i+½,k+½)-. TF.,(i+½,k+½)1 (3.3.1)
where
TFl(i+½,k+½) -=
+ ] (3.3.2)(@i+l,k - @i+l,k+l ) "(Si+½'k+½ Si+_'k+½) + S2 Ok+½
O
! !'
O TF2(i+½,k+_)--
[(si-½'k+½+ si+½'k+½) ], (3.3.3)(¢i,k-¢i,_+l) 2 +Sok+½
TF3(i+½,k+½)-=
(_o+¢i+l,k+l-¢i,k+l) +½,k+_2+ Si+½'k+½)+ °k+½2
(3.3._)
and
T;4(i+½,_+½)-
[( (s°k+½+s)]
Si+½,k+½ + Si+½,k_½) Ok_½
(_o + ¢i+l,k - ¢i,k ) 2 + 2 "(3.3.5)e
Each TFj(i+½,k+½) essentially represents the flux of (S + So) be-
tween the thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½) and one of the surrounding
four thermodynamic grid points,directed as in Figure 6. The computa-
tional advantage of the flux fci--1of-he advective scheme may be seen
in that only two fluxes, e.g. TFl(i+½,k+½) and TF3(i+½,K+½), need be
computed at each thermodynamic grid point since:
TFI(i+½,k+½) = TF2(i+_,k+½)
TF2(i+½,k+½): TFl(i-½,k+½)
TF3(i+½,k+½)= TF4(i+½,k+_)
O TF4(i+½,k+½)= TF3(i+½,k-½) (3.3.6)
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Figure 6] Orientation of'the flux com-
ponents accounting for the
mutual interactions between
grid points when evaluating the
advective term in the governing
equations for e, q and _ at a
general thermodynamic grid
point (i+!_,k+'_).See text for
definitions and discussion.
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Due to the geonmtry of the grid (see Figure 4), the vertical bound-
ary conditions on S and SO may be applied directly at discrete points
along the dynamic grid levels k = i and k = K. These points do not
correspond to any thermodynamic grid areas and, thus, Si+½,k and S
ok
for k = I or K represent discrete point values and not area means.
Thus, the boundary conditions on S correspond to:
Si+½,k = 0 (3.3.7)
for k = i or K.
The formulas for the vertical flux components emp!oy a linear in-
terpolation between vertically adjacent thermodynamic grid points to
determine midpoint values. Since S and So are specified on the bound-
aries, the interpolation for S and So at these levels is unnecessary.
Thus, the cross boundary fluxes are determined as:
+ + ) (3.3.8)
TF4(i+½'_) = (_o ¢i+i,I - _i,i ) (Si+½,i Sol
and
TF3(i+½,K-½) = (Vo + _i+<,K - _i,K) (Si+½,K + SOK) • (3.3.9)
Together with Equation (3.3.7), the vertical boundary condition on 4,
i.e. Equation (3.2.19), allows:
TF4(i+½'%)= _o SoI (3.3.10)
and
@ TF3(i+½'K-½) = _o SoK " (3.3.11)
IRecall that _ is an externally specified parameter. Similarly, S @
o Ol
and SOK are externally specified parameters. Thus, the cross-bounda_j
fluxes may be regarded as adjustable model constants and do not depend
on processes acting within the layer.
Note.that the formulations for the horizontal flux terms in the
bounding layers might be simplified to reflect the boundary conditions
on 4. Computationally, this is not convenient.
The computational procedure is given by the follov_ingsteps.
a) Compute TFl(i+½,k+½) for i = I, 2, ..., 1-2, I-i and k = I,
2, ..., K-2, K-I from Equation (3.3.2).
b) Compute TF4(i+½,_) and TF3(i+½,K-½) for i = I, 2, 1-2,a @ @ _
I-i fromEquations(3.3.10)and (3.3.11),respectively.
(Note that this step is performed only once at the initial A
time step. ) W
c) Compute TF3(i+½,k+½) for i = I, 2, ..., I-2, I-i and k = 2,
3, ..., K-3, K.-2from Equation (3.3.4).
d) Utilizing the identities given in Equation (3.3.6), compute
• +So)]I from EquationT_+½,k+½ (S + So, ¢) az i+½,k+½
(3.3.1) for i = i, 2, ..., 1-2, I-i and k = I, 2, ..., K-2,
K-I.
3.4 Ice Water Advection
The advection of ice water specific humidity is evaluated at
thermodynamic grid points by means of an "upstream" flux form finite
difference approximation, which is appropriate to a staggered grid.
This scheme is similar to that described in the last section for @ and
@
q, except that the value of £ specified on the grid area boundary
between two adjacent thermodynamic grid points is not interpolated from
the values of _ at those grid points. Instead, the midpoint value of
is directly specified as equal to the value of _ at the upstream grid
point. The direction of the appropriate component of the total wind at
the midpoint between the two grid points determines which is the up-
stream grid point, i.e. the wind is directed from the upstream grid
point to the dov_nstreamgrid point. Effectively, ice water has been
assumed to be uniformly distributed within each thermodynamic grid area.
As before, the contributions due to both the perturbation velocity
field and the basic state vertical velocity are incorporated into the
scheme. In addition, the relative, vertical fall velocity of ice water
particles is taken into account. The upstream advective scheme is con-
servative with respect to _ and _2 and is computationally stable in
these regards. Subject to the appropriateness of the aforementioned
assumption, this formulation also has second order accuracy.
The primary advantage in using the upstream scheme for computing
the advection of _, when compared to the scheme described for e or q,
is that it eliminates the occurrence of the _ < 0 computation mode in
the solution. This mode arises".'nt__ previous scheme due to trunca-
tion errors. These truncation errors may be viewed as a result of the
incompatibility of using interpolation and requiring that the grid
point value of _ is representative of the mean value of the correspond-
ing grid area. For example, in the case of water vapor specific humid-
ity, the effect of truncation errors on q will be relatively small com-
pared to q + qo' since in general, qo >> q" Thus, the non-physical
node (q + qo ) < 0 is unlikely to occur. Diffusive damping may be
applied to q to effectively suppress what may be viewed as numerical
A
noise generated by truncation errors (Chapter 4). However, since £ _ Wo
O, the occurrence of £ < 0 due to truncation error corresponds to a
non-physical mode in the solution in that negative ice water does not
exist. In the presence of the diabatic processes, the initial ampli-
tude of the £ < 0 computational mode may be relatively large. Reason-
able diffusive damping can reduce the amplitude but will not eliminate
this mode from the domain. The occurrence of the £ < 0 mode presents
a substantial problem in that if total water is to be conserved, these
values may not be simply ignored. However, such values would have a
substantial adverse impact on the evaluation of the buoyant generation
of vorticity. The use of the "upstream" formulation eliminates these
problems and this advantage is felt to far outweigh the disadvantages
noted below.
The primary disadvantage of using the upstream flux scheme, when •
compared to the previous scheme, is that it is more complex and sub-
stantially less efficient computationally. Furthermore, the assumed
spacial distribution of £ is likely to be a much poorer representation
of the continuous case when compared to the linear variation over dis-
tances of O(d) assumed for the r revi_ is scheme. It is for this last°.
reason, that the upstream flux scheme is not used for e or q, since
it would not be any more inefficient computationally than the previous
scheme once the wind directions are determined.
The advection of Z by the total velocity field, where the rela-
tive vertical velocity of suspended ice water particles is taken into
account, is evaluated at a thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½) as:
@
-i
+ LF3(i+½,k+½)- LF4(i+½'k+½)I (3.4.1)
wherethehorizonta!fluxtermsare determinedas fol!ows:
If (_i+l,k- _i+l,k+!) >* 0, then:
LFI(i+½'k+½)= (@i+l,k-@i+l,k+!)£i+½,k+½ '
otherwise:
nF1(i+½,k+½)= (_i+l,k- @i+l,k+!)£i+_,k+½" (3.4.2)
If (@i,k - _i,k+l) >_ O, then!
Lr2(i+½,_+½)= (¢i,_-_i,_+l)__i-½,_+½'
otherwise:
LF2(i+½,k+½)= (@i,k- @i,k+!) 1i+½,k+½ " (3.4.3)
The evaluation of the vertica! flux components is further complicated
by the presence of the effective relative fall velocity term V . It
is convenient to let:
LF3(i+½,k+½) -= LF3+(i+½,k+½)+ LF3_(i+½,k+½) O
and
nF4(i+½,k+½) - LF4+(i+½,k+½)+ nF4_(i+½,k+½) (3.4.4)
where the plus and minus subscripts denote the potential components of
the flux across a grid area boundary due to the interaction of the per-
turbation and basic state vertical velocities with the relative fall
velocity of suspended particles in the region just above (+) and just
below (-) the boundary. Thus, it is possible for two vertically adja-
cent grid areas to actually exchange some ice water, i.e. some falls
from the upper to the lower grid area and some is advected from the
lower to the upper grid area. These components are determined as
follows:
0
If (Yo + _i+l,k+! - _i,k+l + Y i+½,k+_ ) < O, then:
LF3+(i+½'k+½) = (Yo + ¢i+l,k+l -¢i,k+l + Y*i+½,k+_ ) £i+½,k+_'
otherwise:
LF3+(i+½,k+½) - O. " (3.4.5)
If (_o + _i+l,k+l - _i,k+l + -_i+½,k+½ ) > O, then:
LF3-(l+½'k+½)= (Yo + ¢i+l,k+l- ¢i,k+l+ _ i+_ £i+½,k+½'
otherwise: I
LF3_(i+½,k+½)- O. (3.4.6)
Q
O If (Yo + @i+k,k - @i,k + _*i+½,k+½) < 0, then:
+y*
L4-F-i(i+½'k+½)= (Yo + ¢i+l,k - @i,k i+½,k+½) £i+½,k+½ '
otherv_ise:
LF4+(i+½,k+½)- O. (3.4.7)
+ _*
If (_o + _i+l,k - _i,k i+½,k_½) > O, then:
LF4-(i+½'k+½)= (Yo + @i+l,k- @i,k + Y*i+½,k-½) £i+½,k-½'
otherwise:
LF4_(i+½,k+½)= O. (3.4.8)e
Now, _. - u. d (3.4.9)j,m j,m
where j and m are dum_v thermodynamic grid indices in the x and z
directions, respectively and u. is the effective relative fallj,m
velocity of the suspended ice wa_er particles in a thermodynamic grid
area (j,m) and is determined parametrically as developed in Section
3.10. Note that Yj,m is always less than or equal to zero.
Due to the presence of conditional terms, the evaluation of the
advection of £ is not efficient computationally. However, this is
mitigated somewhat by the identities:
LFI(i+½,k+½) = LF2(i+_,k+½) @
LF2(i+½,k+½)= LFl(i-½,k+½)
LF3(i+½, +½)=
LF4(i+½,k+½) = LF4(i+½,k-½) (3.4.10)
and
LF^+(i+½'k+½)] = LF4+(i+½,k+_)
LFg_(i+½,k+½) = LF4_(i+½,k+_)
LF4+(i+½,k+½) = LFg+(i+½,k-½)
LF4_(i+½,k+½) = LF3_(i+½,k-½) (3.4.11)
@
Thus, only two fluxes need be computed at each grid point, e.g.
LFl(i+½,k+½) and LF3(i+½,k+½).
The boundary conditions on Z are imposed in discrete space in
roughly the same manner as described for e and q in the last section.
Strict enforcement of %he boundary conditions require:
£i+½,1 = 0
£i+½,K = 0 . (9.4.12)
In this sense, the assumption of uniform distribution of £ within grid
areas has been relaxed in the neighborhood of the upper and lower
boundaries. Consequently, the upstream approach is not employed for
computingtheverticalfluxesat thek = i or k = K levels. Rather,
the crossboundaryfluxesmaybe directlyspecifiedas:
LF4(i+½,_) - 0 (3.4.13a)
and LF3(i+½,K-½)= 0 (3.4.13b)
However, the above conditions may lead to a build up of £ in the
lower bounding layer. It is physically realistic to allow precipitation
to exit the domain at the lower boundary by virtue of its relative fall
velocity. This may be accomplished by effectively relaxing the lower
boundary condition on £. In the interests of clarity, let:
@ LF4(i+½,_)- P(i+½) = L 4F +(i+½,_) (3.4.14)
where P(i+½) is the precipitation rate at (i+½,1). In this sense, an
additional term has been added to the governing equation for the lowest
bounding layer, which accounts for precipitation falling out of that
. ...
layer. Note that the total water ma_ not be conserved within the
domain by virtue of this term.
Recalling Equation (3.2.19), the cross boundary flux at the lower
boundary is determined as follows.
If (Yo + _*i+½,_) < O, then ]
!P(i+½)= + ) '
otherwise JP(i+½) = 0 . (3.4.15)
! A
No advection of ice water into the domain is allowed at either boundary W
and no advection of ice water out of the domain is allowed at the upper
boundary.
The computational procedure is given by the following steps•
a) Diagnose Y*i+½,k+½ for i = i, 2, ..., 1-2, I-I and k = I,
2, ..., K-2, K-I as in Section 3.10.
b) Compute P(i+½) for i = I, 2, ..., 1-2, I-I from Equation
(3.4.!5).
c) Compute LF3+(i+½,k+½) and LF3_(i+½,k+½) from Equations
(3.4.5) and (3.4.6), respectively, for i = I, 2, ..., 1-2,
I-I and k = I, 2, ..., K-3, K-2.
d) Compute LFl(i+½,k+½) from Equation (3.4.2) for i = I, 2,
..., 1-2, I-i and k = i, 2, ..., K-2, K-l.
3) Noting Equation (3.4.13b) and utilizing the identities
given in Equations (3.4.14), (3.4.4), (3.4.10) and (3.4.11),
compute the net advective convergence of £ at the grid
point (i+½,k+½) by means of Equation (3.4.1) for i = I, 2,
...., 1-2, I-I and k = i, 2, ..., K-2, K-I.
3.5 Sub-grid Scale Diffus-cn
In each of the discrete, prognostic, governing equations a diffu-
sion term appears in the form of a constant times the Laplacian opera-
tor applied to the relevant field. These diffusion terms serve two
purposes. They account for the physical effects of turbulent transport
processes occurring at space scales not resolved by the grid. They,
also, serve a purely computational role in suppressing numerical noise
and unwanted non-physical computational modes in the solution• In this
D sense, the model constants _, _0' Kq and _£ are "tuneable". The manner
of choosing the appropriate values for these eddy diffusion coeffi-
cients will be considered in Chapter 4. The formulation of the dis......
crete form of the Laplacian operator, i.e. V2, is considered
here.
The finite difference approximation to the Laplacian operator,
which is used in this model, is:
V2 S - I (_Sj+l,m + S + S + S - 4 Sj,m_} (3.5.1)j,m d2 j-l,m j,m+l j,m-i
where S is any one of the prognostic variables, (i.e. _, 8, q, or £)
and j and m are dunm_ grid indices in the x and z directions, respec-
tively. Thus, if S = _; j = i and m - k and Equation (3.5.1) is appli-
cable for i = i, 2, ..., I-I, I and k = 3, 4, ..., K-3, K-2. If S =
9, q or _; j - i+½ and m - k+½ and Equation (3.5.1) is applicable for
i = i, 2, ..., 1-2, I-i and k = 2, 3, ..., K-3, K-2. This formulation
is fairly standard.
The boundary conditions are enforced numerically by simply allow-
ing no exchange of S between in_;ricr grid points and the boundaries,
i.e. for the first row of interior grid points:
1: Sj, 1v2.s = 1 s. +s - 3 (3.5.2)j,m d-_ j+l,m j-l,m NT,m+I MB,m-I m
where
O, M _ = m_
6M_,m. = M" . m"
Sj,m'
_T = K and_ = i for S = _, @
and MT = K-½ and MB = _ for S = 8, q or £.
Thus, Equation (3.5.2) is applied at the k = 2 and k = K-I levels for
S = _ and i = I, 2, ..., I-i, I and at the k = i and k = K-I levels
for S = e, q or Z and i = i, 2, ..., I-2, I-i where i and k are re-
lated to j and m as noted above.
Effectively, Equation (3.5.2) incorporates the fact that the
vertical derivative of S is known on the boundary and, thus, no finite
difference computation of _S/_z is necessary at those points. It
should be noted that when applied to _, Equation (3.5.2) explicitly
assumes no stress at the interface of a bounding half layer and the
adjacent interior layer. This was found to be computationally con- @
venient. Since the diffusion terms have the additional role of
suppressing numerical noise in the model, a horizontal diffusion term
was added for the bounding layers as:
2 I .....
Vi,k - ( i+i,k+  i-l,k- 2  i,k) (9.5.9)
for k = i or K. Equations (3.5.1), (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) are conserva-
tive in S.
3.6 Vorticity Generation/Destruction by Buoyancy Forces
The buoyancy parameter B may be evaluated at a thermodynamic grid
point as:
_ 6j,m + (i-_)qJ - _. (3.6.1) @Bj,m 6oo _ ,m j,m '
.J
where j and m are dunmv grid indices in the x and z directions, re-
spectively] The finite difference approximation to the buoyant genera-
tion of vorticity term evaluated at the dynamic grid point (i,k) is
given by:
_B _ g[ffn( _Bi_½,k+½)g -x i,k d Bi+½,k+½
+ (i-ffn)(Bi+½,k_½_Bi_½,k_½)] (3.6.2)
where ffnis a time dependent weighting factor, n indicates the time
step,and
_i I f_ _ 1- f_-I . (3.6.3)
The initial value of the "flip-flop" weighting factor, i.e. ffO,
is an externally specified model constant. A value of ffO = ½ gives
the generation of vorticity at the k level as the linear average of
the generation at the k+½ and k-_ levels and is the most physically
realistic value. However, this-oay l_ad to the indefinite maintenance
of "checkerboard" noise patterns in B, which may occur, Schubert (1980,
personal communication). For the simulations reported here, ffO = _ is
specified and, thus, ffn = _ at all odd time steps and ffn = _ at all
even time steps. In this way, "checkerboard" noise patterns are in-
hibited from perpetrating themselves. The effects of choosing
a specific value of ffo are considered in Section 4.1.
@
@Recalling the discrete form of the boundary conditions for e, q
and _ as developed in the last two sections, strict enforcement of the
boundary conditions requires that:
Bi+½,1 = 0
and Bi+½,K : 0 . (3.6.4)
Noting the interpretation of _i,l and _i,k is given in Section (3.2),
the proper formulation of the generation term for the bounding layers
is:
3B I - gg_ i,1 _ {f_(Bi+½,_-Bi-½,_)1 (3.6.5)
@
and g 3-x i,K d +½,K-½ - Bi-½,K-½ )}
(3.6.6)
The computationa! procedure is given by the following steps.
a) Compute Bi+½,k+½ for i = l, 2, ..., I-2, I-1 and k = l, 2,
..., K'2, K-1 from Equation (3.6.1).
_B l
[ for i = i, 2, I-i I and k = I;b) Evaluate g _-_ i,k "'" '
k = 2, 3, ..., K-2, K-I; and k = K from Equations (3.6.5),
(3.6.2) and (3.6.6), respectively.
@
3.7 Time Integration
Two distinct time integration schemes are utilized in this model.
Following the general description of both schemes, the specific time
integration procedure, which is employed, is presented. The rationale
for this procedure is also addressed.
The governing prognostic equations are each of the form of a first
order differential equation in time, i.e.
3S f*(S, ..., (3.7.1)3t - rl' r2' rm)
where S is the dependent variable and f is a known function of S and
m independent variables rl, r2, ..., rm. A method of numerically in-
tegrating equa%ions of this form in discrete time is desired. Let:
tn+l = At +-tn = n At + t° (3.7.2)
for n = I, 2, 3, ....
where n is the time step index and At is the integration time step in-
terval and is an externally specified model constant. The problem is
an initial value problem in that a prediction of S at some discrete
time tn+l is desired where S, rl, r2, . ., r and, thus, f*• are knownm
at the previous time tn.
If Sn-I is also regarded as known, a convenient finite difference
approximation to Equation (3.7.1) is :
9S I _. Sn+l Sn-I _ f*nn 2At
@
which may be manipulated to: @
Sn+l = 2 At f*n + Sn-I (3.7.3)
This is the "leap frog" scheme, which is commonly used in meteorologi-
cal and hydrodynamic models. Note that the time derivative has been
approximated in a centered fashion over two time steps. This scheme
allows the prediction of Sn+l from the known values of Sn-I and f'n,
i.e. Sn, rl, r2, ..., rnm. The leap frog scheme is of better than first
order accuracy.
A second time integration scheme results from the finite differ-
ence approximation:
_SJ _ sn+I_s n @n At _ f*n
which may be manipulated to:
Sn+l = At f*n + Sn (3.7.4)
This is the Euler fo_vard scheme where the time derivative is approxi-
mated over one time step interval. Essentially, the tendency at time
step n is used to extrapolate from time step n to time step n+l. It
allows the prediction of Sn+l from the known values of Sn and f'n, i.e.
n n n This scheme is of first order accuracy.Sn, rI, r2, ..., rm.
Centered time differencing schemes, such as the leap frog scheme,
may show time splitting in the solution. This arises due to the
W
j
presence of terms within f*, which may be highly non-linear in time,
e.g. advection terms. Lilly (1965) notes that this may lead to a
weak numerical instability where the solution at odd time steps and the
solution at even time steps may vary smoothly when viewed separately
but may diverge from each other. This oscillation of the solution at
high frequency, i.e. _ 2 At, corresponds to a non-physical computational
mode. It is desirable to damp this mode.
A number of methods have been developed to eliminate the time
splitting computational mode in the leap frog scheme. Here, a time
filter is employed at all steps as in Asselin (1972). Computationally,
this routine is fast though it does increase the storage requirements
for time dependent variables. Asselin (1972) found this filter to be
an excellent damper for the computational time splitting mode arising@
in %he leap frog time integration scheme. The time filter is applied
as :
_n-i = sn-i + _ (_n-2 _ 2 Sn-I + Sn) (3.7.5)
where the over bar denotes a filtered quantity and n is an externally
specified filter parameter limited to positive values less than 1. The
leap frog scheme is correspondingly modified as:
Sn+l = 2(At)f*n + _n-1 (3.7.6)
where the value of Sn employed in evaluating f*n is not filtered in
time except that it is based on an integration from a previously@
filtered value, i.e. _n-2. For this study, _ = 0.25 is specified, @
see (Section 4.1). This value adequately damps the computational
mode in test simulations and minimizes phase errors due to the filter
(Asselin, 1972 ).
Another modification which must be made in order to insure compu-
.
tational stability, is to evaluate the diffusion term in f at the "lag"
time step, (Phillips, 1956). Let:
fi = f_ - Ks V2 S_. (3.7.7)
where KS is the appropriate eddy diffusion (viscosity) coefficient and
fin corresponds to the appropriate advective and diabatic (buoyant
generation) terms evaluated at t n. The lag step procedure is incor-
porated into the filtered leap frog (Equation 3.7.6) and Euler forward
(Equation 3.7.4) schemes as: @
Sn+l = 2 At (fi + KS V2 _n-1) + _n-1 (3.7.8)
and
sn+l = At (fn + KS V2 sn-1) + Sn , (3.7.9)
respectively.
In general, the filtered leap frog time integration scheme (Equa-
tion 3.7.8) is utilized in this model. Its computational stability
and accuracy are superior to the Euler forward scheme as formulated
here. However, in certain instances the leap frog scheme will yield
unrealistic results. In these cases, the Euler forward scheme is
used. These cases will be detailed later in this section.
The time step interval At must satisfy the Courant-Friedricks-Lewy
condition for computational stability of a two dimensional flow, i.e. •
O V xAtd1 (3.7.1o)
C At
Tflax d
whichever is greater, where Vmax is the maximum wind speed and Cmax is
the maximum wave speed within the domain, e.g. Phillips, (1956) and
Haltiner (1971 ).
-I
For cirriform clouds, observations indicate that Vmax $ 0.8 m s
even in highly unstable convective conditions (Heymsfield, 1975b).
However, the contribution of the relative terminal velocity of ice
particles to an effective velocity must also be considered. In Section
(3.10), the parameterization of the effective relative terminal velo-
city of ice water v is presented. The maximum value of u is the
relevant parameter for the consideration here and is _ 1.6 m s-1
Thus, At = 30s will satisfy the above computational stability require-
ment in the case of d = lO0 m for the most extreme conditions anti-
cipated, i.e. a maximum relative effective terminal ve!ocity super-
imposed on a maximum expected do_wndraftair velocity. Note that when
d = 50 m, At = 15s would be required.
Recall that sound waves have been filtered from the governing
equations. Thus, the wave speed requirement is here limited to inter-
nal gravity waves, which may occur in stable environments. Following
from Haltiner (1971), the phase speed of a horizontally propagating
internal gravity wave in the basic state environment is:
C "- x z g o
2 0° _z+ L 2)
2_(Lx z
A
where L and L are the horizontal and vertical wavelengths of thex Z
disturbance and the last term is the environmental Brunt-Vaisalla
frequency N. Based on the observational study of Starr and Cox (1980),
layers more stable than (Be/Sz) --15°K _-l are extremely rarely ob-
served in the middle to upper troposphere. The corresponding lapse rate
is _ -lO°K km-1, i.e. a very strong temperature inversion. Such very
stable layers in the middle to upper troposphere would be of limited
vertical extent, i.e. < 1 km (Starr and Cox, 1980). Choosing a typical
value of 0° 310°K leads to N = 0.02 s-1= , in the case of (_Oo/_Z)
15°K km-1. Noting that C increases as the scale of a disturbance in
such a stable layer increases, an extreme case would be L = L = 1 km.
x z
(Note that symmetric disturbances tend to have the fastest wave speeds. )
Thus, in a very extreme case, C % 1.7 m s-1. This value is less
max
than the value of Um_x estimated above. Thus, the above values of At
should insure computational stability even in a very extreme case and
are, therefore, adopted for this study.
In practice, it is highly economical to avoid evaluating the diaba-
tic terms in f at every time step due to their complexity as seen in
Sections (3.9) and (3.11). However, the number of time steps between
times at which the radiative (QR) and water phase change C terms are
diagnosed should not be so large that excess numerical noise is generat-
ed or that the physics of a simulation become unrealistic. Let NR and
NC be the number of time steps between evaluations of QR and C, respec-
tively. It is reasonable to require NR .<NC, since the distribution of
£ is the primary modulator of QR (Section 3.11). In this study, NR = NC
is employed. The proper choice of NC is deferred until Sections 3.9 and i
4.5. A somewhat different approach is adopted for the QR and C terms.
)
'j
The diagnosed radiative heating rate at the n = JNR time step,
where j = l, 2, ..., is applied at all intervening time steps until
the next diagnosis at n = (j+l)NR, i.e.
JNR
QRn " QR (3.7.11)
for n = JNR, jNR + I, ..., jNR + (NR - i) is assumed. This reduces
the shock to the system compared to the method of incorporating the
water phase change term described below. The filtered leap fro.gscheme
is an effective filter of high frequency numerical noise which may
occur due to the highly non-linear step function nature of QRn.
Phase changes of water are diagnosed by an adjustment process,
 JNc,i.e. Section (3.9). As such, the term computed is Nc(At) where
@ ~jNC .
C is the mean water phase change rate over the time period n =
(j-I)NC to n = jNC. Thus, formally this term is not included in the
time integration schemes developed above but is rather an adjustment
of the 0, q and Z fields at n = jNC accounting for water phase changes
over the previous NC time steps. The adjustment is made subsequent to
the prediction of e, q and _ at the n = jNC time step.
The use of an adjustment procedure for the diagnosis of the phase
change terms leads to problems when evaluating the diffusion terms at
the lag step for the prediction of the fields at the jNC + i time step.
This may be seen in that errors due to not diagnosing C at every time
step have been allowed to build up from n = (j-I)NC + i to n = jNC - I.
The change in the perturbation fields of e, q and _ may be significant
from n = jNC - i to n = jNC once the phase change adjustment has been
made. In this sense, the lag step diffusion terms evaluated at n =
jNC - i for the prediction to the n = jNC + i time step may be very
unrealistic when considering the actual current distribution of the
perturbation fields. For example, the diffusion processes may attempt
to reduce the amplitude of a peak perturbation value when in actuality
this peak value has already been largely eliminated in the adjustment
process.
A very similar problem arises if the leap frog scheme is used to
jNC-I
predict the jNC + i time step, since the S values are employed,
For these reasons, the diffusion terms are not evaluated and the Euler
forward scheme, rather than the filtered leap frog scheme, is utilized
to predict the n = jNC + i fields of 8, q and £. For 8 and q, the
filtered leap frog scheme is then restarted to predict the values at @
n = jNC + 2. The filter is reinitialized as:
_JNC JNC
S - S (3.7.12)
For the initial time step from the prescribed fields at n = 0 to
n = l, the centered time integration scheme is inappropriate. Thus,
the Euler forward scheme with no diffusion is utilized for this step.
Note that the time filter is initialized as in Equation (3.7.12) with
j = 0 before the filtered leap frog scheme is applied to predict the
fields at n = 2.
One additional consideration must be made. In this model, the
Euler forward time integration scheme is always employed for the pre-
diction of _. This is done for primarily two reasons. The first is A
W
i
that it effectively suppresses the Z < 0 computationa! mode. As noted
in Section 3.4, the occurrence of this non-physical computational mode
is particularly troublesome. It arises in the leap frog scheme because
the effective wind field for the advection of £ may be very divergent
due to the presence of the effective relative terminal velocity term
for ice water. In this sense, particularly when £n-1 < £n, the advec-
tive term evaluated at n may remove more ice water than is available
at n-1. This does not occur with the Euler fo_vard scheme. The second
reason is that when used with an upstream (uncentered) space differenc-
ing, the Euler forward scheme is very stable (Haltiner, 1971). This is
not true when used with centered space differencing schemes, as for _,
e and q, where the Euler forward scheme may lead to computational in-
stability if used repetitively. In fact, the solution is slightly@
damped when using the Euler forward time integration scheme with up-
stream space differencing. This damping, though not desirable in and
of itself, is far more desirable than permitting the _, < 0 computa-
tional mode.
In sttmmary,the computationa! procedure is as follows:
1. Predict fields at n = 1
Euler forward scheme with KS = 0 for S = _, 8, q and _,
(Equation 3.7.9).
2. Initialize time filter _0 for S = _, 8 and q (Equation
3.7.12withj : o).
3. Successively predict fields at n = jNC + 2 to n = (j+l)NC-
a) Filtered leap frog scheme with lag step diffusion
for S = _, 0 and q (Equation 3.7.8) where _n-1 is
evaluated after each step (Equation 3.7.5).
U l
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b) Euler forward scheme with lag step diffusion for S = £ W
(Equation 3.7.9).
4. Adjust 8, q and £ fields for diagnosed phase changes of water
(Section 3.9).
5. Predict fields at n = jNC + I
a) Filtered leap frog scheme with lag step diffusion for
S = _ (Equation 3.7.8).
b) Euler forward scheme with <S = 0 for S = 8, q, £
(Equation 3.7.9).
6. Reinitialize time filter _n-i for S = 8 and q (Equation
3.7.12).
7. Let j = j + 1 and proceed to step 3.
@
3.8 Solution of Poisson's Equation
Direct numerical time integration of the governing prognostic
equations requires that the perturbation streamfunction field be
specified in order that the integration may proceed over the next time
step. Thus, diagnostic Equation (3.1.10) must be solved at each
dynamic grid point after each time step. Note that _i,k is known and
@i,k is the unknown at each grid point once the integration step has
been performed. Thus, a solution of I x K coupled equations of the
form:
= v2 l(
_i,k i,k ¢ - d2 ¢i+l,k + ¢i-l,k + ¢i,k+l + ¢i,k-I 4 ¢i,k )
(3.s.1)
e
for i = I, 2, ..., I-l, I and k = i, 2, ..., K-I, K is desired. The
solutions must obey the boundary conditions given by Equations (3.1.4)
and (3.2.19).
Efficient and highly accurate numerical methods exist to solve
this type of system, e.g. Lorentz (1976) and Sweet (1977). A fortran
program of the cyclic reduction algorithm of Sweet (1977) was obtained
from the National Center for Atmospheric Research Software Library
(named FISHPAK) and is a revised version of the program described by
Swarztrauber and Sweet (1975). They state that the use of this pro-
gram entails a loss of no more than 3 significant digits for I and K as
large as 64. It should be noted that in addition to Equations (3.1.4)
and (3.2.9) the program enforces the condition:
@
_i,l = _i,K = 0 ,
which my be viewed as consistent with the continuous form boundary
conditions on _ (Equation 2.26) but not with the interpretation here
(Section 3.2). This does not appear to cause a substantial problem.
Tests of the program by this author verified the stated accuracy.
3.9 Phase Changes of Water
Recall that the model is limited to a consideration of only one
non-vapor phase of water. In general, only the ice phase is treated.
However, for comparison, liquid/vapor phase simulations are also per-
formed. This section describes the manner of diagnosing the phase
changes of water and is specifically directed to the vapor to ice (u .
i) and ice to vapor (i . v) sublimation processes, comments on
differences with condensation/evaporation processes are made where
appropriate.
The phase changes of water are evaluated in a diagnostic manner.
Thus, rather than directly evaluating the sublimation rate by means of
some consideration of the microphysical growth equation, the sublima-
tion rate is evaluated indirectly through an adjustment of the local
thermodynamic (T + To) and water (q + qo and £) values to some assumed
equilibrium state. The adjustment at a discrete time tjNC reflects
the phase changes required over the previous time period At* = NcAt
such that any non-equilibrium state which has evolved in that time is
eliminated (Section 3.7). It is implicitly assumed that the adjustment
time scale At is sufficiently larger than the corresponding true
zicrophysical time scales such that the assumed equilibrium may be @
realistically achieved. The validity of this assumption as well as
the specification of the assumed equilibrium state are considered later
in this section. These are essentially the parametric components of
the diagnostic routine described here.
The mechanics of the adjustment process are fairly straightforward
and are discussed presently. For the moment, the equilibrium assump-
tions are that no supersaturations with respect to ice may occur and
that no subsaturations with respect to ice may occur in the presence
of ice water.
When the phase change diagnosis is made (i.e. n = jNC for j = l,
2, ...), the adjustment process is initiated at a thermodynamic grid
point (i+½,k+½) only if:
@
(q+qo) > q*(T .T o, po) .(3.9.!)
_L.i :_
or if:
(q + qo) < q*(T+ To,po) and £ > 0 (3.9.2)
where q is the saturation water vapor mixing ratio with respect to ice
andis a functionof the temperature(T + T ) andpressure. Notethato
q + qo is assumed equal to the tota! water vapor mixing ratio for the
phasechangediagnosis.The gridlocationindiceshave been neglected
for convenience.Note thateffectsdueto pressureperturbationshave
been neglected. Errors due to this approximation are exceedingly small
(<< 0.1%) for the simulations reported here. Statements (3.9.1) and
(3.9.2) explicitly assume uniform distributions of (T + To), (q + qo )
and £ in any thermodynamic grid area. Thus, the effects of sub-grid
scale variability (e.g. Sommeria and Deardorff, 1977) have been neglect-
ed.
@
The temperature and saturation water vapor specific humidity may
be approximated as:
T + T " (8 + e )_ (3.9.3)
o o o
es(T+ To)
and q*(T+ To,po) -" (Po- es(T+ To))' (3.9.4)
respectively, where eS is the saturation vapor pressure of water with
respect to a plane pure ice surface and is a function of temperature
alone. The manner of computing es(T + To) is described in Appendix A
and is accurate to within + 0.1% over the range of temperatures con-
sidered here. A similar representation of the saturation vapor pres-
sure of water with respect to a plane surface of pure liquid water is
also given in Appendix A. The in the above approximations forerror:
eS and, thus, q are due primarily to errors in the diagnosis of T + To
by means of Equation (3.9.3). In the case where the entire layer is
cooled by 5°C, the effect of using w° rather than w, to compute T + To
would lead to an error of _ 5% in eS and q at the top of the domain.
Much better accuracy is generally expected as this is a worst case.
This problem may be further minimized by periodically updating the val-
ues of Po and wo.
The values of (T + To )' (q + qo ) and £ are adjusted according to:
(T + To)" : (T + To) + L (C At*) (3.9.5)
p
(q + qo)" : (q + qo ) - (_At*) (3.9.6)
and £" = £ + (_ At*) (3.9.7)
where the primed quantities denote the new diagnosed values, once the A
equilibrium adjustment has been made. Note that C is the sublimation
rate averaged over the time interval NC At. For sublimation processes,
the coefficient of latent heat L is very nearly a constant at trope-
spheric temperatures. The value employed here as well as the manner
of computing the temperature dependent value of L for condensation/
evaporation processes is given in Appendix B. Note that subsequent to
the adjustn_nt process, the new equilibrium perturbation potential
temperature is computed by inverting Equation (3.9.3) as:
(T + To)"
8" = - (9 (3.9.8)1T 0 "0
One additional relationship is needed to close the system of
Equations (3.9.5), (3.9.6) and (3.9.7). The first equilibrium assump- I
tion leads to:
,( -(q + qo)" = q (T + To) ' Po) (3.9.9)
This is, also, a valid representation of the second equilibrium assump-
tion except when Equation (3.9.2) is true and
(T+T)+.L£
, o --' Po
(q + qo + £) "< q Cp (3.9.10)
in which case:
q_(c : (3.9.11)
is appropriate. In this instance, Equation (3.9.11) allows the adjust-
ment to proceed directly from Equations (3.9.5), (3.9.6) and (3.9.7).
When Equations (3.9.1) or (3.9.2) are true and Equation (3.9.10)
is not true, Equations (3.9.5), (3.9.6) and (3.9.9) may be combined as
in Hack and Schubert (1976) to yield:
(q + qo) - q*((T+ To)", po) - _{(T + To) - (T + To)'}= 0 (3.9.12)
q,
where (q + qo )" and (C At*) have been eliminated. This is a closed
equation for (T + To)'. Due to the complicated nature of the func-
tion q , an analytic solution for (T + T )" is not readily available.o
However, an iterative solution is easily obtained by applying Newton's
method (Carnahan, et al, 1969 ) as follows:
i. Nake an initial guess of (T + T )" and set the iterationo
index v = i. Note that if Equation (3.9.1) is true, then
U '
(T + T ).(_=I) > (T + T ) @
o o
or if Equation (3.9.2) is true, then
(T + T )-(_=i) < (T + T ) .
o o
ii. Compute a new estimate (T + To)'(v+l) from:
(T + To)'(_+l) = (T + To )'(_)+ [ cL--pI(q + qo ) - q*((T + To )'(_)' P°) I
- (T + TO - o Cp(Po - es(T + To)) (3.9.13)
where
A(_) _ 3 eS(Y) I @
- _Y y=(T + To)'(_)" (3.9.14)
The manner of computing A is described in Appendix A for both sublima-
tion and evaporation/condensation processes. Note that the saturation
vapor pressure term in the denominator of Equation (3.9.4) has been
regarded as a constant when determining A.
iii. Compute the new estimates of (_ At*)(9+1), (q + q0 )'(_+l)
and _,(_+l) from Equations (3.9.5), (3.9.6) and (3.9.7),
respectively, where (T + To)'('_+l) is substituted for
(T + To)" in Equation (3.9.5).
iv. Test convergence of iteration. If: @
I q ((T+ pc) - (q+qo 1
I q*((T + To) (_+I), P° ) < err (3.9.15)
then consider the estimates correct. If Equation (3.9.15) is not true,
then let %)= 9+I and repeat the procedure from step ii.
The convergence parameter is usually specified as err = 10-4,
which corresponds to an error of 0.01% in the relative humidity com-
pared to the equilibrium assumption. Convergence is usually achieved
in less than four iterations.
Once convergence is achieved the adjusted values of 8, q and
are specified at the thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½) at time step
O n = jNC as:
(T + To)'(_+I)• -- G@ = O
IT
O
q (q %) (_+I)= + - qo (3.9.16)
and £ = £'(%)'1),
respectively.
The equilibrium assumptions actually employed in the model are now
considered. The above adjustment procedure is correspondingly modified
only in the definition of some terms. The approach adopted here is
highly empirical though guided by some theoretical considerations.
Three distinct phase change processes are considered. These are the
O vapor to ice sublimation processes in clear air (u + i), the vapor to
/ i
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ice sublimation process in the presence of ice particles (v . i+i) and
the ice to vapor sublimation process (i . v).
For the (v . i) process, theoretical computations reported by
Heymsfield (1975c) indicate I!natsupersaturations with respect to ice
on the order of 50% _naybe required to initiate homogeneous nucleation
at temperatures typical of cirriform cloud levels. However, for d =
100 m, the results of Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) indicate that super-
saturations of this order may be expected locally within a grid area
when the mean grid area supersaturation is on the order of 20-30%.
Heymsfiel_s computations show that ice crystals may grow to lengths of
300 um within _ l0 minutes where the water vapor supply is depleted
to near saturation in this time. These results are consistent with the
results of Jayaweera (1971). Recall that ideally, NC At > TV.i is
required, where Tv.i is the time scale corresponding to the (v.i) pro-
cess. The microphysical response times in the presence of ice crystals
are much faster (Heymsfield, 1975c or Jayaweera, 1971). Substantial
further modification of the particle size spectrum may occur within
time intervals less than 5 minutes, i.e. Tv.i+i < 5 minutes. Thus, if
NC At _ l0 minutes, the physics nay lh very substantially in error at
the time steps between phase change diagnoses. Economic considerations
as well as the above suggest NC At = 5 minutes (i.e. NC = l0 for At =
30s) may be adequate for the purposes here. The sensitivity of simula-
tions to the choice of NC will be established in Section 4.5. With
this choice and noting the results above, a reasonable modification of
the adjustment process is to substitute 1.2 q for q in Equation
(3.9.1). Noting that Tv.i > Tv.i+i, it is assumed rather Q
f_!
arbitrarily that the existing supersaturation is only half depleted in
5 minutes. This is consistent with the results of Heymsfield (1975c).
This may be incorporated into the adjustment procedure by substituting
1.12 q for q in Equations (3.9.9), (3.9.12), (3.9.13) and (3.9.15).
In addition, the same factor must be applied to A(v ) in Equation
(3.9.13). The use of 1.12 is clarified below.
For the (v . i+l) process, Heymsfield's computations indicate that
no modifications are required. However, in an unpublished companion
study to Start and Cox (1980), they found that supersaturations with
respect to ice up to 15% are very common in cirriform cloud layers.
They observed a mean value of _ 8% and a median value of _ 5%. This
result may be readily incorporated into the model by substituting 1.05
q for q in Equations (3.9.1), (3.9.9), (3.9.12), (3.9.13)and (3.9.15)
and, also, multiplying 1.05 times the factor A(_) in Equation (3.9.13).
A modification of this parameterization at cloud top level may also
be appropriate. Roach and Bader (1977) have noted that based on micro-
physical computations where radiative effects were taken into account,
that the infrared radiative budget of an ice crystal near cloud top is
such that the larger crystals mi[7con _inue to grow in significantly sub-
saturated conditions. Thus, particuiarly at night, the original equi-
librium assumption is probably more valid near cloud top. In the day-
time, absorption of solar radiation may largely negate this effect.
Thus, at night, the factor 1.O is applied as above and in the daytime
the factor 1.02 is applied for the cloud top layer.
When considering the (i . v) sublimation process, one factor which
must be considered is the hardiness of ice crystals. Observations
(e.g. Braham and Spyers-Duran (1967), Berson (1967)) and theoretical
u-
A
computations (e.g. Roach and Bader (1977) and Hal! and Pruppacher, V
1976)) indicate that Ti__ 7> Tv.i+i. For example, Roach and Bader
show that large ice crystals with length dimensions greater than _ 200
_n may fall more than 1 km in still clear air where the environmental
relative humidity with respect to ice is 80%. However, the incorpora-
tion of such Lagrangian information into a Eulerian model, such as here,
is not straightfo_vard. The effective relative terminal velocity of ice
-1
water ranges from _ 0.6 m s-1 to _ 1.6 m s in magnitude when signifi-
cant numbers of large ice crystals are present as developed in Section
(3.10). The exact magnitude depends on the ice water content, 0° _.
Thus, in a Lagrangian sense, a precipitation stream may propagate down-
ward 1 km in _ lO to _ 30 minutes in this Eulerian model given a suffi-
ciently large 0° _ at all times. Noting that the falling ice water is
subject to the (i . v) phase change, a mean fall speed of _ i m s
might be associated with the entire lifetime of the precipitation stream.
In this case, all ice water present in an environment with a relative
humidity with respect to ice of 80% should be converted to the vapor
phase within _ 15 to _ 20 minutes. This time scale is less in the case
of a more moist environment (Ro_h a_l Bader, 1977).
A simple parameterization is to allow only a fraction f_ of the
ice water present to undergo the (i + v) sublimation process at a given
time. The amount f_ A is of course a maximum value, since in order to
be consistent with the previous developments, the (v . i+i) equilibrium
assumption must also be maintained. This may be seen in that if Equa-
tion (3.9.10) is modified as above for the (v _ i+i) process and fA _
is substituted for _, and the statement is not true, then the in-cloud
equilibrium assumption would be violated if Equation (3.9.11), with
_ _ _r_LD
f£ £ substituted for £, is used for the direct diagnosis of the phase
change (i.e. the maximum case). In this instance, Equation (3.9.9),
modified as above for the (v + i+i) process, is invoked and diagnosis
of the phase change proceeds iteratively from the correspondingly modi-
fied form of Equation (3.9.12). If the modified form of Equation
(3.9.10) is true, the phase change adjustment proceeds directly from
Equation (3.9.11) with f£ £ substituted for £.
Since as developed in Section (3.10), Po _ = lO-4g m-3 corresponds
roughly to the threshold for the diagnosis of significant numbers of
large ice crystals, potentially all the ice water present may undergo
the (i . 4) process for ice water contents less than this amount, i.e.
if 0° £ _ 10-4gin-3, then
@ f_, = 1.0 . (3.9.17)
Given this condition and noting the proposed value of NC At = 5 minutes,
the function f£ should allow Po Z to be reduced to less than lO-4 g m-3
within _ 3 phase change diagnoses (i.e. _ 15 minutes) at a relative
humidity of 80%. The following Scheme is proposed in the case where
NC At = 5 minutes:
if RHI _ 0.8, then:
l°f£5 = max (3.9.18)
_.5 (i - RHI) ,
otherwise,
I.0
f£5 = rain (3.9.19)
(6.2- RHI) / 6@
where
@
[q + qo 1
-= (.3.9.20)
Lq, T+To,p°_1
and the subscript 5 on f£ denotes the corresponding value of NC At.
This parametric function fz5 as defined by Equations (3.9.18) -
(3.9.20) is admittedly rather crude. However, in the case where the
environmental relative humidity with respect to ice is maintained at
80%, i.e. RHI = 0.8, all ice water is converted to vapor in 20, 15, lO
and 5 minutes beginning with a diagnosis at Pc _ = 1.O, O.1, O.O1 and
O.OO1 g m 3, respectively. Based on the observation of ice water con-
tents in cirriform clouds (see Section 3.10), 15 minutes or less will
generally be required. This agrees with the previously noted studies of
ice crystal survival times. Note that for RHI = 1.O, 0.9, 0.8, 0.6,
0.4 and < 0.2, f_5 = 0.00, 0.45, 0.90, 0.93, 0.97 and 1.O. A value of
RHI = 0.26 effectively halves the response time to I0 and 5 minutes in @
the case where an initial diagnosis is made for Pc _ = 1.O and O.O1
-1
gm , respectively.
T1_efunction fz5 has been tuned to both the specified value of
NC At and the observations. Thus, any modification of NC At requires
an adjustment of the function fz. This may be readily accomplished by
noting that:
(NO At/5 man)
. f_ = (1- f£5 ) (.3.9.21)
is required to achieve the same time scales for any specified NC At
where fz5 is determined from Equations (3.9.18) - (3.9.20).
The computational procedure followed for the parametric water phase
change diagnosis in the model is summarized by the following steps. @
i. If n = j At , where n is the time step index, At = NC At,
At is the time step interval and j = l, 2, 3, ...; then
proceed to step 2. If n J j At*, then no diagnosis is per-
formed at this time step.
2. At each thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½), compute T + TO
and q* (T + TO, po ) from Equation (3.9.3) and (3.9.4), re-
spectively, test for the assumed equilibrium between the
phases of water as in steps (2a'd). (Note that the grid
indices are omitted here).
a) If £=0 and (q + qo ) >,1.2 q (T + To, po ), then let
F - 1.21 and proceed to step 4-
b) If £ > O and (q + qo) ,>F q (T + To, po ), where F --
1.05 if k < KT - l, F - 1.O0 if k = KT - 1 and%_n < 90°,
and F - 1.02if k = KT - i and_n > 90° thenproceedto
step4. NotethatKT - ½ is the cloudtop gridarea
and _n is the solar zenith angle as defined in Section
3.11.
c) If PO £ < 10-4 g m-3 and (q + qo) < F q* (T + To,po),
where F is defined as in step 2b, then let fi = 1.0 and
proceedto step3.
d) If Po £ > 10-4 g m-3 and (q + qo ) < F q* (T + To, po ),
where F is defined as in step 2b, then compute f£
as in Equation (3.9.18) - (3.9.21) and proceed to
step 3.
i
!Consistently F = 1_05 or 1.16 in the case of NC At = lO or 2.5
minutes, respectively.
, , @
3. Substitute f_ £ for _ and Fq for q in Equation (3.9.10)
and test to see if the statement is true. If true, sub-
stitute f_ Z for _ in Equation (3.9.11) and proceed
directly with the adjustment from Equations (3.9.5), (3.9.6),
(3.9.7) and (3.9.16).
4. SubstituteFq for q and FA for A in Equations(3.9.13)
8_nd(3.9.15) and proceed with iteration as described
previously, i.e. steps (i) to (iv)_ until convergence is
achieved. Complete _he adjustment as in Equation (3.9.16).
When a liquid/vapor water phase simulation is performed, the
adjustment proceeds under the original equilibrium assumptions, i.e.
F - 1.0 and fz - 1.0 in all cases. This is consistent with micro-
physical observations of liquid phase middle tropospheric stratiform
clouds as summarized by _ason (1971). @
Recall that effects due to sub-grid scale variability of T, q
and £ have been neglected in this development. A desire for simplicity
and a basic lack of knowledge have dictated this approach. This may
be seen in that the schemes proposed by Nanton and Cotton (1977) and
Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) were designed primarily for models of
cumulus convection and boundary layer processes in the lower atmosphere.
Furthermore, the validity of the assumptions, which form the basis of
those parametric schemes, has not been rigorously established by ob-
servations. The neglect of sub-grid scale variability for water phase
change processes is somewhat consistent with the rather simple treat-
ment of sub-grid scale processes employed elsewhere in this model, i.e.
eddy diffusion processes• It is hoped that the use of d = I00 m will @
minimize the impactof these assumptions. However,Sommeriaand
Deardorff(1977) state that use of this assumptionleads to somewhat
less extensiveand intense convectionin a simulationcomparedto the
case where their parameterizationis emp!oyed.
3.10 Effective Relative Fall Ve!ocity
In the governing equation for the ice phase water budget, the
quantity v £ appears, which accounts for the vertical flux of £ due to
the gravity induced vertical fall velocity of the ice particles com-
prising £ relative to a coordinate system moving at the vertical air
velocity (w + w ). The manner of specifying v , which is the effec-
o
tive relative fall velocity of the ice phase water, is developed in
this section.
A parametric approach is adopted. The resulting parameterization
is most valid for ice phase stratiform clouds at temperatures less
than _ -20°C. This is consistent with the limitations of the model,
where only one non-vapor phase of water, which is generally specified
as the ice phase, may be taken into account. The parameterization is
computationally efficient and, hopefully, yields a realistic diagnosis
of v as a function of ice water content, 0 £. A liquid phase para-
meterization is, also, given.
Since the full microphysical growth equations are not incorporated
into the model for the reasons stated previously, it is virtually im-
possible to account for all the variations in v* which may occur in
natural clouds. In particular, the effects of particle size sorting by
virtue of the interaction of the dynamics and microphysics are not
I_ ..
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taken into account. This may not be too severe of a problem for the
cloud layer itself but may limit the validity of the parameterization
for precipitation trails emanating from the cloud layer.
Let r be some characteristic length of a given water particle of
type j, where vj(r) and mj(r) are the corresponding relative vertical
fall speed and mass of that particle. The type of particle refers to
the particle habit, e.g. liquid water drop, a columnar ice crystal, a
plate form ice crystal, etc. It is assumed that the relative vertical
fall velocity of a particle equals its terminal velocity in still air.
Let nj(r') be the number density of particles of type j and character-
istic length r in the size interval,
A A
< r .<
where A is some smal! length interval. For the computations reported
here, A _ lO-6 m. Now,
I" J
_ 1 7. Z ri ) ),
0 i=l j=l nj( mj(ri
I" J
* 1
- v £ - 7 7. ri) mj ) vj )0 i=l j=l nj( (ri (ri
and, thus, @
* i=l j=l
-- _ =
I_ J
z ri) ri) (3.1o.1)i=l j =i nj ( mj(
where
ri = (i-_)A ,
p is the air density,and rI. is the characteristic length of the largest
particle present. For the computations reported here, I" = 5 x lO3
corresponding to rI. " 5 x lO-3 m, unless a point of insignificance is
reached first, i.e. numerical underflow. The number density size dis-
tribution may be represented as:
nj(ri) = Nj nj(ri)
where Nj is the number density of all particles of habit j and nj(ri)
is a dimensionless normalized size distribution function.
Many ice crystal habits may be found in stratiform ice clouds.
Weickmann (1947) reported that at temperatures less than -25°C, hexa-
gonal prisms are the most common crystal forms. He found the bullet
rosette to be the primary cryst%l ha it in convectively active cirrus
clouds, while in less eonvectively active cirrostratus clouds eroded
single bullets, columns and plates were predominant. Based upon labora-
tory experiment, aufm Kampe et al. (1951) found that irregular aggre-
gates of plates and columns, bullet rosettes and single columns should
be the most common crystal habits at temperatures between -20°C and
-40°C. Based on his own extensive observations and those of other
workers, 0no (1970) reported that, at temperatures less than -22°C,@
single columns, bullets and thick plates, bullet rosettes and irregular
aggregates of plates and columns are the predominant crystal habits. W
Heymsfield and Knollenberg (1972) found that, in convectively active
cirrus generating cells, the crystal forms were about 75% bullets,
columns and bullet rosettes and about 25% plates. They also noted
that the observed plate form ice crystals invariably corresponded to
the smallest particle sizes observed (r _ l0-4 m). Similar results
were reported by Heymsfield (1974) for sub-tropopause thin cirrus.
Heymsfield (1975a) found that, in convectively active cirrus uncinus
clouds, the predominant ice crystal types were bullet rosettes, single
bullets, banded colunms and plates in that order. Hobbs, et al. (1975)
reported that, in numerous samples of cirrostratus clouds, irregular
aggregates of coltunnsand plates and single columnar forms were the
most con_nonlyobserved ice crystal habits. Based on observations in @
numerous cirriform clouds at temperatures less than -22°C, Hesn'nsfield
(1977) found that columns and thick plates were predominant with weak
convective activity, while in convectively active layers, bullet
rosettes and hollow colunnuswere the most common crystal habits.
Varley (1978) and Varley and Brooks (1978) found that in cirrostratus
clouds, the larger particles we_ mo_ commonly irregular aggregates
and bullet rosettes, while plate form crystals were predominant for
the smallest particle sizes.
The observations of Hobbs, et al. (1975) and Heymsfield (1977)
indicate, that for temperatures less than _ -20°C, the contribution of
liquid phase water to the total non-vapor phase water content is in-
significant. This is consistent with the conclusions of Schaefer
(1951), where the initiation of ice crystals in cirrus clouds is at-
@
tributed primarily to spontaneous nucleation.
j
0no (1970) and Heymsfield (1977) note that at warmer temperatures
planar crystal forms, e.g. dendrites, and high aspect ratio columnar
forms, e.g. needles, may be predominant. Locatelli and Hobbs (1974)
found that riming may also be an important factor in modifying the ice
crystal types at warmer temperatures. In addition, as temperature in-
creases toward 0°C, %he liquid phase particle habit becomes increasing-
ly more significant until at T > -5°C, it may be predominant. However,
over the range of temperatures where the ice phase and liquid phase of
water may coexist in significant quantities, i.e. T ---15 C°to 0°C, the
liquid phase particles are predominantly very small, (Heymsfield, 1977).
For the parameterization developed here, only two water particle
habits are considered. These are the column and the bullet rosette
aggregate ice crystal types. Thus, the parameterization is most appli-@
cable for temperatures less than _ -20°C. Since both the mass and
terminal velocity of ice particles are monotonically increasing func-
tions of r, both the total ice water content, p £, and the effective
terminal velocity corresponding to a given particle size distribution
are dominated by the contributions due to the largest particles pre-
sent in significant abundance, w_ased upon this fact and the fact that
the mass-length relations and terminal velocities of the smallest
particles present are not too different for the different ice crystal
habits in an absolute sense, the plate form ice crystal habit is
neglected in this development. Errors in the computed ,v/ due to this
assumption are minimal. A similar justification for neglecting the
liquid phase water particle habit may also be invoked.
In Table i, mass-length relations for various ice crystal types,@
which are based upon numerous observations and empirically derived by
@
the authors noted, are presented. The characteristic length of r of an
ice crystal is defined here as the maximum length dimension of that
crystal. These relationships are plotted in Figure 7. Note that single
columns are more massive than bullet rosettes for r < 5 x l0-4 m and
that the curve for plates lies between these curves for the smaller
particle sizes. Except for very large particles, irregular aggregates
are the most massive particles at any given characteristic length.
re(g)= A rB (10-6 m)
Particle habit Source
A B
Columns (j=l) 1.35 x lO-lO 1.7 Heymsfield (1972)
•Bullet rosettes 4.4 x l0-14 3.0 "
(j=2)
Plates 8.22 x 10-13 2.5 "
Unrimed aggregates 7.36 x I0-II 1.9 Locatelli and
of plates, bullets Hobbs (1974)
and columns
Table i. _ss-length relationships.
Heymsfield (1972) states that the standard error of these formulas is
on the order of + 20% for individual ice crystals. However, much
better accuracy may be expected when considering large populations of
ice crystals as here.
Based on the exacting computations of He_nsfield (1972), the
magnitude of the terminal velocities of single column, bullet and plate
itype ice c_stals in still air as a function of characteristic length
my be represented by the relations presented in Table 2. These rela- @
tionships are plotted in Figure 8. These data correspond to an ambient
0Figure 7. Empirical relationships between particle charac-
teristic length, r, and the corresponding parti-
cle mass, m, for various ice particle habits.
See text for source and discussion.
0
• •pressureof 40 kP_ (400mb) and an ambientair te_,_z'ai:u_:_, f. !C'_:•
Theserelationswere fit to his resultsoverthe r_ :_ _--_
to 10-3 m. For r < 10-4 m and r >....10-3 m, simple_.t,'ap____-,7t,,__,f::e:s
the nearestsizeintervalwas employed.
,v(ms-1) = A rB (10-6 m)
Columns (j:i) Bullets (j=2 ) F_, t,_
r (lO-6m) A • B A B ., _,.
0-200 8.114 x 10-5 1.585 5.666 x 10-5 1.663 .... _ ....
200-400 4.995 x 10-3 0.807 3.197 x 10-3 0.902 _.480 x i<,_ 0,_20
400-600 2.223 x 10-2 0.558 2.977 x 10-2 0.529 ' . . • x lO''_' OCO
600-800 4.352 x 10-2 0.453 2.144 x 10-2 0.581 _ .....
800-5000 3.833x 10-2 0.472 3.948x 10-2 0.489 ...... " - 0
Table2. Terminalfallspeed-lengthrelationships' ..;::!,_.,_).
In a relativesense,plateformice crystalsf,Li._.: .:
rapidlythansinglecolumnor bu!letice crystalsa-[mm_l_._._;, ')_,-:_,_.__:
sizes. However,in an absolutesense,the differen.n-:,:_:r,:_o' ':" -i-.,_nc-
more than2 x 10-2 m s-I for r _'"10-d m. Comparin@coi_m_',,,.__,u.i.._._.,_s
at any givencharacteristiclength,themore massive!_-__rtit.i_ e'_.'_ds- c
fallfasterbut thereis a superimposedaerodynamice-._,:_ct,.... "_,._:._i"__,,-
(1975c)statesthatthe relationshipforbulletro_tte_;_¢,:':..__:3:-
closelyto thatfor singlebullets(at leastto wii,_in5he : ',:i,_-:. .j
of the computations).This is alsoassumedhere. ::!c_Tmcfle._!. '"
statesthatthe standarderrorof his computations._rL--i; c:.,. : ::-
tals is on the order of + 20% and is due primarily ' ::, _-,: ,..::.:r, :.._.
0/
/
I
O-i
" ------ columns -Q _ •" bullets
"/ plates
/
I
..
• !I0-3 , ,, I,,, , , ,
I0-5 I0-4 I0-3
r,(m)
Figure 8. Empirical relationships between particle
characteristic length, r, and the Correspond-
ing particle terminal fall speed, !vi for vari-
ous ice particle habits. See text_for source
and discussion.
0
noted uncertainty in the empirical mass-length relationships, which
were employed. However, as before, much better accuracy may be anti-
eipated when considering large populations of crystals as here.
Presumably, the irregular aggregate type particle would have a
larger terminal velocity than the bullet rosette for a given character-
istic length by virtue of its larger mass for most values of r. How-
ever, an opposing effect is that due to its less aerodynamic shape, the
irregular aggregate crystal would experience more drag and, thus, fall
slower than a bullet rosette at a given value of r. Because of the
lack of an appropriate empirical terminal velocity-length relationship
for the irregular particles, all aggregate particles have been assumed
to be bullet rosettes. It is hoped that the compensating effects noted
above will mitigate the effect of neglecting the irregularly shaped A
aggregate ice particle habit.
Thus, j = 2 is assumed in Equation (3.10.1), where j = i and j = 2
correspond to the single column and bullet rosette ice crystal habits,
respectively. The appropriate relations from Tables i and 2 are em-
ployed for mj(ri) and uj(ri), respectively. Since it is unclear from
the previously discussed observ_nion_ exactly what relation might be
invoked concerning %he relative abundance of these two crystal habits,
it is arbitrarily assumed that:
N1 nl(ri)
- : WW
N n_-_ -
where
N ---N1 + N2 e
and
// <w-
@ n(ri) = _(ri) + n2(ri)
are the total number density and number density size distribution func-
tion for all ice particles present, respectively, and WW is some con-
stant, positive fraction. Thus,
nl(ri) = (WW)n(ri)
and n2(ri) = (I-W%V)n(ri) (3.10.2)
where n(ri) = N n*(ri),
are assumed. Formally, the relative abundance of the two ice crystal
habits has been assumed to be independent of particle size. However,
due to the dominant influence of the inlargest particles present
significant quantities on the computed u , the choice of WW may be
interpreted as effectively specifying the relative abundances of these
largest particles.
The computations reported here are performed for specified values
of WW = O, 0.5 and 1.0 corresponding to an assumption that all parti-
cles are bullet rosettes, that there is an equipartitioning between
single columns and bullet rosettes and that all particles are single
columns, respectively.
The form of the particle size distribution functions associated
with stratiform ice phase clouds is not well-known. Heymsfield (1975a),
Varley (1978), and Varley and Brooks (1978) all indicate that in all
cases the smallest particles dominate the total number density with a
peak in the number density distribution at a characteristic length less
than % I0-9 m. Hobbs et al. (1975) present data which implies that a @
large particle mode with a modal length on the order of 5 x 10-4 m or
greater tends to be found with ice water contents greater than _ O.1
gin-3. At smaller values of ice water content, a peak in the particle
size distribution tends to occur at a characteristic length of 10-4 m
to 3 x lO-4 m. Heymsfield (1975a) observed a distinct peak in the
particle size distribution at r _ 5 x lO-4 m in cirrus uncinus clouds
with an ice water content of % .25g m-3, He, also, shows what may be
interpreted as a weak modal peak at r _ 10-4 m for cirrostratus clouds
with an ice water content of % O.02g :m-3 These observations agree
reasonably well with those of Varley (1978) and Varley and Brooks
(1978), who found a fairly strong tendency for peaks in the number
density distribution at a characterstic length of lO-4 m to 3 x lO-4 m
for ice water contents ranging from 10-4 to lO-2g m-3. The modal @
length of the large particle mode tended to increase with increasing
ice water content. Their data tend to support the observations of
Hobbs et al. (1975) for the larger ice water contents, i.e. p _ > lO-2
g_m.-'3.Griffith et al. (1980) observed a modal length of _ 2 x lO-4 m
corresponding to ice water contents in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 g :m'_3
in cirrus anvil clouds.
Heymsfield (1975a) notes that the ice water content and total ice
crystal number density tend to increase with increasing convective
activity. Furthermore, particle sizes and concentrations were found
to be a function of temperature with sizes decreasing and concentration
increasing v_ithdecreasing temperature. To some degree, this may be
the result of size sorting by virtue of the interaction of the dynamics @
and particle terminal velocities with the cloud.
In summary, the observations indicate a predominant bimodal struc-
ture in the particle size distribution function where the character-
istic modal length of the large particle mode tends to increase with
increasing ice water content. Though there is evidence in the observa-
tions for additional size modes, only bimodal distributions are con-
sidered here. This greatly simplifies the following developments. It
is assumed that the normalized particle size distribution function for
all ice crystals may be partitioned as:
n*(ri) = W ns(ri) + (I-W) nL(ri) (3.10.3)
where W is a positive fraction and ns(ri) and nL(ri) are the normalized
particle size distribution functions corresponding to a small and large@
particle size mode, respectively.
It is convenient to define:
: 7, (r i) [(_) ml(r i) . (i - V_V) m2(ri) ] (3.10.4)£k - i=l
and
* I I"
Uk = -_ Z I_(ri)[(WW)ml(ri)ul(ri)+ (i- _V)m2(ri)u2(ri)]l
£k i=l
(3.10.5)
for k = S or L. These quantities correspond to a normalized ice water
specific humidity and a normalized effective ice water fall speed,
respectively, for both the smal! (k=S) and large (k=L) modal normalized
particle size distributions for the assumed partition of particle habit.
•. ¢)
Equations(3.10.1)-(3.10.5)may now be combinedto yield: @
, W vS £S + (l-W)vL £L
-v = , , (_.in._
W £S + (l-W)£n
Thus,it remainsonly to specifyW in orderthatthemagnitudeof v* may
£ £
be determinedfor any assumedformsof ns(ri)andnL(ri) givenWW.
Heymsfield(1977)givesthe follovingrelationshipbetweenthe
mean characteristiclengthof ice crystalslongerthan10-4 m and the
correspondingobservedtotalice watercontent,whichwas deducedfrom
observationsin numeroustypesof stratiformice clouds:
= 698 + 366 Log(D£)+ 122 Log2(p£)+ 13.6 Log3(p£) (3.10.7)
@
where p£ has dimensions g.:m-3 and _' has dimensions 10-6 m. This rela-
tionship is plotted in Figure 9. Note that this empirical relation
was derived from observations where p£ was not less than lO-4 g m-'9
However, the behavior of the empirical fit at smaller values of p£ is
not unreasonable and is adopted here.
This same parameter may be computed for any assumed particle size
•distribution. Let:
N_ - Z n_(ri) (3.10.S)i=lO0
and
1 *
rk = --_ 7. nk(ri) r. (3.10.9)
"-7O
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Figure 9. Empirical relationship between the observed ice water content,
pZ, and the mean characteristic length of ice crystals whose
characteristic length is greater than 10-4 m (after Heymsfield,
1977).
v_
for k = S or L. Thus, Nk and rk are the fraction of the total number
of particles in the small or large particle size distribution with a
length greater than 10-4 m and the mean length of those particles,
respectively. In a manner similar to the derivation of Eq. (3.10.6),
* _s + (l-W) * *W NS NL rL
w Ns + (l-W)Nn
which may be rearranged to yield:
NL (rL- _)
w = (3.1O.lO)
* (9 Nn - 9)NS - _S) + (9L
Thus, given the previous assumptions and empirical relations, u may
be computed as a function of ice water content for any assumed func- W
tional forms of ns(r i) and nL(r i). Note that solutions for u*(p£) may
only be obtained when:
_S < _ < _L " (3.10.ii)
Following from Deirmendjian (1969) and Mason (1971), a normalized
monomodal-particle size distribution function may be represented by a
modified gamma function distribution. Welch et al. (1980) note that a
normalized bi-modal size distribution function may be represented by a
superposition of two modified gamma function distributions correspond-
ing to a large particle mode and a small particle mode. This approach
is adoptedhere. Thus, @
O _k
r. exp(- bk r. Yk)
nk (ri ) = l l
Ck
where
-I -(ak+l )/¥k ak+I
and % - yk bk r(-V_- ) (3.10.12)
fork = S or L. Notethatr. and r_ have dimensionsof 10-6 m when1
evaluating nk(ri) , which has dimensions (10.6 m interval)-I. The
specified modal characteristic crystal length is r k and ak and ¥k are
tuneable shape parameters for a distribution. For convenience,
(% + 5)
O • = m ,Yk
where m is a positive In%eger%_ is required such that:
F (ek + i) = (m-l)! .
Yk
A single small particle mode normalized particle size distribution
function was assumed for all the computations reported here. The modal
length was specified as 10-5 m. The assumed distribution parameters
and the resulting computed parameters are given in Table 3. This func-
tion, ns(ri), is plotted in Figure IG. Note that the computations were
made for A = 10-6 m and then summed to the (1.5 x 10-5 m interval)-I
sh6wn. The shape of this distribution function agrees reasonably with
0
- .
k S L 0
rk (wm) lO 200 300 500 9
_k 2 _ 2 2 2 5
Yk 0.5 1.5 1.O 0.75 1.5 1.O 0.75 1.5 1.O 0.75 1.O
_k (m) 0.126 0.264 0.319 0.386 0.381 0.462 0.558 0.625 0.755 0.911
WW 1 0.130 0.672 0.852 1.049 0.869 1.066 1.292 1.143 1.380 1.644
uk (m s-1)%_ 5 0.069 0.586 0.749 0.937 0.785 0.972 1.196 1.068 1.303 1.571 0.009
' WW 0 0.065 0.529 0.645 0.764 0.692 0.812 0.944 0.906 1.047 1.205
Table 3. Sha#e parameters (ak and yk), mean large particle characteristic length (rk) and effective
relative fall speed (#_) for various monomodal particle size distributions with modal
characteristic length rk for ice crystals (k = S or L) and liquid water drops (k = 0).
See text for definitions and discussion.
• • •
o,
0
Figure I0. Normalized ice particle n_nber
density functions. See text for
definition and discussion.
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let
those observed by Heymsfield (1975a), Varley (1978) and Varley and
Brooks (1978) for the smallest particle sizes.
A number of distributions were tried for the large particle mode.
Modal lengths of 2 x 10-4 m, 3 x 10-4 m and 5 x 10-4 m were used. The
assumed shape parameters and the resulting computed parameters rk and
vk, defined previously, are given in Table 3. The corresponding
normalized particle size distribution functions are plotted in Figure
_0. Note that for a given rL and aL, the effect of decreasing XL is to
broaden the distribution which increases the magnitude of the computed
,
values of rL and vL. Also, all things being equal, the more the parti-
cle habit is dominated by bullet rosettes, the larger the computed vL.
The exceptions to this are for the small particle distribution and the
narrowest distribution for rL = 2 x 10-4 m. The shape of these large
particle distributions span the range of observations discussed pre-
viously. For example, the shape of the 5 x 10-4 m large particle mode
observed by Heymsfield (1975a) in a cirrus uncinus cloud lies between
the XL = 1.0 andYL = 1.5 curves for rL = 5 x 10-4 m and r > 6 x 10-4 m.
His distribution is somewhat more peaked right at r = 5 x 10-4 m but
the disagreement is comparable -._%#_euncertainty of the observations
themselves.
Computations of v*(0A) by means of Equations (3.10.6) and
(3.10.10) were performed for each of the assumed nL(ri) functions
utilizing the assumed ns(ri) function and the given empirical relations
for mj(ri), vj(ri) and _(p£) for _T_= O, 0.5 and 1.0. The results are
graphically displayed in Figures ii, 12 and 13, respectively. In addi-
tion to the constraint given by Eq. (3.10.11), the computations were
terminated if W _ 0.80 was encountered. This condition was imposed
• • •
WW : O0 o
(oli bullel roselles)
15 - rL =,5x lo4m _
r L : 3 x lo-4m
-_ rL = 2 x lo-4m .......................... o .........
llj _ .....
E i.o _
_ ,,_,, ,.,_,, _ .°.Q ,o, ,. _ ° ° .,, °° °°,,.°ll o°.,,,o,.°, ...... °,°
I ."" ....... 7"L--150
05- I." --- YL--J.O0at
: TL:0.75
W: 1.0
..... o ......
, , .! ....I , ,.!,,._I _ , ,_:,,,! , , ,r,,,,! , , ,! ....I , , ,_ ....I
I0-6 I0-5 I0-4 I0"3 I0 "2 I0 "i I
..... P_,(g m-3)
Figure ii. _,_gnitudeof the effective ice water terminal velocity_* versus
ice water content, pZ, for various particle size distribution
functions assuming all particles are bullet rosettes. See text
for definitions and discussion.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure ii, except assuming an equipartition between col-
umns and bullet rosettes for the ice particle habit.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 11, except assuming all particles are single col- .,
LIKEIS.
based on analysis of the previously noted observations of n(r) and W
determines the maximum value of p_ for which a solution may be obtained
for any assumed nL(ri). Note that solutions when rL = 3 x 10-4 m and
5 x lO-4 m for p_ < lO-4 and 10-2g m-3, respectively, have not been
displayed since the observations indicate that these modes are unlikely
at these values of p_.
For each assumed large particle distribution, the contribution of
the large particles dominates v once p_ exceeds lO-5 to lO-4 gm -3.
Thus, the magnitude of _ increases rapidly at small values of p_ and
becomes nearly constant for moderate to large values. This is most
evident for the case where all particles are assumed to be bullet
rosettes (WW = O.O). It is of note that the assumed form of nk(ri) be-
comes much more critical when the particle habit is predominatly bullet
rosettes as compared to columns.
Based on the limited observations available, it seems reasonable
to increase the large particle modal characteristic length and to
broaden the large particle mode size distribution function as p_ in-
creases. Somewhat arbitrarily, the circled points in Figures ll,12 and
13 are assumed to be representa._!ve.• The assumed distribution func-
tions at these values of p_ do rougkly correspond to the previously
noted observations. They are then connected as in Figure 14 to yield
three basic parameterizations, i.e. V_WO,WW5 and WW1 corresponding to
WW = O, 0.5 and 1.O, respectively. Effectively, rL and y are allowed
to increase in a somewhat continuous fashion between the circled points,
where specific solutions are assumed. The scenario assumed here may be
summarized as :
@
• • • -
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Figure 14. Magnitude of the effective ice water terminal velocity v versus
ice water content, p£, for realistic scenarios describing the
evolution of number density size distribution function. The
curves correspond to a particle habit assumption of all bullet
rosettes (%W/O),equipartition of bullet rosettes and columns
(VE!5),all single columns (V£_JI)and a realistic evolution of
the all columns assumption to the equipartition assumption
(%%'_15).See text for definition and discussion.
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(I) For p£ < 3 x 10-6 g m-3, only the small particle size mode @
exists.
(2) For 3 x lO-6gim-3 < p£ < lO-3g::m-3, a large particle size
mode with a modal length of 2 x 10-4 m is also present. This mode
broadens with increasing p£ to where at p£ = 4 x 10-6g,m-3 to 10-5
g_m-3, 5 x lO-Sgm -3 and lO-3g:m -3 the normalized particle size dis-
tribution function for the large particle mode is given by YL = 1.5,
1.0 and 0.75, respectively.
(3) At larger values of p_, the large particle modal character-
istic length increases to where at pZ = 2 x lO-2gm -3, rL = 3 x 10-4 m
and YL = 1.0. This is a relatively broad size distribution. By the
time pZ = 0.2, the modal characteristic length is 5 x 10-4 m and YL =
1.5.
A
(4) At even larger values of p£, the large particle size mode
broadens to where at p£ = 0.Sgm -3 and l.Ogm -3, YL = 1.0 and 0.75,
respectively, for the large particle mode at rL = 5 x 10-4 m.
This scenario agrees reasonably with the observations noted pre-
viously. However, recalling the observations of Heymsfield (1977) as
regards the intensity of convective :._.tivityand the ,observedmagni-
tude of p£ and the numerous observations of the relationship between
the intensity of convective activity and the predominance of particular
particle habits, it seems likely that the WWI parameterization is most
applicable at relatively small values of p£ and that the WW5 or WWO
parameterizations are more appropriate at larger values of pZ. Thus,
a fourth parameterization, i.e. V_VIS,is proposed, where for p£ <
5 x 10-5 g m-3, the WWI scheme is employed and for p£ >_5 x 10-2 g m-3, @
the WW5 scheme is used. Intermediate between.these values of.p_ the
bullet rosette crystal habit beomes increasingly more common as p£ in-
creases. The assumed dependence of v*(p£) in this region is given by
the dashed curve in Figure 14. The WW15 parameterization seems to be
the most reasonable based on the observations.
It should be noted that the assumed total ice crystal number den-
sity N(p£) corresponding to the above parameterizations is realistic.
Comparison with the limited observations available yields disagree-
n_nts on the order of one order of magnitude in total particle number
within a cubic meter in most cases. This is comparable to the un-
certainty in the observations themselves.
For model simulations, it is most efficient cozputationally to
evaluate v*(p£) by means of look-up tables. The advantage of this
method over a more direct technique where u is evaluated by means of
some functional fit may be seen in that in all cases v is at least
cubic in Log(p_). Evaluation of logrithms is very inefficient com-
putationally. The tabular representation of Jv*(P£)J for the WWI5
parameterization is given in Appendix C. Note that only one signifi-
cant digit of p£ is resolved and v is specified as the value corre-
sponding to the center of the p;.in_e_-val. Given the uncertainties
and approximations involved in developing the parameterization, this
resolution is deemed adequate.
Based on analyses of the results of HeymsfieldLs (1972) computa-
tions of the terminal velocity of ice crystals and the measurements of
Beard and Pruppacher (1969) for the terminal velocity of liquid water
drops in various ambient environments, a correction for variations in
the ambient pressure and temperature which yields good agreement with
their results for typical atmospheric conditions is given by:
"4"
@
uj(ri)]p = (_)_ uj(ri) Pref (3.10.13)
where p is the ambient pressure and Pref is the ambient pressure to
which their observations or computations pertain. This correction
½
yields better agreement than the (Pref/p) correction factor they
propose. Noting Equations (3.10.5) and (3.10.6), this correction may
be applied directly to v . For the parameterizations developed here,
Pref = 40 kPa. The ambient pressure and density are approximatedas
the basic state values. Thus,
u i+½,k+½= _Pok+½ u*(POk+½ £i+½,k+½)
for i = I, 2, ...,I-2,I-i and k = i, 2, ...,k-2,k-l,whichdenote @
P*(Pok+½ Jthe grid location, where £i+½,k+½) is determined from the
table given in Appendix C. Note that since the basic state pressure
is employed for the pressure correction, the correction factor need
only be computed once for each grid level. Note that the downward dir-
ection of v is accounted for by the inus sign in Equation(3.10.14).
Mason(1971) provides a summary of observations by various authors
of the microphysical properties of liquid phase stratiform clouds at
mid-tropospheric levels. The observations indicate that these cloud
forms have predominantly monomodal drop size distributions and are
composed almost exclusively of relatively small drops. The observed
distributions are well reproduced by the shape parameters given in
Table 3, i.e. k = O. Beard and Pruppacher (1969) give mass and ter- @
minal velocity relationships for water drops as a function of
characteristic drop diameter for an ambient air pressure of 50 kPa and
a temperature of -8°C. These allow the computation of the _o corres-
ponding to normalized drop size distribution function defined by the
shape parameters given in Table 3. The resulting v is given in Tableo
3. This value, corrected for ambient pressure as for the WW15 ice
phase parameterization and multiplied by minus one, is employed for
liquid phase simulations.
3.11 Determination of Radiative Heating Rates
This section describes the manner of specifying the radiative
heating rates, QR, at all thermodynamic grid points at a given time
step n. These heating rates are incorporated in the model as described
in Section (3.7).
The radiative heating rates are partitioned into two components.
These are the infrared component, QIR, and the shortwave or solar,
QSW, component, which pertain to radiative processes acting in the
spectral intervals of 3.0 _m to 50 _m and 0.3 _m to 3.0 _m, respec-
tively. Two radiative transfer models are utilized for some of the
...
computations. These are, hereafter referred to as IRADIR and IRADSW
and pertain to the infrared and shortwave spectral regions, respec-
tively. These models are briefly described below.
IRADIR is a broadband, infrared, flux emittance radiative transfer
model and closely corresponds to that reported by Cox (1973). The
radiative transfer equation is solved in finite difference form at the
vertical resolution of the input data assuming a horizontally homo-
geneous atmosphere and isotropic diffuse fluxes. Isothermal conditions
are assumed for each•atmospheric layer resolved by the input data at
_!_.
bA
the linearly interpolated mid-point temperature. Perfect Plankian W
emission from the earth's surface is, also, asstuned. The model accounts
for the contributions due to gaseous absorption by the 6.3 _m, con-
tinuum and rotational water vapor absorption bands; the carbon dioxide
absorption bands (including primarily the 14.7 _m band); and the 9.6 _m
ozone absorption band. A correction for the overlap of the rotational
water vapor band and the carbon dioxide bands is applied. The effect
of pressure and temperature broadening of an absorption band is taken
into account in parametric fashion. The parametric formulation as well
as the sources of the gaseous emittance data for each band considered
are given in Cox, et al. (1976).
The input data for IRADIR are the atmospheric vertical profiles
of pressure, temperature, water vapor specific humidity, carbon dioxide
@
mixing ratio and ozone concentration. These profiles must include both
the regions above and below the vertical domain of interest here (in-
cluding surface values). Within the domain of interest, the input data
are specified at all dynamic grid levels such that the computed flux
convergence profiles are well defined for the thermodynamic grid levels.
In addition, a cloud layer may _ def_'ned. For the IRADIR model, clouds
are assumed to act as grey body absorbers/emitters, i.e. no spectral
dependence. Both an upward a*(+) and a downward _*(+) bulk effective
broadband infrared cloud emittance are specified as input data, in
addition, to the cloud top and base levels. A correction for the over-
lap of the gaseous absorption bands and cloud absorption for the cloud
layer is applied as in Griffith, et al. (1980). Note that for the
computations performed here with the IRADIR model, the in-cloud flux @
profiles are computed as in Griffith, et al. (1980) such that the
41
effective radiating level is not the c!oud boundary level. This is not
particularly significant in terms of the heating rates actually employ-
ed in the model.
The IRADSW model is a simplified, broadband shortwave, flux trans-
mittance radiative transfer model and closely corresponds to that re-
ported by Manabe and Strickler (1964) and Manabe and Wetherald (1967).
The model assumes a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere and considers
the contributions due to gaseous absorption by water vapor, carbon
dioxide and ozone. The absorptance data are taken from Manabe and
Strickler (1964) and include a pressure broadening correction. Overlap
of the absorbing bands is ignored. A conservative Rayleigh scattering
parameterization is included. The solar constant is specified as 1372
-2
W m and is corrected for sun-earth geometry. Atmospheric vertical@
profiles of temperature, etc. must be specified as for the IRADIR
model. In addition, the date and solar zenith angle,_, must, also, be
specified as input data. The surface shortwave albedo is specified as
zero since at typical cirriform cloud levels the absorption of solar
radiation reflected from the earth's surface is negligible. A cloud
layer may, also, be defined wher_ I___DSWis applied to compute the up-
ward flux profiles above cloud top due to reflection of downward short-
wave radiation by the cloud layer. In addition to the cloud top level,
the bulk, broadband cloud shortwave reflectance must be specified. For
the IRADSW model, clouds are assumed to act as "grey" body reflectors,
where the reflected shortwave fluxes are assumed diffuse and isotropic.
For the computation of the gaseous optical paths, the cloud top level
is regarded as a mirrored surface.@
im
In the parameterization deve!oped here, the effects due to the
perturbations of temperature, pressure and water vapor mixing ratio
from their basic state values are ignored. Errors due to this assump-
tion for typical perturbations simulated here are relatively small,
(Start, 1976). In addition, the determination of the QSW profile for
any grid column is assumed independent of the determination in the adja-
cent columns. This is done since the azimuthal orientation of the grid
plane relative to the sun's position is unknown. In effect, a grid
column is assumed representative of conditions along the solar azimuth.
Furthermore, effects due to the finite geometry of cloud elements (e.g.
Welch et al. 1980 and Davis, et al. 1978) are ignored for both the in-
frared and shortwave schemes.
The output of the IRADIR and IRADSW models are the upward and @
downward irradiance profiles at the vertical resolution of the input
data. The corresponding atmospheric radiative heating rates for a
layer may be determined as:
QR - QIR + QSW (3.11.I)
where
- ' (3.11.2)
Cp (PB - PT )
H is the infrared flux in the upward (+) or downward (+) directions at
the top T or base B of the layer,
@
QSW - QSW(+ ) + QSW(_ ) , (3.11.3)
b• ,.
)I ,QSW(+) _ g lIT(+) - I
Cp (PB - PT ) (3.11.4)
IB(+ ) IQSW(+) - g - , (3.11.5)
Cp (PB - PT )
I is the shortwave flux in the direction and at the level indicated,
and p is the pressure at the top or base of the layer. The pressure
values are always specified as the basic state values. Note that the
heating due to absorption of solar energy is partitioned into that
resulting from absorption of downward and upward propagating fluxes.
QSW(+) is neglected except for the layers above cloud top, when a
cloud is diagnosed in a particular grid column.@
The parametric scheme described in the next sub-sections allows
the determination of QIR, QSW(+) and QSW(+) at every thermodynamic
grid point (i.e. (i+½,k+½) for i = I, 2, ..., 1-2, I-i and k = i, 2,
i...,K-2, K-I) and a given time step n.
A cloud is diagnosed in the i+½ thermodynamic grid column if:
£i+½,k+½ J 0
for k = I, 2, ..., K-2, or K-I. The grid level corresponding to cloud
top level is diagnosed as:
KTi+½ = k' (3.11.6)
@
where 0
_i+½,k-½j 0
and
£i+½,k+½ = 0
for k = k', k'+l, ..., K-2, K-I. Similarly, the cloud base grid level
is diagnosed as:
KBi+½ = k' (3.11.7)
where
£i+½,k+½ _ 0
and
£i+½,k+½ = 0
0
for k = I, 2, ..., k'-2, k'-l.
n
The solar zenith angle _n and the local sun time tsoL must also
be determined at time step n. The local sun time is specified as:
n " o + n At (3.11.8)tSOL = _SOL
o
where tsoL is the externally specified solar time corresponding to the
initiation of a simulation and At is the time step increment. The hour
angle of the sun may be computed as:
I nlhn : 2w 0.5 - tsoL (3.ii.9)
0
• :j
is expressed as the fraction of a day past local midnight.
n
where tsoL
No distinction between morning and afternoon is necessary for the pur-
poses here. The specification of the simulation latitude, @, allows
the computation of the solar zenith angle at time step n as:
•,@n = cos-! _sin@sin_+ cos!cos@coshn[] (3.11.1o)
i /" J
where the solar declination, 6, is approximated as:
2_ (JD + 9)) (3.11.ii)
_ 0.1306 w cos (3--6-5
for a given Julian day number (day of year), JD. The sunrise time of
a simulation for a given Julian day and latitude is given by:@
SR = 0.5-(--_) COS-I I -sin@ sin_ 1c9s cos (3.11.12)
where SR is expressed as the fraction of one day past local midnight.
Now, if:
n
tsoL _ SR
n
or ts0L _ i - SR
then: _n _ 90°
and QSW -- 0 . (3.ii.13)
@
The next sub-section describes the manner of diagnosing the bulk
radiative properties of a c!oud layer which is diagnosed in a given
grid column at time step n. The parameterization is highly empirical.
The infrared radiative properties are £*(+) and £ (%), which will be
defined in the following sub-section. The bulk shortwave properties are
the broadband shortwave reflectance, transmittance and absorptance de-
fined as:
i(+) i(.)
KTi+½ KBi+½
Dsi+½- i(+) , ts - (3.11.14)
KTi+½ i+½ I(+)KTi+½
and a = i - Psi+6 - t, ,si+½
si+½ @
respectively. The succeeding two sub-sections describe the scheme to
determine QIR and QSW, respectively. It is of note that the radiative
heating rates in the model domain are modulated primarily by the diag-
nosis of cloud and its corresponding radiative properties. These
determinations are made for eve_: gri& column. A diurnal cycle is
taken into account and, thus, is a secondary modulator of the diagnosed
radiative heating rates. The determinations of the radiative heating
rates in cloudy columns are not only sensitive to the diagnosis of the
bulk cloud radiative properties and the diurna! cycle but also to the
vertical distribution of ice water in that column.
@
|3.11.a. Parameterizationf the BulkRadiativeProperties
of Cloud Layers
A generalrelationshipbetweenthe verticallyintegratedicewa,_
content (I-_) of a cloud layer and the corresponding broadband infrar_d
emittance (£) and reflectance (PiR) of that cloud layer is desired.
That such a relationship exists for natura! cirriform clouds is un-
certain. Most theoretical work in this area has concentrated on de-
ducing the functiona! relationship between c!oud optical depth and tb_
corresponding£ and PIR for variousmodelclouds. The optica!depth
of a c!oud layer is related to the IWP through the extinction coeffi-
cient which in turn is determined by the microphysical characteristic,_
of the cloud. It is fundamentally the relationship between ice water
content and the corresponding microphysical characteristics of natura
cirriform clouds which is unknown. However, as discussed in Section
(3.10), observations indicate that some general relationship between
the ice water content and the corresponding microphysical character-
istics does exist for natural cirriform clouds. Thus, it is likely
that some genera! relationship between.... s and PIR and the IWP may exist
The approach adopted'here is to develop such a relationship, which is
based on direct observations.
Following from Cox (1976), Stephens (1980) and others, the bulk:
infrared radiative properties of a cloud layer may be described by tv
effective broadband infrared emittances, s*(+) and s (+), which pertsin
to the upward and downward propagating fluxes, respectively. These
parameters account for effects due to both the broadband infrared
emittance and reflectance of the cloud. The utility of this approach
is that these parameters may be readily deduced from observations of
A
the infrared fluxes, without distinguishing between the transmi;_ted/ W
emitted and reflected components. They are defined as:
.'_-.
_KB(+)-%{T(+)
_*(+):
HKB(+)- OTKT4
£,
and _( 3.ll. 15)
_( +) - _T(+) _
_*(+) =
(;TKB4 - HI<T(4-) : :
where o is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant; H is the broadband {nfrared
flux propagating in the upward (+) or downward (+) direction a{ cloud
top (KT) or cloud base (KB) and T is the temperature of the level in-
dicated. " @
Assuming uniform microphysical conditions in the cloud la_er, the
effective emittances are related to the emittance as:
W:
.....(HKT(+ ) - HKB(+ )) "%
:S*(+) - _ +'PIR(CYKT. 4 _HKB(+))
and
*( (HKB(+ ) - HKT(+ ))
_) -" e - PlR
((_TKB - HKT(+ ))
Z
where cloud top and cloud base temperature are assumed representative
of the true effective radiative temperature of the emergent emitted
fluxes at the respective cloud boundaries. :, @
9/
Yamamoto, et al. (1970) and Stephens (1980) have shown that PIR is
a relatively small quantity, i.e. _ 0.03 to 0.06 for cirriform clouds.
However, the resultant effect on the infrared radiative divergence of a
cloud layer may be substantial due to the magnitude (compared to _T4
(cloud)) and spectral composition of the incident fluxes which may
alter both PlR and s*when considering fluxes propagating in a given
direction. Thus, the differences between s*(+) and s*(+) and _ are
significant in terms of the radiative heating rate, which is the pri-
mary concern here.
Following from Paltridge (1974), Griffith, et al. (1980) and
others, infrared radiative flux profiles in cirriform cloud layers may
be represented by the corresponding effective emittance profiles for
the upward or downward (+ or +) propagating fluxes as:@
_*(z) (+,+) = 1- e_ (- _(+,+) IWp(z)(+,+))
where
(ZKT,z)
- f_JP(z)i(+,+)-= p(z')_(z')dz'
(z,z:3)
and B(+) and B(+) are effective mass absorption coefficients for the
upward and downward propagating infrared fluxes. Thus, the bulk cloud
layer effective emittances are:
_*(+) = 1 - exp (- _B(+) IW_7)
@ and s*(+) = 1 - exp (- 8(+) I--'_') (3.11.16)
where @
ZKT
nw -
I-.
Theoretically, a mass absorption coefficient can be expressed as the
ratio of the absorption cross section to the ice water content of the
corresponding particle size distribution (Paltridge, 1974). Thus,
6(+) and 6(+) may be expected to have a vertical dependence based on
the vertical structure of ice water content and particle size distribu-
tions. However, Griffith, et al. (1980) and Paltridge and Platt (1980)
have shown that observations of infrared radiative flux profiles in
cirrus cloud layers may be accurately reproduced by a proper choice of
effective mass absorption coefficients, which are independent of height. @
The simplicity of this approach and its apparent representativeness of
conditions in natural cirriform clouds are ideal for development of a
parametric scheme. Thus, it is assumed here that _(+) and 8(+) are
independent of location within a cloud.
Paltridge and Platt (1980)reported that a value of 8 --0.056
2 -1
m g reproduces their observa_ons _f infrared radiative flux pro-
files in cirrostratus cloud layers. No distinction between 8(+) and
13(+)was attempted. The observations were made at 35°N latitude in
March and included microphysical parameters as well as the radiative
fluxes. The scatter of the data is significant. An envelope of 8
2-1
0.03 to 0.07 m g encompasses the observations. Part of this scatter
may be attributed to sampling problems associated with horizontal in-
homogeneities in the cloud layers. It is of note that the deduced @
values of 8 are highly sensitive to the reduction of the microphysical
->/_t2
data. There are a number of uncertainties in the interpretation of
the data for the particle size ranges sampled and more significantly in
the manner of estimating, by means of extrapolation, the contribution
of larger ice particles to the total ice water content (Griffith, et al.
1980). Using very similar instrumentation and data reduction proce-
dures, Griffith,:et al. (1980) found that a mean value of 8(_) _ 0.06
-2 -i
m g accurately reproduced their observed downward infrared radiative
flux profiles in tropical cirriform clou_a. Note that a correction for
gaseous absorption was applied to the data and, thus, the bulk value of
B(+), as in Paltridge and Platt (1980), should be slightly larger than
this value. Again, significant scatter of the data was observed. They
note that this estimate of B(+) may be as much as 40% too small de-
pending on the manner of estimating the corresponding ice water content.
However, based on the observations of large particle size distributions
discussed in Section 3.10, the method employed by Paltridge and Platt
(1980) and Griffith, et al. (1980) to deduce the above values is very
reasonable.
Griffith, et al. (1980) note_that the relative vertical distribu-
tion of radiative heating, is le._s_e_!sitiveto the choice of 8(+) and
8(+) than the flux profiles themselves. However, the net infrared
radiative heating of the cloud layer is sensitive to the difference
8(+) - 8(+). S%ephens (1980) notes that the difference (_*(+) - _)
and, thus, 8(+) is relatively insensitive to reasonable seasonal and
geographic variations in the radiative environment of high level clouds.
Given these facts and the relatively good agreement of the observa-
tions, a value of 8(+) = 0.050 m2g-I is assumed here. The rationale
for choosing a seemingly small value of B(+) will become more clear in
the following. The value of B(+) is determined from: @
8(+) = R8 8(+) (3.11.17)
where the manner of specifying R8 is considered below.
Cox (1976) gives observed mean values of s*(+) and a*(+) as func-
tions of cloud pressure for mid-latitude and tropical regions, which
were deduced from numerous nighttime radiometersonde flights in all
seasons. Assuming that some mean non-vapor phase water path may be
associated with the pair a*(+) and a (+) observed in the mean for
clouds at a particular pressure level, these data allow the computa-
tion of the mean ratio
R8 8(.)/ 8(+)
by means of Equation (3.11.16) as a function of pressure for each re-
gion. In Table _, Cox's reported mean values of a*(+) and a*(+) and
the deduced values of _ are given as functions of cloud pressure.
The magnitude of the ratio 3_=i_ indicative of the relative impor-
tance of the reflection of incident infrared radiation at cloud top
and at cloud base in determining the difference between a*(+ ) and _*(+).
Ignoring differences in the spectral distribution of radiant energy
between the incident fluxes at cloud top and cloud base and assuming
that the cloud microphysical properties are vertically homogeneous,
values of R8 greater than unity may be loosely interpreted as corre_
sponding to the situation where the incident upward flux at cloud base @
is larger in magnitude than the incident downward flux at cloud top.
%
\..........
p
Mid-latitude Tropical
Pressure _*(% ) _*(1 ) R_ _*(% ) s*(+ ) R_
(kPa)
15 0.27 0.17 1.69
25 0.47 0.35 1.47
35 0.45 0.41 1.13 0.84 0.61 1.95
45 0.64 0.55 1.28 0.68 0.54 1.47
55 0.64 0.53 1.35 0.81 0.59 1.86
65 0.57 0.50 1.22 0.69 0.61 1.24
75 0.48 0.43 1.16 0.63 0.60 1.09
85 0.54 0.54 1.O0 0.69 0.69 1.00
95 0.48 0.56 0.80 0.62 0.67 0.87
O
Table 4. Observed mean upward and downward broadband infrared
effective emittances for clouds occurring in the l0
kPa thick layer centered on the indicated pressure
level (after Cox, 1976) and the corresponding ratio
of the mass absorption coefficients (see text for
definitions and discussion).
@
q' ,
Thus, the observed mean values of R8 for c!ouds in the middle and upper W
troposphere simply verify that the incident upward flux, which is domi-
nated by the contribution from the relatively warm underlying surface,
is larger than the incident dovmward flux, which has originated in the
relatively cold atmosphere above. Similarly, since the observed mean
values of RB are larger at nearly every level for the tropics when com-
pared to the mid-latltudes, it may be concluded that the differences are
due more to differences in the mean annual nighttime surface temperature
of these regions than to any differences in the temperature of the over-
lying atmosphere. The observed mean values of RB in the lower tropos-
phere, which are less than unity, may be due to a number of factors.
The effective radiating temperature of the overlying atmosphere is much
greater for low level clouds when compared to high level clouds. Also, @
low level clouds may tend to be associated with cooler surface tempera-
tures, i.e. cold air masses, when compared to upper level clouds. This
is probably most true for the mean annual mid-latitude case. It is,
also, possible that low level clouds frequently exist under relatively
warm middle level clouds. Stephens (1978) computed a theoretical value
of RE of _ 1.22 corresponding t_ the _ase of a low level cloud existing
in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere. This supports the latter two explana-
tions of the observed smallness of RE in the mean for low level clouds
in the mid-latitude region.
Since the theory (Stephens, 1980) and the observations indicate
that RE is very dependent on surface temperature, both annual and
diurnal cycles of RE may be required. However, since both the annual
and diurnal cycles of surface temperature are relatively small in @
amplitude for tropical regions, RE would not significantly vary either
seasonally or diurnally in these regions, Thus, the observed mean
annual nighttime values deduced from the data of Cox (1976) are probably
very representative of all seasons and times of day. The substantial
vertical variation of observed mean values of RB for middle and high
level clouds in tropical regions may be mostly due to biases in the
data set toward situations where relatively cold (compared to the sur-
face) underlying cloud layers tended to be present when upper level
clouds were sampled at some levels, i.e. the levels where RB is ob-
served to be small. Thus, RB _-2 is likely to be representative of
high level clouds in tropical regions when no underlying clouds are
present. For mean cloud conditions, a value of RB _-1.6 is appropriate
for cloud layers above 50 kPa.
For cloud layers at pressures less than 50 kPa, a vertically aver-@
aged value of R_ = 1.2 is very representative of mean nighttime condi-
tions at any of these levels in the mid-latitudes. This value is most
representative of spring/fall conditions. Rather arbitrarily, a value
of 1.4 and 1.0 are assumed to be representative of summer and winter
nighttime conditions, respectively. These choices seem reasonable for
mean seasonal conditions given the comparison to the tropical case.
During the daytime, RB would increase to some maximum afternoon value
due to the diurnal cycle of surface temperature. It is assumed that
the cycle may be described by a cosine response where the peak value
of RB occurs at 1400 hr local solar time. The proposed maximum daytime
values are 1.2, 1.4 and 1.8 for the winter, spring/fall and summer sea-
sons, respectively, in the mid-latitudes.
In summary, based on the limited climatological data available@
and noting that the model here does not carry surface temperature as a
j_ )"f
A
prognostic or diagnostic variable, a reasonable parameterization of W
RB, which should correspond fairly well to the mean radiative environ-
ment of upper level clouds is assumed. Thus,
n
RB(min) _ , SR >. ts0 L >. SS
R (tSOT) = (3.i1.18)
n
RB(max) cos (SA) , SS > ts0 L > SR
where
[ I n -SRI]
SA - 2 1 - tSOLtB sa
for SR < ts_ L .< t(3;
n
n
for tg < tsoL _ SS,
where SS _ i - SR,
tB _ 0.583 ,
n
tsoL is the local solar time, and RB(min ) and R_(max) are specified as
n
in Table 5. Note that SR, SS, tB and tsoL are all expressed as the
fraction of a day past midnight local time. It should be noted that
the mid-latitude scheme is most representative of continental condi-
tions and the tropical scheme is more representative of oceanic condi-
tions.
A general relationship between the bulk broadband shortwave re-
flectance (ps), absorptance (as) and transmittance (ts) and the IW_-_of @
a cloud layer is desired. For the same reasons as discussed above,
°o
@
Mid-latitude RB (n/n) E(+) RE (max) 8(+)
winter !.0 0.05 !.2 0.06
spring/fall l.2 O.06 i.4 0.07
summer 1.4 0.07 1.8 0.09
tropica! 1.6 0.08 -- --
Table 5. Specified values of the RE parameter and the
corresponding downward mass absorption co-
efficients E(+) in m2 g-1 for B(+) = 0.05
m2 g-1.
@
@
A
such a relationship may exist. The approach adopted here is to propose W
such a relationship based on theory and observations. It is highly
empirical.
Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1977) have deduced an empirical relation
b'etweenthe visible albedo (pv) and the effective upward infrared emit-
tance in the atmospheric window spectral region (s_(+)) for cirriform
clouds based on analysis of satellite data and other observational and
theoretical studies (e.g. Shenk and Curran (1973), Hunt (1973), and
Liou (1973, 1974 ). Note that anisotropic effects were taken into
account in their study. Their results are shown in Figure 15a. This
relation is well represented by:
2
pv =6o°) = 0.5o5 + 0.095 . @
* *(Now, _w(+) is generally about 6% smaller than _ +) due to the
spectral distribution of the emitted infrared fluxes at typical tropo-
spheric temperatures (Stephens, 1980). However, the Sw*(+)deduced by
Reynolds and Vonder Haar is likely to be % 6% larger than the actual
Sw*(+)due to the satellite viewing angles employed. Thus, itvertical
is assumed here that e*(+) may be substituted for Sw*(})in the above
expression. Welch et al. (1980) present data on the spectral distribu-
tion of reflected shortwave radiant energy for various model cirriform
clouds based on detailed Mie calculations and Monte Carlo simulations.
For their most realistic model clouds (i.e.C.5 bullets and C.5
columns )
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flectance, Pv, and effective upward infrared __
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[."igure 15b. Empi.rical reln[,iorv_hip l.r,l.w_-,,,u l,h(" eff'_,ctive
upward broadband infrared cloud emittance Ex(})
and the broadband shortwave reflecta_ce p,q at
a solar zenith angle of 60 ° adopted for this
study. See text for definition and discussion.
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where PS Z 0.61 and as = 0.14 for @ = 0°. Since the reflection of
visible radiation and the absorption and reflection of near infrared
shortwave radiation are both determined to a large extent by the number
of in-cloud scatters, which occur in the respective spectral regions,
it is assumed that this ratio is representative for all PS and @.
Thus,
2
PS (_ = 6O°) = 0.557 _*(+) + 0.105 _*(+) (3.11.19)
is employed here. This relation is plotted in Figure 15b.
The broadband bulk shortwave reflectance of a given cloud is a
functionof solar zenithangle. FollowingfromStephens(1978),this
functional dependence of PS on,varies slightly depending on the magni-
tude of pS(_) as a function of cloud optical depth for low level liquid
water clouds, (Figure 16a). For a given ps(_ =60°) determined as above
for a cirriform cloud, the zenith angle dependence of PS is assumed to
be the same as in Stephens (1978) for a liquid water cloud of the same
ps(_=60°). The following formula reproduces his results quite well for
mostvaluesof _S(_=60°)and _: .
%(_)--(0.161.0.117x10-1_ (3.11.20)
+ 0.386x 10-4 2) ps(@=60o)
2
+ (o.914-0.152xlO-1o)ps(_=6o°)
where _ is in degrees. This fit underestimates his values of pS(O)
by about 0.05 to 0.i0 at _ = 80° given ps(_=O°). In support of the @
·.
Figure 16. Broadband cloud shortwave reflectance Ps
(a) and absorptance as (b) as a function of liquid
water path and solar zenith angle for a liquid phase
model cloud determined theoretically by S~~~hens
(1978). For the purposes here, the water path units
on the ordinate may be regarded as arbitrary.
A
assumption of the representativeness of this scheme for m,_e"_,7......_,_,
the scheme was applied to the results of Platt et al: _'-9#_.
simultaneous observations of _:(+) and pv(_=35°) dedfc_,dfrom :iteiiP',e
data were reported for cirriform clouds. Equation (_.11.19) was
applied to their observed values of g (+) to compute o (_;:-:O, :_i_d
Equation (3.11.20) was then used to compute pv(_=35°- _o a-__r=_+
was nearly perfect.
Observations of aS are most difficult and, thus: :_, b,._e_
widely reported in the literature. The primary prob] : ._:
observations is that the finite character of natural :: •
significant quantities of shortwave energy escaping c._u _.n_: .,; of
a cloud(Daviset al. 1978). Thisleadsto problems_!T_in_J-';."_,...:.
direct observations and may be largely responsible f¢_-__---_..... -. @
rather large values of aS which have been reported (e : .... : _ .,:.
1975). Twoomeyi(1976) notes that the absorption of S".OT','_,:V:" !_
energy in a cloud has a theoretical limit of _ 20% gi.e ihe _:_c,:_
distribution of the incident flux.
PaltridgeandPlatt(1980-)have reportedconcurr__zeas".!...",._...:"-.,;
of.PS and aS for cirrostratusc!,_uds Much carewas taken_o _,,_.....i_
very horizontally uniform clouds• The measurements _ ..... _;:de_'_
solar zenith angle of 35°. They, also, measured s .-__ _i_P_J _:
_*(+) and transforming the observed ps(_=35°) to ps(6 :t<)°) b:iX_a_._cu
(3.11.20), yielded very good agreement with the prop(-:_:!re!_!_o_.":_o;
between _*(+) and ps(e=60°). The disagreements were : tl_ _ :_:....or'J_r
as the scatter of the data originally'reported by Re_noi_:_L
Vonder Haar (1977). In Figure 17, the concurrently me ::'::re,_.::: :z ,_f"
aS and ps(_=35°) are depicted along with error bars z:_T:Pese,::i:.:-.L'.i__
i0
F
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l"igmue 17. [':r[rpirtcal relation:;h.it_ he[,ween bro_[db:Jnd ::hortwave
c]oud reflectance Po and absorptance ao at a solar
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zenith angle of 35 adopted for this s_',udy. Data
points are from Pa.!tridge and Platt (1980), where
the estimated uncertainty of the_e observations is
indicated. See text for definition and discussion.
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estimate of the uncertainty. A simple linear fit reproduces their
observations quite well and is given by:
as(_=35°) : 0.283 pS(_--35°) (3.11.21)
N6ting that Equations (3.11.19) and (3.11.20) lead to a maximum value
of pS(_=35°) --0.66 in the case of _*(+) = 1.0, a corresponding maximum
value of as(_=35°) --0.19 results. This is a reasonable value. The
author notes that this relationship (i.e. Equation 3.11.21) is probably
the most tenuous and least well documented of all the empirical rela-
tionships invoked in this section. However, is is employed in lieu of
better information.
i
In a manner similar to that employed to deduce pS(_) given @
PS(O=60°), the results of Stephens (1978) (see Figure 14h) are utilized
to deduce as(_) given as(*=35°). It is of note that the results of
Stephens (1978) agree quite well with the results of Davis et al.
(1978) in terms of the _ dependence of aS for a similar situation.
The resulting fit is given by: _
as(e) = (i.01 as(_=35°) + 0.716 as(e=35°)2) (3.11.22)
+ (-0.246 x 10-2 as(O=35°) + 0.765 x 10-2 as(O=35°)2)o
- 0.493 x 10-3 as(O=35°)2 82 .
This formulation produces slightly higher values of as(_) compared to
the results of Stephens (1978) for__ > 80° given as(_=O°)._ Also, the @
values of as(__) are slightly low (% 5%) for small values of as(_9-35°).
Given the uncertaintiesalreadypresent,this formulationshouldbe
sufficient for the purposes here.
The value of the bulk broadband shortwave transmittance of the
cloud layer may then be specified as:
ts(_) = 1 - ps(_) - as(_) (3.11.23)
To review the parameterization scheme developed here to deduce
the bulk radiative properties of cirriform cloud layers, the logical
sequence of determinations is depicted in the flow diagram given in
Figure 18. The relevant equations are noted where appropriate.
This scheme allows the determination of s*(+ )i+½' _ + )i+½' PS(_n)i+½'
@ as(4n)i+½ and ts(4n)i+½ given_ n and IW_i+½ computed as:
K-1
IWPi+½ = Z Pok+½ Zi+_,k+½ d (3.11.24)k=l
for i = I, 2, ..., I-2, l-i at <ir,e :_ep n.
3.ll.b.: Determination of InfraredRadiative Heating Rates
Prior to the initiation of a simulation, the IRADIR model is
applied to the basic state vertical profiles of pressure, temperature,
water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone, as noted previously. This
allows the specification of QIR for k = l, 2, ..., K-2, K-l; which
Ok+½
is the basic state clear sky vertica! infrared radiative heating rate
This rate is applied in clear columnprofile. heating profile every
I(3.n.i_) (3.n.s) (j.n.9)-().n.n)
l
"// //ItlPUT GI%_tl"- ( 3.11.17) O°k._' _ol...... ' ' (k • I, 2, K-I) R_(Idr.), R_(za_.), t B. _ "'''
la?l*_ _S (_'" 60"I _S (_'" 35"1 _ as (J'. j_')
(3.11.24) (3.11.19) (3.11.20) (3.11.21)
(3.11.16) 1.1.11.161 (3.11.201 (3.11.231 (3.11.221
Figure 18. Flow diagram depicting the logical sequence of determinations for computing the bulk
radiative properties of a cloud layer in a given grid column i+½. The relevant
equations are as noted. See text for discussion.
which is diagnosedat a given time, i.e.
QIRi+ ',3,11.25)
½,k+½ = QIRo_[+½
fork = i, 2, ...,K-2,K-I when ½,k+½=0 for = i, o
K-I.
Cox (1981, personal communication) and:tlis author (Start. i976)
have observed that the infrared radiative h__t_ng'razes _,e_.n_--___._ by
IRADIRfor atmosphericlayersabovecloudtc.L.._-_./.-_c.-,,_-_,-,__ :........
very nearly linear functions of the specifi_ "'-" ' ..... 1--_
cloudemittancesin theupwardand downwarddirec[_on:-:._=o-,c_ ...."
for a given basic state. This suggests a ve_%_ _o_ _-,"^.-...._'.-_
specifying the heating rates in these layer_. "_'hena c!>ud ;.s-,,'.._,,,_-
in a column.
At the same time as the computation of _.heQiR ....... +-,-.
IRADIR model is applied to the basic state p_'._f31es_ith a ._,,o.,.:_,_,,. oL.o:
black(i.e._*(i)= _*(+)= 1.0)c!oudspeci .;;'.th,"J'._Lop at .;;KTr
and cloud base at ZKB, TheKT''and KB' gri ......a_ _:'_r_se!ected_-
correspondto the expectedloca-[.-on._,i"clou_-,.¢,0:_::,.cl_.,udi:,as,_.Tire
resultinginfraredheatingrateprofilesar_ d_._.,_,'_.,,_ ,. _.:_.,
:'-i ;-:"f
KB' - 2, KB' - i and k = KT'_'"_' - _.;-;k = I, 2, .--, ...._'-i_ ...._--2,. ..
Employing the fact that the heating rates iT .here _u:,_:_-,J_-._De ac.-._.....
-t
ately approximated as linear functions of tI_ _-.,rrec_:'_;l_..._" '_) an.<
£(s 1), respectively, allows the specificati_,._;t_ -,;_.'- :¢_.'"_"-_"._d,:_'i_:_;;_.e
heating rates in the clear portion of cloudy ,-:_'_:_;,_;-,
@
@
QIRi+½, +½= QIRok+½+J(+)i.½ QIR - )
fork = I, 2, ...,KBi+½-2,KBi+½-1 (3.11.26a)
and
= + a*(+)i+½ IRck,+½ QIRoQIRi+9,k+½ QIRok+½ k+½
(3.II.26b )
for k = KTi+½, KTi+½+I,..., K-2,K-I
where £i+½,k+½ / 0 for some k and where KBi+½ and KTi+½ are the
corresponding diagnosed cloud base and cloud top grid levels, respec-
and a*(+)i+½and £*(+)i+½ are the diagnosed bulk effectivetively;
downward and upward infrared emittances of the cloud layer in that
column, respectively. Note that:
i , whicheveris greaterk' _ k - (KBi+½ - KB')
in Equation (3.1126_ and
K , whicheveris lessk' _ k - (KTi+½ - KT')
in Equation(3.11.260).
Thus, the heating rates above and below the cloud boundariesare ad-
justedassuming that the responseto the presence of a locally defined
cloud layer relativeto its boundariesis the same as relative to the
boundariesof the pre-definedexpectedcloud layer. This is a very
good assumption. @
_/
For the cloud filled portion of a diagnosed cloudy column (i.e.
KBi+½ _ k < KTi+½), an explicit, though crude, radiative transfer com-
putation is made. When the IRADIR model is used to compute the QIR
o
profile, corresponding vertical profiles of effective gaseous infrared
emittances are also computed as:
: _o(+)k- no(+)k+l
_(+)k+½-
Ho(+)k - _ T 4
o k+½
and (3.11.27)
= Ho(+)k - Ho(+)k+l
_(.)k+½-
T 4 _ Ho(+
Ok+½ )k+l
where H° is the upward (+) or downward (+) infrared flux at the in-
dicated level computed by model IRADIR for the clear sky basic state
profiles and T is the basic state temperature at the subscriptedo
level.
Recalling that the bulk infrared effective emittances of the
cloud may be consistently partitioned such that the corresponding in-
.°
cloud vertical flux profiles may be generated (Griffith et al.,_1980),
both upward and downward effective vertical cloud emittance profiles
are computed as:
Sc(.)i+½,k+½= 1 - exp(-_(+)IWPi+½,k+½)
and
(3.11.28)
gc(+)i+½,k+½ = i - exp(- 8(+) IWPi+½,k+½)
@
for k = KBi+½, KBi+½+I, ..., KTi+½-2, KTi+%_I;
// 3
@
when £i+½,k+½ _ 0 for some k, where
iWPi+½,k+½--_Pok+£i+½,k+½d . (3.11.291
A simple correction for the overlap of the gaseous and c!oud con-
tribution to the total effective emittance profiles is applied follow-
ing Griffith etal., (1980) as:
)i+½,k+½ - )i+½'k+½)-
(3.11.3o)
and
*. = i- (i €_(. (1- .)_+½)aT( )i+½,k+½ - )i+½,k+½) eg(
@
fork = KBi+½,KBi+½+I,"""'KTi+_-2'KTi+_-I"
The in-cloud vertical flux profiles are then computed as:
H(+)i+½,k+1 (i £_(+)i+½,k+½) H(+)i+½,k + _T(+)i+½,k+½ _ T= - Ok+½
for k = KBi+½, KBi+½+I, -"", KTf._-2, KTi+%-I
(3.11.31)
and
= Ok+½
for k = KTi+½-1, KTi+_-2' "'" KBi+½+l' KBi+½
where H(+)i+½,KT-- Ho(+)KT' @
and H(+)i+½,KB- Ho(+)KB' "
0r
Thus, the basic state clear sky fluxes for the expected cloud top anf-
base levels must also be stored in addition to the clear and cloudy ._:-
basic state heating rate profiles and the clear sky basic state gasec._
effective emittance profiles. The in-cloud infrared heating rate prc-.-
file may now be computed for a cloudy column i+½ as:
- g I H(i)i+½,k + H(+)i+½,k+l - H(i)i+½,k+lQIRi+½, k+½ Cp
)i+½'kl 1 (3.11 " /- H(+ - POk+l
for k = KBi+½, KBi+½+I , ..., KTi+½-2, KTi+ ½- i.
This completes the determination of the infrared radiative heat:,:,_:_;
rates. In summary, prior to a simulation, basic state vertical prof: _..,.:Q
of pressure, temperature, water vapor specific humidity, carbon diox:
mixing ratio and ozone concentration, both internal and external to ._:
model domain, are input to the IRADIR broadband infrared radiative
transfer model to generate the clear sky basic state infared fluxes
Ho(+)KB ,.and Ho(+)KT,, clear skyand cloudy sky basic state infrared
radiative heating rate profilesl..L.IR° '__ndQIRc, and clear sky profile _
of effective infrared gaseous emittance Sg(+) and Sg(+), which are
all stored in the model for the model vertical domain. The effectiv.
cloud mass absorption coefficient 8(+) is prespecified along with th_
conditions to determine the parameters R_(min) and R_(max). The
n
model diagnosed solar time ts0L then allows the computation of 6(+).
With all these quantities and the prespecified basic state profiles
of pressure, temperature and density and a few physical constants, t .-@
appropriate infrared radiative heating rate profile may be computed ':.r
.- .,_
p ,
each column in the domain depending on whether a cloud is present in
the column or not and depending on the vertical profile of ice water
specific humidity in the column if it is cloudy. The determination is
parametric primarily in the specification of the empirical constants
B(+), RB(min), RB(max) and tB. Effects due to the diurnal variation of
surface and atmospheric temperatures external to the model domain are
taken into account in two ways. The parametric quantity RB(tSOL)
yields a climatological response for the cloud layer and some limited
response in the sub-cloud layer. In addition, the prespecified basic
state fluxes, heating rate profiles and gaseous emittance profiles may
be reinitialized at any time during a simulation by simply redefining
the basic state profile of temperature, water vapor, etc. outside (be-
low) the model domain and reapplying the IRADIR model as noted above. @
In this way, the radiative effects of diurnal variations of surface
temperature and lower atmospheric thermodynamic structure may be in-
corporated in a simulation.
3.11.e.• Determination of Shortwave Radiative Heating Rates
Prior to the initiation of a simulation, the IRADSW model is ap-
-.°
plied to the basic state vertical profiles of pressure, temperature,
water vapor specific humidity, carbon dioxide mixing ratio and ozone
concentration, as noted previously, for six prespecified solar zenith
angles, _ . These solar zenith angles are specified as:m
80° > "'">
where the range is determined such that_ 6 is the minimum solar zenith @
!
Yangle, which will be encountered during the simulation. Thus, six pro-
files of clear sky basic state shortwave radiative heating rates are
generated, i.e. QSW(_+)um -v for k = i, 2, ..., K-2, K-I and m = I, 2,k+ 2-
..., 6. By simple linear interpolation, the clear sky basic state
shortwave radiative heating rate profile at solar zenith angle _n is
specified as:
QSW_+) (_in) = an QSWI+) (%_m,+i)+ (1-an ) QSWC+) (_m!) (3.11.33)
k+½ k+½ "_ °k+½
where
n (_m' _¢n)
ct -
-%,+l)
q_
Q and :..n is the solar zenith angle diagnosed at time step n. Note that:
Qsw(.)
Ok+½ (%_m:O: 90°) - O. (3.11.34)
in a.dditi'on,the downward shortwave irradiance at the prespecified
i(+)
expected cloud top level !_m) and the total flux convergence inOKT, •
the total atmospheric column abo'vethis level A I(+) (_m) computed by
°KT,
IRADSW and corresponding to each of the six basic state clear sky
shortwave heating rate profiles are, also, stored in the model. This
allows the determination of I(+) (_n) and A I($) (_n) in the same
O tKT °KT '
way as noted above for QSW (+) (_n). All these basic state shortwave
°k+½
radiative parameters are based on a consideration of only the downward
direct solar irradiances in clear sky conditions.
@
f _ A
Similarly, six profiles of QSW_+j (gm) for k = KT', KT'+I, ..., W
°k+½
K-2, K-1 and six values of A S(_) (_m) are determined from application
_KT'
of the IRADSW model to the basic state profiles. These quantities are
the shortwave radiative heating rate profiles and total flux conver-
gences in the atmospheric column above KT' due to only reflected short-
wave radiation from a reference cloud layer, respectively. The re-
ference cloud top level is KT' and the broadband shortwave reflectance
of the cloud is specified as PS = 0.61. In the same manner as above,
this allows the determination of QSW(+) (_n) and A IKT,(+)(_n) and
Ok+½
A I(@) (_n)KT '
For clear columns, the shortwave radiative heating rates are
specified as the basic state downward profiles, i.e.
QSWi+½,k+½ : QSW(+) (_n) (3.11.35) @Ok+½
where £i+½,k+½ = 0
for k = I, 2, ..., K-2, K-I.
The determination of the shortwave radiative heating rate profiles
in columns where a cloud is diagnosed must now be considered.
For the layers above cloud top, the absorption of the downward
direct solar radiation is specified as the value in the clear sky case.
However, the absorption of shortwave radiant energy reflected from
cloud top may be significant and must be considered.
The spectral distribution of shortwave radiant energy in the up-
ward reflected flux emergent from cloud top may be substantially dif-
ferent when compared to the incident direct solar beam due to inter-
@
actions within the cloud layer, (Welch et al., 1980). At any
Owave length _, the ratio of the short-wave energy absorbed from the
reflected component to that absorbed from the downward beam in the
total atmospheric column above cloud top is given by:
= R pvR p
where
~,.
al) (u)(I - a (u_)R =
v_ a (u_) '
Q p_) is the spectral reflectance of the cloud layer and a) is the spec-
tral gaseous absorptance of the atmospheric column above cloud top,
and is a function of the appropriate optical path of the absorbing
gas. Note that the parameter I , the incident spectral solar irradi-o
ance at the top of the atmosphere, has been eliminated from the numer-
ator and denominator. The optical path parameters are computed as:
uz_ = u sec(zO
*= 1.66u
and u
where PKT
u _ f q(p.) dp"
o g
is the vertical optical path and q is the mixing ratio of the absorb-
ing gas. For the moment, water vapor is considered to be the only
O gaseous absorber since it is the primary gaseous atmospheric absorber,
(Yamamoto, 1962). Note that u_corresponds to the vertical optical O
path correctedfor the path traversedby the direct solar beam at some
solar zenith angle_. The reflected radiation stream is assumed to be
i,
isotropic and diffuse for the computation u , (Goody, 1964).
For convenience,the 0.94 _m I.I0 _m, 1.38 _m and 1.87 _m absorb-
ing bands of water vapor are considered as one band, i.e. _ = I.
Similarly, the 2.7 _m, 3.3 _m and 6.3 _m absorbingbands are collec-
tively denoted as _ = 2. The absorptance functions aI and a2 are
taken from Yamamoto (1962) and properly normalizedto I and I as
°1 o2
in Welch et al. (1976) for_= 0°. Welch et al. (1980)give spectral
reflectances for each of the sub-bands at_ f = 0° for a number of
optically thick model clouds based on detailed Mie calculationsand
Monte Carlo simulations,(their Table 4.8). Their C.5 (bullets)and
yield the most realisticbulk short-wave OC.5 (columns)model clouds
radiative cloud properties (i.e. PS _ 0.61 and as _ 0.14). These
values roughly agree with the empirical relation for PS versus as
proposed earlier. In addition,the microphysicalpropertiesof their
model clouds correspondwell to the small particle size mode employed
elsewhere in this study. They state that the presence of a large
particle size mode does not substantiallyalter their results. Thus,
the average properties of these two model clouds are adopted as a
referencecase in this study. The mean values of p9 are normalizedto
I° and combined to yield Pl = 0.574 and P2 = 0.009. Thus, in the
near infrared spectral region, the spectral reflectance decreases
dramaticallyas wave length increases. It is assumed that for PS =
0.61, Pl and P2 are independentof_.
e
O For cirrus clouds (i.e. _ 40 kPa), a reasonable ofPKT range
expected values of u is _ 0.01 cm to 0.2 cm precipitable water corres-
ponding to very dry and very moist conditions above cloud top. For
this range of u values, Riz)iand R2_were found to be nearly indepen-
dent of u, though there was a distinct dependence one/through u f.
The ratio of the solar energy absorbed from the reflected com-
ponent to that absorbed from the direct component summed over the _ =
I and _ = 2 bands is given by:
R = RIp al(u_) I°1(_) R2p a2(u_) 1°2
(_) + a2(uzi) (z£)
P al(u_0 Ioi lo2
Recall that I (_) = cos(_) I (_=0°), where I (zf=0°) is specified as
oD o_ oM
in Welch et al. (1976). For the reference model cloud considered
here, Rp 0.45, 0.44, 0.33 and 0.23 for_=0 °, 30 °, 60° and 80°. The
Q absorption of reflected energy in the _ = 2 band is negligible and
(2/3) at anyDf The_dependence of R for the
results in Rp _ Rlp . P
referencecase may be empiricallyrepresentedas:
RJ= 0.44 - 0.287 x 10-2 (_-30 °) - 0.267 x 10-4 (z_30)2
for 30° _Z_ < 90° (3.11.36)
and R_= 0.45 forZ_ < 30°
which is valid over the range of u considered here. This function is
plotted in Figure 19.
For lack of better information, it is assumed that the relative
spectral distribution of reflected solar radiation is independent of
PS and%f" This is equivalent to assuming that the cumulative effect
on the emergent reflected radiation component of both scattering and
0
iO
.5
.I
z I l I , I , I
20 40 60 80
•0", (deg)
Figure 19. Empirical solar zenith angle dependence function R_.
See text for definition and discussion.
O
O absorption processes acting within the cloud layer are linearly
related for the absorbing and nonabsorbing bands. Hopefully, this
assumption is not too bad. Consequently, for a given_ £, R is ap
linear function of PS and equals zero at PS = 0. Thus, employing the
results from the reference case, this assumption yields:
Ps
R - R_
p 0.61
where R_is determined from Equation (3.11.36). Note that the frac-
tional increase in total solar energy absorbed due to water vapor ab-
sorption of the short-wave radiant energy reflected from cloud top is
maximized for small zenith angles and large broadband cloud short-wave
reflectances.
Absorption of solar radiation by ozone and carbon dioxide are
Q substantially smaller, that due to water vapor and behave analogously
to the _= 1 and _ = 2 bands considered here, respectively. Thus, RP
is assumed representative for all gaseous absorption of the reflected
short-wave component.
The validity of the above expression, when applied to the case of
cirrus clouds, is most crutially dependent on the representativeness
of the results taken from Welch et al. (1980) and the assumption that
pVps = constant at a given _.
The total resultant increase in short-wave radiative heating must
now be partitioned in the model layers above cloud top. The reference
basic state heating rate profile, QSW_)(_n), due to gaseous absorp-
_k+½
tion of reflected radiation for k = KT , KT'+I, ..., K-2, K-1 is
utilized. Note that IRADSW assumes P9 = PS" However, for any PS'
0
the relative vertical distribution of solar heating is representative O
due to the similarity in shape of the various absorptance functions
with respect to u (Yamamoto, 1962). Let:
A I (_) (_n)
* °KT -
R -R
P P A I (¢)
°KT. (_fln)
Thus, Rp A I (_n) is the total convergence due to absorption of
reflected radiation corresponding to PS' where both the spectral
changes and angular redistribution of the radiation stream emergent
from cloud top have been taken into account. R is, therefore, ap
normalizing factor and may be applied directly to the reference case
heating rate profile QSW (1) (_n) to yield both the proper magnitude
°k+½
and distributionof heating. Thus, if a cloud is diagnosedin column
i+½, then: O
QSWi+½ k+½ = QSW(+) (_)[n)+ R* QSW_ i), (_n) (3.11.37)
' Ok+½ P k+_
for k = KTi+½, KTi+½+I , ..., K-2, K-1
where k" = k - (KTi+ ½ - KT'),
a I (*) (gn)
°KT
Psi+½ R_ (dn)
Rp = 0.61 A I (¢) n
OKT-(_ )
and R_(_ £n) is given by Equation (3.11.36). Note that as in the case
of the infraredheating rate determinations,the responseof the heat-
ing rates above a locally defined cloud top relative to cloud top
level has been assumed to be distributedas relativeto the cloud top
level of the referencecase.
O
O Data on the vertical distribution of solar heating within cirrus
cloud layers are virtually nonexistent. Welch et al. (1976), Davis et
al. (1978) and Welch et al. (1980) present data on the vertical dis-
tribution of in-cloud absorption for a few liquid phase model clouds.
In each study, the cloud microphysical properties were assumed
spacially homogeneous. They show that the short-wave radiative heat-
ing is concentrated in the upper portion of the cloud layer. Welch et
al. (1976) show that the shape of the in-cloud heating rate profile
depends to some degree on the assumed microphysics. A dependence on z_
is also evident (Davis et al., 1978).
It seems reasonable to assume that the vertical profile of short-
wave heating rates is functionally related to the vertical profile of
ice water content vertically integrated from cloud top level. Accord-
I heating a layer a diagnosed in gridingly,
the solar of within cloud
column i+½ may be expressed as:
aS aS
g a i(¢) (_n) I_ _ I_-€-P
Si+½ °KT" i+½_k i+½_k+l
QSWi+½,k+½ = Cp (pok - P°k+l) IwpaS (3.11.38)
i+½
for k = KTi+½-1 , KTi+½-2 , ..., KBi+½+I , KBi+ ½
where
KTi+½-1
lWPi+½,k" _ X Po £i+½,j+½ d (3.11.39)j=k" j+½
and aS is some distribution shape parameter. Note that the solar
energy absorbed between the KBi+ ½ and KTi+ ½ levels is a a I(¢)
Si+ ½ °KT"
_n). The last term simply partitions this energy into the various
in-cloudlayers.
The profiles of in-cloud solar absorption given by Welch et al. O
(1976) and Davis et al. (1978) may be accurately produced by a func-
tion as above. The required values of uS range from _ 1/3 to _ 3/4
with the largest values associated with small solar zenith angles and
small values of aS . Note that as uS increases, the heating is more
uniformly distributed in the vertical, i.e. not as concentrated in the
upper portion of the cloud. Since it is uncertain exactly how appro-
priate their results are for cirrus cloud layers and since not enough
data exist to reliably establish the dependence of uS on Z_of as; aS =
0.5 is assumed for this study. This seems reasonable for the rela-
tively thin ice clouds considered here.
An approach similar to that employed earlier for the reflected
short-wave component may be adopted for the transmitted short-wave
radiation in the subcloud region. Let Rvt be the ratio of the trans- O
mitted solar radiation absorbed in a layer extending down from cloud
base to level k to that absorbed in clear sky conditions in the same
layer at wave length _, i.e.
R t = R _t
where
.t.
a (u (KB. k))(l- a (uz_(O. KT)))
_ aU(u_ (0 . k)) - a (uJ(0 . KB)) '
t w is the spectral transmittance of the cloud layer and the arguments
of u and u_refer to the vertical domain over which the corresponding
u is evaluated (0 incidates the top of the atmosphere). Note that
I has been eliminated from this expression as before. The expres-o
sion for R_ is very similar to the previous expression for Rw_i
Since R_z_was nearly independent of u over an appropriate range of u O
O and since the vertical optical paths within the domain are likely to
be of the same order (i.e. _ 0.2 cm), R_Kshould also be relatively
independent of the vertical optical paths. Therefore, it is assumed
that:
Thus, R_t is assumed to have the same dependence on_ g as Rvp. This
simplifies matters as unlike the case of the reflected solar compon-
ent, multiple vertical structures of u must be considered rather than
simply a reasonable range of single layer values.
From Welch et el. (1980), employing the same model cloud results
and procedures as before, tI _ 0.09 and t2 _ 2 x 10-5 for tS _ 0.25,
PS _ 0.61 and aS _ 0.14. By analogy to the reflected case where
(pl/PS) >> (p2/PS) allows Rp _ (2/3) Rip , let Rt _ (2/3) Rlt. Combin-
Q ing this result with the previous results and approximations allows:
Rt = (tl/Pl) Rp = 0.159 R_fi
for their model cloud.
Assuming that the relative spectral distribution of short-wave
radiant energy transmitted through the cloud layer is independent of
Z_ and tS and noting that Rt = 1.0 for tS = 1.0 is required, the above
result for tS = 0.25 leads to:
1.0 _-.25 1 - 0. 159 RZ,_
Rt = (3.11.41)
0
whichever is greater. Note that Rt = 0 for tS < 0.I0, 0.14 and 0.18
when Z_ = 30°, 60° and 80°, respectively. Thus, for very optically
thick cloud layers, essentially all of the transmitted solar radiationO
is at visible wave lengths and not subject to gaseous absorption in 0
the subcloud region.
The short-wave radiative heating rates resulting from the absorp-
tion of transmitted solar radiation in the subcloud layers are, there-
fore, determined in cloudy column i+½ as:
QSWi+½,k+½ = Rt QSW(_) (_n) (3.11.42)
°k+½
for k = 1, 2, ..., KBi+½-2 , KBi+½-1
where Rt is determined from Equations (3.11.41) and (3.11.36) as a
function of t S and fln
i+½
In summary, prior to the initiation of a simulation six basic
state profiles of QSW(+) and QSW(¢) and the corresponding values ofo o
I (¢) , A I (_) and A I (¢) are computed by means of the IRADSW model
°KT" °KT" °KT" A
for the basic state profile of pressure, temperature, etc. for six
prespecified solar zenith angles. The diurnal cycle of these quanti-
ties is approximated by a linear interpolation in terms of zenith
angle. In the presence of a cloud layer, the appropriate basic state
radiative heating rate profiles in the subcloud and above cloud
regions are adjusted based on the diagnosed bulk short-wave radiative
properties of the cloud, where the angular and spectral distribution
of the radiation emergent from the cloud layer is parametrically taken
into account. The in-cloud short-wave radiative heating rate profiles
are computed based upon the appropriate incident basic state flux and
the diagnosed broadband absorptance where the distribution is de-
termined parametrically based on the vertical distribution of ice
water.
Q
O 3.12. Initialization and Procedural Summary
In this section, the overall computational procedure employed in
the model is briefly summarized in schematicform. A logical listing
of all model parameters is, also, presented. Definitions and details
not found in this section may be found in the appropriatesectionof
this chapter. The required model input parameters and the manner of
initializing the model for a simulationare describedhere in detail.
The following is a list of all model parameters, where these
parameters have been classified according to their computational
utilization. These parameters have all been defined in the previous
sections. Parameters employed strictly for analysis of model output
have not been included. The temporal and spacial dependencies of the
model parameters are noted in a shorthand fashion. The dependencies
Q are given brackets and refer to all quantities on thatwithin the
line. The absence of a bracketed quantity denotes constants. The
notation is such that the presence of n, NR or N denotes the timec
steps at which the parameters are evaluated, i.e. every time step,
only every NR time steps or only every N time steps, respectively.c
The presence of i or i+½ denotes a parameternominally evaluatedat
every dynamic or thermodynamicgrid level, respectively. The absence
of a referenceto any dependencyindicatesno dependency.
Physical Constantsand Functions:
Rg_ Cp, g, _, G, L, es_ A_ solar constant
GeometricConstants:
d, hB, I, K
Q
Computational Constants: O
At, q, ffo, Nc, NR, err
Parametric Constants:
_, KO, Kq, K£ _(1), t_, R_(min), R_(max), _S
Initialization Parameters:
O
JD, _, tSOL, KT , KB',_m, (6, SR)
Primary Basic State Quantities:
@oo, Wo' ®o' qo' Po' mo' To' o[@ k+½ and k = 1,K]
Secondary Basic State Parameters:
QIR o QIR c g*(1) g"(_) ¢), , g , g QSW (_m) [@ k+½]
QSW (1) (Z_m) [@ k+½ > KT']O
H (*) , H (i) , I(_) (_m) A I(4) _m), A I(#) (_m)
°KT" °KB" °KT" ' °KT" °KT" O
Prognostic (Perturbation) Fields:
[@ i, k, n]
0, q, £ [@ i+½, k+½, n]
Primary Diagnostic Quantities (Nonparametric):
[@ i, k, n]
t [@ n]
Primary Diagnostic Quantities (Parametric):
[@ i+½, k+½, n]
Secondary Diagnostic Quantities (Nonparametric) :
J.i,
T, q [@ i+½, k+½, Nc]
IWP [@ i+½, k+½, NR]
o
O I_ [@ i+½,k, NR]
IWP, KT, KB [@ i+½, NR]
QSW NR]
QSW_) (_)[@k+½> KT',NR]
tsot,J,,i(.) (#),A I(_) (4),A I(_) (g)[@NR]OKT - OKT - OKT -
Secondary Diagnostic Quantities (Parametric):
QIR, QSW, QSW (_), g$(1), g$(_) [@ i+½, k+½, NR]
C, f£, F [@ i+½, k+½, Nc]
QSW(1) [@i+½,k+½ > KT, NR]
H(1) [@i+½,KT > k+½ > KB, NR]
H(;) [@i+½,KT > k+½ > KB, NR]
*(_) *(_)
gc ' c [@ i+½, KB < k+½ < KT, NR]
*(i) "_(_) tS Ro, Rt [0 i+½, NR]8 ' g" ' PS' as' '
R_, _(_), R_[@ NR]
The overall computational procedure is schematically outlined in
Figure 20. This flow diagram may be logically partitioned into two
phases, which are the preliminary phase and the simulation phase. The
preliminary phase is broken down into three general areas, i.e. model
setup, input and initialization. The model setup requires that the
physical constants and functions, the geometric constants, the compu-
tational constants and the parametric constants be specified. In
addition, all the functional relationships to determine the parametric
quantities must be specified. The sensitivity of simulations to the
specific choice of the parametric constants and these functional rela-
tionships is established in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 20. Flow diagram depicting the overall computational proce-
dure employed in the model. See text for discussion.
The initialization portion of the preliminary phase determines
the primary and secondary basic state parameters and initializes the
perturbation fields and primary diagnostic quantities as well as the
radiative term QR. This initialization proceeds from the model setup
and the input parameters. The input parameters are: Tol , Pol, Rttok ,
Fok or FTk and Wo, which are the basic state temperatureand pressure
at the lower boundary, the relativehumidity (with respectto ice) at
all dynamic and thermodynamiclevels, a basic state temperaturelapse
rate parameter for each sublayer resolvedby the dynamic and thermo-
dynamic grid levels and the basic state vertical velocity. Two op-
tions may be employed for the initializationof the primary basic
state quantities. These are the direct method (input F ) and the
ok
indirect method (input FTk). The indirect method is discussed
O a simplificationof the indirectpresently. The direct method is
method. Note that both methods may be employed for a given simula-
tion, i.e. some sublayersinitializedfrom the direct method and some
by the indirect method. In each method, the initializationproceeds
from the lowest sublayer,i.e. between the k = I and k = 3/2 levels,
to the highest sublayer. An iterativesolutionfor the primarybasic
state parametersat the upper boundary of each successivesublayeris
employed.
For the indirectmethod, the temperaturelapse rate of a layer is
initializedas the saturated pseudo-moistadiabatic lapse rate, Fm,
minus some offset, FT, which is an input parameter. Following from
Hess (1959), the saturatedpseudo-moistadiabaticlapse rate is well
approximatedas:
o
O
R-- (p-----_s(T))T
Fm(P, T) = g--cp L2gg2 es(T ) (3.12.1)
+ _S- --Cp g
at a pressure, p, and temperature, T; where es(T) and L are determined
as in Appendices A and B, respectively. The pressure at the upper
boundary, PT' of a layer, where the pressure at the lower boundary,
PB' as well as the temperature, T, and water vapor specific humidity,
q, at both boundaries are known, is well approximated as:
PT(PB' TT' TB' qT' qB ) = ]
][ 1 .PB exp R 2 2 1 + (l-g) qT + qg 2 (3.12.2)g
where d/2 is the vertical thickness of the layer. The water vapor
specific humidity is given by
es(T)
qT(p, T, RH) = RH (p _ es(T)) (3.12.3)
where RII is the specified relative humidity (with respect to ice).
Since,
I (PT + PB TT + TB) FTI (3.12.4)TT = TB _ (d) Fm 2 ' 2
and iterative solution for the indirect method is readily available.
Let _)be the iteration index. As a first approximation,
F 1 • Fm
mk (Pok_½' Tok_½)
T1 = T - _ (F" - FTk)
ok Ok_½ 2 mk O
1 = pT(Po k ½ T1 TO , 0 )O P°k - ' Ok' k-½ ' q°k-½
= 1 T1 ) (3.12.5)
and q_k qT(P°k' °k' RH°k
where the functions Fm, PT and qT are given by Equations (3.12.1),
(3.12.2) and (3.12.3), respectively, and the values of P , T0
°k-½ k-½
qo , FTk and Pd{ are known. The iteration proceeds as:k-½ Ok
_)-I _)-I
+ T +T
• P°k_ ½ Pok Ok_ ½ okF = F
mk m 2 ' 2
= T d _ _ FTkTok Ok_ ½ - _ (Fm k )
= PT (Po k ½' T_ To , _-1P°k - Ok' k-½ q°k ' q°k-½)
and q°'_K= qT (P2'R T _ RHok). (3.12.6)O ok '
The solution is regarded as correct, when:
r _ F,)-I
mk mk
< err (3.12.7)
F 9
mk
and
l) _-I
qok - qok
< err (3.12.8)q -I
ok
where err is some convergence criterion and is usually specified as
0.0001. Convergence is rapid and is usually achieved in one or two
iterations.
For the direct method, the temperature lapse rate is directly
O specified as F . Thus,
o
Tok T _ (d) [ (3.12 9) O°k- ½ ok
Thus, as a first approximation,
I
= PT (Pok_½' To i' 0, )P°k T°k' k-_ q°k-½
and
1 1
= qT ) (3.12.10)qok (Po k' To k' Rltok
The iteration proceeds as:
V = (Pok ½' V-1 q°k-½Po k PT ' ' )- _ q° k
and
qo k = qT (Po k' .T°k' PJ'I°k) (3.12.11)
where Equation (3.12.7) is utilized to test for convergence.
By employing the appropriate method for each successive level
(i.e. k = ½, 2, ½, ..., K=½, K), the primary basic state parameters
To' Po and qo are determined at all levels. This allows the specifi-
cation of the other primary basic state parameters as:
Po Rg/C
= (3.12.12)
K°k (_____k) PPref
T
ok
and e = -- (3.12.13)
ok
ok
Po k
- T [( + )1 (3.12.14)
Po k Rg Ok l+qok/g)/(1 qo k
and
K1
eoo = K- k=l_ e°k (3.12.15)
O
O Recall that for the simulationphase, 0 andTO Po' qo'Ko Po are' ' o
required at only the k = I; k = 3 s . K-½; and k = K grid levels_, _, • .,
Though the basic state parameters might be retained for dynamic grid
levels for the computationof the vertical advection terms (rather
than employing interpolation),this is inconsistentwith the desired
conservationproperties when utilizing the staggered grid. For the
same reason, the input values of Fo of FT as well as the initializa-
tion method are required to be the same for the two sublayersadjoin-
ing any dynamicgrid level.
Once the primary basic state parametersare deduced,the second-
ary basic state parameters may be determined from the IRADIR and
IRADSW models as describedin Section 3.11. Note that this requires
the additional input of vertical profiles of atmosphericpressure,
O temperature water vapor specifichumidity for the regionsexternaland
to the model domain, i.e. from the surface to the lower boundaryand
from the upper boundary to the top of the atmosphere. Similarly,
vertical profiles of carbon dioxide mixing ratio and ozone concentra-
tion are required for the regions both internal and external to the
model domain. In addition, the initializationparameters must be
input.
The radiativeterm, i.e. QR and its componentparts, is specified
as the appropriate clear sky basic state value at all thermodynamic
grid points for the initiation of a simulation. The perturbation
fields of water vapor specific humidity and ice water specific
humidityare initializedas:
O
qi+½, k+½ = 0 (3.12.16) O
and £i+½, k+½ = 0
for i = I, 2, ..., 1-2, I-I and k = I, 2, ..., K-2, K-I.
In general, the dynamic perturbation fields are initialized as:
_i,k = 0
and (3.12.17)
_i,k = 0
for i = I, 2, ..., I-l, I and k = I, 2, ..., K-l, K. An alternative
dynamic initialization, which is employed is:
_i,k = _ok
= I__ + - 2 _Ok)and _i,k d2 (_Ok+ 1 _Ok_ 1
O
for k = 2, 3, ..., K-2, K-l; and
_i,k = 0
= 0 (3.12.18)
_i,k
for k = I and k = K and i = I, 2, ..., I-I, I where the vertical pro-
file @o k is a model input parameter. Note that this formulation is
consistent with the developments in Sections 3.5 and 3.8. This alter-
native initialization allows the specification of a mean lateral wind
component, uok , which has a vertical shear structure. Note that there
is no mean layer horizontal wind, i.e.
K
I _o k = 0 (3.12.19)k=l
O
O The ramifications of this initialization procedure for simulation
a
are discussed in the succeeding chapters where it is employed.
The thermal perturbation field is employed to initiate a dis-
turbance. In general, a uniform random number generator (RNDM (SEED))
is used where SEED is the seed number for RNDM. Each call to RNDM
(SEED) yields a fraction RN, where:
-I_RN_I.
The call is made M = (K-l) (I-I) times yielding a series of uniformly
distributed random numbers RN" where m = 1, 2, ..., M. These are
m
normalized as:
M
RN = RN" - > RN" . (3.12.20)m m m
m "=1
O The thermal perturbation field is then initialized as:
8i+i,k+i_ = emax RNm (3.12.21)
where m = i + (k-l)(I-l) for i = I, 2, ..., I-2, I-I and k = I, 2,
..., K=2, K-I. Now, 8 is the maximum magnitude of thermal pertur-max
bation which may occur at the initial time and is a model input
parameter. Note that:
I-I K-I
7 8i+1_-zk+½ = 0. (3.12.22)i=l k=l
The initial disturbance is sometimes confined within a limited
vertical region of the model domain, i.e. 8i+½,k+ ½ _ 0 outside the
initial disturbed region and inside, 0i+½,k+ ½ is initialized as above.
Note that an appropriate value of M is chosen and Equation (3.12.21)
O is modified in a consistent manner such that Equation (3.12.22) is
true. For the preliminary model testing (i.e. Chapter 4), alternative
thermal perturbation initializations were tried, e.g. a warm bubble. O
These are described where appropriate.
In summary, the input parameters for a simulation (other than for
the model setup) are: Tol, Pol, RHok , Fok or FTk , Wo, emax or some
alternate thermal pattern, @ok if desired, the initialization parame-
ters and the atmospheric environment external to the model domain.
Once the initialization phase is complete, the simulation pro-
ceeds as in Figure 20. Within each rectangle, the computational
procedure given in the appropriate preceeding sections is followed.
Thus, the enclosed operation is performed at all the relevant grid
points before proceeding to the next operation. The rationale for the
overall computational procedure adopted during a simulation is also
discussed in Section 3.7.
0
0
O IV. VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
The purpose of this chapter is to present some of the general
model characteristics. In this sense, the model performance is base-
lined. The series of experiments, which are described, provide a
rational basis upon which the choices of specific numerical values
for certain model constants are made. The sensitivity of simulations
to these specific choices are interrelated to varying degrees. Limit-
ed versions of the model are used for many of the simulations reported
here, e.g. a dry version. The sensitivity of the specific parametric
representation of the _ , C and QR terms is deferred until the next
chapter, i.e. until the elementary model is validated. Some compari-
sons to other works are made as appropriate.
The model constants, which are considered here, are:
O ffo : the initial buoyancy flip-flop weighting factor;
Q : the filter factor for the filtered leap frog time
integration scheme;
: the eddy viscosity;
K0 : the thermal eddy diffusivity;
K : the water vapor eddy diffusivity;
q
K£ : the ice water eddy diffusivity;
NC At : the phase change adjustmenttime scale;
d : the spacialgrid interval;
and (l-l)d: the horizontal grid domain.
Except for the diffusivity coefficients, these parameters are purely
computational in nature. As will be seen, the choices of specific
numerical values for the eddy diffusivity coefficients are also par-
O tially based on computational consideration.
In the course of performing these experiments, the stated O
conservation properties of the finite difference formulations of the
advective terms, as developed in Sections (3.2)-(3.4), were verified.
Conservation of the relevant quantities was found to ten significant
digits. When the advective schemes are coupled with the time integra-
tion scheme, the same accuracy is found for the primary quantities,
e.g. _, _ or _. However, trends may be present in squared quantities,
• . _2 0o)2 .i e or (8 + This is due to the phase shifting properties of
the filtered leap frog scheme. These trends may be suppressed by the
proper choice of q.
4.1 Time Filter and Buoyancy Weighting Factors
The use of the flip-flop weighting scheme for the evaluation of
the buoyancy vorticity generation term stimulates the time-splitting
computational mode in the leap frog time integration scheme• In this •
sense, the choice of frO and q are coupled to some degree• Though
there are other sources which may stimulate the time-splitting mode in
the full model, it is instructive to consider just these two parame-
ters. The model used for these tests has been stripped of the phase
change, radiative, diffusive and basic state vertical velocity compon-
ents. Thus, the model incorporates only the perturbation advective
terms in the governing prognostic equations for _, O and q in addition
to the vorticity generation/destruction term. The ice water equation
is not evaluated•
The model is initialized with a basic state, denoted BASIC I as
depicted in Figure 21. The stability structure is similar to that
commonly observed in conjunction with middle and upper tropospheric
cloud layers in the midlatitudes (e.g. Heymsfield, 1975a; Yagi, 1969 W
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Figure 21 BASIC i initial state for potential temperature @ ;
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temperature, To; and relative hunudmty with respect
to ice, RET. The corresponding basic state static
stability _tructure is noted on the le_t where Fm
denotes a pseudo moist adiabatic stratification.
@
and Starr and Cox, 1980). In the upper portion of the layer, the O
basic state stratification is 4°K/km more stable than neutral, i.e.
psuedo-moist adiabatic. In the central region, the basic state is
neutrally stratified and in the lower portion it is 1.5°K/km more
stable than neutral. The assumed moisture structure is plotted in
terms of the relative humidity with respect to ice, RH I. The neutral
layer is 0.6 km thick. The domain is specified as K = 32 and I = 64,
i.e. 6.3 km in the horizontal. All perturbation fields are initial-
ized to zero except for 0, which is randomly perturbed in the region
from 6.5 km to 7.6 km elevation. The maximum perturbationmagnitude
is _ 0.1°K correspondingto that observedby Heymsfield (1975b)in a
cirrus uncinus cloud. This value is appropriate for the case here
where d = I00 m. The mean perturbation magnitude is _ O.05°K over the
perturbed region. O
The previously stated choice of ffo = ½ (section 3.7) is somewhat
arbitrary. This value is sufficiently less than ½ such that "checker-
board" noise patterns do not persist. In Figure 22, the layer mean
kinetic energy, TKE, is plotted as a function of time for three sim-
ulations employed different value of Q for frO = h. Kinetic energy is
defined in the usual way as:
2 2
- ui+½_k+½ + wi+½_k+½ (4.1)
TKEi+½,k+½ - 2 2
at thermodynamic grid point (i+½,k+½), where for analysis purposes:
u"11+_,k+½= dlI(_i'k +_i+l'k)2 (_i'k+l+ _i+l'k)12
and
wi+½,k+ ½ = _ _i+l_k+l) - . (4.2)2 2
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Figure 22. Mean layer perturbationkinetic energy,TKE, versus time
I for simulationsfrom an identicalinitialstate (i.e.
i BASIC 1 and randomperturbationsof 8) using a model ver-
i sion which is identical in each case except for the
specificationof the time filter factor,q, and the
buoyancyweightingfactor,ffo. (No phase change,
j radiatio_ or eddy diffusionprocessesincl_ded).
I0
Now, O
I" K"
1 (4.3)
S _ _-,-_ 2 2 S.. k"i=l k=l 1 ,
for any quantity S where I" = I, K" = K, i" = i and k" = k when S is
defined at dynamic grid points and I" = I=I, K" = K-I, i" = i+½ and
k" = k+½ when S is defined at thermodynamic grid points as with TKE.
As defined by Equation (4.1), the kinetic energy excludes con-
tribution due to the basic state vertical velocity and is therefore
denoted TKE, i.e. turbulent or perturbation kinetic energy. Recall
that in these simulations _ = K0 = K m O.q
What is of interest here are the short period oscillations in the
solution, i.e. _ 2At = 60s. These show the time-splitting nature of
the leap frog scheme. Note that the Euler forward scheme is never
employed once the simulation is initiated. With this initialization,
the simulation should proceed as an adjustment process where potential
energy available via the horizontal gradients of perturbation poten-
tial temperature is converted to kinetic energy. The generated kine-
tic energy may be destroyed by buoyancy forces as is the case of a
positively buoyant bubble penetrating the relatively stable layer in
the upper portion of the domain. In this sense, the kinetic energy is
converted back to potential energy and the net effect has been simply
a redistribution of potential temperature. This end state should be
stably or neutrally stratified every where and horizontally uniform.
Oscillations about this end state are anticipated and physical since
internal gravity waves are produced when a buoyant plane penetrates a
relatively stable layer. Furthermore, since the initial perturbations Q
O are randomly distributed and of amplitudes,varying one may expect
local disturbancesto evolve on varying space scales with different
propagationspeeds. Thus, even in the continuouscase, monotonically
smooth behaviorof TKE is not expected. Therefore,the long period (_
8 min) oscillationof the solutionis not cause for concern.
What is seen in these simulationsis that after _ 13 minutes some
time-splittingis evident in each case. The amplitudeof the time-
splitting oscillationdiminishes as Q is increased. In the case of
q = 0.10, the oscillation is becoming unstable as time progresses.
However, computationalinstabilitydue to the time-splittingmode as
in Lilly (1965)was not encounteredafter one hour of simulatedtime.
This may be more a fortuitousresult of damping due to the structure
of the prescribedbasic state than due to the time filter. In either
O of the other cases, though time-splittingis evident, no unstable
growth of the 2At oscillationoccurs.
For Q < 0.25, the mean thermalperturbationamplitude(i.e. 0 ,
2)which is analogousto (8 + 8o) amplifiedwith time while for Q >
0.25 it decayed. This is consistent with the results of Asselin
(1972),where a choice of Q = 0.25 yieldedessentiallyno phase error
in the filtered leap frog time integrationscheme. Note that these
trends were computedby a two time step running mean though this was
unnecessary in the case of Q _ 0.25 where the 2At oscillationswere
2
not found in (0 + 8 ) to ten significantdigits. The same relativeo
trends were found for _2 and T_ in the 2At averages,i.e. comparedto
Q = 0.25. It is concludedthat for Q > 0.25, the solutionis computa-
tionally damped, while for Q < 0.25 it exhibits some computational
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Figure 23. Mean layer perturbation kinetic energy, TKE, versus time
for simulations from an identical initial state (i.e.
BASIC i and random perturbations of 8) using a model
version which is identical in each case except for the
specification of the eddy viscosity, _,_ (No phase change
radiation or eddy thermal or water vapor diffusion pro-
cesses included. )
@
O instability. The choice of q = 0.25 yields the desired behavior of the
advective schemes (Arakawa, 1966).
A different value of ffo was tried, i.e. ffo = 0.45. As seen in
Figure 22, in the case of q = 0.25, the time-splitting mode is smaller
in amplitude than in the case of q = 0.25 and ffo = _ In all re-3 "
spects, the solution was damped in the case of ffo = 0.45 compared to
the case of ffo = % when q = 0.25, e.g. -0- decreased with time. This
may be attributed to some locking in of "checkerboard" patterns in 0
which prevent the proper generation of TKE. Hereafter q = 0.25 and
ffo = _ are prescribed in all experiments unless noted otherwise.
4.2 Eddy Viscosity
The coefficient of eddy viscosity is now considered. Two series
of experiments were performed. In the first, the same basic state and
O perturbation initialization, as described in Section 4.1, was employ-
ed. The same model version was used except that the eddy viscosity
term was turned on. In Figure 23, the time dependent behavior of the
ratio [TKE/TKE (max)] is shown for various specified values of v. The
maximum value of TKE occurred at t = 4 min in each experiment. Only
the one-minute values are plotted. Thus, the time-splitting mode does
not show up in these plots. The TKE reaches smaller maximum values
and decays more rapidly as _ is increased. The ratios of [T_ (max_ /
TKE (max)M=0] were 0.984, 0.968, 0.938, 0.880 in the case of v = 0.25,
2 -I
0.50, 1.0 and 2.0 m s , respectively. It is seen that the larger
values of _ also increase the damping of the longer period oscilla-
tions in the solution. Increasing the prescribed value of the eddy
viscosity coefficient causes a larger proportion of the TKE to be0
found at longer wave lengths as it effectively damps the smallest 0
waves as time progresses. It also damps the propagation speed of any
thermals which are present and reduces the amplitude of any internal
gravity waves which evolve. In addition, the amplitude of the time-
splitting oscillation in the solution is reduced.
In prescribing the value of 9, one is essentially setting a decay
time scale for motions at various scales. In this sense, the rate at
which a given disturbance runs down via viscous diffusion is a func-
tion of the wave-length dependent kinetic energy power spectrum, i.e.
a disturbance with most of its energy at the shorter wave length will
decay faster than one which is organized at larger scales for a given
value of 9. Given the initialization employed here, most of the
energy is initially concentrated at the shorter wave lengths.
a disturbance decay time scale _ is defined as the time it 0If
takes a disturbance to decay to I/e of its maximum intensity where the
intensity is evaluated in terms of TKE, I ~ 50, 36 and 22 minutes for
the simulations with 9 = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. An alternate
definition of I where _2 is used to evaluate the intensity yields es-
sentially the same results. However, _ is not an eddy viscous relaxa-
tion time scale since it includes the effects of buoyancy processes. A
second set of experiments was performed in an attempt to establish an
eddy viscous decay time scale _ for various values of _. The value
of _ is evaluatedsimilarlyto _.
These simulationsare based on a model versionwhere the thermo-
dynamic and water equations are eliminated. Thus, only the perturba-
tion advection term and the eddy viscous term are retained in the re-
maining prognostic equation for _. The domain geometry is identical 0
to that noted previously. The initializationprocedure involves
specifying only a perturbationvorticity value at all dynamic grid
points. This was done in a fashion similar to that noted in Section
(3.12) for 8. A differentseed number was employed to generate two
initial fields. These fields were substantiallydifferent in their
respective random organizationof TKE at various scales. In Figure
24, the temporaldecay from their initialvalues of both T_ and _2 is
shown for various specifiedvalues of _ for each initial state. The
slightdampingof the solutionsin the cases where 9 = 0 is due to the
time filter (Q = 0.2).
The differencesin the rates at which TKE decaysbetween simula-
tions from each prescribed initial state for a given value of _ re-
flect the differencesin scale organizationin the respectiveinitial
___disturbances. The value of ; based on TKE is _ 2 hr and _ 4 hr for
2 -1 2 -1
_ = 1.0 m s and _ 19 min and 67 min for _ = 5.0 m s for the two
respective initial states. The magnitude of I in these cases is in-
dicative of the fact that the initiai TKE may be dominated by iarger
scale motions by virtue of Equations (2.12), (2.13) and (4.1) even
though the initial wave-length power spectrum of _2 is dominated by
the shorter wave lengths. Based on _2, I _ 24 minutes in both of
2 -1
these cases where _= 1.0 m s The value of _ based on _2 is a
better measure of the eddy viscous decay time scale for the smallest
scale resolved motions in these cases.
Observations indicate that for environments, which are similar to
BASIC 1, small scale convective updrafts in cirriform clouds have
lifetimes of order _ 15 - 20 minutes (Heymsfield, 1975 b, c; Ludlam,
O
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Figure 24.. (a)}_an layer perturbation kinetic energy, TKE, and (b) mean layer perturbation enstrophy, _2,
versus time for simulations from two different initial states (dashed and solid, respec-
tively) for various specified eddy viscosity coefficients, 9,,using a model version where
only the advective and eddy viscosity terms are evaluated in'the governing dynamic equation.
The initial states are each based on random perturbations of the perturbation vorticity, _.
• • @
O 2 -I1947). A specification of I V_ 24 minutes, i.e. _ = 1.0 m s , seems
reasonable since when the thermal and water vapor eddy diffusivity
terms are engaged, the value of I = 36 minutes, noted previously for
2 -I
= 1.0 m s , where buoyancy processes are acting, will be reduced.
This is shown in the next section. Hereafter, except where noted,
2 -I
= 1.0 m s is specified for all simulations. It must be recog-
nized that although the corresponding eddy viscous relaxation time
scale seems reasonable, this is a somewhat arbitrary choice. Asai and
Nakamura (1978) have used the same value in a similar model (d = I00
m) which successfully simulated atmospheric convection in the atmo-
spheric boundary layer. Only analyses of observation data on turbu-
lent quantities at space scales less than I00 m would allow the most
appropriate value of v to be established. Such data do not present-
O ly for cirriform cloud layers.exist
4.3 Thermal and Water Vapor Eddy Diffusivities
The choice of specific numerical values for Ke and K is influ-q
enced by both computational and physical considerations. Recall that
the eddy diffusivity terms represent the physical process of subgrid
scale unresolved transports as described in Chapter 2 and, also, act
to eliminate unwanted computational modes due to truncation errors
resulting from the finite difference approximations to the continuous
form of the advective terms as noted in Section 3.4. Since physically
both the thermal and water vapor diffusion are highly related to the
unresolved turbulent velocity fields and both are properties of the
gas, it seems reasonable to impose the condition that:
O K _ K = K0 . (4.4)q
Hereafter, this assumption is always made though not always explicitly O
mentioned. The validity of this assumption is further supported by
the computational consideration that the same advective schemes are
employed for e and q. The choice of K£ is deferred since £ is not a
gas property and the corresponding subgrid scale turbulent wind field
must reflect the particle nature of the components of £ (e.g. drag
forces). The advective scheme also differs from that employed for 8
or q.
Two series of experiments were performed. The first is similar
to those described in the preceeding sections. The second set of
experiments is an attempt to generate results, which are directly
comparable to the classic experiments of Arnason et al. (1968) on
buoyant convection. The latter experiments are focussed on establish-
ing the computationalrequirementson K8. O
The model employed for the first set of experimentsincorporates
all terms in the governingequationsexcept the phase change, radia-
tive and large scale vertical velocity terms. Thus, the ice water
equation is not evaluated. The initial state is BASIC 1 and the
perturbationfields are initializedas noted previously, i.e. random
perturbationson O only. In Figure 25, the time dependentbehavior of
[TKE/TKE (max)] is depicted in the case where K is specifiedas equal
2 -I
to 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 m s , respectively. In each case, _ = 1.0
2 -I
m s is specified. Again, only the one-minutevalues are plotted.
As the value of Ko is increased, the maximum value of TKE achieved
during a simulation is decreased. The ratio [T_(max)K/T_(max)K=0]
2 -I
is 0.928, 0.862, 0.756 in the case of K = 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 m s ,
respectively. It should, also, be noted that for K = 4.0 m2 -I --- Os , TKE
OIO
08
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TIME,(min.)
Figure 25. _an layer perturbation kinetic energy, TKE, versus time
for simulations from an identical initial state (i.e.
BASIC I and random perturbations of 8) using a model
version which is identical in each case except for the
specification of the thermal and water vapor eddy diffu-
sivities, K 8 and _q, respectively. (No phase change or
radiative processes included).
O
(max) occurs at 3.5 minutes instead of 4 minutes as in the other O
simulations.
The effect of the diffusion terms for 8 and q is to smooth the
respective gradients of these quantities in space. The smoothing is
primarily active on 2d scale waves though as time progresses it af-
fects all scales of the disturbance. Thus, as K is increased, the
horizontal gradients responsible for the buoyant generation of TKE are
reduced. Therefore, not only does TKE (max) decrease as K is in-
creased, but the decay rate from maximum disturbance intensity is
increased. For these simulations, T _ 36, 20, 15 and I0 minutes for K
2 -I
= 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 m s Based on the observations discussed
2 -I
previously, a value of K = 1.0 - 2.0 m s yields reasonable decay
time scales for a disturbance such as simulated here.
assumption generally employed in first order turbulence O
An
closure schemes is that 9 = K8 = K . Asai and Nakamura (1978) makeq
this assumption for a simple first order scheme as here. A comparable
assumption is commonly made in more complicated first order schemes
(Lilly, 1962). The physical basis for such an assumption is rather
tenuous. Fundamentally, the observational information necessary to
justify such an assumption is almost totally lacking in the case of
middle and upper tropospheric cloud layers.
Before choosing K8, some computational considerations must be
made. Such considerations are particularly appropriate for K8, where
nonphysical modes in the solution may be readily identified, e.g. the
occurrence of negative values of O in the case of dry convection in a
neutral environment. This type of nonphysical mode results from
truncation errors due to the finite difference approximation of the O
O advective term, i.e. linear interpolationfor midpointvalues between
grid points may be inadequateto resolvethe true continuousbehavior
on this space scale. The diffusion term acts to smooth the field on
this scale such that the interpolationassumptionis more valid and
the nonphysicalmodes are correspondinglysuppressed.
The model employed for the followingsimulationsis a dry ver-
sion. Only the governing dynamic and thermodynamicequations are
evaluated.The water terms in the governingdynamicequation,i.e. in
B, are eliminated as are the phase change and radiativeterms in the
thermodynamicequation. Also deleted are the eddy viscous diffusion
term (i.e. _ = O) and the basic state vertical velocity term. The
eddy thermaldiffusionterm is retained. This version of the model is
very similar to a dry model reportedby Arnason et al. (1968),here-
O after denoted A. Their numerical techniques are substantiallydif-
ferent than those employed here. The major differenceis in the time
integrationscheme employed for the thermodynamicequation. They use
the Lax-Wendroff two-step scheme described by Richtmyer (1962).
Effectively, this scheme simulates an eddy diffusionterm where the
local thermal eddy diffusivityis diagnosedfrom the specifiedvalues
of d, At and the local wind component. In this sense, their model
incorporates a variable K8. As will be seen later, the advective
scheme,when coupledwith the time integrationscheme,is consequently
nonconservativein O. The thermal eddy diffusion term is formally
retained in the model here though it does not formallyappear in their
governingequations.
The same spacial domain and grid geometry,noted previously,are
O employed. These are identical in the case of d and nearly identical
in the case of I and K to those employed by A. The potential O
temperature basic state is initialized to 294°K everywhere, i.e.
neutral,and the disturbanceis initializedvia perturbationpotential
temperature to a warm bubble as shown in Figure 26. Again this is
nearly identical to that employed by A. Note that the fields are
symmetric about x = 3.15 km. Also, z = hB _ 0. The maximumvalue of
0 is 0.38°K. Recall that this value is much larger than anticipated
in the case of cirriformcloud layers. A time step of _t = 15 seconds
is prescribeddue to the anticipatedwind speeds.
Simulations from this initial state were carried out for four
specified values of K0, i.e. K8 = 0.0, 2.5, 5 0 and 7.5 m2 -I• s The
simulationswere terminated after 20 minutes as the boundary condi-
tions begin to influencethe disturbancein an unrealisticmanner at
point• In Figures 27, 28 and 29, the fields of perturbation Othis
potential temperature are shown after 5, I0 and 20 minutes of simu-
lated time, respectively, for each K0 experiment. The corresponding
fields of @ are shown in Figures 30, 31 and 32. They are negatively
symmetric about x = 3.15 km. For comparison, the fields of e and
after 5 and I0 minutes of simulated time, which were given by A, are
reproduced in Figure 33. Note that the units employed here for _ are
different by a factor of 102 from those employed by A.
As seen in Figure 27, the effect of increasing the specified
value of Ke is to decrease the maximum thermal perturbation, which is
very noticeable even after 5 minutes for the values employed here.
Similarly, the growth in the intensity of the circulation is compar-
ably reduced (Figure 30). These effects persist in time as seen in
the remaining figures. It is of note that the thermal pattern evolves Q
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Figure 26. Initia! perturbation potential temperature, 8,
in °C as in Arnason et al. (1968). Note that
the field is symmetric about x = 3.15 km. The
contour interval is 0.05°C and the * line indi-
cates the @ = O°C contour (in this case, @ = O°C
everywhere outside this contour).
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Figure 27. Perturbation potential temperature, O, in °C after 5 minutes
of simulated time for simulations from an identical initial
state (i.e. statically neutral basic state and initial ther-
mal perturbation field as depicted in Figure 26) using a dry
model version identical in each case except for the specifi-
cation of the thermal eddy diffusivity, z 0.O (a), 2.5
(b), 5.0 (c), 7.5 (d) m2 s-I. Note that _h; simulations are
symmetric about x = 3.15 kin. The contour interval is 0.05°0 W
and the * line indicates the 0 = O°C contour.
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Figure 28. Same as Figure 27, except at t = i0 minutes simulated time.
Figure 29. Same as Figure 27, except at t = 20 minutes simulated time.
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Figure 30 Perturbation stream function, 4, in m2" -I• s after 5 minutes
simulated time for simulations from an identica! initial
state (i.e. statically neutral basic state and initial
thermal perturbation field as depicted in Figure 26) using
a dry model version identical in each case except for the
specification of the therma! eddy diffusivity, K e 0.0 (a),2.5 (b), 5.0 (c) and 7.5 (d) m2 s-I. Note hat _h simul -
_O tions are symmetric about x = 3.15 kin. The contour inverval
is !00 m2 s-1 and the arrows indicate the direction of the
flow.
L
Figure 31. Same as Figure 30, except at t = i0 minutes simulated time.
0
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Figure 32. Same as Figure 30, except at t = 20 minutes simulated time.
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Figure 33. Perturbation potential temperature, O, in °C (dashed lines) and perturbation streamfunction,
@, in m2 s-i times 10-2 (solid lines) after (a) 5 minutes and (b) I0 minutes simulated time
for simulations of dry convection in a statically neutral environment initialized approxi-
mately as in Figure 26. (From Arnason et al., 1968).
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O to a mushroom-shaped by minutes (Figure28). This is verybubble I0
similar to the results of A (Figure 33). At this time, the first
significant indication of a nonphysicalmode, i.e. 8 < 0_ occurs in
the center of the disturbancein the case of K8 = 0. After 20 min-
utes, the thermal perturbationpattern has become even more deformed
in all cases (Figure 29). In three dimensions, the pattern may be
interpretedas a ring in the horizontalmuch like a smoke ring. In
the case of K@ = 0, the nonphysicalmode predominatesin the central
core of the bubble. The amplitudeof this mode is substantial. This
region correspondsto the region of highest wind velocity as may be
deducedfrom Figure 32.
The O < 0 mode occurs in each simulationthough its magnitudeis
suppressedas Ko is increased. This may be seen in Figure 34, where
O the minimum value of O occurring within the domain is plotted as a
function of time at one-minute intervalsfor each simulation. Prior
to t = 8 minutes, the @ < 0 mode is relativelyinsignificantin all
2 -I
cases. In the case of K@ = 7.5 m s , the 8 < 0 mode is almost
totally suppressedat all times. The maximum amplitude of the 8 < 0
2 -I
mode may be tolerablein the case of K@ = 5 m s while for Ko = 2.5
2 -I
m s , it is too large to ignore.
The time dependentbehavior of the maximum thermal perturbation
is shown in Figure 35 for each simulation. Only the one-minutevalues
are plottedas the 15-secondvalues are somewhatmore noisy. The data
points correspondingto the simulation reportedby A are includedfor
comparison. Physically,each curve shouldbe monotonicallydecreasing
with time as it is impossibleto mix two parcels of air and achieve
O a higher potential temperaturethan eitherhad initially. Again, the
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Figure 34. _nimum value of perturbation potential temperature, 8,
occurring _ithin the domain as a function of time for
simulations from the same initial state (neutral basic
state and initial thermal perturbation fields depicted in
Figure 26) using a dry model version identical in each
case except for the specification of the thermal eddy
diffusivity, _8"
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Figure 35. Same as Figure 34, except for maximum value
of perturbation potential temperature.
@
2 -I OK8 = 7.5 m s simulation almost totally suppressed this
2 -I
computationalmode while the results for K@ = 5.0 m s exhibit a
tolerableerror. The diffusiveeffect of the resolvedwind field may
be quantifiedby the decay of @max(t) from its maximum value in the
case of K@ = 0. The additional diffusive effect of the unresolved
turbulent wind field, i.e. thermal eddy diffusion, is seen to be of
secondaryimportancein modulatingO in all cases for the values ofmax
K@ invokedhere.
-I
It is of note that vertical wind speeds in excess of 2.5 m s
occur after _ I0 minutes simulatedtime in all cases. This together
with the fact that the initialthermalperturbationis over twice the
magnitude that is anticipated in the model applicationhere, i.e.
cirriformcloud layers,leads to the conclusionthat truncationerrors
resulting nonphysicalmodes will be much less of a problem Oand the
than in these example cases. For the cirriform cloud application,
2 -I
where the vertical wind speeds are likelyto be less than 0.8 m s ,
2 -I 2
K@ _ 1.0 m s yields relative errors comparableto the K8 = 5.0 m
-I
s case here.
For completeness, the energetics of these simulations are con-
sidered. Following from A, the potential energy is defined here as:
PE = - (0/0o) g z (4.4)
and, thus, is a perturbation potential energy and is always negative.
2 -I
In Table 6, the simulation here with K@ = 5 m s is compared to that
of A. It may be immediately concluded that the model of A is not con-
servative in potential temperature, i.e. 8. As noted previously, this
is a consequenceof their formulationof the Lax-Wendroffschemewhere
OTime [010(t=0)] TKE [(PE(t=0) - PE)ITKE]
(min) (m2 s-2) x 102
0 1.00 1.00 0.0 0.0 - -
5 1.00 1.00 1.3 1.5 1.00 1.01
I0 0.99 1.00 5.2 5.1 0.94 1.01
15 0.93 1.00 I0.0 9.1 0.88 1.01
20 0.86 1.00 13.8 12.5 0.81 1.01
2 -I
Table 6. Comparison between the present experiment with K0 = 5 m s
O (right-hand columns) and that of Arnason et al. (1968)
(left-hand columns). See text for definition and discus-
sion.
O
the point-point exchanges are not mutually conservative. The model O
here is much superior in this regard. The buoyant generation of TKE
is very comparable in the two simulations. The model of A exhibits a
somewhat more intense circulation through the latter stages of the
simulations. As a consequence of the nonconservation of e, the energy
transformation PE . TKE shows a loss in total energy as time pro-
gresses in the experiment of A, i.e. PE is being lost without being
transformed to TKE. Given this, it is somewhat surprising that their
values of TKE are larger than the values here at most times. However,
this may be explained by noting that their effective thermal diffusiv-
2 -I
ity may be less than 5 m s when averaged over the disturbed region
though it is locally much larger in the core. For example, the Ke =
2 -I ---
2.5 m s simulation yielded larger values of TKE by about 4% at all
times when compared to the Ko = 5.0 simulation. The seeming gain in O
total energy for the present experiment is not actually a gain. The
filtered leap frog scheme employed here leads to a slight damping (Q =
------ ___
0.3) in the TKE. Thus, a small amount of TKE is being continuously
lost after the PE . TKE conversion. This effect is comparable to a
slight eddy viscous damping of the system.
In conclusion, the model performance is very satisfactory to this
point. The simulations show a high degree of realism when considering
the evolution of the shape of a warm bubble in a neutral environment.
In some aspects, namely the numerical techniques and the enforcement
of physical conservation laws, the model may be regarded as superior
to some previously reported models of an essentially similar nature.
2 -I
For the application envisioned here, a choice of K8 = Kq = 1.0 m s
should adequately suppress nonphysical computational modes arising
2 -I
O from truncation errors. Given the previous choice of _ = 1.0 m s
this value gives a reasonable decay time (T N 20 min) for disturbances
typical of cirrus cloud layers where only buoyancy forces and eddy
processes are acting (i.e. viscous, thermal and water vapor diffusion)
in the absence of any internal energy sources or external forcing.
Taken together, these choices for _, Ko and K are consistent withq
those made by other workers, e.g. Asia and Nakamura (1978) and Lilly
(1965). These values are used in all succeeding simulations unless
noted otherwise.
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTATION r)F SATURATION VAPOR PRESSUIU,] O
The evaluation of saturation water vapor pressure, es, is based
on saturation with respect to a plane surface Of liquid or ice water
depending ellwhich non-vapor phase is being considered. Effects due to
the shape of the particles or the presence of contaminating substances
are i_nored. A sixth order polynomial representation of es(T) is used.
The polynomial was obtained by fitting,the Goff-Gratch formulation,
./
which is taken as the standard (List, 1966). The computational economy
of this approach has been well documented (Lowe, 1977).
The fitting procedure is similar to that employed by Lowe (1977).
The procedure is to pose the problem as a minimization problem where
, the coefficients of Chebyshev pols_nomialsare the unknowns. Numerical
techniques are available to solve this problem and are generally avai!- i
able on most computers. The use of Chebyshev polynomials allows a good
fit over a substantially larger temperature range than is possible with
a more basic polynomial representation. The best fit Cheby_,hev_poly-
nomial is then converted into the form:
es(T) : a 0 + a 1 (T + a 2 (T + a 3 (T + a 4 (T + a 5 (T + a6))))) (AI')
Y
where es(T) is in mb and T is in °K. A good fit over the entire range
of realistic tropospheric temperatures was not possible due to the
exl_oncp, tial behavior of es(T). Tim,':, a number of polynomial:: were
derived, which are each applicable to a specific range of temperatures.
The derived polynomial coefficients applicable to specific temperature
ranges when considering ice or liquid water phases are given in Tables 0
f,
i
AI and A2, respectively. The accuracy of these polynomials when com-
pared to the Goff-Gratch formulat,_on is better than -+0.1% over the
noted temperature range.
A similar approach was adopted to represent the derivative of es
with respect to temperature, i.e.
e (T)
: _,_ps = bO + bz(T + b 2 (T + b 3 (T + b 4 (T + b 5 (T + b6))))) . (A2)
The derived polynomial coefficients applicable for various temperature
ranges when considering ice or liquid water phases are given in Tables
A3 and A4, respectively. The accuracy of these fits when compared to
the formulas given by List (1966) are beLter than i 0.05% over the
O noted temperature range.
O .,
f
i
TABLE AI: Pol_loi_al coeffi_i_nts for cemputation of e (ice) OI u
t
Temp. Range - 75°C to - 40°C - 59°C to - 20°C - 40°C to O°C
aO = .206386192OE+04 .9965965426E*04 .3693113251E+05
aI = -.6072373651E+02 -.2713843220E+03 -.9336988892E+03
a2 = .7454997900E+00 .3085305704E+01 .9863423592E+01
a3 - .4889078071E-02 -.1874848114E-O1 -.5574396896E-01
a4 : .1806747948E-04 .6424209891E-04 .1778237564E-O3
a5 = -.3567969433E-O7 -.I177213769E-06 -.3037OO7404E-06
a6 = .2942273428E-IO .9015651780E-I0 .2170412857E-09
TABLE A2: Polynomial coefficients for computation of es (liquid water) 0
Temp. Range - 50°C to - lO°C - 25°C to + 25°C - IO°C to + 50°C
aO = .6165189065E+04 .767674969OE+04 -.6831653575E+O_
aI - .1667_39376E+03 -.2056793389E+03 .I012101269E+O3
a2 = .1886839551E+01 .2301179803E.O1 -._02418580_E+00
a3 - .I143897897E-01 -.1377392223E-01 -.IO76593467E-02
a_ = .3920338183E-04 ._656025967E-04 .13031_0958E-04
a5 - .7204942038E-07 -.8_34798769E-07 -.371_823651E-07
_6 : .5550437565E-I0 .6403236206E-I0 .3635860564E-I0
O
/TABLE A]: Polynomial coefficienI<:l'orcomputations of d es (ice) / d T
Te1_p.Itange - 75°C to - 40°C - 59°C to - 20°C - 40°C to O°C
b0 = .1331727716E+O3 .4335100895E+O3 .I125524155E+04
bI - .3947_43692E+01 -.1200964_75E+02 -.2916288078E+02
b2 = .488519107TE-01 .1390118584E+00 .316161612TE+00
b 3 - .3231598594E-03 -.8608106940E-03 -.1836491646E-O2
b4 = .1205_61023E-05 .3008638463E-O5 .6031171831E-05
b5 - .2404821784E-08 -.56296_O721E-0S -.I062315136E-07
b_ : .2005062_06E-II .4407720998E-II .78_897550E-II
O TABLE A4: Polynomial coefficients for computation of d es (liquid
water / d T.
Te1_).Range - 50°C to - IO°C - 25°C to . 25°C - iO°C to . 50°C
bO = .511223269OE+02 -.4564371585E+O3 -.I028975624E+04
bI - .163922372OE+01 .I013305498E+02 .2240655345E+02
b2 = .2168286602E-01 -.9211352_7_E-01 -.2016900254E.00
b - .1519800912E-03 .4148429226E-O] .9563519268E-O3]
b4 = .59694515OIE-06-.II05709261E-05-.2501195356E-05
b5 - .1248422_26E-08 .1387113002E-08 .3377718061E-08
b6 = .I08799299_E-II-.6123247164E-12-.179_906427E-II
O
e i , •
f
APPENDIX B: O
The value of the latent heat, L.,m, is specified according toJ
whether the ice phase or the liquid phase _s being considered. For ice
phase simulations,
!
.... L. - 2.836 x lO6 j / kg-
a,m (131)
for 193.16 °I( _ T .< 273.16 °K
For liquid phase simulations, tiletemperature dependence of the latent
heat is retained for the initiation of the adjustment process but is
ignored during the adjustment process, i.e.
0
L. -= (3.156 x 106 - 2./, x 103 T. j / kg;
for
273.16 °K .< T. -< 313.16 °K (B2)j_m
or
L. = (3.183 x !06 - 2.501 x 103 T. ) j / 1.;g '
o,ln j,m
for
224.16 °K .< T. < 273.16 (B3)j,m
where T. is in °K. The values of L. :;pecified,as above, are
,l, In O, In
accurate to within + 0.1%, when compared to Lhe values given by List
(1966) based on the Goff-Gratch standard fo_qnulation,q.
0
t _ , p
O APPENDIX C
EFFECTIVE RELATIVE FALL SPEED OF ICE WATER
The tabular representation of the V6VI5parameterization for v ,
which was derived in Section 3.10 and depicted in Figure 12, is given
below.
B_ 3 4 5 7 9
1 2 6 8
6 0.065 0.065 0.065 0.088 0.135 0.177 0.214 0.248 0.279
5 0.307 0.438 0.501 0.540 0.566 0.575 0.583 0.590 0.596
4 0.602 0.637 0.658 0.673 0.684 0.694 0.701 0.708 0.714
3 0.720 0.755 0.776 0.791 0.802 0.812 0.820 0.826 0.832P
O 2 0.838 0.857 0.894 0.909 0.925 0.937 0.948 0.958 0.966
1 0.973 1.022 1.134 1.213 1.274 1.347 1.409 1.463 1.510
0 1.552 1.559 1.559 1.559 1.559 1.559 1.559 1.559 1.559
Table Cl. Effective relative gravity induced fall speed, I_I, in
-I
m s as a function of o_ in gm-3, where Iv*l(A,B)
corresponds to (A - 0.5) 10-B _ 0£ < (A + 0.5) 10-B.
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PREFACING REMARKS
This _,roposal has been pr-epared n a rather uncc, n_,entiz, n._i but, in
tl-,e author "°s oF.,inion, e_ecti_.,e _:.la>..The hulk o4: the proposal (Section.=. 1
, - 4) out] ines a.n ext_nsi_.,e_. investigat or, c,_:"Radiation and Extended Mi uule4-'-
and Upper Tropospheri,_- C1oudine.=.s." The co,replete inve-:-.tigati,_-,nhas the
national and international relevance to dictate that it be ,-arried out._
_c,t.,Je,.;erthe ._=.r-opeo. the in_,est igat ion exceed.-, the al-,i"Iit>" and resources
o,_ an>" one institution or agency to .=.ucces.-._,u11> " carry out,
The spe,-i_:ic resear.¢h compor_ents which I ,{the E,r. incipal investigator)
ppol_ose tn cart.>" out are ] isted in S_ctJon 5, The.-_-.e are on]j a modest
_:r.actior_ o-F the tcta] eEEor-t requir.ed to do the cornplete ex._,erirnent, Fro.rr,_
sever-a] quote.-, i n the pr. opcsal i _,. i s obv ious tha_. thi s pr. obl em has the
scienti_:ic sunpor'_ _..--._ntial to car.r7 it t,-, a. succe.-.s_Ful conc]usion Them . - ...... •
remainin 9 que_=.ti,,n is -- APe the agencie .=. which are _-aD.__ble ,-_d: suppo_ting
such an e_:1:ort L.,,_ith their. _:._.cilitie._--. and resource'_. J..,Ji11 ing to make the
appropriate commi tment?
i. 0 RAT IONA LE
Recent recommendations fr.om the JOC and b,IMOand ICSU stress the need
for in,-r-easing our kno_,,l|edge ot: the radis.ti,..Je char.3cteci_--.tics arid the
" i. T -' r-ternnor.al and spatial regimes o1: _'.-.'_ended_.,. cloud 4ields, , ,'_'_port.,.4 c,_, -he _,U_.
AD HOC I.,,3pkin 9 Group on E::-'tended Cloudiness and the Radiatic, n Budget,) Inz
the JOC document tt4o observational programs haue been proposed. The>" ar.e
STRATEX ! deal in,__ t.-:ith boundar.>" la',"er str.._tu-=, cloud .=.',-stern.-. and STRATEX II
deal ing [:.Jith e::-'ter, ded cirrostratus cloud s>'._--.terns, A number of e1:{ort._ =,
h.-3.ue already heen mounted or. propo=-.ed _:,3P STRATEX I [i.e, Paltridge
(1974>., t,._._'e1:ield and Schubert (1'£7&}:., Schmetz arid RaschVe: (!980) arid
Fouqu..3.rt; et al . (19',E,'O)], In addi ti,3n, .sever.ai rnis.--.ions ot: the U.S.S.F:,
IL-I',E',M duping GATE explnred the radiati .,e characteri._=.tic._ =. ot; the
=.tratocumulu-_. boundary ]ai,'er r'egime, The STRATEX II regime in.__._=,not
recei,.ed the same amount o1: observational attention to date: ]arL_elY due
to the requirement t:c,r hioh performance aircraft to r-each the cirru._ =.
] a>.ers. [,lot __bl e excep t i on'=. to th i _=.are the CV-99,0 and Sabre l i net 4:] i gh ts
made durino GATE ,Zor the exl:,ress purpose of measurino rift.us cloud
r.adi.__.tion characteristic._=., Tn addition: Kuhn (1";',_43) and C,:,x ,:1;;'71: 1976,,
have reported r.esults cd: ob-_=.ervatic, ns ,:,1: in1:r-ar.ed r.adiati,..Je
characteri.-.tic-, o1: cirrus clouds derived {r.orr.i rad ornetersonde
c,hservations, The 1:ollov.._ino three paragraphs are ouoted direct].>" 1:r.om the
repor-t ot: the ,]OC AD HOC i.,Jcr_tin,3 Gr.oup on a.ctivat on ot: the STRATEY
PPooramme (7 J.::nuarv 1977) ,
C;TRATEX I I
A number c,_: fundamental gag, s exi'=-.t in our. understanding of the
9r-ot.,.Jth and maintenance o1: high level extended clouds, The
question-_ =. that .=-.ti t 1 need to he answered involve such thir, gs
a.s the rel.--,.tive import.:,.nce o,z mean ,.>ertica] motion and ,:,_c
tur. bulence induced h>" the radiation field around the cloud
i tse 11: ; and such th i rig.=, as #Jl-,ether ther¢- __re i mpor tan t
distinguishing char.xcteristics bett.ueen "t:r,:,nta] t>.'pe" cirrus
.__n-i the cirrus bl,z,[,Jn from the tops o4: cumuio-nimbus.
In ,. ie,._ of the lack o1: kn,_-,t,._ledoe_ o1: the .Droce __.s_s_ and character
o1: upper. ]e,.,el clouds: the ad-hoc group agreed that proposals
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directed to .D.n>'__2(and pr.e,_erabt> " as m.__.ny a.B po-_.sibie';, o1: the
1:o1 1,:¢,.._in9 _:,.r.eas ._--.bould .h__ encour, aQ_d:.__
1, Sirr, ple rr..,.__pping o{ ua.riabi! i ty (o, _ the cl,:,ud
and it-_=, r. adiatiue cl-,.ir, acter-istic_.) in ter.rr,._.
o1: the rnete,:,rologi,:al e r_vir.onrrsent o4: the
c 1oud.
=
Repr.esentati,Je ca.-.e -_--.tudie_. invol,..,in,}• J .
ob._.er,.Jation.--, o4: the ,:!oud micr.ophy-_.ics and
r-adiation ,:har.acter-istics.
:2.:. Pro Qr.ammes to i nve-_.tigate the pr.oces.-_-.e=_.
r-e_.pon_.ible 4:or- ,the generation: n_aintenance and
dissipation o_F the ctoud ._>'stern.
Sorne ,:,4: the pr-opo.=.ed r,r.ogr.amrnes l i-_=.ted under .:,Tr._.-...\ I abo,,.,e
,:ontained aspe,zt-_, that ,:ou]d in,..,olue the primar.y g,z,ai-__ o1:
:--;TRATEX I I Ho,.,.e:..,er _ none c,4: t _ - -_ . _ : _• ,J__._ _,roQr. a.rrlme._. .it ] a.--_.t i r,
their' prelirninarv pha_.e: ha .=. been -_=.peci1:ic..ai];0" dir.e,_-te,.d
to/nard=-, those goals.
Again: i t i-_=.r.ecommended that 1:utur-e pr. ogr.arr_me-=-, be designed
to ha,Je central oiz,jecti,..,e .=. tuned to fhe c......... _..... _,,r.__.:.. II requir-ement._--..
Thi._=. r_,r.o:,o=_.a] deals _.,Jith STF.:ATEX II oi-,.jective-_=.. A-_=. wa-_ _:,ointed out
in the ,]OC do,:ument noted above: the speci1:ic r-adi.._.tive and ,:loud
micro:,h'.°sic.__.t ,:har.acteri.--.tic .=. o1: cir'ro-i:or.m cl,:,uds should be deter-mined
1:Pore __ir'cr'a4:t ob=_.er'v_.tions conducted z_.t ,di1:4:er.ent geographical iocatic, ns
1:,-,r. limited r, er. iod..=., o1: time
1 . 1 Pur!:,o':-:.e
The pr. incir,._] need.--, o1: c] irnate studie.=, r.elating to middte and upper.
tr.oposl:,her'i,_- cloud__, rna.Y be pl __,_-ed into tt.,._o categor'ies: model ing and
rr|onitor, in,} (P1 ,_:.:.t..!). ini-,er.ent in each o1: the-=.e app',,ications is the belie1:
_hat..... _hese ,-louds ar_ impor, tant to bc, fh th_ .=_abi}_,. i_->" and to the m_,_nitude__
o1: r,otenti.:_.l change in the earth"s cl irnate, !t should be noted that me.n>"
o1: the model ing apl:,l ic.ition_z. _.ppl;.- to GOh!;s and NI....jF'.iE. _.,_eil a .=. c1 imat_
,Mo,de ] -_.. l-,Ih i 1e i t i _. c o n ,.._e n i e n t t o d i u i d e t h e n e e d s i n t o t h e 1"1,_J..._"I
categor, i_--_ we shall .=.ee _hat the in-For.marion required to sati---.1:y one ar-ea.... *. . - .
o1: ir_ves.tigation is high1-.' comz:,lementar'>" to the other..
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The cl ima.te mode! ing requirements for- middle and upper, tropospher, ic
cloud.-, m_.}o" be loosely ste.ted ._.s '--.peciE>.Jng the tempor-mol ._.nd -_--.p.__.tial (3D)
distribution.--, oI: these clouds e.nd the r- r.z_di.lti_,_ pr-oper-ties. Two
philosophic_11y dif.Zer-ent L.,.Jz_>'=_.of .__ch e,,.,Jng thie. go-_.i e.r-e irnmedi.__te1>"
o
: appar'ent. A deterrnir_istic .._.p[_r.o__,-h L.:._ou1_-i seek to under-.s.tand the basis fop
the _:or-rna..'Lion: me. intenance _.n,-I di.-.sip.__.tir_n o1: middle a.nd upper.
tr-or, o.-.pher, ic cloud 1:Jeld.-z.._.nd Jncor.por..B.te these mech_.n sins or" .B.
p.__r-e.meterized uer-sion 01: them into a c] im._.te rr,odel. c._, mi i.__.r.i y the
r-._.di.__.ti,_,e pr.oper, ties. 01: the.-.e --_ 10uds would be r.ela.teo in a
ph.'.o-s-ic_._ ly rne.__ningE_.,1 L.,Je.::."_0 the micPoph>'sical ,.e.r.i.__._,les t.,._ithin the model .
On the other- h.._.nd: ._. pr-ohal-,i I i-.tic appr.oach might ,_e adoF., _'ed _.0 meet these
same needs. In i-hJ.=_ appr.o.:_.ch de.t.zx de.z-.,_-r.Jiz,Jr_g the e.,,Jer'.B.ge ,..,z_lue.=. and
,..:ar.i._.bi I i ty 01: the temp, or.._.! and sp__tJ_.i di._=.tr, ib_,utJons .__.nd the r._.oi.__.ti_,,e
proper, ties ,-_,f middie .--_nd uppe_ tr'opos.phe_Jc ,-1oud--3 wouid be colle,-ted,
a.n.__1>'zed .__.nd e:_:rr, es.sed ._.._=.ernpJr. Jc.__1 r.epr.esentatic, ns 01: extended
,_-i oudJ rle.-3.-..
0_: ,-our-se _-he deterministic ._pppoach is. the rnor-e attr._.ctive one, i ._
it pr,m,..,es ,_e_.'_--.ible. It .m.10ne_ being be.se, -_. upon ,_und._.ment._.]s o1: ph'.'._=.ic'_-..,
might __110w middle and upper, tropospheric c10ud r.egirrle._--, much di1:1:er.ent
_:com ,Dun pne._=.ent -l._y ,:i ima.te to e,...,ol,.,,e in rnodels, On the ,-,ther. h_.nd, the
det:_ils_, a.nd cc, mr, lexities c,,• such ._.n ._.ppro_.ch m_.× extend _..,,,e]] _,,und our
GCM: ,..,.._F ._.nd ci im__.te model ing capabi i i ties. A pr-ob.__bi I istic _.po,_oach
_:Jou!d nece.=.._=.ar, i l}0° r-estr-ict u-_=. to the midd!e a.nd upper" tr.opospher, ic c10ud
pegimes 01: our. pre---.en*. ,-I im_.te, L,.Jhile this mi6ht iz,e u.=.e1:ul in
in_._e-_--._:ig.._ting .--.c_me contem__-,r-_r.y climate pr.oblems it I,,.._i11 r'e.-.tPict the
univer, s_.1 i ty o_: ._n:x' model _.uhich u_.e-_--, i t. Inter-e.-_ting1> ° i:J-iough_ the
-3tcxtistica. 1 Pe].:_tionship.=-. de,..,elo._,ed in .__ r.,r.ob.__.bil i.-.tic _.n._.1;0"sis ._i11 also
serve ._.-'-..a check'.: guide _nd..:',_-,P c,:,n._.tr._.int c,n __ deter'minim, tic
p.__.r..__.meter, iza. i tc, n incor-_,or..__.ted in a. model .
The detePministic a.ppr.oach wi11 serve 8.s a. guide in the inve--.tig.__.tion
outlined i-,ei-¢.,.. It"._--. ,-,buious a.d,J._.ntages a.-_=._,._e11 .as it"s int_11ectua11> °
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sa.tis#>°ing appeal dict__te this dec;si,-,n. Ho_..:.,e,.,er-, since ,.n_ pr.obaL l i_tic
apprc, ach represents a rea.=.onab]e #ai 1back posit ion should the
deterministic tactic #a.i] : and since it represer.,ts a check nn any
d_f_rministic _ar.B.meteriz._ion scheme _-'._ .-.ha.l] ._i._--.o sfr-_:_ to meet the
. data requirements ,_or _ st.ltistical an.__l0"si.=, c,,_ the._--.e clc, ud r,r.opert e'_=.,
This pr.o_,osai may be di,,_ided into two component.=, t,.,hich are clo.=.e1>'
rel.-,ted, Fir'.st there is the continued development and utilization ,=,_, a
2D. time-dependent., ph::,'sical-numericai mode] ,=d= upper arid middle
tr.o.,,ospheric ctouds. In a.ddi tion to in,.,estigating sensi tik.,i t;," o{ cloud
.or.mation., maintenarlce __nd di._:.._.iD._fion to various ph>'sicai coml:,nn_nt._=., the
model results t..,Ji11 he u--=ed tc, re_=ine the desiqn cd: a middle and ur, p_r
tropo-=.r_,h_r..._ .ic cloud ob.=.er.k:.---_,.ion prooram. - the second corngonent ,=d= {-h.i s
pr-oposa] .
Midd!e an,-i upper trop,-,spheric cl,-,ud moni tor. ing re,__uir, e.-. e.=-.sentia11::,'
tile -.arne data _orms as the model in,-, appi icatic, ns mentioned abo,,.,e.:, the
pr. imar.'._ di_:_er-ence is in the expanded time arid .=.pace ._=.tales required _:c,r.
the monitoring a.ppl ication,
The primary goa. 1--. cd: an upper and middle tr'opo__.pheric cioud
experiment are I i_.r_, _, belo_..,,_"
I) Obser-,..Je the magnitude._--, cd: the d>'namic._ therrnod>'r|arr_ic and rr._oisture
( includes iiquid and ice phase) _.,ariable-_--. in the presenc_ o_: Upper and
middle tropospheric clouds in order to ,Jeri_:>" cloud model calculati'ons,
2) Ob.-.er.,.e the properties o_: the large scaie ,_1ow coincident with
the oh.=-.er,.._ation-_=, in goal number one to ser-,.._e as an initial ,-ondi tic, n data
base _:or the stud>" oi: reiation-=.hips beti,:_een lar-ge scale ,Jariables and
exten,ded cloudiness e_:_:ects,
3) Fth_,_._r_,_ simu1_,:ar_eou.--.ly spectral .and broadband radiative
properties arld cloud microph>'sica] structure, Micr.opln>'sical structure
includes ph__._=.e_cr;,-stal habit and orientation a.s well a--_-.,._erticai and
horizontal structure cd: these var. iables_ these obser.uations will a11,-,w
,Jer. i1:icatiori., rnodi ,_ication and simpl i1:icati,_-,r_ o_: r.adiatiue tr-ans_:er
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technique---, in order to make them more comDatib]e r..,,_ithmodel constr.__ints,
4 Obserue cloud Pegions Er.om sateli i te coincident :,_Jith obser,..,.__tion.=.
noted n gc, at number 3 in or-def, to establish the potentia! t,:, inf:er- ,:loud
r.__diatiue and micro_,h;.sica],o pro_,er,ti_=.. __ _r-om, ---.ate11__,i_,._ mea.=.urements (cloud.
: truth), This is .-:_nessential step to effect i ,...,e uti] ization of an>°
satel 1 i te-deduced cloud cl imatolog>'.
5) Observe: pr. incipallv from .=..__.teii ite_ i ire cycles c,f: upper ._.nd
middle tr.opos_,heric cloud .s.>'stems koth r.egion.__.ll>, and 91oball> o, These
d.=_t.__,t.,..ti1i al lo_.:.._generation ,z,,_ statistical summaries of the .__.reai : temp, oral
and cloud height chara.cter-istics c,f these systems.
Ther-e are numerou .=. specific experimental 9oais J..,..dqich ,zit into one or-
more o,_ the general ,_,-,._]._--.listed .__.ho,..,e, i sh.__.li not attempt to enumerate
these at this point, The purpose of l istin 9 the primary c_oais _aiz,o,.._e is. so
th.__.t the::." ma::o"be r.ei_ted to the resources requ red to carp>" them c,ut,
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2.0 BACKGROUND
The most de4:initive model ing work to date on str'ato4:orm clouds has
- .concentrated upon !o,,..J-level stratocumulus clouds. Lilly (1968) and more
recent!× Schubert (!976> reported ph×sical-numer, ica! models caoable o4:
: descr ib inQ the ba--.ic d,0,namlc, thermod:,'nami c and L.vater._'IIJdO_t r'el_IJ i cements
of stratocumulus clouds.
Much less is knc.t.:._nco cerning the m.e..ss.,moJstur-e and energ> ° budr4ets
associated with upper- tropospheric clouds.
2.1 Prior model inq and thermod','namic budaet studies
A number, o4: interesting., qualitative observations o4: cirrus uncinus
clouds have been r'eported by Ludlam (1948)_ Oddie (i958) and ¥agi (!969).
-,4,_1 I- . z_,o, and C:onou_r (i960) give 4:ascinat_n 9In .__ . on: Lu,-ilam ,:i'- ...... , . " '
descriE, t ons 04: other upper- tr. opo--:.pheric clouds, Hot..,_e,.;er, there is a
dram.=_.tic void ot: quantitative int:ormation relating to the l it:e cycle of a
m i ddl e or upper tropospher i c 1.:_.yep c ]oud, t,,lhi I e p i eces 04: th i s puzz ! e may
be 4:ound i n the ! i ter'atuee : the re I at i onsh i ps and dependenc i e'=. 04: the
layer cloud to large and small scale motions and to radiation have been
largely ignored. While one may 4:ind these comE,onents treated sep.__.ratel×.,
the-," have not been considered simultaneously 1:on the cloud layer a -=. a
_o,.._hole[c.4:, Schubert (1976) .-,nd Lilly <l'.;'&8)],
Very little r.esea.rch has been reported on total ener-g>" and.mas.-.
budgets 04: upper- tnopospher-ic clouds_ however-., componentso4: these ener-gy
and mass budgets have been explor-ed independently by a number- o4: author-s.
The most common approach has been to examine the 4:or-marion.,. gr-owth
and decay 04: cloud droplets or. crystals. These studies include paper .=. by
Jiusto (!971) : Ja>'aL:,,er.ra (1971) , Br-aham and Sp;,-ers-Duran (1967) ,
Heyms-Field (1975a,b): Hall and Pruppacher (1'..776) and Heyms4:ie]d (I;;'77),
These studies concentrate on the microphysical aspects and energy and
water mass budgets in order to ex:,lain the pre.=.ence and I i4:etime 04:
individual droplets or- cr','stais. !n generai_ the investigator's attention
was 4:ocused on the cr;,'.=.tal i t.:.el{ in a lagrangian sense and constr-aints
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oE_er.ed h::, the energy .._.nd mass budgets L-,Ethe ]a>°er 04: the .__.tm,-,sphere was
i qnored.
S _,._.._ •tudies F,-." He>'mst:ie]d (Iz,_,_) did .ittemE, t _o qua.ntita_i,.,_]::. - incorDor.ate
: ]a>'er air motion ii', ms.l,.:ing numericai ,--oml:,utation.:. 04: ,_-r>'.=.ta] growth 04:
cirrus uncinus c]ouds. Ho.'..,.._e,.._er-.,euen this -_=.tud>" ,_ocu._=.ed on .__.single: ]oc_ai
cc,mma.-1 ike circulation required to 4:or.m and/or sustain the ,..:isua]l>-
observable cirrus uncinus element, tn .._ ver.>" recent paper., He>'m.=.4:ield
(i977.'., di.=_.,zu.=.ses pre,:ipitatiorJ de,...,elopment in strati4:orm ice clouds. As in
F.,re.,ious pacer...--.: the emphasis o. this p.__.per is on rr_icroph>'sicai proce.=..=.es
and_ cr">"_--.ta]. _nteraction, u.jith, the.. vertical,. _..,eloc_t×. 4:ield t.,._h_le,, large]::."
ignoring the total rr;ass-energ>, budget o4: the ]a>0er.
2.2 Prior =.,_,,die_.._. ...._ z,4: r.adia_i,..,e,, ch.--.r.__.cteri.--.t_c.=., ,x,_. ,Jc,r, er.
t r' o p o,'_.I:,h e r i c c ! ,1,_",_.s
F'r'e,.:i ous stud i es me..'.,.be gr,-,upe,-i i n to ,b...._ocate,__c,r i es: theor.e t i cal an,']
ohser.,itiona]. The theoretical _...crk ma::," be .urther -_=.ubdi,_,ided into
sp.heri,z.__.] parti,_-le.=..-:.rid ice cr>osta]s. The obser,...,.__tiona} studies me.>" be
cor, veniently c].__...--.si_:ied b.'.,o ,_]a.t._or;r,, Studies condu,zted 4:r,-,m sur._:ace.,
a i r-,:r, a4: t : ba]] oc, n and sate i I i te data are ret:erenced.
2.2.i Theor.et i ca] studies
Pior:eerinq_ theoretical _o,Jc,r.K on the su_,..t_'ec_,. o_ radiati,.:e char'acteris*ics..
oE water clouds ,nith -=.pher-ical droplet.-, has been reported b>" Oeirmend.jian
,:l'..;'d,!zs_ 19,",----: t967) ; Korh and Mol ler (l'?d,2), Feigel"son ,(1973), Y._mamotn et
al ( ! 971 1 _'-_=• ,-.._, Har, ser, " _€',"-,_')._ Herman ( 19,4'>'_ ar, d Zdunk'.o(,_sk i e t ai _ i _,z=.
1949: 1-771., 1974::,. Welch et al, (1.976) h__,..:e added ,;..,a,.,,elengths be>.ond 2.8
_-m and .=.ho,.,._r,that signi4:ic.__.nf -__.c,tar in-cloud heating i._=. to be e:.-_pec"_ _
d:r OITI _ _ -,.,___-_-.e]onger wa,...,e]engths.
Plass (19,£;_::) reported c,:,rr,F,utations made using a f.Ic,nte Carlo technique.
-,_ the equi,.alen _ .=.phere_Tacobosi tz ,.:1970';, .__.ndColeman .._nd Liou ,1.980) studi-__ ..
radius o_ a composite cd: he::.'.agonal crystats _,..,hile Liou (1'F'75 .m:,h.,c) and Hunt
_'I o_,'- . _• ./o._ repor_ corr, putafions o4: cirro4:or-m cloud r.__.diation chara,zteristi,zs.
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Fleminn and Cox (1974) reported the energT budget rami_:icafions o. a series
o_: pc,._=.sih]e con_:iguratio;Ts cd: radiati.,e char._:teristics c,E cirrus clouds.
Recently Liou and bJittman (l'F'7E') reported parameterized equation.=. _:or the
radiati_..,e properties ¢d: cirrus clc, uds __s. a Eunction cd: c!oud ice content
_..,_hil_ Liou et .--,i (i980) studi_,_ radiati,..,_ _auiiihr um tenTperature._=, in a
cirrus cl,_-,ud::0. atmosphere, Welch, C:ox ar, d ZdunKowsk (t'F'E',O) examined the
uariabilit>" o_: cirrus radiati,.Je properties with di_:_:erent crvstai shape
corJ_:iquratior,-_.. Stephens ,"!'..;'E( ) has siTc,v,_n that ice cr>"_=.ta] orientation ma>•
be __ "--.igni_:icant .actor in determinir, g the radiat,.._e proper, tie.-, cd: cirrus
C ] OU d--..
In _.ummar'.'_ the modeling ,_-,. radiati:.,e characteristics c,_ c],_-,u,:is _o,.Jith
spherical droplets is reasonaiT]::.. _,..JeiI ad,...,.-:n,zed _.,.._ith a number cd: _=.iQni_:icant
pubt ished contribution-_-., The c.__.se 4:or ice cr.>."_--.t.-:] ,_-loud._--. i-_-',n,Tt a.-. _..,.._el]
documented and r.e!._.ti,...,el>" _:e_.,,'the,z, reticai ,z:,ntributions ma>. f-,e _:ound.
2.2.2, 0 b s e r ,...,a t i o n a ] .=.t u d i e .__
Sur._:ace _..__ta ir, the 8 to 13 F.m range l.,._ere used by Ailen (1971) to
in_:er- e_.Fe,_-tive in_rared emissivity ,o._-lue._--.o,• cirru._--. ,_-],_-,ud.=., F*latt (!973.,
1975) .-_.nd Platt and Gamb] ing (t971) used simu!taneou.--, sur.._ace ]___=.er:
radiometer ar, d ._=.atellite radiance data_ to in_:er clr.r.u._., charac__ri.=.ti,:.-._ .
l-:.'.uhn and t,,leickmann (l'F'_z.'.:') and Kuhn (1970) reported air. cra_:t
obser,,_ation---, cd: cirrus ir,_:r-ared extinction Ec,r. ca-_--.e.-,o4: natural cirrus and
..i_t air-,:ra_:t contrails. Davis (1971"; reported on cirrus extinction
chara,iteri-_--.ti,_-s in_:er.r.ed Er.om airborne rub.', ° laser data _and simultaneous
radi,:,mei:ric ob.--.eruati,:,ns. Gri+_:ith and Co.'.." (i977) reported tropicat cirrus
characteri.=_.tic.=, deduced.l:rom GATE aircr.a{t data, "" - . ._ur_ra.'.,', et a] , (1'F'74)
reported s!:,ectrai emiE.sion ,Tbser,_,ations _:rom cirrus c]ouds in the ::[0 to 12
F.m region. The-_--.e ob,ser,._ations _-.._er-econducted _:r.om a balloon I:,]at_:c, rm,
Radiometer.E.onde ohser:_.-,.tion.--_, ser,.._ed a--. the source o4: data on radiative
characteristic.-, o4: upper" tropospheric c!ouds in the studies reported b>- Kuhr,
(1963a) , Fuhn and Suomi (1965) and Co>" (1969: I'771..1976) .
Frifz. and Rao (1967) and P]att (I -'"_= ",4,.,_ uti] ized .--.ate]] ite radiance data
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for inferring the radiati,...,echaracteristics of cirrus clouds.
Recent studies b>' Griffi th a.nd Cox (I'?_-.'.,and Griffi th, Cox and
Knol lenbero_ (',7,-,t])and F'.-,.i_ri,-h-_e._ and Platt (l'T'PO)._ sho_.,.._cirr.oform cloud
characteristics _,,_hich are dift:er.ent from those predicted from theor::," .__.nd
: .-.!-=.o ._=.ignificantly different from m.--,.n.-,.other obser.,...,ations. FiouPe 1
illustrates these difference.'--. 4:tom theor>" and Figure 2 shows the agreement
among observation.--.. The dif4:erences are so dramatic that they readi l× .s.ho_,,,
the need for more obsert.,at i on.._] corroborat i on .is l...Jel i .__.s theore t i cai
exr, lan.--,.tion. These di_:ferences ape much larger than ob._=.er,,Jationa! err.ors
could introduce.., and., therefore: must be Pea], One should note that the
data used b>- Griffith and Cox (1977) _.-,ere collected during GATE primarily in
the an,...,ii-outflow area. of mesosca]e cumuic, nimbi cloud s>'stems.
In summary., re!ative]v .4ew observ.__.tions studies of the radiati,.,,e
characteristics of upper • tropo.=.pheric c!oudines.=-haue been rep,z, rted. Most
of the studies re#erred to aboue., in,...,estigated only the radiatiue
characteristics of the cloud layer for. a relative1× narro,..g s0ectr.__.l inter.u.__t
.__.ndior for a narroL:J angle increment. Only the studies by Kuhn ,.'.i963b): Kuhn
•_.nd Suomi (1965)., Cox (!969., 197t, 1976> and Griffi th and Cox ,.:1977.'., ha,.,,e
studied the broadband irradiance characteristics. While the.=.e few studies
range from case studies to composite summaries., there has been no
methodicailx-designed observational study of the radiati,.._e characteristics
of upper tropospheric clouds as called for in STRATEX II documentation
suppi ed by the GARP CIimate Dynamics Working Group.
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_,°.r(_THE MODELING COMPONENT
3.t Model inq Appr.oach
(Note - A model ing effor, t of this type., out1 ined beio,'..,J: rie.s, been
propos.ed to the National Science F,-,unda.tion•) The rhode1 ing ob.iectiue of
this r. es.eanch ef_:c,r.t is. to gain a basic under, standing of the interplay
of the uarious ph>'s ca1 pr-ocess.es in_..,ol,...,ed in the for-rnatior,., rr,laintenance
ar, d deca::," of middle .__.ndupper, tr.opospher, ic s.tratiforrn clouds,
Furthermore, the in tial focus of this s.tudv is limited to cloud Eor-ms: in
_.nhich laro_ s,z._le d'o'namlcal forcing i.=. not i ikelv to be the dominarl*-- - -. i . o 1.
ph>'sica! factor.., i ,e, deep_ precipitatin 9 ctoud for-ms, associated _.,Jifh
r.eoions of strong lifting in a c.'.-.'cic, ne and not cc,n.=.ider'ed, The choice of
a model ing a!:,ppoa,-i-_ is hi,-'-_J,,,>" infl uenced by the facf. that the
inter, r.e]ationships. _het_o_.leena nurni-,ep of pnesurnab]>" irn0or-tant (:,hy.=.ical
pe.rarneters ape unknou.,n or .__.t the least highi>" s0ecuiatiue at this time•
For. example., the bulk radiative proper'ties of a c]oud such as its.
effect i :..,e infrared emissivit>" arid effective s,_-,] .:,.n absorptivity must be
relateci through the ootical der_,th ofthe clc, ud• Onl::o° necentl::o ° ha:..,e
theor-etica] studies of ice clouds: ,'-.Jhich address this is.sue: been
re0of ted : e.g. Stepher, s ,:_1'E",--',0> , Hc¢_evep ._ --.uch theor-e t J,-a] r-e 1at i onsh i ps
r-el.'/ ,-r. iticai]>- on _he.assun'_ed cn>os._.a, habit an,_. size spectrum and also
pos.=.ibl> ° on the assumed cpys.tal or. ientations. How these pr-opee,i, ies. depend
on the dynamic, ther.mod>.narr_ic and radiati_e environment of the cloud is
url,:ertain, Ernpirica 1 studies e o F'altr. idop and P1.--,tt (I';'RFa) also
• , ._ • _ • . -. _ __
suffer, from urlcertaint× due to the scatter of .the obser,..Jati,-,ns..Becau.-.e
of thles.e urlcer, tainties., the rnodei ing phi!osc, p__::.° adopted _her-e is. to choose
an approach which is the mo-=.t simple method capable of >'i_lding r-eel istic
sirr, ulatic, n.-:_. !n this. _.ga>'._ the s.en.=.iti,,ity of .=.imulatic, ns to the choice of
,?apious. papameteps may be _conornice.ii>' estahlished in a real istic rnanneP,
The rno,-let ing approach adoDted f,-,r, this stud>" is. to ernplo>" a
_irne-del:,endent., Eu]er-ian nurnepical model., uJhichtwo-dimensionai . ..
incor, oor---_.tes all of the irnpor, tant ph>'sical processes in a simpl ified _.,Ja>':
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to i n_.,e._=.ti ga. te the r.o] e cd: the_:.e proce.=.-_:.e-E, i n the e,..,ol u t i c,ft o_ 3 c ]oud
1:oPm in a.n i.so]a, ted e.tmo.=.pher - ,: ].__..'..'eP.. e.g, A.=-..-7.i a.n,-I N.__.k.__.mur.a ,.i'F'7PT".,,
Lipps ,:i':'T1 ", Other. model ir.o ._nr, r'oache..=.. ,,,,_er.e con.-.ider.._d Nn]::.-
time-dependent appr.oa,:he.=, wer.e e;<._rnined-_.o th.__.t ;he ,:h._.nginL_ Pole "=. o4:
variou "=. pPoce_=.=-.e -=. .--_.t di1:-t:ePent stages o_: ti-,e cloud ]i1:e c::;c]e miQht t:,e
in,,e_=.tiga, ted. ChT]y Eu]ePian mode]._=, i..:.tePe con-=.idePed due to the a.bunda.nce
04: P:no_.:,_ledQ_ aua. i lai:,le a._. to t_ll. me,:hc_nic-_, o4: th._.-.e mode I.--. EY
-- - -- - m • ,
,.L.,,_o-,::::limen_.iona.1: denoted 2-D._ _.,,le mean tl7a.t "E'O1Utior_'--=. ape obt.__.ined 4:or.
dependent model ,.,,a.r-i_..ble_=. in t_.:,_o -_.pace dimen.-.ion_.., e,g, (x., z, t) ,
Simi1_.r-1::,o: a. mode1._ which simuia, te.-. dependencie--, in oni:._. one op in thpee
_.E,.__.ce dimen._=.ion.=7, i .e. ,::z,t) or. ,.::..'., .'.0., z, t) , r.e._=.pect ive!.y, .=. denoted as
.__ i-D oP ::--D model , ;'e'-Tpec_:i,..,ei:,.'.
.L/ _;ul ] --;-P, mode! i nQ ._f:,_,r.c,a.ch _ e Q. '._:;orr_mePi .__ , ::['9'7_'.', Cotton ._.nd
T r- i p ,:, 1 i ,::; 978 ) : _.,.J._,.s r'.e ,i e c t e ,__:p P i m.-,r. i i >- b e c a.u ._=.e ,'_',4: t h _ ._=.u b .-_t .__.n t i ._.i
incr. e._._z.e.=, in ,:omputing r. equiPement._, a.nd com_,te::<ity, l.,Jhile a. 3-E:, model has
the _du.__.n_:.-,,z_es ot: l:,eing c.__.pa.bie o1:simui_tin9 the e1:4:ect.--. ,_,1:._=.pa.ti.__1
va.r. ia.bi'.,it'.,. ot: _he ]a.r',a,--'=-.cale en,..,ir'onment a.nd 1:ull thr.ee-di.rr,_r_=iona, i
tupi-,uient tPa.r, spor-t pr.o,:e----..=-.e._.: the initia. 1 ,_ocu-_=. ,:HF thi.=..=.tudy i.=. on ioc_,1
__.c.__.ie contPot : i ,e, cloud ,_or.rn.=.: .,Jhi,:h a.r.e not dominated b>" l&r.ge-s.c_,ie
l:,Poces.--.e-:.. The neglect o4: tur.bulent tr-.-_.n-E.poPts in a thir. d-_=.pa.ce dimen.-_ion
i.-. not 4:el t to i-,e too se,..;ePe o1: a. dPa.t..fiTa,:k to the 2-C:, appPoa.,:h e'_=.r,ecia! 1:,"
consider-ing the I:,Pe_.ent s';:a, te o4: k'no_.,._ledge.
_-rg, model in 9 a.p.pPoa.ch wa.s r.e.jected i:,Pim.._.Pily i-,eca.u-_.e o1: uncer, t&int';
a..=. to the appr.opPi a.tenes._=. ,:,1: the Pequ i Ped cl o._=.uPe a'_=._.umpti on _.nd the
de-:.ir.e to cgptur.e mor'e det_i I in the simula.tion._=. __.-_.._.n _i,-i in ga. ining
u n d e P .---.t ._.nd i n g. T h e p r. i ma Py .__.d,.._a.n t ._9 e .E. ,:,4: a. :l - D mo d e 1 i n g _.p p Po a.c h .__.r. e t h e
o,...,er-.:,.i 1 simc, 1 ici t;," ,:,4: the mode, -,nd the Pe.--.u1 ring cc, rnputa.tion._] e,:onorn.>',
In the ,:.__.=Teo4: entP_inment t;,'pe rnode]s_ e,g, Li I 1::,- (i?,5t3) : S,:hubePt_ et
a.t . ;l'.;'7'F':,.. , and Ra.n,:l.__.]_, -,<i';'P,0) , the.=.__ ad'..:.:<ntages .3.Pe a.t 1-_ ._.=., r_,ar._- i e._ 1>'. .
o4:1:._=.et b.:." their, limited apE, licabitit×, The a.-__=.umed thePmod×n._:,mic a.nd
d:>'na.rnic .=.tr-uctur-e 04: the b.__.sic stat_., _,..dTich i.E. nece.=-.-=-.__r->"and cPucia. 1 to
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the entrainment ,_-iosure a.-.sumption, ma>' not be near. l>" as. appl icahle to the
prnblem here as to the str.atocumulu.-, probiem _,,..,hichthe>" consider.ed. This
con,:iusion i.=. supported b;." pre,.,ious. _._crk, i.e. Star.r. .__.nd Cox (197'P). A
more 9i ob.__i I-D ._.pproach has been emp i o>.ed i=,;.0 O] i uer. _ e t al , ( i 978) . The>"
= emplo>" a .-.econd ,=,rder turbulence c]c,.-.ure, _.....her-e _he i-.equiped cc, rrelation
coef4:icient..=., for" tur.hulence par-ameters, ar.e diagnc, sed Er-,:,mthe -.tpucture o_:
the ha.=-,i c _:.t.__.te .bas.ed on emp i r. i cal re I ..-__t i on.--.h i ps ,-ier- i ,..,ed !:,r" i map i I >" -Fr.om
ob.-.ep,Jations in the .z,.trno.=.pherJ,- boundar>" la}..'er .. These r.eiationshil:,.-, ar.e
-_,el ie,...,ed to be moi _e gener-._:.1 i-,ut ma>" not be uni,./er.sal .
• J. .-_ r-.
An oovinu_, imsnrt.-in,, ad,..J.__.nt_,:_ 04: a ,--u or. 3-D modei ina appr.oach,
uJhen com_,ar.eo to the I -i'._ aD.l:,r.o.ich_ J-,. that hor. izont.il '_--.tr-uctur.e i.--
expl cJ it>.' r-e..:..o1,..,ed on the grid .-.c.._.ie. This may be a .,.ub._=.t.,...nt J._.J aid in
clar- _F>'ing the inter, pretat on o4: re.z.ult.,.., par. titular-i>" i_: the e,.;olu._.ion o4:
-'='.u,:h ._=.tr.uc'i:_Jre is impor-t.-,n in the under.-=.tandJng ,:d: the cloud l J4:e cycie
pr-oces.-.. Fur. ther.mor.e ._ i _ a pe.__.son._.L I >o s.mal I gr. i d i n ter.val i .,. _:sed., mu,:h
o_: the tur. buient tr-an.--.por-ts ar.e e::..'pl iciti>" resol .,ed. In this. ca'=.e; the
choice 04: a par. ticuiar, tur. hulence clo._=.upe scheme _c,p the model ._ _d-_i,:h
account.=-. 4:or ppoces-_=.es actin 9 at a scale less th.__n the gr. id inter,dai: may
not be as cr. uci.__.1 to the r. esults. In this sen.,.e._ the uni,Jepsal it>" o_: the
clo.=.upe need not be ._s rigor.,:,usi× estahl i-=-.hed a.- in the case o_: a I-D
rn,:,d_i _,.here essential I>o al i tur.bulent tr'an.,.port pr-oce--..-.e.--, are
D.._.rametri,:ai I>" r'epr, esented.
3.2 Des,:r-ir, tion o_: the Model
The go,..;er.nin 9 .....=..,__._em ,:,_F eauation.::. "or the model is composed, of .4,:,up
iprogno-._:ic equ.__.t ior'_--, a.l_d three l:,r. irn-__.r->"diagnost ic equat ion.-, together. _.,.i th
.:_ number ,D4: se,--ondar.>, di.--v:2no-_--.tic r-elation-=.hips. The --.:,-stem is aneia._--.tic
_.nd empio>'s the E:ousinesque appro,::irnation appr. opr. iate _:or shal Io_.,.._
,=on,..,ection. Thus., the h;/dr-,-,d>'namics are non-di,.,,ergent. Cons. i'=_.ten,t _.,i th
t h e t _..,._o- d i me n s o n a I ._Ep r o a c h .__.n d t h e I ,=,c .__.I -=-.c a I e 4:c,c u s. o _: t h i --. s t u d'/: t h e
ba._--.ic s.t-_,._=- or" large----.cale enuir-onment i_:. assumed horizont.__.1 I>" clni_:or'rn and
Cor. iol is e_:_:ect.-, ar.e neg!ected. Table I identi_:ies, the model var'i.__.ble.-, and
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LIST OF MODELVARIABLESAND NOTATION
u, w: the horizontal and vertical components of the two-
dimensional velocity vector, N.
: _: the stream function or velocity potential field,
where
u z_Bkb and w _ @_
_z _x "
_: the componentor vorticitynormal to the (x,z)-
plane,where
(5)
_ V2 _ - _x _z "
0: the layer mean basic state potentialtemperature.
8o(Z),qo(Z): the basic state potentialtemperatureand water
vapor specifichumidity.
8, q, £: the perturbationpotentialtemperature,water vapor
specifichumidity,and liquid/icephase water
specifichumidity.
_o(Z): a representationof the hydrostaticbasic state
pressure,Po(Z),where
P R/Cp
7o (P EF)
_, k0, kq, k£: the viscosity, thermal diffusivity, water vapordiffusivity and liquid/ice phase water diffusivity,
respectively.
C: the condensation/sublimation rate per unit mass for
water.
FR: the net radiative flux per unit area defined as posi-
tive when the net flux is directed upward.
L: the specific latent heat of condensation/sublimation
for water.
R: the real gas constant for dry air.
the specific heat capacity of dry air at constantCp: pressure.
g: the acceleration due to gravity.
TABLE 1
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LIST OF MODELVARIABLESAND NOTATION(Continued)
e: the ratio of the molecular weight of water to the
molecular weight of dry air, i.e.
= MH20
e - Ma .
PREF: a constant reference pressure.
V2: the two-dimensional Laplacian operator, where
V2 = _2 @2
J: the Jacobian operator, where
_ @A B_ @A _
J(A, _) - Bx Bz Bz Bx
TABLE 1 i
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notation u.-.ed bei,z,w. The nrognosti,; e0uation=, are:
@t e q-g +v _ (1)
I _ FR_
l L C+ g _--_-.+ ke V2 (2)
: @e _ J (e + e0 _) + Cp_0 °_0).3t ' O
@q q (3)Bt - J (q,+qo'_) - C + kq V2
(_,£b)+ C + k_ V2 J_ (4)j*@t
where the n,z,t._tion i.=. as given i-,el,-,_:j.
Eou- _" ,,i": is t,,__ or. i=. thp go,.,ernina_..i on _- v i'iC t","_Oi;._:..f.;,nn.,t.,Jhi,-h: o . , . _ I _ -,
d::.'narn i c e q.u a t i ,:,r, , a.r,r,.r.o p.r i a t e .,.o i:h i .=- mo d e 1 , T h e i n d i u i uJ._l-_ - _',.er.m% ' on fr;e.
r.i,_ht_ -_.n'-- d side account_ _or-. the ad,...,-_ction_ ot: ,..,orticit> °, the qener.a_ion_. o,•
,.,or'ti,: t) .° b>" buovanc> i:or. ce._=._ an,-I the di-F#u.=..ion ot: ,or.t ici t>'_ mhich le.__.d.=.
.. , m_ _ , Equai:i on '::2," i S tkel:o _he viscous dis.-.ips.tion UT kinei:ic pner.g::0-" ,.
gover'n ng t,her.mod>'nami c equ._.t ion. _e T ir..--.t tePm accounts i:or the
e.d,,.,ection oi: potentiai heat vJhile the iast term accounts i:or thermal
dii:i:usion, Note that ther.me. 1 dii:i:u._=.ion i._. assumed not to act on the ba.-.ic
•-.tai:e and recall that i:or a Bo0sinesque -=y-_=tem the perturbation potential
temper, ature ma:/ be r'egarded a-=-.a constant times _he,. _ernperature,. des iati,z,n
t:rom the basic state ternper.__tuPe distriP, ution e,g, OQUP.B, and Phillips
(ig._z,'.--.';, . In addition: the contributions due to di._.I-,atic ,.'.source/'-=-.inV',
pPocesses, i .e. P_di-_-,.tion and uJateP .=-.ub-=-.tance phase change.s, ar.e t__ken
•ir,_o .=_.ccount. __quatior,-. (3"., .__.nd (4,) ar.e budge _,. eouatior,=_. _:or. water- vat,, or
• , _ #...si on•-_nd non-vapor water sub._=.t.z,.nce, re._=.Dectiuel>" Ad,..,ecti,nn and di _,
ei:4ecf.-, and Ph_=._-- chanoe_ source..-"._=.inW,s are included. The advective term in
Erj. (4) rr:a;," be modiiCled. ;n or.dpr_ to account fop _',.h_ i:.q_.iI ve]ocl, _,..i_-s.-oi:
_.,Jater. dr. ops!i.ze cr.:,'.=-ta.i-_-., i .e. J*.
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A b_..-_ic .-.tare ,ertic.-,.i velocit>': U,:o., m.__>"be readil>.'
incorDor._'>e,-i into thi-=, model, !n thi'=-, case: the 4:ollc, t:.JJng ter.m.:, u.)ouid he
reqidire,-I on the i'igh_-l-i.9.nd =--ides of ec_u.e,ti,zin.=. ,°i'_-(4), i-.e.=.Decti,..)ei> o,z i. . _ ,o , . .
- w0 (1.1)
a(o + %)
- w0a-E (2.1)
a(q + qo )
- Wo a-z (3.1)
a_
- w0* 3-£. (4.1)
Also: eauations de-=-.cribing the re.-.ulting ternr.,oral depender, ce 04: the
ther-mod>'r.__.mic '--.tructur. e 04: the basic -_.t-_te u..nz,uld be requir-ed.
The pr. imar>" di.__.gnostic equations are Equation ,'.:5.'.,which diagnose._=, the
-=.trearr_ 4:unction 4:ield 4:r.om the pr. edicted _.Jor.ticit::." 4:i_1d.` and diagno_=.tic
equatior_.--, to deterrr, Jine FR(.<,z> and [:(x:z). In this r.egard.`
secc, nd.:,r->" di.--,in-,.=.fic__...... relation=-. _r-_ r_qu;r-ed, to determine_ the per..tinent
loca! r.adi__ti,.)e characteristics and microphv._=.ical characteri._=.tic._=.
'_"1, ar, d the di._-,Qno.=.isincluding the rnodi4:ication 04: J(l :'t') to ,]_,::l., .
o4: -_.__tur-ation _..,.._ater ,?apor E,ressur.e. The method._=, ernplo:..oed 4:on the
diaqnosis_ o4: FR and ._.'-"are no[., _.__-_inQ_de,.Jeior, ed and will be
r ;_r.arne tr. i c t,-, .=-.ome dear.ee
The 1__.ter.al .hour,,-iar->. c,-,ndi riot, emr, lo'/ed i.-. that the solution i.-.
0eriodic in the hor. izor, tal direction. The, w,_,(t) must he
e;,'er-..'v.Ji-ere a constant. Th_ d>'n_rr, ic houndar-> ° conditic, n euoked at the upper
and lc_.;zer..hc, unda.ries i._=. that the Dertur'hation ,,,elocit'," is zero .__t these
levels; i,e, 'i'(-,';aTOP) = 'f'(;.'.`ZBOTTOM) = constant.
Note that the ba-_--.ic .-.rate is regar'ded ._..--.at rest.` e::<cent u.H-_en%:, +
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n. Thi.-. is not tc;o i imi tino as the r, le.ne o_ inter.est m._.y be r.e,_3.:-..rde,-i .:,.s
ner. oendicular, to .__mea.n t:1o, ._nd __H,,ec_ed _,,_i_h the mean ,Zlo_.,v, Fur. ther.mor-e
•3 no -=.tPess c,:,ndi tior, is imposed ._.t the upper- .-3.nd lo_.,.Jer' __ounde.r-ies.
Simi] ._.r-1::,., rio thePmal ._ t.'-.._ater. "._a.r_,or.of non-v._.pof Dh._.se ;.,.'.__.ter..-.ubstance
di4:4:usion is per.mitred ;..cross the upper, and !or.Jet. !-,ound&r. ies. These
hounda_r, ie---_. _.d--e ._.1.=.o r.equir-ed t,-, rr,aints, in ther.modvnarnic pr,c,_,er-ties deter.minecl
entir.eii 4:r"om the b._.sic state: ,e.
.e. = q = 1 = 0 .&t z = ZTOP: ZE,,CTTOH'
It may be neces._--.._.r-y to r.ei._.>" th s r-equir-ement 4:,:,p ] at some 1.__.teP time, when
the model rnz,y ._,e modi_Fied in or.oer- to a.ccount 4:c,r. pr.ecir, i t.__.tion pr-ocesse._=.,
The .sp.__.ci.__i grid empio.'.,'ed i .=. __ ,_=.ta.gger-ed L_r.i,-i __._--.in A.--.._.i 3.rid N._,.k.-.,mur.a
,.!',;'7_:,. For. this or. id: d)'namic ,qu.._.nti ties, i ,e, '{' .-:nd .:;_ ar'e
de4:ined on a] i bnunda.Pie.--..-_-:.nd .-,t r-eeulaplv .=.n._re,-_ gr.i,4 points in the
intePioP, Ti-:e thePmodvnami,: qua.ntities: i ,e. e., q: and 1, are de_:ined
a.t .0oi nt.=-, e_ually spaced be _,.[..'..,'___,n--the ne&Pest 4:ot-r. ,dynamic 9r-id po; r;_.-.,_,, =. i ,e.
at ha. 11: ]e,...,e!s in both ;-..".s.nd z. -This. svstem has -=.ubst._.nti._l comput.__tior:al
•3dvantages: i ,e, Li _,1:_ (i_',45), The gPid intePvat is cuPPent y speci_:ied _s
100 rn -<nd the domain i-=. ?,,1 km in the vertical and &.3 krn in the hor-izont._i,
A 1._.Pger- horizontai do_,:a,in may be used ,_or- the e.ctu.-_<] simuiations, The
r.esultin9 t;rr,e, step re,uuire,d. {of ,_-ornputationa]. s.c_.bi]i*''. ,.,, is on the order o_:
30 -=.econd.=.. A _:inen grid v_il] be tested.
The essenti_.1 r, umer. ica! ' --".n_ " - ' ", . t_,__, ,aues emulo::.'ed t:ollc¢v pr_,m AP_._:'.a_.:._a(IY'_,,E,;'
4:or the aduective term in the dynamic equation., Lil]::." ,::i765) 4:or the
.__dvective ter-rn in Eqs ,."'_-'_ . , _..... :_nd ,:_-:_._, ,. .__nd S_.,..:e.rzt_-.._uber s.nd ;,_..,._e_" - . -t (1'97.=;) _For-
the .=.o],;tic,.n o,_ E0. (5), The aduective tecrrl in E,=, (4) is eva]u.__.ted bY a
,modi-Ci_d,,_ ver.sion, ot: Lillv"_. _. rnethod. The La.pls.cian oper.._tor._. .i.-. evaluated in
it.-- ..... -:...nd_,P,4 4:inite di4:4:erence _:or-rn. _,_e _-irr4e inteer-atic, n scheme i.=.
4:i ]_.#r_-d.... ]_a.L,{r.,",Q_ method _:ol]c,_.vinQ_ 4:r.om As.sel in ,"1'..;'"_' --'',,, _ , Th-* pr'e! irr_inar-::/
diagnostic ._=.olution _:or C uti] ize---. Nev._ton;s method., e,g, H&ck and :Schubert
,: 1'.9'7&). , Th_.... _,._a.lua._ ion,. o _, the_ voPf i,_-i_'.'. :.: gener._ f ior__., ter.m i '=.
2O
standard e.'..::ceot that a ,,.,er-tical f] ip-1:]or, L...Jei,ohtin9 scheme i2. emp]oyed to
pre,,ent ]oci<in,__ in c,1: %,_.che-",_F..erboar .=u noi._=.e E,attern.
The viscous ar, d di1:1:usion terms a.ccount _:c,r the e1:1:ects 01: .--.ubgr-id
s,:a.]e turbulent mixin9 prc, ces2.e-=., L..._hich a.re not r.eso],..,ed by the model. As
such., these terms are .pararrJetr i c i n nature. The:..," al .=.0 2.er-,._e the purpo2.e
• 01:minimizin9 com.Dutatic, nai er.ror.s, e.9. trunc._--:.tion er.ror.=.._ which rrJa.y
resu]t in the 9eneration 01: non-ph>'sica] mc,des in the .=.o]ution, At
pre.=.ent, the eddy ,._iscosity and di1:_:usion coe4:1:icients are speci1:ied
constant-=-.. A true _:ir2. t order closure 1:or the turbulent transpc, rts: e.9.
Li]!;. ° (19',52) ma.y be tried t.vher, e the=.e con_-._a.r, ts a.re loc_]]> ° dimQnos_d
1:r,-,m the ve]ocity de_or.m.__.tion 1:ield and a 4_, ._=.peci,_ied c,-,nstani:s.
Ho_,._e,..,er._.it is unc]ea.r i4. any advantaqes_ 1:r.r,m_ such a method c,ut_,._ei,_h _he,.
a.dded comE,utational requirement-=..
_h_ per_:ormance 01: the numerical schemes is currenti:." I-,eing tes_e,-t.
Pret irr, inar>" re2.ul _-,.=. based on a ,dr.:." versior, 0t: the rhode1 ,. i . e . : prognostic
Eeuation2. (I-3,).: indicate a ,very --.atis1:actor× per4:orrr, ance. The ph>'.=.ical
conser-:ation principles., i.e. cc, nser.u_tion c,1: tot.__l ener'9::o'., are wet1
obeyed. The a.d,.._ecti,..,e terrr,.=, are con.=.ervatik.,e to better than 10 decimal
=r,]aces ar, d no instabil ,_tie'=-, h._,..,_... . i:,_,_n encountered,. __.g. gr.o_.gth 01:
(e+ c-o)':' or .L_2
and mean layer k:inet ic energy in the al=,._--.ence o1: buoyanc>. 9enerat ion or.
di-I:t:u---.ion 1:POre an ini tial noisy pattern o,_ ._, In orcier to t=,a.-.el ine
the dr.:." rr,odel , _-he. niJmerica.l experiments o. Arnason , et a] . (1 '-'z_''._-,,:,.on dr:._"
,-onvection in a neutral er,,.,,ironrnent have been repr.oduced. Their numer, ical
technique2, ar-e -=.ub_-.tantial]y di1:t:er, ent than those u2.ed here. In mc,2.t
re,__ard.=.: the per-4:ormar, ce 01: our mode] L:._.__.-_=.much super or to the rs in term.=.
o,_ ;the __Lo,.,e ,:c,r, ce. _,ts. Howe_..,er, an expi ici t thermal d i#1:usion .=.theme wa.s
re,_Hired in our mode1 in order to suppress nc, nph>'.-.icai computa_.ional
mo,-ie._=.. The>" use an .__dvective scheme, which _:-_ecti.,el'." ad..iusts the
di1:4:u2, ion coe4_:icient to the value required locally to suppress truncation
errors. Hot.,..,e,_er: their 2.theme i2. a.ppar, er_tty non-conservati,.;e_ ,.ui-,ich J2. a
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serious dravJback. Also, based on an analysis o'_ their result -=.com_,ared to
experiments per_:,_-,rmed _,Jitb our mode], the>" ma× .-.uh.-.t.__.ntiall', ° o,..ierestimate
the required local smoothing necessary _:or reasonable suppression o4:
computation.__.] modes due to truncation error, in summar> 0, the nUrner, ic.__i
,.__,-hnique-. _n cor__,orated into the moc_el have y_elded ver>- good result.-, to
date and warrant ,_ur. ther del..,elopment alon9 these lines.
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4,0 THE t-I='c'_r,' ""TIONAL .... 1F_,IqEI._I_ _.,.o ,," ..... r'Ft_" 'F_" " --
• -_ _ .4 1 -t';:,'pe'.=..of F'henomenon :,_, be Observed
Follo_,_ing the directi_.,es of the ,]'OC., I;.j_.L, do,=ument qu,-,f-ad pr.e,.) OUS]::."
_.,..'e=-.pecificall",', . far.,#et, four types of rniddle and upper _rc, r,osr,heric,.
cloudiness, These cloud types meet the following .-.peci_Cications: The'.,"
are o{ sufficient]>" lar',ae time and space scale.=, to allow collection ,-,f an
adequate dat.-, _=.et.i they occur su_:ficient1>" 4:requently and ar.e o_:
suf._ici_nt s.real e::<tent to signi_:icant!>" impact the ear-th"s radiatic, n
f-,udge_:.l and the>" ._re t>"pes ,-,,*.-c]c, udiness for t.,..thich no adequate
:,._r..a_f-rizations e:.::i.=.-_,. in GE:b1"s.
The .=.ae,:iTic ,=_,,,u ,_ _>-pes,..__r.e i i.-_ed=., belo,..,.,:
J) pr.e t,,,ar.rr_ l:rc, ntal CiSt
2) .s.,jl-,tr.c,c, lr-s] Ci':j _ not ._._,r, riated dir. ectl>. t.,..,ith acti,.,_
,-on'..Jec_ i on
3:, e::-.:ten,ded Acu associated with o,.)errunr, ing ot: Gulf
mr, i.=".tur-e in centr, al mid:,.Jestern U.S.
4) E:b anvil ciPrus at t_ar. ious distances fr.om .-.ource
r.e,__ i on ,
In addition: the al:,ove cloud t>.'pes hav_ the fo!]o_.,Jing cornrnon
character.istics, These cloud type=_ me.>" be +,_,ul_,-'-- rp_ l at ively isolated from
other cloud Eeatures _.,.J_hich cornpl icate obser,Je, tions and interpretations and
ape obser.,..,ed to cover very iarQe areas _.,,_hich emphasizes their importancp
tc, the c,l._-<netar>" radiation i:,udget, Categor>" 4 :_e.s selected for.
obser.v__ttion s.o that mid-ta.titude r.adiati,.._e char. acteristics c,E E:b anvils
could _ *
_. cc,mc,_r, ed ,.,Ji ,.h the Pesu]ts r.epor, ted _," ,• u.:. Gpiffi th and C:ox (1_'77> and
in vienna of their, potential impor.tance in tr. opicai Paint:all genePat on
(t.,,lebsteP and c;_g, hens 1780)
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4. -'7 Exper imen t _._c_tt inq
In an attempt to logically select a geographical location and time
period which _gould optimize chances for obseruing the phenomenon of
: in_er,est, _,e have examined five >'ear.sof continental U. S. radiosonde
data. Although a number of variables were analyzed the mos.t useful
var-iables were middle and upper tropospheric relative hunlidities with
respect to both 1 iquid water and ice,
4.2.1 Locat ion
An examination of both mean values and variability of these
climatological relative humidities clearly" indicates the preferred
location and timing. Figures 3-7 for" the spring season (HAM> suggest an
experiment location bounded by 82ow and 95oW longitude and
43ON and 31ON latitude. This region sho_..,.,s,during the spring
season, a tendenc> ° for high relatiue humidities with lo,n ::ariabii ty.
4.2.2, Timinq
The timing of the experiment phase requires at least one add tional
piece of information. Although the mean relative humidities are sl igh_:i×
higher, in late spring, their, var.iabil it>" also increases as does the
frequency of occurrence of convection. Since we are not concerned with
strong convective-dynamic systems in this. study_ and con,,:ection is likely
to produce strong local anomalies in the middle and upper tropospheric
moisture and cloud fields., it would be preferred to hold the experiment in
the early, part of the spring .=.eason. A tentative start date for- the
experiment would be late February' u,,ithcompletion targeted by" 15 April.
Because of the cornplexi ties in mal<ing upper tropo.=.pheric obseruat ions.
of most variables and the lack of a priori obseruations it u.._illbe highly
24
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Figure 6. Standard deviation of the relative humidity of the 700-500 mb layer for the spring season.
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d e .=.i r .._.b ] __ t o c o n d u c _. t h e o b _.er-u .-:_t i o n _'S_...._.._.=._ ,_n t ".,..;o _._•._,_e .=.: o n e ;,.e e.r.
•_p.__r.t, Thi ._--.wi ] ] a.1 ] ow ob"-.erk:e.t ion --..tp_te9 v a.nd ha.r.,_.,.--.._.-,.r.ei nn,-,va.t i on to
de,...,e1,-,c, a'_--.,..,:_ qe,_ n more Kno.'.:,_!e,-ige _r-om t'-e _._r._ i _r. .=._t c,_ obser-v._.t i ,-_n.-.
Thi_. log ca] , -_.tepwise pe,x, gr.e'_.'=.ior: o4: the e::.'pepiment i._ c,.'-.uci._.] to
.__.s.=.uP.;ng the '=.ucce'E- '_. '-',_ these e4:_oPt._=.. The t:Ir..=.t >"ea.n nP,=,gpa.m wouih ,_,e
conducte:n ,=urin9 .._ _oup week _,e.riod .__,nd the ._e,-on,_ ",.'e.__.pdun ng a, six t.,,:eek
E,e I-" i n d •
4..:,_ ,_',e q u i Pe d ,-,i-,.=._ r.u a._-.i o n .-..:< n ,-t r_,] a.t #.,:,r-rr:.=-.
Ta.b]e 2 out] ines the Pequir.ed ob.-.ePu.--,tions +.'oP the middle ._..r.-.dupper-
tPopo.=.phePic ,:]oud exE, er. iment. The.=.e oi-,_.ePua, tion._, ape opok;en int:, tr.,._o
"_.p-_,:e ._.,:a.]e_.: ,:lovd "---.tale .a.nd me=-.o-=.::,"nontic -_.ca]e. ] t i_=. e=_.-=-.entia.] to
ob._--.eF.,_ _z,Ot_'_ _.ca.l_._=. BiF,,:e one :_::,.::,ec_._. si,an_:ic.-_-:nt -:.er-si fi,._i;'::o. o!: t"- c1,:,ud
c,pm.:,,t i o n .__n d ma.,in _,.,_-_,,_.s.n c e t o b o t h -_.c .:,.1__-=._o 4. mo t i ,_-,n.
Ta.ble 3 _,r.e.:_.ent.=. t)..,..,:, ] i=.t=-. c,_ r.eeuirecl :,la.t.4orm r.e=-.oup,nes _:c,r. th s
e>..pePiment, the ,Zipst l i._.t i_z. _:,:,P the 'ninimum pia.tt:or.rn pesour-ce.=, peau ped
to me_t mo_. _ exr, e _'ip'.[ent ob_,iec_ i'_'e-=, b,ie e-=_.t iM.-'-'..te th._';" _.i'l'i 0t: the
objecti,.es could be met _.,.,ith the2.e re__.o'JPce._., The .=.econd ! i.=.t ,-ontain.=.
the optimum n,l._.t_:or.m con,_igup._ticn} t.,,_ith these ,_.es,_-,urce._..__,...,a.iie.;_,!e
,.:ir'.tu.__.] ]:x al ] expepimenta.] nb_,ie,_-ti_._e.--, could be a,_,d,_.e.=.__ed.
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TABLE 2
,Xr_L.._LI! RED 0BSERUAT IONS
_.. ,--.p I -- _ ,/ 5 _CLOIJ[:, '.SCALE ttE.. .. b.... TIC '.:;CALE
r-i s,. J ..% .. r- _j ,-.STATE I-_R_HET=_..o PLATFOR,'I PLATFORH
Temoer-ature ('." ,>.,z) AiC Rawinsonde-s_.tel 1 ite
Water vapoP (",y,z) A,"C ....
Surf__ce Temper. ature AiD Satet I i te
DYNAMIC F'ARAMETERS
Wind Cornponent.s.
sj ( ::..'.: >'.,z ) A.x"C Rawi n .=.o rJd e
u. 1".:x:.' >"._Z .) AiC "
L.,._(.'.<,>°:z) '._=;fc. [:,oppl er. "
L i d._=.',r•
Mt C:ROPHYSI _._L PARAMETERS
Liquid water, cot, tent, 1
i (x., >':z) AiC -
Ice water, content A,"C -
Crvs. tal habit
Cr.>.'sta I or-ientation Ai'C
FPeezinn nu,-iei
-t- •I>E,e
Concen trat ion A!C -
Size Distr-ibut ions
,.'.ice &- i iuuid)
BULK CLOUD FEATURES
Height A/C Satel l ite
Tr.-:nslation Sfc. Lidar Satel l ite
Ar-eal e::..'terJt A/C Phc,t,-,. Sur.face: Satel I ite
3-D neph Ai"C Photo. __oJr-Pace.: Sate i i ite
C1oud topoor, aph;/ A/'C L i dar _.., Sate ! 1 ite
unif,:,r.mi t> ° Surface Lidar.
RADIATI 0N
K't'.; TOT, Vi c NIR A/C Surface-Satel 1 i te
(x,>',z) _>. [C_S]
L't.i.TOT, 10Y.m AiC SuPface-Satel l ite
(.<,>',z) -zl).[C,S]
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I._,.,.-.c_.,,, , Ai'C ,.-;ulr.,_ac e-Sa. t _1_ 1,ite
10 _tm: vi.=.,
1.,z, _.m.... [C,S]
K.4X = sE,ectra! shortwa,.,e irradiance
LSX = spectral iong wave irradiance
t._,.._..':'.).= s_,ectr-al. , r'adiance at selected waueiength-_=.,. .
:._.,and angles ._:
TABLE2
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TABLE 3
MINIMUM RE _.'_._IRE/)rLm,,-LKP1 RESOU_.E.__o
-- AIRCRAFT (2)
i micr-oohysica] + radiatior_ + state + dynamical
1 radiation + microph>osica] + -state + d:.'narnica]
-- _,_T_.L_ I TE
1 GEO SAT with IR + VIS imagery
--- ._-,1_r, i- _ I_.r-
,ql..:.,o00 and i.:' Z raL.,.Jin.=.on,-te
NI-..iS 3 hour .=.ur_a,_-e dat.._
i Sur4:ace Lidar
0PTIMI.jbl PLATFORM RESOLtRCES
-- AIRCRAFT ,:.o)_'"
1 micror, hysica] + state + dynamical + radiation
1 r.__.diatiz, q + microph>'.--.ical + state + d×namical
i dynamical + st__te + microph>'.=.ica] + radiation
-- '.SATELLITE
2 GEO SAT w i th [,'AS
2 Low orbit with s,z,under and imaging
-- SURFACE
t-.. .- _
-murT._<.ce Do0p]er. L dar.
I E;ur.,_ace Lidar
NWS on six hour Paw n..=..onde schedule during .=.tudy :.,er. io,-ls
Hour]>" surt:ace data inclu,:iir_o .--_,.11-sk.'/ ,:c, ntinuous photograpn.y
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4.3.1 Types 04: Aircr. a4:t Reauir.ed
in the ,-,ptimum con4:igur-.__.tiorJ three air. cr-a4:t .__r-e r-equice,d, Ideal1>.
•_ I J thr._e _,.ru 1,_, be c._.l_,._.ble o4: ,-_per.c_r.i nq be h..,.t_en _ I t i rude._=, o4: _.2 000 4:e_ t
..... . -. . .. . J. 4..q ..
to 50 ._000 .ee t at _.i r._r eeds I e._.--, th¢_.n 10rl rap-:_:., Th i.E. i _.._ o4: c,_-,ur-_.e
unne.__.i i-.tic, Con_.idepJng the t._.pe _.nd .._v_,.i1.__.iz,i i J_'." 04: in.--.trumenta.tion._
cornpromJ._--.e._, on .:-,oth ._ir.'_--.peed and .__.Iti t_Jde ceii Jng __.r-e pro,_,._l-1>" r:ece._..--.._r>',
L,Je _.t_.te _:,-,11oJ.:._ing minimum cpiter, ie.:
!, CIne a.ir.cr.__4:t _.,_Jth opera.Ling c_.pc_bility to at le.i.-.t 41.,000 4:eet:
and aJr.=.p_e,d...... I_'_.-=. th._.n i _',,J roD'=_'.
';' Two e.ir.,-r.__.EE ca,-._ble c,_ op_rat nQ +o .... ,CICIF__:eet _.,._Jth .lir"=.c,e_,d'_--.
1e'_-.._:.Lh_:n i50 rnps,
_.__-,te 4 1 i st--. the ---.F-,eci 4:i c ,-,_,=-._r._..,_.i on_--, requ i red 4:,-_,r f.h_ three
__ircra.n_f. in the o,c,_.imum pla.f._or.m c,-,n_:igur.__tion re4:er, red Lo in T.__.ble 3,
The common me.._.._=.ur-ement__. coi umn i nsure_, the r.e,-iur_d_r_c:..-, o4: .3. i-,._.sJc
corr_p ] _rr_n t ,DE rne._.-.urenlen t"--. The ._.d:,._.nf_Q_--, o4: fh _._. ,-or: € _ou_"e _ i on t__.re
di-=.,_-u.z.._.ed ir, th_ 4:o! io(:.._ing ._.ectior..
4.3 . __'2 H o d e ._=.o ,_ F' i .-i.t f o r m U L i ] i z ;, f i ,:,n
The mode o+." oper._tior, o4: the v._,r, iou._, ob.--.erv_.Lional .--.y.__tem_._.,,_il! uar:._"
4:r,nm_ __.>-'.---.t_m_Lo '_'o'---.terr,. ,=or _I_;.,...purooses. c,4: fh. ;,_z. probos._.i _.__ --.h.__.l1 out 1 i ne
f.he norm.__.1 oper._Li,-,n-_--, mode 4:c,r. Lhe m._.,ior mea..-.uremenf, s,,'.-._em.=, re_err-ed f.o
in T_:,.bie 2. Under e_ch ,-,b_.er,...,inq '=..,___rn ._. semi-au.__.nLif..__Li e _f. Lernpf. i.=.
m_.,-le f.o .__.._.e--z.s_iTe iml:,e.cL _hi':-. requirernen_ wi11 ha.,.e on the corresponding
_:acil i t::0" or the e.-sfirna.ted co-=-.t ,_-,4:the -service.
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TAE:LE 4,
..-,._-b L,I r,:b_u,AI F.:C:RAFT OBS;.__,,,.._,,-_T,GNS
Common measurement.s S:,eci_ic add i tion_1
or al 1 A.,"C mea.=.urernents _:or A/"C
Housekeeping Time 1., 2 .__.nd3
He.__:ling ,.r.el:er to Air.cr.aEf .
specia, t i z.__tion)
F',:,s i t i or, [ . r.__.di _t i on
Pitch 2. cloud ph'/sic-=.
r- _
_.u1 1 3, d>.'nam i ,:
Ground SpeediAir.-.peed
.... •_ A].r,, __.,::l_r. :..i t u ,de
'.E;t.__'_ c;t._.t i c r,r'c_ssure
par'.__.metePs Air temoerature
Fr-ont/'De_.._ pc, int temr, erature
T
'old ( =.ide lo,:,x:ing radiorr, eter::,
T_.._c ':.'downu'Jard lookinQ., radiometer.. )
D::'ne.mic i..:.;in,.4 speed/Dir, ection (u, ,.,) u: u"
L,ars.meters _.,, v" 3
Rad i at i on
Dat..__.met e r-_=. Kt4.TOT ,U i S ,N i R IA,:.. ;,e ) = i 0 P.rn5 .P.m
1 . 6P.m
+' Sat+l I ite ground
- ' "+'TOT
truth radiometers
N! 10Fm LI dar (downt.,Jard
(Ts{ c ) Iook i ng)
f"licroph>'sical L!.....IC Ice crystal
DarametePs It,JC Habi t 1 & 2
n(r) or n(,.!x, ,._× Orientation
0 t h e r. Ph o t o g r. a :, h >.' Nu c 1 e i
Down looking Freezing
elide look:ing Giant
Ai tken
Composi tion
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Nl..,..I'3R_..Ji nsonde and Sure:ace 0bser. u__tions
During a six week experiment period the ['..!I,.,iSsupport acti,Jities
';:sups:ace + Pa:..,_insonde) _:Jould be their noPmat SOP. DurinrJ this sa.me six
_.:._eek period we _.:lould anticipate eight 48 houP per. iods _...Jith ra.!.,,_insondes
released at three houP interva._s. Duping the same inten-.ive periods
suPs:ace observ.::tions _.,Jould be collected hourly.
!HPACT: ?_:. addition.al ra:ouin.E.onde releases + personnel/station
Ai rcPa_:t
Duping the six _..JeeK experiment period each aircP.__._:t would be based
i
within or close to the experiment region. Based upon prediction o_ the
desir.ed phenomenon a.nd r'e.-__l time sa.te!] ire and air.cra_:t da.ta._ the air,:r.a-i:t
,...,_ould be deploTed to the spe,:i_:ic e;,.'.pePiment target, l,,,le would anticipate
20 _:our hour soPties pep plane durin,g the six L.,,:ee_ evperiment. ThePe
z_Jould be more sorties than NWS intensi,,,e period.--, since most systems will
recluire mope than one sorti and some target-. (i .e. C'.b anvil cirrus) _:,zi! I
not require intensi,...,e N_.,.ISsupport.
IMPACT : 80 a i rcr.B._: t _:] i gh t hours/AC.
In addition to the plat_:orm requirements z_nd committments out] ined
above: considePal-,le PesouPr_e committments must be made .or. a.ircPa_:t
r.__diation, microph×sica/., state and d×namics hardware archive .-,.nd data
reduc t i on.
In the optimum 3 a.ircr.a_:t cor,_iQuration _:Je envis on three highl>"
similar instrumentation con_:iguPation.--. _:oP r.adi.:_tion: microph>o.--.ic_.: state
and dynamic measurements, A.-.-'-.uch: the air-cr.__:t could be depio:yed
set.Jail:/ to ob.--.erve evolution o_: middle a.nd upper tro;_ospheric ¢toud
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fieids on at the sane time to reveal a more nearly simuitaneous 3D
structure o_: the radiation, microph>'sics, state and dynamic vat. ab!es.
The similarit× o,_ capability a]so protects the experiment +.rom nevitable
air'cr.a_:tand/or instrumentation malfunctions at critical times.
!HPACT: Experimentsihar-d,..,.._aresupport _:on each air.cr.a_:t200 K
(_c,r three air'cr.a_:t total 500 K)
L i dar
Ranging - continuous (5 see,) pr.o_;iling Eor at lea.=.t the six _..,,_eek:
experiment neriod. Thi.=. may be relaxed during periods t.,.'hen midd]e and
upper tro_,os._,heric clouds are obvious]>" ab-=.ent.
Doppler - continuou.=-, operati,z, ns during aircra.4t operations periods
arid during portion.-, c,_ NtdS inten-.ive operations.
IMPACT: Ranging - approximate]>" 720 operating hours
Doppler - ._.ppro>_imate]>" !50 oDer-ating hour.=.
'.E;atel 1 te
During the entire six !.,Jeek: experiment period a11 sate]1 ire imager>"
and r.adiometr-ic data collected _:rc:m geostationar> o and ioJ-J orbiting
meteor, oio,_ica! satellites over. the experiment area wi11 be archived. In
additi,-,n., real-time in_;rared and visibie imager× _:r-om the appropriate
sector c,E a geos_ationar.> • image must be available to exDer, iment planner-._=.
throughout the experiment.
II'dPACT: A) Cont inuous oper. ation c,_ ground recei,._,irlg
-=.ration ,_or archiva! and mi.-.sion p]anning,
e:.,.'ecutic, n, Impact 6 weeRs
El $37., 500
8) Sate1 ] ite data archive requirement-=, not
yet ascertained: but signi_:icant,
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4,4 01:,t i ,--,ns _:,:,P _:he 0b.--.er,.,,at i c,n_.! Pro,3r.__.m
F.__.ced L._ith cLIpPent r-eal i tie.=. ,z,_: r.e.s,tr. icted r.e.-.our.ce-s..__.,J&ilable 1:of
pur"s.uiriL_ u.._oPtht.,Jhile _.cienti_:ic ,_oal_.., t,,le L:Jii 1 no[,J consider sever'ai
di_:fer"ent opt on--. for- the ohser-,._ation._.! pro,#r_.m, TLe mo.=.t e.ttr.ar_ti,,:e
option, number !., t..,.._hich c,3uld meet r,e._.r]>" __.1l the -s,-ieriti_:i,- ot-,je,_-ti,Je.=.
outlined in .=.e,-tion !,I r.equir.es the r.e.-.our.ces l i.=.ted in T_.ble 4 . Thi.-. i.s.
in e._.sen,_-e the full ,:ompiernent c,f platforms di._=.cu.=-sed in se,ztion 4,:2,,
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OPTION 1
--Augmented National Weather Ser.v ce rawinsonde r.eleases
--Dopier Lidar (NOAA, ERL)
--Real time GOES support
--Sateil ite data archive
--Three research air.or.aft
a. Ra.di.--_.tionspe,-iaiizat on
b. Hicronh×sical '_=.pecial zation
c. Dynamics .-.pecial ization
OPT ION 2 :
--Same as option 1 above except only t_o aircraft
--Two research aircraft
a. Radiation s_eciaiization
b. Micro_h×sicai specialization
OPTi ON 3:
--Conventional NWS rawinsonde operations (00 and 12 Z)
--Rea! time GOES supoort
--Satellite data _rchive
--Two research aircr,aEt
a. Radiation specialization
b. Microph×sical specialization
OPT ION 4 :
--Conventional Nt,..IS r.a._,_in.=-.orfde obser,..,atior, s (00 and 12 Z)
--::-ate11 ite data archive
--One re.-.earach aircra-Ft -radiation specialization
TABLE 4.4.!.
ALTERNATIVE EXPERIk/ENTAL PROGRAH LEVELS OF EFFORT
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O_,tion 2 v.Jould be similar to option 1 v.._iththe exceotion 04: one 4:ev,_er
air-cr.aTt, Rel.','inr_j or, two in._--.te__l-I oT three air.cr-a4:t would a4:4:ect tk,_
experiment in t,....,o v.,a::o'S. Air-cra4:t data cou]ci not be coitecte,:J in as r,ear a
simultaneous time 4:r.s.me as with three air-cr-a4:t.: and the experiment would
become more vuln'erabie to aircpa4:t and instr.ument.z,.tion 4:ailur-es. The--.e
i.__.tter' pr'oblems could largei>." he compensated 4:c:r- _._.'.0".increas ng the lenoth
of the e.'..'per, iment.
Option 3._ outlined in Table 4 signi4:icantly decreases the resources
r'equired, but at the .-_.ame time, limits the abil it× 04: the e;-'periment to
meet the _:'.:11 compiement 04: scienti4:ic ,__oal.-.. O0tion 3 i.,,_ou]d re1>" on onl> o
the OO .-.,.rid i2 Z soundings available 4:tom the NWS r.a_..vinsonde neb.:._opk. This
u._ould .=-,ever.el>" limit our" ability to de,_ine the .--.>'nor,tic scale cond tions
and onl::oo the most .-.ratio c.-_-:.---.e.-,could be considered Eor model veri4: cation
studies. In addition b:.._ not utilizin,_ the doppler. ] idar'_ vJe give urj an
opportunit>" to de_:ine the .--.mailer scaies o4: vertical motion in these cioud
s>'s teros.
In summar> °, v.._ithoption 3 a substantial reduction o4: cesour'ces
required has been made at the expense o,_ developing a complete physical
- r. eoresentation 04: synor, tic and rnicr.o scale motions.
Option 4 puts this experiment back at a sinQle institution level, in
addition to the rompromises noted above, option 4 in essence r.ei i_s upon
onl>- one aircr, a4:t and other conventional d.__.ta. I.,..Ihile such .__.limited
investi,_ation v.._ould >'ield some new in4:or-ma.tion on the radiative ancl
micr. ophv.--ical pr. opertie.--, o4: upper tr.oposDheric clouds._ the complete set o4:
ol-,jectiues outlined in section !.1 could not be met.
Pr'obabl> ° the t0est compromise available 4:pore the above or_,tions v.tould
be to ad,z,pt oc, tion 4 4:or the 4:irst ×ear observation program as a
4:orer.unner. to implementing option i or 2 in the 4:ollo_s._ing >'ear. in this
_s._a>'_a father, modest investment could sati.=._F;, ' the needs outlined in the
last paragraph 04: Section 4.2.2: the deveiopment 0.4 str.ateg× and hardL,Jar, e
innovation 4:of the most complex comr_,onent o4: the exper, irnent_ the aircra4:t.
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Then, the _.econd year. ".vo,'.J1d ._--.eethe imr.,lernentation o-F a 4:u11 .--.tale
,_nb'_=.er v._.t .i on __.I. F_,roQr_ITI. _ ._._reed .__.t _he,. br,-,.__.der _.e_.. 04: .sc i en t ,i4:i c oc,.._i_-=.
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5.0 SPECIFIC COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY OBJECTIVES., GOALS AND
RESPONSI BI L!TI ES
A'=.mentioned in the opening remarks and is ohuiou-, from the text, the
sco0e of the Extended Cloud and Radiation Pro,gram i.-.beyond that of one
group ,-,ragency. Ther-e4:ore: be.-.ides participation in the planning and
Ol..Jer-all execution of the experimental program, .,Je prnpo.=.e to take
resoons, ibii it>" for the following .=.pecific activities..
1. Cor, tinue de_..lelc, pmer, t and util izaticln c,f time dependent
ph>'s.i,-ai-numerJca! mode! to stud>" the relati,..,e importance
,:,f pt->'s ca! orc, ce-_=.ses in the formation: maintenance and
dis..-.Jp._..tion of middie and upper tropospheric c!ouds.
(F'ropos.al pending with the Nationil Science Foundation.)
2. Appl> ° the aforementioned model results to "urther
s.pecifi,zalt>" define time and space .---.tales., critical
parameter.=, and accHrac> o reouJrements of ob.-3eruational
D F"_-_CIr _,EI •
3. Take lead res.oon'=.ihi 1 i t>- in aircraft radiometer
deueioprnent and deplo:,'rnent for measurements of
Ki STOT,V I S :N I R ; LI..UT-lTOT ;
I(8) ._,- .7 _tm; Told; Tsf c
4. Arlal>'ze oh.=.eruational data in a manner enabl ing comparison
with upper tropospheric cic,uo mode! result.=..
- 5. Utilize verified model to in,.,estigate cloud propert>"
sensitivit:x to various, processes and conditions.
Our CSU resear,zh group has. been _.,,or.k.ing for. the past b.,o years on
es.=.ential pr-e-edent problems to the successful design and execution of a
rr,eanin,_ful uc, per and middle fropos-pheric cloud experiment. These
activitie.=, haue focus.ed upon a stud>" ,:,f the en,Jironmental characteristics
-s.urroundinq extensi,._e areas, of upper and midd]e tr.op,-,.=.pheric clouds_ . -- -- q
de,..,e]opment of a physical-numerical model to .-.imulate the roles of the
,._ar. ious ph>'s, ica] proces.s.es acting upon the upper and middle tropospneri,:
cloud layer e.nd gathering statistical information on the duration and
geographic origin of these .=.ystems.. A report ,:ontaining the results of
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the in,oestigatiof into the .__.ttendant en,Jir.onmental str-uctur.es is given ir,
Append i "-:: i. Section 3.0 de._=.cPibed the ph.'..'sic.__.]-numer'Jcal mode1 cuPPent]y
urlder, deueloDment .__.nd expected to be ooePat oral in mid i'9'82. The thJr.d
e_:oPt i'--. cuPPent1>" under- L.,.a.'..°
in addition to the'-.e thr'ee e_:Tor, ts de.--, gned pr-in,-_ipa11;." to
investigate .__.iI ph>'.-.ic.__.i pPoce.-.ses inter-a,:ting in upper, an,-i middie
tr.opospher, ic ciouds: _-._e ha,.;e r, er._:or-rned numePou.-, studi e_--, to exarnine
speci_Fi,:a11> • the r.._.die, ti,.,e pPopePties o_: these ,:ioud-_.. The most r. ecent
exam_,le_=, oT the.-.e "_mTor't'_=. ar.e Gr. iT;i_h_ L-:ox and Knollenhepq., (I'780):
t,Je1,-i_. C:ox'_ and Davis ,.'.19',-:0) t,.Jelch: Co;.,. and Zd,:nko,...,..fski ,:i'9'80;, and
Pal tPidge et .__.I. (1'981),
The Prin,:iDal In'.es.tigator" l-,.__.-z,enjoyed .__ pr. oducti,Je in,._,zlvemer_t it,
m.__.n'/ pr-e:.:ious air-borne - _ a._ . "r.._.u ,.ion n']easur-emer, f _,r-,-,,gr..._.ms_ the .rno-_.t r.ecent ot
t:d-, i ch have been GATE ,.'.I'.'74 and MONE::< ( I'979, .
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6 0 ADMINISTRATIVE OR.GANIZATIF'N OF THIS p,,_-,--.c...-R-.'.'
I t i'5 ob*.._iou_. 1:POrethe scope of the mi dd] e and upper tr.oDospher- ic
ctoud r._.E.ear.ch c,r'oor-a.m Lha _ it.:- e.'.<ecution tr.a.nscends an>" one institution.
: The i n,Joi yemen f of se,,._epa.1 oover-nmen t a.o_n,- i es and un _*,_eps i t i _.s. i s
essential to the --.uccess.4:u! completion o1: this wor-K. The participation
me.>" be con,..,enientl:/ divided into tL.,Jo categor, ies: oper. ations and facii it>"
•_=.uDpor.t and r.esear.ch support,
The plat1:or.m r-e._=.our-ces r.equir-e,:i clear, i>" dictate the Dar. ticipation o1:
some =.peci1:ic .--_.gencies. In addi tion i t u.._i] 1 be hi oh1>" ,-lesir. a.bie to haue
reseat-oh per..-:.orJnel 1:r-ore these .=.ame agencies par. tic pate in the exper, iment
an,s -=.ub.=.equent ,data reduction .-,.nd anal>'sis. The b gge-_=.t contr' butic, n ot:
the uni,..Jer.._=.i t> ° communi t> ° t.,Ji ] I be in con,-iuctin9 .-.peci1:i,- e.'.-.'c,er. iments _..:_ith
sp_,-..... i ; i c h.--_r.d_..,.._ane._nd i n the anal/si s ,-,4: mu,zh o1: the ,-_-J.._ta.,
The oh,...,j c,_.J.E.,-,Depa.t i or,'_--,and 4:ac i ] i t>o -_=.uppor.t r.equ i fed and a-=.soc i ated
T-hle 5agen,:ies ar.e i i:-:.ted in ,._._
TABLE 5
• Rangin 9 Lidar. Uni,...,ersi tie.--.
Doppler. Lidar' NOAA ,'ERL_ SELS)
"- ..... NSF (NCAR)Air.craft NASA., qU_._,
Ai rcr-a.ft Or,er-a.tions FAA
Satel I ite NASA, NOAA
RaB_insonde NOAA: (NWS)
From the iist comDited in Tabie 2 and the br-eadth ot: .--.cienti1:ic
talent r. equir-ed to accomplish this exper-iment_ it is obvious that some
centr, al ized 1:oca. l point for cooPdination and resour, ce depio::.'rnent must be
e.-:.tabl ished. The bur.eaucratic ter-m 1:or. this i.=. a lead agent::,. One need.=_.
to be identified be_:or.e this pr-ogram can e1:1:ecti_._el× pr-oceed. NASA: NSF
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or NOAA or' some combination o,z the three are obvious civii ian agencies
ca_r,able oT taking this lead res_,onsibility. Table 6 i.=.a cursor× timetable
Tot a number of criticai e_,ents which must take piace IT a successTu!
obseruation program is to be mounted in the S_,ring, !983.
The 1=ollo,....Jinaouote Trom the "Report oT the Ci i:nate Dynamics Panel to
the U.S. Committee Tc,r the Gioba] Atmoc,sher.ic Research P'rc,gram, Assembl'-,'
o_: Mathematicai and Physical Sciences, Nationai Research Council, entitied
Elemerits o._ the Research Stnateg× .or the United States C1 irnate Program"
e.'..'c,resses the i,mc,or-tance and tractabil it>' oT thi.-, research,
"4 3 1 2 Cloud Radi._tion r:vr,_rric inter.acti,-,n _-.
The importance o_: horizontally e.'.<tensi.'Je: persi.=.tent
tr-opo.--.oheric stratiTorm clouds in modulating the earth ;.=.
radiation budget is _.,.Jidei"o" accepted, However'.: imE,rouea under-
standing oT cloud-r.adiation budget..."cl imate interaction-=, requires
a knowledge o_: not on1"." the radiative characteri.=._.ics oT the
clouds but also their sc,atial and temr, oral extent=, and the
phy.=.icai and d-.'namical processes ne.=.pon.=.ible Tot their _=ormatic, n:
persistence: and di--.si_,ation, The studies must deal _..,Jith both
i o_.J-i e,..,e1 _ _.... ratio=onto cioud.=-.._ including mar-ine stratus and
str-_..to-cumulu_=._ and upper-leve! .=.tnatiTorm clouds: particularly
cirrus and aito.=.tratu.=.. Both mo,-iei ing and obser,,Jational .=.tudies
are required,
The F_,recise design oT the obser,..,ational studie.=, remains
- to be determined. The ob.=.er,,_ationale1:.ort must attempt to
deTine the c,h:..'sicalcharacterisitics, and thermodynamic and
dynamic str-uctures oT not only the cloud itsel_= but also the
large scale enuironment around it. 0bseruation systems should
include aircraTt, ships ._or marine strati_:orm cloud studies,
rawinsondes, I idars, sate11 ites, acoustic sounders, and
Pad iome tersondes.
The areal and tempor,ai extent o_: major stratiTorm cloud
systems must also be determined. These obser.,.,ations can be
accom_,1 ished primarily Erom sate11 ire and lidar observations.
Some statistical inEormation on the radiati,._e character-istics
oT the cloud may also be deriued Trom this data set.
A r.ather complete understanding oT the behauior and
radiative characteristics oT tropospheric strati_=orm c!ouds
should emerge ._rom these studies. Then, physicaii>" consistent
[_arameterization techniques may be developed to investigate
cloud radiation/climate interactions in both prognostic and
diagnostic models.
4B
EVENTTIMETABLE
1/83 6/83 1/84 6/84 1/85 6/85 1/86 6/86
ContinueModel Development/Utilization X X Field Field
Exp. Exp.
DetermineAgency Participation X X
Select and commit platformresources X -X
Determineresearchresources X. -X
Solicit research participation X. -X
Award research funding X- _X
Prepare platforms for Phase I X--X
Deploy platforms and execute Phase I X X
Analyze Phase I operations and data X X
' Modify and refine experiment/hardware X ,X
o_ Redeploy for Phase II and execute X " XI
Analyze Phase II data X X
TABLE6.
This Pesearch is _:easible using 1977 technology. Further-
mope, it can be accomc, lished lar.ge]y _.:..:ithinor- near the
confinen _-_ Uni ted States hecau'_=.e _
. ,._, . ,.he c,,Dud phenomena occur
_r. equent]>" ouer. or- near the Nor. th Amer-ican continent: the
•--.cientiEic exper_'is.e -For the ,.:ariou.--. elements resides u..fithin
- _he Uni _-- ' .'_--;tate-_....
.. ,._d , ar, d the altEr.at:. and i n-=-.ir.u_,_enta_ion
cap,._.bi_.. ], i ties. ape _ar.qe,_ d,-,mi r:ated bv the ,_,h"i t e,_, :S;tate.=. scient i ", ,--
community. The ex;:,erimental phase c.ouid tel::.-' he._vi!."/ on the
National I..,.le.__.ther Ser,:ice raL.',linsonde net_..-_ork thereby largely
el iminating the need _:c,r additional: costl>' rawin.=.onde
equipment. High a] ti rude capabi 1 i t>" aircra,_t .4tom NCAR, the
....•!.__.,.ion_.-_'_ Aeronautics and So,ace Adrninis,.P.__.,.ion, ,.__ National
Oceanic .:_.nd Atmospheric Administr..__tic, n_ and the Depar. trr_er_t
ot: De_:ense could provide the .._.irbor. ne plat.4orm _or' man×
0.4 the ob=.er"..,at i,-,ns,"
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NASA PROPOSAL BUDGET _16/82 d , _
YEARI YEAR2 YEAR3 YEAR4
FIELDPHASE FIELDPHASE _LYSI8
" SALARIES
S,COX 2 _ 10000 10750 11556,25 18000(3_)
C,PASQI._ 6MM 12000 13200 14520 15972
POSTDOC 12_ 20000 22000 24200
GRA'S 15IIM 18750 19688 20672 21705
SECRETARIAL 6 _ 6000 6600 7260 7986
FRINGERATE 0,18 0,19 0,21 0,22
FRINGE B_IEFITS 5040 9731 11344 14389
TOTAL _LARIES & FRINGES 51790 79969 87352 102253
EQUIFtENT* 6000 6000 6000 0
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES 2000 I0000 5000 1000
DOMESTIC TRAVEL 1500 8000 12000 I000
PUBLICATION COSTS 1500 tO00 2500 3000
COMPUTER SERVICES 6000 5000 5000 7500
OTHERDIRECT COSTS
PROGR_IING SERVICES 10500 11500 12700 14500
DATASERVICES 8000 8800 9700 10600
- DATAACQ,* (SATGROLBID 20000 30000
STATIOM)
EQUIPRENTAL 4000 6000
COMML_IICATI{]'I 400 800 1200 400
XEROX& POSTA 300 500 600 200
GRATUITION* 7112 7823 8606 9466
MAGNETICTAPE 300 500 750
TOTAL OTHERDIRECTCOSTS 26612 53923 69556 35166
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 95402 163892 187408 149919
INDIRECT COSTS @ ,348 28637 45264 49695 48878
* IDCEXEMPT
TOTAL COSTS 124039 209155 237103 198797
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Calculationsofthe variabilityof ice cloudradiative
propertiesat selectedsolarwavelengths
R. M. Welch, S. K. Cox, and W. G. Zdunkowski
This study shows that there is surprising little difference in values of reflectance, absorptance, and transmit-
tance for many of the intermediate-size particle spectra. Parrticle size distributions with mode radii rang-
ing from _50 to 300 #m, irrespective of particle shape and nearly independent of the choice of size distribu-
tion representation, give relatively similar flux values. The very small particle sizes, however, have signifi-
cantly larger values of reflectance and transmittance with corresponding smaller values of absorptance than
do the larger particle sizes. The very large particle modes produce very small values of reflectance and trans-
mittance along with very large values of absorptance. Such variations are particularly noticeable when plot-
ted as a function of wavelength.
I. Introduction
Energy balance climate models and even general using cylinders do not agree with the experimental
circulation forecasting models recently have sought to measurements from ice clouds. For instance, they
include improved estimates of particulate scattering and produce cloud bows that are not observed and do not
absorption characteristics. Rasool and Schneider land produce halos that are observed. Jacobowitz 4 and
many others have been assessing the impact of man's Wendling et al. 5 studied the radiative characteristics
activities upon climate change. Large scale field pro- of hexagonal ice crystals. However, there is not yet
grams such as GATE have been observing the radiative adequate correspondence between theory and inca-
characteristics of natural aerosols. However, clouds are surement. Wendling et al. 5 conclude that improved
the most important modulators of radiation in the measurement of crystal size, shape, and orientation
earth's and most other planetary atmospheres. Per- must be carried out before it is possible to make realistic
sistent cirrus cloud layers are known to exist over large comparisons between theory and observation.
regions of the globe, 2 ranging in thickness from thin Many authors have investigated the radiative char-
wisps to 5 km or more. acteristics of cirrus clouds. 3,6-14 While Liou 10,12has
The radiative characteristics of cirrus clouds are, modeled ice crystals with ice cylinders, other investi-
however, not well understood. Mesaurements of the gators used spherical Mie theory, in spite of the fact that
size, shape, orientation, and number densities of cirrus it is known that nonspherical particles scatter more
ice crystals show wide variability. Perhaps the greatest energy at intermediate and large scattering angles than
obstacle to a proper assessment of the cirrus cloud do their spherical counterparts, although Bryant and
radiative properties has been the inability to treat Cox 13do show a decrease in backscatter at 180° for a
nonspherical particles. Liou3calculated the radiative nonspherical particle shape. Welch et al. 14 used the
characteristics of long cylinders. However, calculations Ch_lek 15surface wave suppression theory in an attempt
to model the effects of nonsphericity. While good
agreement between measurements of scattered radia-
tion and theory has been reported 16for aerosols, Welch
and Cox showed that this technique may produce
nonphysical values of absorption efficiency. 17 Recently
the method has been the topic of considerable contro-Stephen Cox is with Colorado State University, Department of
Atmospheric Science, Fort Collins, Colorado 80523; the other authors versy'18-2°
are with Johannes Gutenberg Universitat, Fachbereich Physik, In- Due to the current uncertainties in measured cirrus
stitut fur Meteorologie, D-6500 Mainz, Federal Republic of Ger- ice crystal parameters, the present paper calculates the
many. radiative characteristics of cirrus clouds for a wide range
Received 26 February 1980. of cloud thicknesses and particle size distributions.
0003-6935/80/183057-11500.50/0. Nonspherical corrections have been included in the
© 1980 Optical Society of America. computations, applying the recent semiempirical theory
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developed by Pollack and Cuzzi.2° We have neglected fluxes, respectively, and S is the direct beam compo-
preferential ice crystal orientation as a variable in these nent. go is the cosine of zenith angle, T is optical depth,
calculations although Griffith et al.21suggest, and more Wois the single scattering albedo, and the coefficients
recently Stevens 22has quantitatively confirmed, that ai are given by
ice crystal orientation may be a significant factor in
determining the radiative properties of ice clouds, al = UI[1 - wo(1 - flo)], (4)
a2= U2/_0_o, (5)
II. Propertiesof CirrusClouds
a3 = (1 -/)¢o0_(#0), (6)
There is wide variability in the microphysical struc-
ture of cirrus ice clouds with shapes including bullets, -4 = (1 -/)wo[1 - fl(po)]. (7)
columns, plates, dendrites, stellars, and needles. Ob- These coefficients are expressed in terms of the
viously no single crystal shape, column, hexagonal plate, backward scattering coefficient of primary scattered
or sphere, can be expected to simulate reasonably the parallel solar radiation, 41
proper scattering characteristics of all ice particles.
Crystal orientation is another important consideration. _(uo)= 1/2_-o P(#0,- #')d#', (8)
It would be reasonable to expect a random orientation J-1
of small ice crystals. However, fluid dynamical con- and in terms of the global backscattering coefficient,
siderations dictate that cylinders fall with the long axis f_'horizontal. 23 Griffith et al. 21 offer this preferential /3o= fl(#)dp. (9)1
orientation as a partial explanation for observed IR
characteristics of cirrus clouds. Lidar backscattering The various two-stream methods can be reduced to
meaurements 24also indicate a coherent crystal orien- this form, with each merely representing fl(Po) and flo
tation, in a different way. The choice of
A number of ice crystal size distribution and ice water _o= 3(1 - g)/8, (10)
content measurements have been reported in recent
years. 21,25-al Reported ice water contents 27 vary from _(_o) = 0.5 - [(3_o)/4] (g -/)/(1 -/), (11)
_10 -3 g/m 3 at a temperature of -60°C to 0.5 g/m 3 at u1 = U2 = 2.0, (12)
0°C. At temperatures warmer than -15°C, ice crystal
concentrations were 2-4 orders of magnitude higher results in the practical improved flux method (PIFM)
than would be predicted from ice nuclei concentrations; and provides excellent agreement with results calcu-
this is in agreement with observations. 36 Concentra- lated using the adding/doubling method, g is the par-
ticle asymmetry factortions of up to 3.8 cm-3 have been measured, 29but con-
centrations of 0.1-1.0 cm -3 have been reported 37 t-_
thousands of feet below cirrus clouds. The mean and g = (cos0) = 1/2Jo cosOP(cosO)sinOdO, (13)
maximum crystal lengths have been found to be only defined as the cosine of the average scattering angle,
slightly dependent upon air temperature but directly where P(cos0) is the azimuthally averaged phase func-
dependent upon ice water content. Mean ice crystal tion. f is defined as that portion of the scattered energy
lengths often range from 100 to 300 pm with large in the forward diffraction peak and is usually defined
crystals having lengths >1 mm. It should be noted that
typical measurement instrumentation is highly sensitive as
to particle shape. Most investigators do not report the f = g2, (14)
presence of small particle sizes (<100 pm). However, in two-stream methods.
measurements by Heymsfield 26 and inferences by One advantage of the PIFM method is that it does not
Griffith et al. 21clearly suggest ice crystal lengths even produce nonphysical values of flux, as is the case for
<20 #m. The data of Heymsfield and Griffith et al. various other approaches. For instance, the 5-Ed-
were the basis for the bimodal size distribution flux dington approximation produces negative upward
calculations reported by Welch et al. 14 fluxes under some circumstances for small values of Wo.
Such conditions may be studied using the PIFM
III. RadiativeTransferCalculations method. It has been shown 39 that nonphysical flux
A generalized two-stream flux method, developed by values may be caused by negative values of backscat-
Zdunkowski et al. 3s and including the 5-function ap- tering coefficients. This approach was used by Welch
proximation, 39,4°has been used in the present work. et ai.42to identify further under what conditions various
Zdunkowski et al. 3s showed that all two-stream meth- two-stream methods become unsatisfactory.
ods, including 5-Eddington, may be reduced to a simple In the present paper, water vapor transmission is
form: approximated through the use of a sum of exponen-
tials 43based upon expansion coefficients taken from
(dF1)/dT= alF1 - _2F2-- _3S(T)/#0, (1) Liou and Sasamori. 44 Absorption by C02, O3, and trace
(dF2)/dT= c_2F1-- O_lF2-I- o/4S(T)p0, (2) gases is small in the solar spectrum and neglected in the
present study. The water vapor atmospheric profile is
(dS)/dT=-(1- Wof)S(T)/IIO, (3) taken from the GATE (phase III) measurements. 14
where F1 and F2 are the upward and downward diffuse Calculations have been performed for nine spectral
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regions,with band centers at 0.55,0.75, 0.95,1.15, 1.4, Table I. Ice Crystal Spectra Characteristics Based upon the Modified ")1
1.8, 2.8, 3.3, and 6.3 #m, with values of the complex in- Distribution Along with the Respective Symbol used in the Figures
dices of refraction taken from Irvine and Pollack. 45 Symbol Crystaltype a 3' Lc(#m)
1 [] Column 4 1.0 6.0
IV. Model Atmospheres 2 o Bullet 4 1.0 6.0
The cirrus cloud has been assumed to be 3 km thick 3 A Sphere 4 1.0 6.0
with a cloud base height of 9 km in all simulations. 4 + Column 2 1.0 20.0
Therefore, absorption by water vapor above and within 5 x Bullet 2 1.0 20.0
the cloud is small. The average cloud optical thickness 6 0 Sphere 2 1.0 20.07 _ Column 2 0.5 70.0
was varied from T = 0.6 to 15.0 in all the following cal- 8 X Bullet 2 0.5 70.0
culations. Cirrus clouds with large optical thicknesses 9 Z Sphere 2 0.5 70.0
have been reported by Reynolds et al. 46 10 ¥ Column 5 1.0 175.0
Due to the wide variability of particle size, number 11 1_ Bullet 5 1.0 175.012 _ Column 6 1.0 200.0
density, and ice water content, it is difficult to generalize 13 X Bullet 6 1.0 200.0
the radiative characteristics of cirrus cloud particles. 14 _- Column 4 1.0 330.0
Welch et al. 14attempted to surmount this problem by 15 l* Bullet 4 1.0 330.0
making calculations for a large number of different size 16 Z Sphere 4 1.0 330.0
17 _ Bullet 6 1.0 600.0
distributions using the modified ")'distribution 18 _ Column 6 1.0 600.0
exp[ a (L/_] 19 A Sphere 6 1.0 600.0
n(L) = aL _ [-_ \_-_! ] , (15)
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where L is the crystal length, and Lc is the distribution an estimate of particle size. Nevertheless, these pre-
mode length. The effective radius is determined from liminary results indicate that there may be sufficient
equating equal cross-sectional areas variability in the cloud radiative characteristics to ob-
tain such information. At larger optical thicknesses
_r2= LW, (16) there may be far greater opportunity to apply such a
where W is the crystal width. Width-to-length ratios method using ground-based transmittance measure-
are taken from Heymsfield 2_for ice bullets and col- ments. The ratio T1.5/To.5provides good resolution for
umns. such a procedure. Once again, more detailed wave-
For bullets, length calculations should provide specific wavelengths
W = 0.25L °-7856(ram) L -< 0.3 mm where such differences are maximized. The method(17) also may lend itself to the discrimination between ice
= 0.185L°'532(mm) L > 0.3 mm; and water phase, as ice and water have different ab-
for columns, sorption spectra at a given wavelength.
W = 0.5L (mm) L _<0.3 mm Figure 2 shows values of reflectance, transmittance,
= 0.1973L°.414(mm) L >_0.2 mm. (18) and absorptance as a function of optical depth. Figure
Spherical Mie theory has been applied using the particle 2(a) presents broadband results integrated across the
effective radius to obtain scattering and absorption entire solar spectrum, while Fig. 2(b) shows results for
efficiencies and the scattering asymmetry factor g for the wavelength region centered at X = 1.4 #m. From
the different distributions. Fig. 2(a) we may discern that broadband measurements
will not discriminate between the various size distri-
Calculations for nineteen different size distributions, buttons very well. In fact, the broadband results for
with effective mode radius rc ranging from 6 to 600 #m
and with particle shape including bullets, columns, and reflectance are not significantly different from those
spheres, are included. Table I lists the relevant mi- obtained for the 0.55-gm band region (not shown).
crophysical characteristics of the distributions exam- Cloud absorptance increases rapidly with optical
ined in this study. While this list is not exhaustive, it thickness for small values of • and then levels off at
probably brackets most size spectra, larger values of 7. Values of cloud absorptance gener-
ally do not exceed 20%,even for optically thick clouds,
except for distributions with very large particle sizes.
V. SphericalMie Calculations Of particular importance in the preceeding results in the
Calculated values of cloud reflectance R, transmit- fact that distributions with Lc varying between 70 and
tance T, and absorptance A are shown as a function of 330 pm do not have significantly different bulk radiative
wavelength for optical thicknesses T = 0.6 [Fig. l(a)] and characteristics. These results indicate that knowledge
v ----3.0 [Fig. l(b)]. The calculations were made at of the exact size distribution may not be necessary to
wavelengths depicted by the data points; the different produce reasonable estimates of R, T, and A. The el-
symbols represent different distributions and are de- fect of bimodal size distributions upon the radiative
fined in Table I. The basic shapes of the curves for R, properties of clouds have been presented by Welch et
T, and A are preserved as optical thickness is increased, al.14and is not repeated here.
For an optical thickness of T = 0.6, cloud reflectance With the preceeding discussion as a basis, the fol-
varies between 2 and 2.5% up to a wavelength of _0.8 lowing sections investigate the effect of particle non-
#m. At larger wavelengths reflectance decreased as a sphericity upon these radiative properties.
result of increased absorption. At wavelengths >1.4
f_m there is considerable variability in the radiative VI. Theoretical Aspects of Particle Nonsphericity
characteristics for the various size spectra. Crosshatch In recent years there has been considerable progress
areas have been used in the figures to denote regions in the ability to calculate scattering intensities for
where the number of lines is too dense to resolve easily, nonspherical particles. Most of the nonspherical
The significance of the corsshatch areas is that there is methods are appropriate to specific particle geometries
surprisingly little variation in the radiative properties and require massive computer resources. As such they
in spite of the wide variability of particle sizes. The are not appropriate for routine calculations in the free
values of reflectance and transmittance decrease with atmosphere where only approximate values of particle
increasing particle size, while the values of ahsorptance size, shape, and orientation may be known. On the
increase with increasing particle size. The large vari- basis of results shown in the previous section, only ap-
ability in values of reflectance suggests a method for proximate values of particle size and size distribution
remote sensing of particle sizes. The ratio of reflectance shape are required to produce reasonable estimates of
at X = 1.5-2.0 pm to that at X = 0.5 pm (R1.5/Ro.5) is bulk radiative properties of ice clouds. The question
much larger for the small particle distributions than for to be addressed in the following section is whether
the larger size distributions. The fact that the reflec- nonsphericity produces significant deviations in the
tance values in the short wavelength regions (X < 0.7 resulting cloud radiative properties.
pm) are not as sensitive to the assumed distribution There have been a great number of scattering mea-
characteristics may provide a means for estimating surements for ensembles of particles and analog ex-
optical depth. Obviously a far greater wavelength periments for particle representations using microwave
resolution is required to apply such a method to retrieve frequencies, a7-53 Most of these measurements show
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that nonspherical particles have a very strong forward sults two separate sets of calculations are made; the first
diffraction peak, similar to that for spherical particles, analyzes the effect of a variation of g upon cloud prop-
but scatter far more energy at intermediate and large erties without any variation of scattering efficiency S,
scattering angles than do their spherical counter- and the second calculation allows both g and S to
parts, vary.
Ch_lek 15proposed a surface wave suppression theory Only values of cloud reflectance are shown in Fig. 3.
as a first approximation to nonsphericity. Ch_lek et Values of cloud transmittance and absorptance show
al. 16showed that quite reasonable agreement was ob- less variation and are therefore omitted. Figures 3(a)
tained for aerosols using this theory when compared to and (b) show cloud reflectance as a function of wave-
measurements. However, this approach predicts small length at r = 0.6 for a 10% (g * 0.9) and 20% (g * 0.8)
values of scattered intensity at large and intermediate decrease in asymmetry factor, respectively. Figures
scattering angles in disagreement with most measure- 3(c) and (d) show similar variations for _ = 3.0. Com-
ments. Second, the theory predicts that particles with parison of Figs. l(a) and 3(a) and (b) for • = 0.6 shows
size parameters >30 will not show any nonspherical that as the value of the asymmetry factor is decreased,
effects. Welch et al. 14applied this approximation for there is a strong increase in scattering and reflectance.
cirrus ice clouds. Unphysical values of absorption ef- The average value of cloud reflectance at h = 0.55 #m
ficiency were produced 17due to the fact that the ap- increases from ,-_R= 2.5% to ,-_R= 4.0%for g * 0.9 and
proximation is nonunitaryA 9 Therefore, this approach to ,-_6%for g* 0.8. In similar fashion comparison of
is limited to scattering intensities only. Application of Figs. l(b), 3(c), and (d) with • = 3.0 shows that the av-
this method in the present investigation, with these erage value of reflectance at X = 0.55 #m increases from
restrictions in mind, produced no significant variation N14% to ,-_R = 22% for g * 0.9 and to _30% for g * 0.8.
in cloud radiative characteristics, except for the smallest A decrease in g by 20% as indicated by the results of
particle distributions. Pollack and Cuzzi leads to increases in the value of re-
A recent semiempirical approach has been developed flectance by a factor of 2.0 and 2.5. The ratio R1.5/Ro.5
by Pollack and Cuzzi,2° which reproduces measured still retains the possibility of discriminating between
nonspherical particle characteristics quite well. This the various __sizedistributions. Likewise, the ratio
approach indicates that the nonspherical particle T1.5/To.5 also retains the possibility for use in remote
asymmetry factor g, defined as the cosine of the average sensing the size distributions from ground measure-
scattering angle, may decrease in value by as much as ments.
20-30% over that of a similar spherical particle. Such Figure 4 shows values of cloud reflectance as a func-
behavior is exhibited only for particles with size pa- tion of optical depth for these same distributions.
rameter X > X0, where X0 is a cutoff value. For X _< Figures 4(a) and (b) show cloud reflectance for g * 0.9
X0, spherical Mie theory, with radii determined from and g * 0.8, respectively. Comparison of Figs. 2(a) and
equal volumes rather than equal areas, is appropriate. 4(a) and (b) shows that the increase in cloud reflectance
For the cases studied by Pollack and Cuzzi,2°X0 varied with a decrease in the asymmetry factor occurs for all
from _10 to 2 with an average value of X0 = 4. In the the optical depths studied but with the largest per-
present investigation for large ice crystals, X > X0, and centage variation occurring at the smaller optical
nonsphericity isinvoked. For an ensemble of large ir- depths. From a measured cloud reflectance of 20%,
regular particles with X > X0, the theory also predicts applying spherical Mie theory and using Fig. 2(a) would
that the average scattering efficiency is increased over lead one to believe that the cloud optical depth was ,-_r
that of equal volume spheres by a factor equal to the = 6.0-7.5. However, a nonspherical particle distribu-
ratio S of their surface areas. For the cases studied by tion with g * 0.8 produces the same value of reflectance
Pollack and Cuzzi, S -_ 1.3 and had only weak depen- with r = 2.5-3.0. Therefore, the relationship between
dence upon particle shape. When the value of 2niX < reflectance vs optical depth cannot produce realistic
1, absorption efficiency of nonspherical particles may estimates in the presence of nonspherical particles.
be assumed equal to that of their spherical counter- In the next set of calculations, scattering efficiency
parts, has been arbitrarily scaled upward by the factor S = 1.3
VII. ResultsBasedUponNonsphericalCalculations for all distributions and particle shapes. For the particle
The calculations presented in this section are based shapes studied by Pollack and Cuzzi this factor of S =
upon the semiempirical approach developed by Pollack 1.3 occurred frequently. S represents the ratio of the
and Cuzzi. 2° However, in the free atmosphere there is surface area of the nonspherical particle to that of its
no a priori information concerning the value of X0, g, equivalent volfime sphere. The value S = 1.3 repre-
or scattering efficiency scaling factor S. For the fol- sents a reasonable estimate for the ratio S; however,
lowing calculations the particle sizes usually are large more extensive calculations could take into account the
enough so that X > X0, and the nonspherical approach actual particle shape variation with length using Eqs.
will be used in all cases. (17 and 18). This complexity was not included in the
Welch et al. 14showed that radiative characteristics following results, since bullets and columns are merely
are extremely sensitive to asymmetry factor g. It was two out of a myriad of possible crystal forms. Typically
shown that even a 5% change in the asymmetry factor (2niX) < I so that the absorption efficiency calculated
can produce large variations in cloud reflectance, al- for spheres is also appropriate for the nonspherical
though not in cloud absorptance. In the following re- particles.
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Figures 5(a), (b), and (c) show values of cloud re- for g • 0.9 and Figs. 3(b) and 5(c) for g • 0.8 shows that
flectance R with S = 1.3 and for asymmetry factor g this scaling factor for scattering efficiency merely leads
scaled by g • 1.0, g • 0.9, and g • 0.8, respectively. The to an almost linear scaling of the resulting reflectance.
cloud optical depth in this case had also increased by Similar results occur for an optical depth of r = 3.0 (now
approximately this same scale factor, from 0.6 to ---0.8. approximately scaled to T = 3.9).
Comparison of Figs. l(a) and 5(a) shows that scaling the In this range of optical thicknesses, there is an almost
scattering efficiency by S • 1.3 increases the value of linear relationship between optical depth and cloud
reflectance by approximately this same factor S at most reflectance. Therefore, merely using the results in Figs.
wavelengths. Likewise absorptance is decreased in 2(a) and 4(a) and (b) appropriate for the larger optical
value (not shown). Comparison of Figs. 3(a) and 5(b) depth (T * S) produces excellent results. Figures 6(a),
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(b), and (c) show values of R, T, and A as a function of mediate-sized particle spectra. Particle size distribu-
optical depth with scattering efficiency scaled by S = tions with mode radii ranging from ,--50 to 300 #m, ir-
1.3 and for g • 1.0, g * 0.9, and g • 0.8, respectively, respective of particle shape and nearly independent of
Comparison of Figs. 2(a) with 6(a), 4(a) with 6(b), and the choice of size distribution representation, gave rel-
4(b) with 6(c) shows that the scaled values of R, T, and atively similar flux values. The very small particle
A all lie along the same curves as for the unscaled values sizes, however, had significantly larger values of re-
of R, T, and A. Therefore, knowing the basic shape of flectance and transmittance with corresponding smaller
the curve is all that is necessary. One merely takes values of absorptance than did the larger particle sizes.
those values of R, T, and A appropriate for the scaled The very large particle modes produced very small
optical depth (T * S). values of reflectance and transmittance along with very
The results in Fig. 6 were obtained for the broadband large values of absorptance. Such variations are par-
(total integrated solar spectrum)results and are also ticularly noticeable when plotted as a function of
appropriate for < 1.0-#m wavelengths. However, there wavelength. For a given value of optical depth, there
are noticeable differences for the near IR bands, par- is a relatively small spread in reflectance at the shorter
ticularly in the 1.0-2.0-#m range. Figure 7(a) shows wavelengths (k > 1pm). However, differences between
values of reflectance appropriate for the 1.4-#m band size distributions are greatest in the 1.3-2.0-#m regioris.
with S * 1.3 and g * 1.0. The scaled values of reflec- This behavior suggests that it may be possible to obtain
tance, transmittance, and absorptance no longer lie on an estimate of the average size of the particles present
the same approximate curves appropriate for unscaled from the ratio of reflectances (or transmittances) at say
values. Scaled values of reflectance and absorptance _ = 1.6 pm and _ = 0.55 #m (R].6/Ro.55). A large value
are larger, while scaled values of transmittance and of this ratio would indicate the presence of small particle
absorptance are smaller than their unscaled counter- sizes, while decreasing values of this ratio would indicate
parts. Similar conclusions are valid for an asymmetry increasing average particle sizes. However, much more
factor scaled by g * 0.9 and g * 0.8. Figure 7(b) shows detailed calculations are required to demonstrate this
these same values at a wavelength of 0.55 #m. It can ability. It is noted that detailed variations in such ra-
be seen that cloud reflectance is nearly independent of tios may also be useful in determining the presence of
particle size distribution in the visible region, depending ice or water phase. From the comparisons between ice
rather only upon cloud optical depth, and water clouds made by Welch et al.,14it would ap-
pear that such ratios may be useful in determining the
VIII. Conclusion presence of large drops in water clouds.
The results from this study show that there is sur- The present results were primarily aimed at deter-
prisingly little difference in values of reflectance, ab- mining the range of variability one might expect in bulk
sorptance, and transmittance for many of the inter- cloud radiative properties as a function of Wavelength
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a climate index based on radiative transfer
theory and derived from the spectral radiances typically used to re-
trieve temperature profiles. It is assumed that clouds and climate are
closely related and a change in one will result in a change in the
other. Because the index developed in this paper is a function of the
cloud, temperature, and moisture distributions, it may be used as a
climate index. The advantage is that the index is more accurately re-
trieved from satellite data than cloudiness per se. This index, here-
after referred to as the VIRES index (for Vertical Infrared Radiative
• Emitting Structure), is based upon the shape and relative magnitude of
the broadband weighting function of the infrared radiative transfer
equation. The broadband weighting curves are retrieved from simulated
satellite infrared sounder data (spectral radiances). This paper
describes the retrieval procedure and investigates error sensitivities
of this method. It also proposes index measuring options and possible
applications of the VIRES index.
Results indicate that the VIRES approach is a very effective use
of satellite radiometer measurements. Retrieval advantages include;
day and night capability, no need to know cloud radiative properties,
retrieval ability when cloud fraction or cloud emittance is less than
1.0, minimal geometric assumptions, retrieved information below sensor
. resolution, and minimum influence on the index from low tropospheric
retrieval errors. These advantages along with the approach of compos-
• iting scenes for an average VIRES curve greatly reduce the retrieval
±i
sensitivity to the kind of errors found under assumed normal operating
conditions. A detailed error analysis indicated that the most impor-
tant error sources are instrument system noise, and ill specified
temperature and humidity profiles. Accurate VIRES retrievals are il-
lustrated under a number of different error and atmospheric conditions.
Furthermore, a statistical technique used to successfully discriminate
between VIRES curves derived for different atmospheric conditions is
discussed.
Operational VIRES index retrieval strategies and a number of
specific applications are proposed. It is suggested that the index be
derived from geostationary satellite data and averaged to provide week-
ly regional values. These index values would be used in a regional
climate monitoring mode. They would also be useful for verification of
climate model generated infrared radiation to space values.
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I. INTRODUCTION
• This paper introduces and describes a climate index called the
VIRES index. VIRES (pronounced vi.res) is the acronym for Vertical
Infrared Radiative Emitting Structure and quite by chance it is also
the plural form of the Latin word vis, meaning forces or powers. Thus,
the acronym seems especially appropriate since the atmosphere's VIRES
is one of the major forcing factors behind the earth's climate• The
VIRES index is related to the earth's climate through the earth's radi-
ation budget and therefore, can be considered a climate index. The
logic of this may be stated as follows. The climate system is deter-
mined by the energy input to the system and the distribution, trans-
formation, and storage of energy in various forms within the system.
These processes are mirrored in the components of the earth's radiation
- budget, one of which is the outgoing emitted thermal radiation (COSPAR
Report to ICSU and JOC, 1978b). This cooling to space is described by
the VIRES which is primarily a function of cloud distribution.
_ Atmospheric observation has been and continues to be central to
_ii the progress of atmospheric science. Better observations remain one of
_• the needs of the discipline. The recent introduction of meteorological
satellite systems has contributed significantly to the growing need of
monitoring world-wide weather variables. Satellites not only have
world-wide coverage capability with good horizontal and time resolu-
tion, they also have a second advantage. Large numbers of observations
are made with the same instrument increasing the integrity and compar-
ability of such measurements (Houghton, 1979). The relative if not the
absolute accuracy of the satellite measurement is high. More attention
to absolute accuracy has been paid to the sounding type instruments
than to any other satellite instrument, (i.e. ITPR, SIRS, IRIS).
The scientific community is still seeking the best ways to use and
apply satellite data. Most of the recent successes in using satellite
data in a quantitative global way in the atmospheric sciences have come
in the areas of solar constant measurement and radiation budget measure-
ments (Heath, 1973; Smith et al. 1977; Vonder Haar and Oort, 1973). Ap-
plication of satellite data to these problems is fairly straightforward
since the principal satellite instrument is a radiometer and the meas-
urement is a spectral or broadband irradiance. Other important areas
of research include inference of temperature and humidity profiles, as
well as cloud and wind determinations from satellite radiance values.
D
The suitability of satellite observations is reduced since the required
information must be inferred from the radiance values measured remotely
at the satellite and from the appropriate geometric and radiative trans-
fer principles.
The objective of this study is to describe the Vertical Infrared
Radiative Emitting Structure (VIRES) of the atmosphere by using simu-
lated satellite spectral radiation, measurements. A process is describ-
ed that accomplishes this objective using specified cloud radiative
properties and mean temperature and gaseous atmospheric profiles.
These findings are used to examine the feasibility of using infrared
radiative transfer weighting curves (which describe the atmosphere's
VIRES by defining how the atmosphere cools to space) as a climate in-
dex. This index would be principally dependent on climatological
cloudiness, and its variability could be regarded as an indicator of
climate variance. The strength of this approach is that it deals
directly with the radiative aspect of the problem thus circumventing
the need to infer specific individual clouds directly using the typical
.
parameters of height, base, and amount. The distinction of this tech-
- nique is that computationally one may be able to simply, accurately,
and quickly archive the atmospheric VIRES as a manifestation of global
cloudiness in a form that is useful for monitoring climate change, or
for validating the statistical characteristics of cooling to space
computed by climate models. Many factors account for the strong po-
tential of this approach.
Day to day variations as well as longer period variations in the
atmospheres VIRES (which is reflected in satellite measured earth
radiances) are primarily caused by clouds. Many techniques using
satellite data, some of which are discussed in the next section, have
been developed to infer cloudiness in the standard sense. Of course
any inference of clouds using such data will by definition be a kind of
radiative measure of cloudiness with the drawback that specific radia-
tive cloud properties must be assumed before results are possible. Of
course it is desirable to make as few a priori assumptions as possible
when analyzing the data for the purpose of obtaining reliable cloud in-
formation. By using a radiance measure of cloudiness as proposed in
this paper one increases the compatibility between the satellite meas-
urement and the quantity labeled cloudiness. Furthermore, by using a
unique form of the technique commonly called the infrared sounder cloud
retrieval method for a single field of view, we minimize the assump-
tions about the spatial scales and geometry, and about the cloud radia-
tive properties while avoiding many time consuming calculations in-
volving iterations through the radiative transfer equation. This new
method is used to find two curve shape parameters which define the
atmosphere's VIRES in terms of the infrared weighting curve.
Following the chapter on background information, the specifics of
the approach are described. For orientation purposes Figures la,b are
provided. As described in Figure la the procedure starts with satel-
lite spectral data (in this case simulated data) in the 15 _m C02 ab-
sorption bands and the 10-12 _m window band. These radiances contain
information on the VIRES of the atmosphere. Computationally, relative
importance is placed on the radiances depending upon where in the
vertical most of its energy originates. By assuming known or measured
gaseous and temperature profiles one may interpret the scene radiative-
ly by solving for the weighting function peak due to radiatively spec-
ified effective clouds and the fractional weighting of a totally over-
cast effective cloud scene versus a totally clear scene. This scheme
results in a spectral weighting curve shape specified by the two vari-
ables mentioned in Figure la. By design the curve shape is not depen-
dent on the cloud radiative properties specified. For example, if a
cloud covering the entire satellite-sensed scene is specified as opaque
(black) when its emittance is only 0.5, the routine will compute a
proper weighting function peak height (pwf) due to the cloud with 0.5
fractional weighting (_). These two curve shape variables will give
the correct weighting function curve, the same curve one gets from an
overcast case and cloud emittance of 0.5. Of course, if one insists
on interpreting the weighting function peak and fractional weighting
as cloud top height and cloud fraction, the accuracy of the cloud frac-
tion value is strongly dependent on how close the assigned cloud emit-
tance is to the true cloud emittance.
Start with satel- Interpret a single Using the cloud shape Statistically dis-
lite spectral scene radiatively, parameters, compute criminate between
radiance values solve for Wt. Fun. the IR broadband Wt. curves and calcul-
at 12 and 15 _m Pk. Level and curve (how atm. cools ate a four number
(in this paper Fractional Wt. to space). Composite climate index,
simulated values). (clear vs. effec- many curves for a (the VIRES index).
tive clouds), the measure of climato-
two curve shape logical cloud struc-
parameters, ture.
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Figure la. Schematic diagram showing computational steps leading to the proposed atmospheric
VIRES climate index.
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Figure lb. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between four
atmospheric cloud scenarios and the resulting VIRES curves
and VIRES indices (reference Chapter VI-B).
Once the two variables determining weighting curve shape are
found they may be used in a broadband transfer equation to give a
broadband weighting curve (see Figure Ib). This curve combined with
the respective temperature profile describes the vertical structure of
atmospheric cooling to space. As a test, the value of the earth's
emittance to space calculated from the derived weighting curve may be
compared to a satellite measured value of the same quantity. As part
of this study an error analysis is done to evaluate the influence of
several assumptions on the results. In addition, the important ques-
tion of time and space averaging of the quantities discussed above is
also addressed. A technique for discriminating between weighting
function curves, and a related climate index is discussed. Finally,
the strengths and limitations of using IR broadband weighting curves
as a climatic index and representation of cloudiness will be examined.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
There have been many attempts to deduce cloud cover, structure,
and radiative properties from satellite data. Table 1 is an outline of
most of the approaches, all of which seek to define inferred cloudiness
in standard terms. A short summary of the more notable research fol-
lows. However, a critique of specific approach shortcomings is not
attempted.
Using visible wavelength values Miller and Feddes (1971), have
related brightness measurements to cloud amount. Analysis of cloud
amount and type from satellite pictures (nephanalysis) has been done
using the 'eyeball' method (Clapp, 1964). Another more objective
method combines pictures from two geostationary satellites to give a
steroscopic view and measure of cloud height (Dalton et al. 1979). Of
course these methods are limited to daylight observations and are de-
graded by variable and cloud look-a-like surface reflectance.
Infra-red window data combined with simplifying assumptions
(which greatly reduce the accuracy and applicability) and a 'known'
temperature profile when used with appropriate radiation laws will give
estimates of cloud height or cloud fraction (Koffler et al. 1973). One
also needs to know or estimate cloud radiative characteristics. An
i example of a technique that uses this type of data is the adjacent
field of view method described by Smith et al. (1970). They use the
derived cloud information to construct clear column radiance profiles
as part of a temperature profile retrieval process. Exact cloud loca-
tion is still temperature profile dependent. Another totally different
approach is described by Rao (1970). He statistically relates
METHODS OF OBSERVING CLOUDS FROM SATELLITES
I. Visible Wavelength Observations
A. Reflected Solar Radiances
i. Threshold
2. Weighted histogram
B. Nephanalysis
C. Stereoscopic
II. Infra-red Wavelength Observations
A. Window Measurements
i. Threshold
2. TD
B. C02 Gas Band Measurements
i. Single field of view - RTE iterations
a. Radiance ratioing
b. Minimization
2. Single field of view - empirical RTE*
III. Vis/IR Combined Observations
A. Dual channel
B. Bi-spectral
C. 2-D histogram
*Developed and employed in this paper
- Table i. An outline of satellite cloud retrieval methods.
i0
radiative values to differences between surface and cloud top tempera-
tures (TD) over ocean areas. However, the most straightforward ap-
proach is to simply relate cloud top temperature and a known or assumed
temperature profile (assuming one measures a single overcast cloud
layer). An example of this threshold approach is the work of Cox and
Griffith (1978) using GATE data. More recently Campbell et al. (1980)
have used geosynchronous satellite IR window observations to produce
area cloud top distribution profiles. They wish to assess the impact
of the diurnal and spatial changes of these distributions on the earth-
atmosphere radiation budget.
Other methods seek to improve accuracy by combining solar bright-
ness and IR window information. However, while improving the accuracy
over taking each method separately, one must be content with the limi-
tations of both methods. A good example of this is the bi-spectral
technique of Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1977) and expanded upon by
Mendola and Cox (1978). They solve simultaneously a set of budget type
radiative equations. They also use a method described by Shenk and
Curran (1973) to improve retrieval of cirrus clouds. Other methods are
often referred to as dual channel. For example, in another paper
Reynolds et al. (1978) describe a technique for discriminating differ-
ent cloud types by visible and IR image subtraction. A similar ap-
proach, called the 2-D histogram method, is outlined by Smith (1978).
This last technique is designed to handle large quantities of data very
quickly. Of course result accuracy is sacrificed for speed. However,
for climatological applications the results may be useful.
Because this paper presents a technique using C02 gas band meas-
urements, this approach will be discussed in greater detail below.
ii
First it should be mentioned that there are other techniques for deter-
. mining cloud characteristics from satellite measurements that do not
fit neatly into the categories outlined in Table 1. For example, it
" may be possible in the future to use lidar techniques from space like
those described by Platt (1979) for ground based units. Microwave
measurements may be used with SW and/or IR measurements in a tri-channel
or dual channel approach (Yeh and Liou, 1980). Following this reasoning
a 3-D histogram technique has been suggested. A method using IR window
and water vapor channels is being pursued by Chen et al. (1980). Fi-
nally, a technique that uses spectral infrared measurements from limb
scanning is described by Taylor (1974) and by Remsberg et al. (1980).
To conclude this section the single field of view CO2 gas band
i_i: measurement technique will now be discussed. It is also referred to as
the infrared sounder cloud retrieval method. This approach has many
advantages. It requires the fewest a priori assumptions while provid-
ing day and night capability. However, it does have problems detecting
low clouds. More details on the assumptions involved and limitations
will be given later.
The IR RTE in integro-differential form represents the backbone
of this method and is given below.
inp° (i)
_T(_, 0, p) dL(_,0) = gs(_) B(_, Ts ) T(_, 0, ps ) + B(_, T[p]) 3 lnp lnp
lnp s
W/m 2 -i, where L is spectral radiance in sr cm , e is solar zenith angle
and s is surface spectral emittance usually taken to be i for 10-15s
um wavelengths. The Planck Function B is given below.
12
B(_, T) = cI v3/[exp(c2_/T)-I ]
-i
where _ is wavenumber in cm , T is temperature in OK, and cI and c2
are constants. The equation for transmittance T is given below.
P
T(W, O, p) = exp[-_gf K (_,p) sec 0 dp]t,1
Po
where q is the gas mass mixing ratio, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, p is pressure with Po being pressure at the top of the atmos-
phere and Ps being pressure at the surface, and K is the gas absorption
coefficient. Also, _ in-----pis commonly referred to as the weighting
function. Equation 1 may be rewritten as Eq. (2) for the case of
opaque clouds with cloud top height at Pc for cloud fraction N, and
I-N clear sky (cs).
inpo
L(_, 0)= N IB(_' Tc)T(_' 0' Pc ) + / B(_' T[p]) _---!---Td inpI_imp
Inp c
inp o
+ (I-N)IB(_' Ts)T(_' 0' Ps)+ f B(_' T[p]) _--T d inpI_imp
inp s
= N L cld + (l-N) LVc s (2)
Two basic techniques using these equations to solve for cloud proper-
ties have been proposed. One is known as the radiance ratioing method.
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It is described in Smith and Woolf (1976), McCleese and Wilson (1976),
. and Smith and Platt (1978). It is also used by Wielicki and Coakley
(1980), who have described its applicability and limitations in detail.
An outline of this method follows.
First rewrite Eq. (2) for grey clouds using the relationship _ =
g 1N for a spectral radiance of wavenumber 91.
Lgl = _ Lglcld + (l-s) L_ics (3)
where _ and i icld are the unknowns and L Icld depends only on Pc' Re-
arrange Eq. (3).
(Lgl Lglcs) _ " ). (4)_ = (Lglcld Lglcs
To have one equation with one unknown (pc), ratio Eq. (4) for two dif-
ferent wavenumber radiances and eliminate _ assuming N gVl = N _2"
(L9I - Lglcs) (Lglcld - Lglcs)
= (5)
(L_2 - L_2cs) (L_2cld - L_2cs)
Iterate through different Pc'S until the L 1 and L 2 that satisfy Eq.
(5) are found. Finally take the L 1 just found and solve Eq. (4) for
14
A second method is described by Chahine (1974). It is based upon
minimization of the RMS difference between the observed radiances and
calculated radiances that are a function of cloud top pressure and ef-
fective cloud fraction. An iterative scheme is used to choose the
cloud pressure and fraction used in the radiative transfer equation
calculations. While the first technique is designed to use only two
band radiances, the second method may use more than two bands. Requi-
site lengthy radiative transfer calculations are a disadvantage to
operational use of this method.
Both of these techniques and the one developed in this paper as-
sume the profile T(p) is known which implies the clear sky spectral
radiance L is known. All three methods assume spectral band emit-
_cs
tances (Ev) are equal, thus the relationship _i = _2 is assumed true.
All three assume the clear sky spectral band weighting functions are
known and are not identical to each other. All three methods assume
the satellite radiance measured comes from a scene that contains only
the representative grey body cloud top pressure. Measurements in
either the 4.3 _m or 15 _m CO band can be used. Sometimes the window2
channel (ii _m) is also used with the C02 bands even though they are
widely separated in wavenumber (McCleese and Wilson, 1976). In this
, .i does g = (Yamamoto et al. 1970). For thiscase only as _ _i _2
reason poor results can be expected using the window and CO2 channels
together to detect nonblack clouds. Notice that all terminology used
in this paper is consistent with recommendations of the IAMAP Radiation
Commission except that _ is used for wavenumber instead of K (Raschke,
1978). The next chapter describes the third technique mentioned above.
III. SHAPE PARAMETER RETRIEVAL THEORY
As stated earlier, the basic approach used in this paper to deter-
. mine the weighting function curve shape parameters is commonly called
the infrared sounder cloud retrieval method for a single field of view.
The commonly used procedures are described in detail by Chahine (1975)
and by Smith and Platt (1978). Chapter II of this paper contains a
brief review of their techniques. Because of the limited number of
assumptions needed and the day-night capability, the CO2 band approach
is without question the most accurate for determining high and middle
cloud information. Low cloud information in tropical atmospheres is
limited primarily due to the high concentration and emittance of water
- vapor in the lower troposphere which masks the clouds' radiant signa-
ture. However, as will be shown this limitation is minimized by re-
trieving the atmospheres VIRES instead of clouds per se. A brief
description of the radiative theory behind this method follows.
Equation 1 gives the IR integral form of the RTE for a plane-
parallel clear sky atmosphere with no scatter under the assumption of
local thermodynamic equilibrium. A plot of the variation of the trans-
mittance with respect to pressure is called the weighting function.
For radiation measured in the C02 absorption band or window band in the
absence of clouds, the transmittance is a known function (with slight
dependence on temperature and water vapor profiles) as is the weight-
ing function.
Equation 2 represents the satellite-received spectral radiance
[L(9,0)] from a scene containing N fraction of radiatively black clouds.
For nonblack clouds N takes on a different meaning and is replaced by
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_, an effective cloud fraction (see Eq. 3). Because reflectance by
black or nonblack clouds is assumed to be small compared to emittance
in the IR bands of concern, effective emittance _(_) and transmittance
T(_) are related by g(_) + T(_) = 1 for these wavenumber bands. Con-
sequently, we may as stated above replace N with an equivalent frac-
tional cloud cover value equal to the product g(_) N = _. Thus, true
fractional cloud cover cannot be derived unless the cloud emittance is
known.
Neglecting term L_c s, which is usually calculated from assumed
temperature and gas profiles, Eq. (2) has unknowns; Pc and N. If we
assume g(_l ) = _(_2)... for the wavebands of interest, then _ = _(_) N
will be the same value in Eq. (3) written for each of the spectral
radiances. We therefore, have a system of at least two equations with
two unknowns, Pc and _. So far we have assumed knowledge of gaseous
and temperature profiles which allow us to compute the appropriate
clear sky spectral radiance Lvc s and the many L (pc) values (using
specified cloud radiative characteristics) used to find Pc and _. We
also assume that the clouds in the scene all have approximately the
same cloud top pressure level Pc" However, we do not need to assume
the scene is overcast, nor is it necessary to make assumptions about
adjacent scenes.
At this point the method used in this paper diverges from the so-
called ratio method and minimization method described in Chapter II.
Instead of using Eq. (3) that gives satellite measured radiance LV in
terms of _, Lcs, and L_cld, an empirical equation with L in terms of
_, L cs and Pc is derived. This step eliminates the need to solve the
IR - RTE for the iteration value of Lvcld. The rationale is outlined
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below using simulated satellite radiances. The spectral radiative
o transfer routine and specific wavenumber bands and cloud radiative
characteristics used are described in Chapter IV.
The emphasis is on the relationship between specified effective
clouds and the weighting function. With specified effective clouds
present the weighting function is drasticallychanged. For example,
-i
Figure 2 shows the effect graphically using wavenumber 747.5 cm (5
-i
cm band width) and different levels of overcast cloudiness for a
typical tropical atmosphere. Cloud emittance is near i or is unity
since thick clouds are specified using an emittance model (described
later) related to specified cloud water content. Figure 3 shows the
effect of effective clouds on the weighting function for different
amounts of cloudiness for a tropical atmosphere. This is the same
effect as changing cloud emittance to less than unity in an overcast
case. In other words _ is the important shape parameter (_ = Ng_).
Broadband weighting functions show the same general characteristic ef-
fects of clouds, except for low altitude effective clouds. Near the
ground, water vapor (see Figure 4) acts much like a low effective cloud
as far as the atmosphere's VIRES is concerned. This is particularly
true in the tropics. Figures 3 and 5 show that small _'s result in
small changes in the weighting curve shape.
For each wavenumber interval in the CO2 band there is a different
shaped weighting function. Wavenumbers close to the center of the band
show clear sky weighting function peaks near the tropopause due to
stronger line absorption. Wavenumbers further from center such as
747.5 cm-I show peaks at lower levels in the atmosphere. When there is
an effective cloud present, primary or secondary peaks (pwf) occur near
I0
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Figure 2. Weighting curves for given Pc and _ = 1 values, V = 747.5 cm , for a tropical atmosphere.
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the effective cloud top level as seen in Figures 2 and 3. The exact
location of the peak is a function of model vertical resolution and in
this 20 mb vertical resolution model it is found i0 mb below specified
cloud top (Pc = Pwf - i0).
The most important radiative property in IR bands is cloud emit-
tance as a function of depth into the cloud. Investigation shows that
for a model vertical resolution of 20 mb, the level of the weighting
function peak due to the cloud is not sensitive to cloud emittance
specifications. Even for transluscent clouds the weighting function
peak (pwf) is i0 mb below specified effective cloud top (pc) .
To find an empirical relationship between Lcs, Pwf' and _, values
of weighting function peak heights (pwf) due to specified effective
clouds were plotted against the corresponding values of L (Pc' _ = i)
for a given temperature humidity profile. Figure 6 shows these plots
for a mid-latitude summer profile. Figure 7a,b contains similar plots
for a tropical atmosphere. The following relationship was found:
C) in (P--_) = (L_- L_c s) (6)
The constants C and D depend on spectral wavenumber and atmospheric
profile used although for small profile changes (i to 2°C or 20-30%
water vapor) they are nearly constant. The method used to derive and
apply Eq. (6) is the topic of Chapter IV.
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Figure 6. Empirical RTE curves for the mid-latitude summer model for _ = i case.
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IV. SHAPE PARAMETER RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE
Radiances received at satellite level are simulated using a spec-
tral radiative transfer equation (RTE) for infrared radiation developed
by Cox et al. (1976). Spectral absorption data are taken from Elasser
and Culbertson (1960), Smith (1969) and Bignell (1970). For broadband
infrared calculations a routine is used that is a broadband approxima-
tion to a rigorous line by line spectral radiative transfer equation,
and which is described by Cox et al. (1976), and by Griffith and Cox
(1977). Both sets of computer code were modified to produce the out-
put requirements of this research. By design both radiative models
are computationally fast with the consequence that approximations re-
sult in decreased accuracy. For example, N20 and CH4 absorption is
ignored (Gupta et al. 1978). Nevertheless, the principals of the
method describedbelow are not dependenton the absoluteaccuracyof
the radiativecalculations.
Spectralbands chosen for use in this researchare typicalof
those used on the satellite-borneradiometerscalledVTPR - Vertical
TemperatureProfileRadiometer(NOAA2-5), HIRS - High ResolutionIn-
fraredSounder (Nimbus6, TIROS-N)and VAS-VISSRAtmosphericSounder.
Detailed descriptions of the instruments may be found in McMillin
et al. (1973),Sissala (1975),and Schwalb (1978). Table 2 gives the
centralwavenumberof the bands used in this study. These represent
-I
typicalvalues and are not necessarilythe optimumones. A 5 cm
band width is used. Table 2 also gives clear sky atmosphereweighting
functionpropertiesof these channels.
• • • o I j
Central Central Clear Clear
WAVE Number Approximate VTPR WAVE Length Clear Standard Atm. Tropical Atm. Mid Lat. Atm.
-i Channel _m Wt. Fun. Pk. Wt. Fun. Pk. Wt. Fun. Pk.cm
697.5 3 14.337 _ 210 mb 210 mb 210
707.5 4 14.134 _ 330 mb 330 mb 330
727.5 5 13.746 _ 800 mb 710 mb 810
747.5 6 13.378 sfc 730 mb sfc
832.5 8 12.012 sfc 950 mb sfc
Table 2. Spectral band values used in the radiative transfer equation to simulate satellite data.
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The tropical and mid-latitude atmospheric variables used in this
study are given in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. These values were o
taken from the Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environments (1965) and
from U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1976 (1976). As Tables 3 and 4 indicate,
the radiative transfer routine is run with a 20 mb tropospheric resolu-
tion.
Besides gas and temperature profiles, cloud radiative properties
must be specified. As stated earlier and as examined in more detail
later, these specified cloud characteristics are not critical to ob-
taining the proper weighting function curve shape parameters (Pwf and
_). Figure 8 describes the emittance model used in this research.
Table 5 gives the specified cloud parameters. Notice that each of the
45 modeled effective clouds is i00 mb thick (where possible) and that
below 300 mb the emittance is unity (black radiating surfaces). The
effective cloud tops range from i00 mb to 980 mb at 20 mb intervals.
Since all parameters have been defined, radiance values can now
be calculated for each of the six bands given in Table 2. Satellite
received radiance values are simulated for each atmosphere and wave
band for forty-five overcast cases and one clear sky case. From these
230 spectral radiance values, any simulated set of satellite values
for a given atmospheric profile can be generated using Eq. (3). Fig-
ures 6 and 7a give plots of L_ vs. Pwf for the overcast case (_ values
given in Table 5) simulated in this way. The procedure for obtaining
the weighting curve shape parameters will be discussed next.
A standard least square linear regression model (Snedecor and
Cochran, 1967) is applied to the data in Figures 6 and 7a using a log
pressure transformation. The basic model is y = b exp (mx) and in its
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PRESSURE TEMPERATURE W H20 W 03 W C02
mb °K G/KG OG/G G/KG
" 1.6 265.0 .010 6.200 .486
20.0 225.6 .020 10.342 .486
40.0 215.3 .010 4.429 .486
- 60.0 205.6 .010 1.723 .486
80.0 198.7 .010 .623 .486
i00.0 195.7 .010 .348 .486
120.0 200.0 .010 .227 .486
140.0 206.0 .010 .200 .486
160.0 211.0 .010 .175 .486
180.0 216.4 .010 .152 .486
200.0 221.0 .010 .138 .486
220.0 225.2 .020 .126 .486
240.0 228.7 .040 .114 .486
260.0 232.3 .070 .104 .486
280.0 235.9 .ii0 .096 .486
300.0 239.2 .160 .090 .486
320.0 242.5 .220 .085 .486
340.0 245.3 .300 .081 .486
360.0 247.8 .390 .077 .486
380.0 250.2 .480 .074 .486
400.0 252.8 .600 .072 .486
" 420.0 255.4 .730 .071 .486
440.0 257.9 .870 .069 .486
460.0 260.2 1.030 .068 .486
• 480.0 262.6 1.200 .067 .486
500.0 264.7 1.400 .066 .486
520.0 266.5 1.630 .065 .486
540.0 268.3 1.870 .064 .486
560.0 270.1 2.110 .063 .486
580.0 271.9 2.300 .062 .486
600.0 273.8 2.490 .061 .486
620.0 275.7 2.680 .060 .486
640.0 277.6 3_290 .059 .486
660.0 279.3 4.680 .059 .486
680.0 281.0 6.070 .058 .486
700.0 282.7 7.460 .058 .486
720.0 284.2 8.560 .058 .486
740.0 285.1 8.810 .057 .486
760.0 286.0 9.050 .057 .486
780.0 286.8 9.290 .057 .486
800.0 287.8 9.540 .056 .486
820.0 288.9 9.990 .056 .486
840.0 290.1 10.520 .055 .486
880.0 291.3 11.570 .054 .486
900.0 293.7 12.090 .053 .486
• 920.0 294.8 12.800 .052 .486
940.0 295.9 13.550 .051 .486
Table 3. (Page i)
3O
PP_SSURE TEMPERATURE W H20 W 03 W C02
mb °K G/KG OG/G G/KG
960.0 297.0 14.300 .050 .486 -
980.0 298.1 15.060 .050 .486
I000.0 299.2 15.810 .049 .486
1013.0 300.0 16.300 .048 .486
Table 3. Tropical atmospheric profile variables.
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PRESSURE TEMPERATURE W H20 W 03 W C02
mb °K G/KG UG/G G/KG
1.8 270.0 .003 8.600 .486
20.0 229.8 .003 9.775 .486
40.0 222.6 .003 6.597 .486
60.0 219.0 .003 4.260 .486
80.0 217.1 .003 2.782 .486
i00.0 216.0 .003 1.813 .486
120.0 216.0 .003 1.258 .486
140.0 216.0 .003 .978 .486
160.0 216.0 .004 .782 .486
180.0 216.2 .006 .675 .486
200.0 220.2 .010 .568 .486
220.0 224.3 .014 .465 .486
240.0 228.4 .019 .365 .486
260.0 231.7 .030 .292 .486
280.0 234.8 .042 .223 .486
300.0 238.1 .064 .189 .486
320.0 241.3 .086 .157 .486
340.0 244.0 .133 .133 .486
360.0 246.5 .188 .112 .486
380.0 249.0 .239 .096 .486
400.0 251.6 .287 .089 .486
420.0 254.2 .336 .082 .486
440.0 256.4 .396 .077 .486
460.0 258.3 .462 .073 .486
480.0 260.3 .527 .069 .486
500.0 262.2 .599 .067 .486
520.0 264.0 .673 .065 .486
540.0 265.7 .748 .063 .486
560.0 267.5 .841 .062 .486
580.0 269.1 .976 .060 .486
600.0 270.7 i.iii .058 .486
620.0 272.4 1.246 .057 .486
640.0 273.9 1.373 .065 .486
660.0 275.3 1.495 .056 .486
680.0 276.8 1.617 .055 .486
700.0 278.3 1.739 .055 .486
720.0 279.7 1.909 .055 .486
740.0 281.0 2.126 .055 .486
760.0 282.3 2.344 .055 .486
780.0 283.6 2.561 .054 .486
800.0 284.9 2.778 .054 .486
820.0 285.9 2.962 .054 .486
860.0 287.9 3.322 .054 .486
880.0 288.9 3.502 .054 .486
Table 4. (Page i.)
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PRESSURE TEMPERATURE W H20 W 03 W C02
mb °K G/KG UG/G G/KG °
900.0 289.9 3.682 .054 .486
920.0 290.6 3.861 .054 .486
940.0 291.4 4.039 .054 .486
960.0 292.1 4.218 .054 .486
980.0 292.8 4.396 .054 .486
i000.0 293.5 4.575 .054 .486
1013.0 294.0 4.700 .054 .486
Table 4. Mid-latitude summer atmospheric profile
variables.
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gCLOUD = i - exp(-K LWC Az)
-- PI
gCLOUD = i - TCLOU D Az " z2 _ zl . RT in--
g P2
CloudTop Assu_d averagecloud Cloudpenstratlondistance
Pressure(_) ice or liquidwater forsatellite11pmradl-
(LWC) content (Sm"3) a.ce muuremsnts (maters)
100 0.01 1660
200 0.02 830
300 0.05 332
400 0.10 166
500 0.20 83
• 600 0.33 50
700 0.50 33
800 1.00 20
900 1.00 20
I000 1.00 20
A mass absorption coefficient (K) of 0.045 m2g -I was used at all levels
thereby allowing cloud emissivity to be determined by variations in
cloud water content and cloud thickness. (After Cox and Griffith,
1978).
4
Figure 8. Description of cloud emittance model used in this paper.
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CLOUD CLOUD LWC COMP. COMP. CLOUD CLOUD LWC COMP. COMP.
TOP BASE g/cm3 T _,N=I TOP BASE g/cm3 T _,N=I
i00 200 .010 .15 .85 560 660 .248 .00 1.0
120 220 .Oil .15 .85 580 680 .279 .00 1.0 "
140 240 .013 .13 .87 600 700 .313 .00 1.0
160 260 .016 .i0 .90 620 720 .352 .00 1.0
200 300 .021 .08 .92 640 740 .395 .00 1.0
220 320 .025 .06 .94 660 760 .443 .00 1.0
240 340 .029 .04 .96 680 780 .498 .00 1.0
260 360 .034 .03 .97 700 800 .559 .00 1.0
280 380 .040 .02 .98 720 820 .628 .00 1.0
300 400 .047 .01 .99 740 840 .705 .00 1.0
320 420 .055 .01 .99 760 860 .792 .00 1.0
340 440 .064 .00 1.0 780 880 .890 .00 1.0
360 460 .075 .00 1.0 800 900 1.00 .00 1.0
380 480 .087 .00 1.0 820 920 1.00 .00 1.0
400 500 .i00 .00 1.0 840 940 1.00 .00 1.0
420 520 .ii0 .00 1.0 860 960 1.00 .00 1.0
440 540 .124 .00 1.0 880 980 1.00 .00 1.0
460 560 .139 .00 1.0 900 i000 1.00 .00 1.0
480 580 .156 .00 1.0 920 i000 1.00 .00 1.0
500 600 .175 .00 1.0 940 i000 1.00 .00 1.0
520 620 .197 .00 1.0 960 i000 1.00 .00 1.0
540 640 .221 .00 1.0 980 i000 1.00 .00 1.0
Table 5. Specified Cloud Parameters.
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linear form it is in y = in b + mx, where m = slope and in b is the y
intercept value. In this model the known independent variable x is
given below:
x = L (Pwf' _) = _ L cld + (i-_) L cs,
where L is the satellite measured spectral radiance for a given spot,
is the effective cloud amount, Lgcld is the radiance from the cloudy
area of the spot, and L_c s is the radiance from the clear sky portion
of the spot. The dependent variable y is equal to Pwf" Using the data
represented in Figures 6 and 7a one can solve for the equation para-
meters m and b for _ = 1 for each wavenumber line.
One could solve for m and b values for a number of _ value lines
(Figures 6 and 7a represent an e = 1 line) using the same procedure.
However, an easier and faster approach is to rewrite the linear regres-
sion model in terms of _. First note Figure 7b which shows that re-
gardless of the e value line plotted, as L approaches L9cs, Pwf
approaches the constant value D. Furthermore, since x is a linear
combination using L_c s and e, one might expect to be able to write the
linear model in terms of Lgc s and _ which in effect gives an equation
that represents a family of curves in Pwf and _. In other words con-
sider the model
y = b exp (Cx . _).
Analysis showed that for such a model
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b = D . exp (CL cs . _).
This results in the following relationship
4
C(L- L cs)
y = D exp[ _ ] = Pwf" (7)
In this equation Pwf is simply related to both L and _. L is meas-
ured and L is known. For the _ = 1 case plotted in Figures 6 and
_cs
7a, constant C is simply the lines' slope m, and constant D = exp
(C L + in b).
vcs
Table 6 gives the respective values of C and D and L cs for each
wavenumber band. Computationally these values are used in Eq. (7), "
which is simply another form of Eq. (6) given in Chapter III. For each
wavenumber there is a separate equation with two unknowns Pwf and _.
One may solve a set of two equations with two unknowns. Two wavenumber
equations are chosen. A simple iterative scheme that changes values of
in the two equations is used to solve simultaneously for the values
of Pwf and _ of Eq. (7). Computationally one looks for the best agree-
ment between the two calculated values of Pwf as one iterates through
the _ values.
Each wavenumber family of curves (Eq. 7) represents information
from a part of the atmosphere as given in Table 6. As stated in Table
2 and illustrated in Figures 9 and l0 for six spectral bands of inter-
est, clear sky weighting functions peak at certain levels in the atmos-
phere. Most of the radiance information at a given wavelength comes
from the part of the atmosphere above this peak. A relatively small
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WAVE NUMBER WEIGHTING FUNCTION PEAK VARIABLES
-i
cm LEVEL RANGE (mb) C* D** CCR***
MID LATITUDE SUMMER ATMOSPHERE
832.5 500 - 690 3.09 1007 .587
832.5 690 - 890 2.87 971 .587
832.5 890 - 995 3.85 998 .587
747.5 320 - 790 4.55 920 .521
747.5 790 - 890 5.95 963 .521
747.5 890 - 995 9.11 996 .521
727.5 295 - 600 6.47 815 .433
707.5 190 - 455 14.0 581 .311
697.5 190 - 295 31.2 396 .259
TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
832.5 370 - 630 3.21 942 .578
832.5 630 - 730 2.62 856 .578
832.5 730 - 935 4.47 942 .578
4
747.5 320 - 730 4.12 795 .513
747.5 730 - 935 10.9 899 .513
727.5 295 - 660 6.00 744 .428
707.5 i00 - 400 13.9 600 .302
697.5 i00 - 295 26.2 381 .234
* units of [W/m2 str 5 cm-l] -i
** modified intercept in units of mb, explained in text
*** clear column radiance (W/m2 str 5 cm-I)
Table 6. Cloud retrieval empirical equation variables.
normalized d T/d,_n p
Figure 9. Tropical clear sky spectral weighting curves.
• I
normalized d "rid In p
Figure i0. Mid-latitude summer clear sky spectral weighting curves.
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portion of the total atmospheric spectral radiance received at satel-
lite level originates below the clear sky weighting function peak level.
Thus, any effective radiating surface below this clear sky peak level
will not be strongly indicated in the satellite-received radiance value.
This effect can be seen in Figures 6 and 7a. Above the respective
wave band natural clear sky weighting function peak, the relationship
of in Pwf to L (satellite received spectral radiance) is nearly linear
with a flat slope. However, below this point the slope steepens in-
dicating very little change in L for a change in Pwf (level of the
effective radiating surface since _ = i).
This effect is also evident in Figures ii and 12 which plot wave-
length dependent signal to noise ratio as a function of height for the
o
tropical and mid-latitude atmospheres respectively. The signal L_ -
L_c s (see Eq. 7) and the error values are given in Chapter V. In the
figures, the solid lines indicate _ = 1 (overcast case) and the dashed
lines are for _ less than i. For _ values less than i, the signal to
noise ratio is reduced by a factor of _. For example, if _ = .5 the
signal to noise ratio will be half the value it is for _ = I. Note
that as _ . 0 and as Pwf (with constant _ = i) . i000 mb the signal to
noise ratio decreases. In other words less information is available
from which to make curve shape retrievals as these boundaries are ap-
proached. However, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 by the small
curve shape change the VIRES of the atmosphere is least sensitive to
errors near these boundaries. Figures ii and 12 seem to indicate that
the wavenumber band curves peaking near the surface should give the
best results overall. However, the _i = g_2 assumption limits the use
of these widely spaced wavelength curves higher in the atmosphere where
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nonblack clouds are common. Also, the slope and linearity of the
. curves in Figures 6 and 7a,b for these wavebands limit their use at
upper tropospheric levels.
" Therefore, since the curve shape parameter radiance signal is re-
lated to the clear sky weighting function peak level, only the areas of
the atmosphere indicated by solid lines in Figures 6 and 7a,b for the
respective wavebands are used in the retrieval calculations. This has
the effect of maximizing the useful shape parameter information con-
tained in the satellite radiance values.
Two further points can be made. First, the empirical RTE family
of curves approach requires linearity in in p which restricts the use-
ful part of the curves in Figures 6 and 7a,b as indicated in Table 6.
To obtain best results a few of the solid lines plotted in Figures 6
and 7a,b are actually broken down into two or three straight line seg-
I
ments. All lines calculated resulted in the coefficient of determina-
tion (r2) exceeding 0.98. Secondly, for any given level of the atmos-
phere (i00 - 980 mb) there must be at least two different waveband
family of curves equations that can be compared to each other in order
to determine the proper shape parameters Pwf and _. Table 6 indicates
that this condition is met and that at times three curves overlap for
comparison.
Neglecting input errors for now, it is useful to evaluate the
statistical characteristics of the previously described empirical re-
trieval. Figures 13 and 14 show an evaluation of the bias and RMS
error associated with retrieval of the two curve shape parameters Pwf
and _. RMS error is the standard deviation of retrieval error. Bias
error is the mean retrieved value minus the actual simulated value.
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Each point plotted is an evaluation of 50 values. The 50 values came
from the 5 effective cloud top levels in a given 100's category (i.e.
300, 320, 340, 360 and 380 mb) evaluated at i0 clear versus cloudy
fractional weightings (i.e. 1.0, 0.9 .... , 0.I). Values were calcu-
lated for the tropical atmosphere between i00 and 880 mb and between
200 and 980 mb for the mid-latitude summer atmosphere. Values above
the tropopause were not considered because isothermal conditions give
no indication of Pwf changes in the satellite radiance values (i.e.
_T
-_z # 0). Values at 900 mb and below in the tropical atmosphere were
not considered because the high concentration of water vapor at these
levels essentially has the same effect on the atmosphere VIRES whether
an effective cloud is there or not.
From Figures 13 and 14 it can be seen that the RMS curves are in-
fluenced by the signal to noise ratio values discussed previously. As
pointed out before, the errors occurring in the retrieval low in the
atmosphere have the least effect on the shape of the broadband weight-
ing function curve. However, the error shown by the bias curves is
only due to the failure of the empirical RTE to exactly duplicate cal-
culation of the RTE for every combination of Pc and _. The dotted line
shows an adjustment made to the empirical method to remove a small con-
sistently high bias. Variable D (an intercept value) of Eq. (7) is
slightly reduced to nearly eliminate this bias. Apparently solving for
C and D by the method described earlier using _ = 1 which is at a bound-
ary, results in this = 5 mb bias.
As stated previously and as outlined in Figure la the shape param-
eter Pwf and e are used in the broadband computer routine referred to w
earlier in this chapter. The program is run using the same atmospheric
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profile used to compute the C and D values of Eq. (7) and listed in
Table 6. One may run the program with many pairs of shape parameters
o
to produce a composite VIRES curve. Chapter Vl gives examples of this
procedure and explains how the VIRES broadband curves are used to yield
the proposed VIRES index. The next chapter evaluates the retrieval
errors under realistic system error conditions. Note also that at the
end of Chapter V it is shown that one may produce useful composite
curves by combining the simulated spectral radiances before curve shape
parameter retrieval is performed.
V. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
To help assess the feasibility of using the atmospheric VIRES as a
climate index in the form of broadband infrared weighting functions, it
is useful to know the characteristic errors of inferring these profiles
from satellite spectral radiances. First, the uncertainties both ran-
dom and bias associated with the empirical RTE technique used to re-
trieve the weighting curve shape parameters Pwf and _ are examined.
Secondly, the sensitivity of the final weighting curve product to rea-
sonable errors is examined. All error sources evaluated are associated
with implicit or explicit assumptions.
A. Shape parameter retrieval errors
Error sources examined in this section include system-instrument
errors, errors associated with temperature, humidity, and C02 profile
unknowns, and errors due to specified cloud properties assumptions.
The sensitivity of the weighting curve shape parameters to these likely
error sources is investigated. The chosen approach and specific error
magnitudes are discussed below.
The calculation of the statistics used in this analysis is
straightforward. The Pwf and _ RMS errors are variations of the re-
trieved values about the retrieval mean Pwf and _ values. Thus the
RMS is a measure of the retrieved values standard deviation about the
mean. However, because the RMS is large compared to the mean, the
described RMS value is nearly equal to the RMS calculated the standard
way. Bias error is the difference between the actual and retrieved
mean value.
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Important to the calculation of the statistics is the empirical-
RTE technique boundary conditions. Naturally the values of _ are found
between 1.0 and 0. For clear sky conditions _ is given the value 0 and
Pwf = I000 mb. Clear sky conditions are assigned when L _ L es - 24 ,
-i
where _ = 747.5 and 832.5 cm , and o is the standard deviation of in-
strument error at a given wavenumber. Retrieval calculations giving
radiating surfaces above the tropopause are taken to indicate the
radiating surface location at the tropopause level (i00 mb for tropical
atmosphere, and 180 mb for mid-latitude atmosphere). Because of the
strong influence of water vapor in the tropical model, radiating sur-
faces calculated to be below 935 mb are taken to indicate clear sky
conditions. Specifics of the error analysis are given in the Appendix.
" A summary of these results including error assumptions follows.
Instrument system noise is assumed to be Gaussian with a mean of
g
-2 -I
zero and a standard deviation of 0.22 mW m sr cm for the C02 channels
-2 -i
and 0.ii mW m sr cm for the window channel. These values represent
the state of the art precision of the HIRS instrument on TIROS-N
(Schwalb, 1978). It is also assumed that channel errors for a specific
spot measurement are correlated. Thus each simulated spectral radi-
ance value was modified in a like manner by an error value distributed
as described above and chosen randomly for each set of radiance values.
The effect of this approach, compared to random assignment of individ-
ual errors to the spectral radiances in a set, is to give m 30% smaller
overall bias errors and _ 20% smaller RMS errors to the retrieved curve
. shape parameters. The bias and RMS errors are smaller because the re-
trieval routine is better able to find a unique solution when errors
are in the same direction and of similar magnitude. Real
5O
characteristic sensor noise of course, lies somewhere between the two
descriptions given above. Although example comparisons of the results
from the two approaches showed the trend described above, the noise
correlation approach was chosen for the overall sensitivity analysis.
Temperature and water vapor profile errors are also assumed to be
Gaussian with zero mean. Errors vary randomly from one 20 mb layer to
another and temperature errors are assumed not to be correlated with
humidity errors. Reasonable temperature and humidity errors are as-
sumed to be < 5°C RMS for temperature and an RMS < 100% of the correct
mixing ratio (Wielicki and Coakley, 1980). Although analysis was done
for a number of reasonable values, the results reported on in the Ap-
pendix are for a 2°C RMS and an RMS water vapor noise of 50% (Susskind
and Rosenfield, 1980; Weinreb and Crosby, 1977).
C02 profile maximum errors are assumed to be of magnitude 1%.
2
This represents a value that is _ of the seasonal change in C02 con-
centration (Bolin and Bischof, 1970; Miller, 1978). C02 is assumed to
be well mixed in the troposphere and, therefore, the 1% error is ap-
plied equally from layer to layer.
For all profile errors a simple correction technique is sometimes
useful. Using additional radiative information in the form of a clear
column radiance correction (CCRC) decreases error values. Application
of CCRC is explained in the Appendix.
Cloud radiative properties must be specified or assumed to be of
a certain nature. For emitted radiation the most important property
(and only one examined here) is cloud effective emittance. As Platt
and Stephens (1980) have recently pointed out, there are scattering and
reflection components of effective cloud emittsnce, especially for ice
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clouds. However, for the cloud model used in this research, two prop-
erties determine the cloud effective emittance; cloud thickness and
cloud liquid water content (LWC). Two errors that are most likely to
occur are examined. First a i00 mb thick cloud is specified when in
reality a 20 mb thin cloud is present. In other words, cloud emittance
is specified too large. Second, a cloud of higher LWC than specified
is present. This is the case of cumulonimbus cloud at cirrus level.
In this situation cloud emittance is specified too small. This occurs
only above 300 mb since below thin level cloud emittance is specified
at the maximum value of i. As stated previously and as shown by this
analysis, the retrieval process is essentially independent of cloud
radiative properties specified.
Table 7 gives a summary of the error sources and the corresponding
bias and RMS order of magnitude error for the two curve shape param-
eters retrieved. The combination error source includes a random 2°C
RMS and 50% P_S water mixing ratio error. It also includes instrument
noise as described above. Cloud depth is allowed to randomly vary from
20 to 180 mb and cloud LWC varies randomly from ! 50% of the specified
value. This table shows results that testify to the capability of this
retrieval method.
B. Error effects on the weighting curves
The next source of error evaluated is the assumption that the
satellite sensor views only one effective cloud layer in non-clear
situations. Direct sensitivity of the weighting curve to this error is
investigated. The error is examined by means of a sensor resolution
argument. We compare two models. In the first model the sensor
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Error Statistical Values*
Sources* Pwf bias (mb) Pwf RMS (mb) _ bias _ RMS "
Empirical RTE 0 5 + .01 .03
Sensor noise -+15 80 i .04 .15
Temperature + humidity i 30 160 + .06 .30
Temperature + humidity -+15 20 _+ .06 .05
with CCRC*
CO2 profile + 30 40 _+ .02 .02
C02 profile with CCRC +- 2 i0 + .01 .02
Specified emittance -+ 2 8 _+ .01"* .03**
Combination + 15 160 + .05 .35
Combination with CCRC + 15 90 + .05 .20
* defined in text
** not plotted in the Figures
Table 7. List of representative errors in shape parameter retrieval
due to given error sources.
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detects, for example, 200 sets of radiances, representing single layer
effective clouds. This model is compared to the second model which
senses i00 sets of radiance values for the same area of effective cloud.
The second set of radiances are simply averages of the first set of
radiances taken by pairs. For both cases curve shape parameters are
retrieved assuming single layer effective clouds and composite weight-
ing function curves which represent the same 200 spot (high resolution)
area are computed. The two curves are statistically compared to test
the one layer error assumption. In the 200 spot specified model the
assumption is totally true, while in the i00 pair model the assumption
is completely false.
In this analysis the 200 spot area represents a sample from an
" effective cloud layer distribution. Three different distributions of
effective cloud top heights are specified to provide a more complete
test. The test in general as well as the distributions are described
in detail in the Appendix. The statistical test used is described in
Chapter Vl.
Table 8 shows the results of the single effective cloud layer
assumption analysis. The statistical test values indicate that for the
situations of curve compositing the errors associated with the single
layer assumption are minimized. For the test cases presented, the re-
trieved composite weighting function curves are extraordinarily similar
to the true (specified) curves. Although the statistical test is de-
signed to indicate curve differences, small T values imply likeness.
In other words, if the calculated T values are as large or larger than
the critical T value then H0 (the curves are the same) can be rejected
SIGN COUNTS FOR SIGN TEST
DISTRIBUTIONS I00 - 380 mb 400 - 680 mb 700 - 980 mb T Statistic
Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
FLATS vs FLATR 9 6 9. 6 7 8 1.96
(Cut off correction) FLATS vs FLATR 6 5 i i 0 0 0
FLATS vs FLATR* 7 8 9 6 7 8 0.98
(Cut off correction) FLATS vs FLATR* 7 6 0 2 0 0 1.39
BIMOS vs BIMOR 7 8 9 6 7 8 0.98
(Cut off correction) BIMOS vs BIMOR 4 5 i i 0 0 0
IPK3S vs IPK3R 8 7 8 7 4 ii 4.17
(Cut off correction) IPK3S vs IPK3R 5 7 4 i 0 0 1.45
P values Critical T values (see text)
.01 16.8
.05 12.6
.i0 10.6
.25 7.8
.50 5.4
Table 8. Statistical test of the differences between the curves in Figures 40-42.
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at the given P value significance level. Otherwise, H0 is accepted as
. true, the differences in the curves being explained by chance happen-
ings.
This last section looks at the sensitivity of the final product
broadband weighting curve to the factors that are most important to
curve parameter retrieval, temperature and humidity. The two climato-
logical profiles (Tables 3 and 4) are assumed to be correct when using
the retrieval method, i.e. when determining C and D values and when
calculating the broadband curves from the retrieved curve shape param-
eters. However, each of these profiles are modified to produce 'actual'
cases. Temperature and humidity at each level in the climatological
profiles are increased or decreased by a specified percentage to pro-
duce these 'actual' cases. From these 'actual' profiles the simulated
satellite radiances are calculated. Finally, the broadband weighting
curve retrieved assuming a climatological atmosphere (without using
CCRC) when an 'actual' profile exists is compared to the weighting
curve produced directly from the true atmospheric profile and 'true'
specified cloud distribution. The specified cloud profile used is
called IN24 and it represents the actual 24 hour average cloud condi-
tions for the B array north section during Phase III of GATE (see Cox
and Griffith, 1978). This cloud distribution as well as those used
in Chapter VI and the Appendix are given in Table 9.
Changing the profiles has the following general effects. In-
creasing the temperature or decreasing the humidity in the profiles
gives radiance values higher than those calculated using a climato-
logical profile. Likewise given specified Pwf and _ values the radi-
ances from a climatological profile will be higher than those
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Eff.
Cld. 225 215 185 190 190 185 240 230 200
Top Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot
Pres. Flat 1 BIMOI IPK2 IPK4 IPK6 IPK8 Flats BIMOS IPK3S
i00 5 2 5 i I i 4 2 2
120 5 2 5 i I i 4 2 2
140 5 2 5 i i I 4 2 2
160 5 2 5 1 1 i 4 2 2
180 5 2 5 1 1 1 4 2 2
200 5 16 20 2 1 1 6 4 5
220 5 16 20 2 1 1 6 4 5
240 5 16 20 2 1 1 5 4 5
260 5 16 20 2 1 1 6 4 5
280 5 16 20 2 i 1 6 4 5
300 5 2 5 5 1 1 6 :12 15
320 5 2 5 5 1 1 7 12 15
350 5 2 5 5 1 1 6 12 15
360 5 2 5 5 1 1 7 12 15
380 5 2 5 5 1 1 6 12 15
400 5 1 2 20 2 1 6 4 6
420 5 1 2 20 2 1 5 4 6
440 5 1 2 20 2 1 5 4 6
460 5 1 2 20 2 1 5 4 6
480 5 1 2 20 2 1 5 4 6
500 5 1 1 5 5 1 5 2 4
520 5 1 1 5 5 1 5 2 4
540 5 1 1 5 5 1 5 2 4
560 5 1 1 5 5 1 6 2 4
580 5 1 1 5 5 i 5 2 4
600 5 2 1 2 20 2 4 2 2
620 5 2 1 2 20 2 5 2 2
640 5 2 1 2 20 2 5 2 2
660 5 2 1 2 20 2 4 2 2
680 5 2 1 2 20 2 5 2 2
700 5 16 1 1 5 5 5 4 2
720 5 16 1 1 5 5 6 4 2
740 5 16 1 1 5 5 6 4 2
760 5 16 i i 5 5 5 4 2
780 5 16 1 1 5 5 6 4 2
800 5 2 1 1 2 20 5 12 2
820 5 2 1 1 2 20 5 12 2
840 5 2 1 1 2 20 5 12 2
860 5 2 1 1 2 20 5 12 2
880 5 2 1 1 2 20 5 12 2
900 5 1 1 1 1 5 7 4 2
920 5 1 1 1 1 5 6 4 2
940 5 1 1 1 1 5 6 4 2
960 5 1 1 1 1 5 6 4 2
980 5 1 1 1 1 5 6 4 2
Table 9. (Page i)
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Eff.
Cld. 215 210 190 190 190 165 215 250
Top Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot Spot
Pres. BIMO2 BIMO3 IPK3 IPK5 IPK7 IPK9 IPK3M IN24
(mb)
i00 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
120 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
140 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
160 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
180 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
200 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 4
220 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 4
240 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 4
260 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 4
280 2 2 5 1 1 1 1 4
300 16 16 20 2 1 1 35 4
320 16 16 20 2 1 1 35 4
340 16 16 20 2 1 1 35 5
360 16 16 20 2 1 1 35 5
380 16 16 20 2 1 1 35 5
400 2 2 5 5 1 1 1 5
420 2 2 5 5 1 1 1 5
440 2 2 5 5 1 1 1 6
460 2 2 5 5 1 1 1 5
480 2 2 5 5 1 1 1 5
500 2 16 2 20 2 1 1 5
520 2 16 2 20 2 1 1 4
540 2 16 2 20 2 1 1 4
560 2 16 2 20 2 1 1 4
580 2 16 2 20 2 1 1 4
600 16 2 1 5 5 1 1 4
620 16 2 1 5 5 1 1 4
640 16 2 1 5 5 1 1 5
660 16 2 1 5 5 1 1 5
680 16 2 1 5 5 1 1 5
700 2 1 1 2 20 2 1 5
720 2 1 1 2 20 2 1 5
740 2 1 1 2 20 2 1 5
760 2 1 1 2 20 2 1 4
780 2 1 1 2 20 2 1 4
800 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 4
820 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 4
840 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 4
860 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 5
880 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 5
900 1 1 1 1 2 20 1 5
920 1 1 1 1 2 20 1 5
940 1 1 1 1 2 20 1 5
960 1 1 1 i 2 20 i 4
980 1 1 1 1 2 20 1 4
64 Clear
Table 9. Model effective cloud distributions (frequency of occurrences).
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calculated using cooler or moister profiles, in general then, the Pwf
values retrieved using radiances from a warmer or drier atmosphere will
be a few millibars (20 - 40 mb given the conditions in the next para-
graphs) larger (lower in the atmosphere) than the specified value. Just
the opposite is true for the cooler or moister case. Typically, re-
trieved _ values remain equal or slightly smaller than the specified
value.
To illustrate the findings, Table I0 gives the results of this
analysis for the case of increasing the temperature of the climato-
logical profile by 1% at each level and for the case of increasing the
water mixing ratio at each level by 20%. Results for both tropical and
mid-latitude cases are given.
It is clear that for these cases the VIRES index (described in the °
next chapter) is not sensitive to these reasonable assumption errors.
The small T statistic values also indicate that the broadband weighting
curves are little effected. Looking at the specified and retrieved
effective cloud distributions one notices good agreement for the high,
middle and combined low and clear categories but poor agreement for the
low and clear categories taken separately. This simply supports what
has already been said concerning poor retrieval capabilities in the low
troposphere. It also shows the advantage of retrieving the VIRES index.
A qualifying statement is in order. A more severe test of this
retrieval method would be to not only shift the temperature and humid-
ity profiles but to also change their shape. This was done of course,
for the tests in Section A. Also, a rather flat distribution of clouds °
with some clear sky is a reasonable test, but poorer results would be
expected from a sharper (more peaked) distribution. Different shaped
Profile Case Atmosphere 100-1013MeanT mb Precip. H20 VIRES T
°K cm Index Statistic
Actual (+ 20% H20) Tropical 263.2 5.30 270-460-680-0 0
Assume Climatology Tropical 263.2 4.42 280-480-680-0
Actual (+ 20% H20) Mid. Lat. 261.7 1.60 280-500-780-.10 2.48
Assume Climatology Mid. Lat. 261.7 1.34 290-500-780-.15
Actual (+ 1% Temp) Tropical 265.8 4.42 280-480-700-0
Assume Climatology Tropical 263.2 4.42 290-490-700-0 0
Actual (+ 1% Temp) Mid. Lat. 264.3 1.34 290-500-800-.11
4.73
Assume Climatology Mid. Lat. 261.7 1.34 300-520-810-.16
SPECIFIED CLOUD DISTRIBUTION IN %
Low and Clear
High Middle Combined Low Clear
100-390 mb 400-690 mb 700-surface 700-surface
Actual/Given Trop. and Mid. Lat. 19.2 28.0 52.8 27.2 25.6
Retrieved with + 20% H20 Trop. 19.2 31.9 48.9 13.5 35.4
Retrieved with + 20% H20 Mid. Lat. 19.2 28.0 52.8 19.1 33.7
Actual/Given Trop. and Mid. Lat. 19.2 28.0 52.8 27.2 25.6
Retrieved with + 1% T Tropical 16.3 26.0 56.7 i0.0 46.7
Retrieved with + i_ T Mid. Lat. 15.2 28.0 56.8 18.0 38.8
Table i0. Example of sensitivity analysis for VIRES index and specified cloud distribution retrievals.
6O
effective cloud distributions and their respective VIRES indexes are
examined in the next chapter.
m
The Appendix has a detailed description of the error investigation
as well as a discussion on minimizing the errors. For example, the
use of CCRC improves the accuracy of the retrieval over using pre-
selected climatological profiles (Crutcher and Mesere, 1970; Jenne
et al. 1974; Smith et al. 1972). Nevertheless, the true strength of
this climate index approach is that radiation information is used to
produce an index directly from radiation theory. Thus, the error
prone process of inferring standard physical meteorological variables
is avoided.
VI. WEIGHTING CURVES AS A CLIMATE INDEX
A first step in developing a climate index from composite weight-
ing curves is to find an objective way to infer from the curves when
there are different types of VIRES (indicators of climatological cloudi-
ness). Section A of this chapter describes a statistical technique and
shows that it is a powerful test for objectively determining when two
weighting function curves and thus two effective cloud top distribu-
tions are different. The remainder of the chapter deals with developing
and using a climate index based on the retrieved broadband weighting
function curves.
A. Sign Test with Fisher's Method
8
Utilizing the broadband infrared RTE described earlier, the weight-
. ing function curves are computed using a finite differencing scheme
which provides one curve value every 20 mb between i00 and i000 mb.
These 45 point values describe the weighting function in the part of
the atmosphere influenced by effective clouds. These curves quite
obviously represent no standard statistical distribution. Therefore,
when comparing two broadband weighting function curves one must use
non-parametric statistics.
Because the continuous curve is computed using discrete points,
it is easy to compare two curves by pairing their respective point
values. A non-parametric statistical test may then be used to test the
likeness or difference of the paired values. Although the Wilcoxon
Matched Pair Signed Rank Test and the Kolomogorov - Smirnov Test are
sometimes useful in such cases, the simple Sign Test gives the best
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results in this case. The following is a description of the Sign Test
(Beyer, 1971).
In this test, observations from sample x and sample y are paired
and the differences are calculated. The null hypothesis (H0) is that
the difference d. has a distribution with median zero, i.e. the true
1
1
proportion of positive (negative) signs is equal to P = _. The proba-
bility of positive (negative) signs is given by the binomial probabil-
ity function f(x) such that
n
•=
where x is either the number of positive signs or negative signs, and .
n is the sum of positive and negative signs. The probability P. of the1
samples being the same (true H0) given x positive (negative) signs is
given by the expression
k i n
P" ( x < k ) : 2 [ _ _(I_) ] (_) 'l
x=O
where P.(x) is the Sign Test Probability Function for the two-tailedi
case. The test is two-tailed because there is no reason to expect more
positive signs than negative signs. For example, if k = 3 and n = 15,
the probability of x being three or less (either of positive or nega-
tive sign) if H0 is true is given by the following calculation.
15
Pi (x _< 3) = 2 [(15)(?)(15)(135)] (i) = .035156.
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In other words, i - .035156 = .964844 is the probability that H0 is
° false. In this case H0 would be rejected at the 5% level. When they
occur, zero differences are excluded because they contribute no in-
formation for deciding whether positive or negative differences are
more likely.
To evaluate the usefulness of the Sign Test sixteen effective
cloud top distributions are specified. Figure 15 and Table 9 describe
these distributions in detail. Note that three of these distributions
are used for the error analysis in the last chapter and detailed in the
Appendix. The specified distributions are intended to represent the
type of observed effective cloud top distributions illustrated in Fig-
ure 16. The corresponding infrared broadband weighting function curves
for these sixteen distributions are given in Figures 17-23 for the
tropical atmosphere. These are the curves we wish to discriminate be-
tween.
The characteristic shape of the curves in Figures 17-23 result in
two problems when using the Sign Test. First, the curves exhibit a
characteristic known as crossover. When comparing two curves such as
FLATS and BIMOS, or FLATS and IPK3S in Figure 17, one notices the
curves crossover each other many times in the first case and at least
once in the second case. Because the curves indicate vertical weight-
ing and total weighting changes little from case to case, the curve
that shows large weighting at one vertical position must show small
compensating weighting at another point in the vertical. This con-
straint is the primary cause of curve crossovers. The crossover effect
reduces the ability of the Sign Test to discriminate between two ob-
viously different curves. This is clearly seen in Figure 19. IPK2
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Figure 15 Plots of effective cloud top model distributions.+ l
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Figure 16. Unpublished figure by G. G. Campbell showing histograms
(5°K resolution, 16 cat.) of geosynchronous satellite IR
window radiance temperatures that approximate the cloud
top distribution. Each histogram represents 200 x 200 km
area. The total figure represents data taken on 16 Nov.
1978 at 1500 L for the Pacific Ocean region 10°N - 20°S
latitude and 235°E - 265°E longitude.
NOTE: The length of the x-axis represents a 50% frequency and the
y-axis has temperature decreasing up the axis.
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Figure 17. Broadband weighting curves for given specified distributions•
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and IPK6 are compared. For this case n = 45 and x = 19. The Sign Test
cannot reject H0 even at the 25% level. The test shows that there is
greater than 1 chance in 4 that these two curves are the same. The
crossover effect is to be blamed for this test deficiency.
The crossover effect may be greatly reduced by considering the
curves in three equal parts of 15 pairs each instead of taken as a
whole (45 pairs). The curves may be divided into three physically
distinct parts. This division parallels the well known high, middle
and low cloud categories. The part between 980 and 700 mb represents
the lower tropospheric area of high water vapor content (approximately
85% of the total). In this area water vapor represents an important
source of infrared emission as illustrated by the low level weighting
function peak for clear sky in Figure 17. From 380 to I00 mb another
naturally occurring clear sky weighting function peak is seen. This is
also the area of cirrus cloud formation. Since ice clouds are somewhat
different emittors than water clouds it is not unreasonable to examine
their respective influence on the weighting curves separately. Final-
ly, the 680 to 400 mb layer is found between the two layers described
above. It lacks the consistent large amount of water vapor and the
clear sky weighting function peaks. It is also true that the emitting
structure within these three divisions are for the most part determined
using different pairs of spectral radiative values.
Fisher's Method of Combining Three P Values is used with the Sign
Test when comparing corresponding pairs from two curves in three parts
(Fisher, 1958). Fisher found that the probability function distribu-
tion of - 2 times the sum of the logarithms of m independent P values
is Chi-Squared with 2m degrees of freedom. Thus, the three P statistic
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values are distributed as Chi-Squared with 6 degrees of freedom. The
, calculation of the T statistic is done using the values in Table ii
computed from the following equation,
T = (-2) [in PI + in P2 + in P3 ] = X2d.f. = 6"
For example, if in P1 = -4.9, in P2 = -6.3, and in P3 = -2.1 (see Table
• 2
ii), the T statistic is calculated as 26.6. Since for P = .01, X6 =
16.8, one would reject H0 at the 1% level (i.e. less than i chance in
i00 that the two samples are the same and H0 is true). The critical
T values for a specified P level are given in Table ii.
Table 12 gives the T statistic for the different curve comparisons.
By considering a critical value of T = 10.6 (P = 0.i0), Table 12 shows
that the test indicates curve differences in all cases except one
(BIM01 vs. IPK3S). Notice also that the test says FLAT1 vs. FLATS are
different curves when in fact they are nearly identical. These two
cases point up the second drawback of this test. Although the test
allows for zero differences, the 45 curve point pairs never give an
absolute difference value of zero primarily because values are computed
beyond reasonable significant figures. Therefore, at times their dif-
ference is very small, but as computed for Table 12 there are always 3
sets of 15 sign values calculated with no zeros. Notice that above
i00 mb (Figures 17-20) curve points are identical but they are not used
in the Sign Test.
To correct this deficiency, when the difference between curve
points is smaller than a specified significance level, it is set to
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n = 15 n = 14 n = 13
X inP x inP x inP
0 -9.7040605 0 -9.010913 0 -8.31777
1 -6.99601 1 -6.302863 1 -5.67871
2 -4.90827 2 -4.35695 2 -3.79598
3 -3.34795 3 -2.8603106 3 -2.38287
4 -2.13310 4 -1.717896 4 -1.32108
5 -1.198131 5 - .85843 5 - .5429104
6 - .49883 6 - .23521 6 0
7 0 7 0
n = 12 n = ii n = i0
0 -7.62462 0 -6.93147 0 -6.2383
1 -5.05967 1 -4.4466 1 -3.84043
2 -3.255171 2 -2.72678 2 -2.2197
3 -1.92418 3 -1.4847 3 -1.06784
4 - .947536 4 - .59997 4 - .28248
5 - .255649 5 0 5 0
6 0
n = 9 n .= 8 n = 7
0 -5.54518 0 -4.8520 0 -4.1589
1 -3.2426 1 -2.6548 1 -2.0794
2 -1.71654 2 -1.2411 2 - .79159
3 - .67764 3 - .31943 3 0
4 0
n = 6 n = 5 n = 4
0 -3.46574 0 -2.7726 0 -2.07944
i -1.5198 i - .9808 i - .4700
2 - .3747 2 0 2 0
3 0
n= 3 n= 2 n=l
0 -1.3863 0 - .6931 0 0
1 0 0
Table ii. The logarithm of Sign Test probabilities for given n and x
values.
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SIGN TEST
• DISTRIBUTIONS i00 - 380 mb 400 - 680 mb 700 - 980 mb T-statistic
Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
FLATS vs. BIMOS i0 5 12 3 4 ii 13.4
FLATS vs. BIMOI i0 5 15 0 8 7 21.8
FLATS vs. IPK3S 6 9 i0 5 15 0 22.8
FLAT1 vs. FLATS 6 9 12 3 1 14 21.7 +
FLAT1 vs. BIMOS i0 5 12 3 4 ii 13.4
FLAT1 vs. BIMOI I0 5 15 0 8 7 21.8
FLAT1 vs. IPK2 4 ii 15 0 15 0 43.1
FLAT1 vs. IPK3S 5 i0 ii 4 15 0 26.1
FLAT1 vs. IPK4 i0 5 6 9 15 0 22.8
FLAT1 vs. IPK6 15 0 5 i0 12 3 28.5
FLAT1 vs. IPK8 15 0 12 3 14 1 40.1
BIMOI vs. BIMOS 5 i0 13 2 9 6 13.2
BIMOI vs. IPK2 2 13 15 0 i0 5 31.6
BIMOI vs. IPK3S 5 I0 4 ii 9 6 7.7 +
BIMOI vs. IPK4 i0 5 3 12 15 0 28.5
BIMOI vs. IPK6 ii 4 0 15 13 2 33.5
BIMOI vs. IPK8 ii 4 0 15 0 15 43.1
IPK2 vs. IPK3S i0 5 0 15 3 12 28.5
IPK2 vs. IPK4 ii 4 0 15 14 1 37.7
IPK2 vs. IPK6 13 2 0 15 6 9 30.2
IPK2 vs. IPK8 13 2 0 15 0 15 48.6
IPK3S vs. IPK4 15 0 3 12 15 0 45.5
IPK3S vs. IPK6 15 0 5 I0 7 8 21.8
IPK3S vs. IPK8 15 0 6 9 0 15 40.1
IPK4 vs. IPK6 i0 5 8 7 14 1 16.4
IPK4 vs. IPK8 I0 5 9 6 0 15 22.8
IPK6 vs. IPK8 0 15 15 0 1 14 52.8
+ referred to in the text
Table 12. Sign Test results without zero cutoff correction.
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zero. Figure 18 illustrates the small differences between curves BIM01
and IPK3 below 850 mb. These differences are set to zero. We refer to
this procedure as zero cutoff correction. Table 13 which includes more
curve comparisons than Table 12 gives the T values with this correction
applied. Notice that most of the change occurs in the 700-980 mb group.
Also notice that BIMOI and IPK3S now pass the test for being different
while FLATS and FLAT1 as well as IPK8 and IPK9 have small T values that
indicate likeness. It is also instructive to note that the test does
not catch the difference between FLAT1 and BIMOS at the P = 5% level
but it does at the P = 10% level. As Figure 15 illustrates, BIMOS re-
presents a flatter bimodal effective cloud top distribution than BIMOI
which explains why FLAT1 and BIMOI are judged to be different.
From the P values given in Table 8 it is clear that T values
greater than about i0 represent rejection of the null hypothesis.
Curves with smaller T values indicate acceptance of H0: the curves are
the same. Referring to Table 13, values of T greater than l0 indicate
unlike curves. Of the 48 combinations of curve pairings only 6 cases
resulted in T values where H0 cannot be rejected at the 5% level (two
cases are mentioned above). In two of these cases (BIM02 vs. BIM03 and
IPK3 vs. IPK3M) the effective cloud top distributions are nearly the
same, explaining the statistical results. In the other two cases
(BIMOI vs. IPK3 and IPK8 vs. IPK7) the large amount of water vapor in
the lower troposphere effectively acts as a radiating surface resulting
in broadband weighting curve pairs that are quite similar, yet repr_-
sent different effective cloud top distributions.
Two other points can be made from Table 13. The test is able to
Q
distinguish between two slightly different distributions peaking at
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SIGN TEST
DISTRIBUTIONS i00 - 380 mb 400 - 680 mb 700 - 980 mb T-statistic
Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
FLATS vs. BIMOS 9 5 i0 2 0 5 13.8
FLATS vs. IPK3S 5 6 8 4 ii 0 15.8
FLATS vs. BIMOI i0 5 13 0 3 6 20.4
FLAT1 vs. FLATS 5 3 0 0 0 0 0.6 +
FLAT1 vs. BIMOS 7 5 ii 3 0 5 11.3 +
FLAT1 vs. IPK3S 5 8 9 4 I0 0 16.2
FLAT1 vs. IPK2 3 ii 15 0 ii 0 39.0
FLAT1 vs. IPK3 5 9 ii 3 12 0 22.7
FLAT1 vs. IPK4 i0 5 6 9 12 0 18.6
FLATI vs. IPK5 13 0 i 12 12 0 43.2
FLAT1 vs. IPK6 13 0 2 9 7 3 24.2
FLAT1 vs. IPK8 13 0 8 2 12 0 36.3
FLAT1 vs. BIMOI i0 5 14 0 3 6 20.4 +
FLAT1 vs. BIMO2 i0 5 7 7 i0 i 11.3
BIMOI vs. BIMOS 5 5 9 0 6 5 ii.i
BIMOI vs. BIM02 i0 5 0 10 7 0 23.2
BIMOI vs. BIMO3 I0 5 2 12 8 0 20.8
BIMO2 vs. BIMO3 0 0 3 6 4 0 5.5 +
BIMOI vs. IPK2 0 13 ii 0 8 0 40.2
BIMOI vs. IPK3 5 5 6 6 8 0 9.7 +
BIMOI vs. IPK4 i0 5 3 i0 8 0 16.9
BIMOI vs. IPK5 I0 4 1 14 8 0 27.1
BIMOI vs. IPK6 ii 3 0 15 6 2 27.6
BIMOI vs. IPK8 ii 3 0 15 0 13 41.8
IPK2 vs. IPK3 i0 5 0 9 0 0 13.5
IPK2 vs. IPK4 i0 4 0 14 0 0 21.5
IPK2 vs. IPK5 12 2 0 15 0 2 29.5
IPK2 vs. IPK6 12 2 0 15 0 6 35.1
IPK2 vs. IPK8 12 2 0 15 0 13 44.8t
Table 13. (Page i)
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SIGN TEST
DISTRIBUTIONS i00 - 380 mb 400 - 680 mb 700 - 980 mb T-statistic
Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos. Neg.
IPK3 vs. IPK4 15 0 0 13 0 0 36.0
IPK3 vs. IPK5 15 0 3 12 0 3 28.9
IPK3 vs. IPK6 15 0 4 ii 0 7 32.0
IPK3 vs. IPK8 15 0 4 i0 0 13 39.5
IPK4 vs. IPK5 i0 0 6 9 0 3 16.2
IPK4 vs. IPK6 i0 0 8 6 0 7 21.3
IPK4 vs. IPK8 i0 0 9 5 0 13 30.8
IPK5 vs. IPK6 3 0 Ii 4 0 7 15.4
IPK5 vs. IPK8 3 0 13 2 0 13 29.2
IPK6 vs. IPK7 0 0 ii 0 0 i0 26.3
IPK6 vs. IPK8 0 0 ii 0 1 12 25.2
IPK8 vs. IPK7 0 0 0 5 8 5 6.6 +
IPK8 vs. IPK9 0 0 0 0 4 5 0.0 +
IPK3 vs. IPK3S 5 0 2 ii 0 4 17.3 + .
IPK3 vs. IPK3M i0 5 8 2 0 0 6.8 +
IPK3S vs. IPK3M i0 5 12 2 6 0 18.0 +
BIMOI vs. IPK3S 5 5 3 I0 8 0 14.5 +
IPK3 vs. I/2PK3 15 0 4 9 0 15 41.5 +
IPK5 vs. I/2PK5 3 0 13 2 0 15 32.0 +
+ Referred to in text
Table 13. Sign Test with zero cutoff correction.
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the same level. For example, consider the cases IPK3 vs. IPK3S and
1PK3S vs. 1PK3M. Table 9 gives the cloud frequency distribution for
6
these two similar cases of a single peak within the 300 mb category.
The IPK3 vs. IPK3S case represents only a 15% cloud amount difference
in the 300 mb category. It is also clear that the test is most sensi-
tive when total 300 mb category cloud amounts are less than 50%.
Secondly, the test can distinguish between two cases where the effec-
tive cloud top distribution is the same but the proportion of clear
versus cloudy varies. For example, IPK3 represents an overcast case
1 i
whereas _ PK3 represents _ clear sky. The test is also done using
i
IPK5 and _ PKS. In summary these results show that the statistical
test is capable of distinguishing between VIRES curves representing
either cloud distribution shifts in the vertical or in total amount.
It is successful in about 90% or more of all cases at the 95% confi-
dence level.
The zero cutoff correction requires further explanation. The
small difference value is considered zero when the difference is less
than a specified constant. This constant is 5% of the average maximum
point value of all points between i00 and 980 mb for all the weighting
curves plotted. In reference to Figures 40-43, this is approximately
a distance of .02 on the X-axis.
B. Form of the proposed climate index
Because the climate index proposed in this paper is an indicator
of climatological cloudiness, it is instructive to review the status
and nature of current global cloud climatologies. As mentioned earlier
- good cloud climatologies are especially needed for climate modeling and
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climate monitoring. The VIRES climate index would be in direct compe-
tition with standard cloud climatologies to fill certain of these re-
quirements. Therefore, a short review of the standard approach follows.
A more detailed synopsis of the currently available cloud climatologies
is given in two reports, one by Suomi et al. (1977) and another by
Smith (1978).
•he most widely used surface based observational data set seems
to be that of Telegados and London (1954). Three dimensional distribu-
tion of clouds are given for the Northern Hemisphere. However, the
spatial resolution of cloudiness is poor and as a consequence even the
mean zonal cloudiness values given are of questionable accuracy.
Climatologies of clouds from a combination of ground and satellite
4
sources are given by Sherr et al. (1.968) and by Fye (1978). The latter
reference describes the U.S. Air Force's three dimensional nephanalysis
nmdel. Both sets of climatologies suffer from the lack of spatial and
temporal homogeneity in the quality of the compiled data. Nevertheless
both climatologies represent global coverage and have three dimensional
cloud fields. Furthermore, the Air Force's data base is continually
being added to.
The longest uniform time-series of cloud satellite data are _n the
form of visible wavelength brightness values. From brightness values
total cloud amount is inferred. Such climatologies are given by Sadler
(1969), Sadler et al. (1976), Miller and Feddes (1971), and Environ-
mental Satellite Imagery (1975-1976). Steiner (1978) summarized the
Sadler et al. data, and Avaste et al. (1979) attempted to compare and °
combine all the brightness derived cloud climatologies given above.
Avaste found that the main limitation of this data is its
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non-comparability and lack of accuracy. There is also no cloud height
information. This last drawback almost eliminates climate and cloud
modeling applications.
Inferences of clouds from satellite data using other methods (see
Chapter II) have been limited to brief periods and usually less than
global coverage. Although most methods strive for three dimensional
information, they suffer from a lack of accuracy mainly due to errors
in retrieval technique assumptions. As mentioned earlier, all the
approaches use standard cloud classification. Some reduce the classi-
fication to 3 heights (low, middle and high) and 5 fractional cate-
gories, while others use more elaborate classifications in an attempt
to be more descriptive. Against this background the proposed VIRES
climate index will be discussed.
Figures 17-23 show the final composite form of the infrared broad-
band weighting functions for 16 different distributions of cloudiness
for the typical tropical atmosphere. Because it is too awkward to use
the whole curve for purposes of an index, a simpler approach is needed.
Of course the two curve shape parameters define the curve for a single
case situation, but they will not define the curve for the composite
case. Besides being simple, the index should be unique or nearly so
for a given cloud distribution.
After much searching an index containing four parameters was
found to be suitable. The first parameter of the index represents the
level of the atmosphere above which 25% of the energy emitted to space
originates. Likewise the next two parameters represent the 50% and
75% levels. The fourth number represents the percentage energy escap-
ing to space from the surface. The approach described above can be
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illustrated using the following equation:
0
°T4 _ inp d inp
Pi
= i,
L i
sat
where Lsat i is the broadband infrared radiance measured at satellite
level, Pi is one of the first three VIRES index numbers, and i is .25,
.50 and .75. Of course other i values may be chosen to define another
index.
Table 14 gives the calculated index values for 25 atmospheric
VIRES using a tropical and mid-latitude profile atmosphere. The atmos- •
pheric levels specified in the index are in mb. For reference purposes
Table 15 gives the conversion from mb to meters. The RTE model used
produced index values to the nearest I0 mb. Table 14 shows no surface
emission from the surface in the tropical case due to water vapor dia-
meter absorption and approximations used in the RTE model. However,
ideally a small amount of surface emission would be expected.
Index values given in Table 14 show that weighting curves that are
nearly identical give identical indexes (i.e. FLATS and FLATR, BIMOS
and BIMOR, IPK3S and IPK3R). Specified cloud distributions in the two
different atmospheres give the same index at high levels (i.e. IPK3)
but a somewhat different index at lower atmospheric levels (i.e. IPK8)
due primarily to the fact that low level water vapor contributes to the
atmospheric VIRES. Notice that low clouds (IPKT, IPK8, IPK9) have
nearly the same index in the tropical case where low level water vapor
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Effective Cloud TROPCIAL ATMOSPHERE MID-LAT. SUMMER ATM.
Top Distribution 25% 50% 75% Sfc % 25% 50% 75% Sfc %
FLATS 250 430 650 0 250 450 690 i
FLATR 250 430 650 0 250 450 690 5
FLATR* 250 430 650 0 250 450 690 6
FLATI 250 430 650 0 250 450 690 i
BIMOS 270 410 670 0 270 430 750 0
BIMOR 270 410 670 0 270 430 750 6
BIMOI 230 370 690 0 230 370 730 1
BIM02 290 390 630 0 290 390 630 0
BIM03 270 390 550 0 270 390 550 0
IPK3S 250 350 510 0 250 350 510 0
LPK3R 250 350 510 0 250 350 510 4
IPK2 190 270 390 0 190 270 390 3
IPK3 230 330 430 0 230 330 430 0 +
IPK4 270 430 510 0 270 430 510 0
IPK5 290 490 590 0 310 510 590 0
IPK6 310 550 670 0 310 570 690 0
IPK7 310 570 730 0 330 610 770 0 +
• IPK8 310 590 750 0 330 630 850 0 +
ii; IPK9 310 590 750 0 330 650 910 0 +
CLEAR 350 650 790 0 370 790 - 37
FLAT1 290 530 730 0 310 570 950 21
I
BIMOI 270 530 730 0 270 590 930 21
C
L
IPK3 290 430 710 0 290 450 930 12 +
E
A
IPK5 310 530 710 0 330 550 890 20
R
IPK7 330 610 750 0 330 670 890 19
+ Referred to in the text
Table 14. Proposed VIRES climate index.
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15. Pressure to Height Conversion.
Pressure Mid. Lat. Tropical
mb Atm. (m) Atm. (m)
ii0 16280 16330
130 15150 15200
150 14150 14230
170 13330 13430
190 12600 12710
210 11930 12050
230 11340 11450
250 10780 10880
270 10260 10360
290 9760 9860
310 9290 9390
330 8850 8940
350 8430 8510
370 8030 8120
390 7640 7720
410 7270 7351
430 6920 6990
450 6570 6650
470 6240 6320
490 5930 6000
510 5620 5690
530 5320 5390
550 5030 5090
570 4750 4810
590 4480 4540
610 4210 4270
630 3960 4010
650 3710 3750
670 3460 3510
690 3220 3260
710 3000 3030
730 2760 2800
750 2540 2570
770 2320 2350
790 2110 2130
810 1900 1920
830 1690 1720
850 1490 1520
870 1300 1320
890 iii0 1120
910 917 933
930 732 745
950 550 561 "
970 372 379
990 197 201
1007 55 56
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emits like a cloud. This is not true for the mid-latitude case where
low level water vapor does not contribute much to the atmospheric
VIRES. Also notice that similar distributions of clouds but with a
1
• different percentage of clear sky have different indexes (i.e. _ clear
IPK3 vs. IPK3).
In general the VIRES climate index outlined above may be consider-
ed an appropriate and accurate atmospheric descriptor. The parameters
in the index indicate the vertical source of emitted earth-atmospheric
energy. The index is especially compatible with the original satel-
lite data resulting in minimal anticipated errors. The analysis shows
the index has the desired uniqueness characteristic while at the same
time remaining straightforwardly simple.
Of course one could consider it a drawback that the index is not
compatible with standard measures of cloudiness. However, the index
is meant to be closely related to the radiative measurements. Clouds
are thought of as simply one constituent (albeit the most important)
of the atmospheric VIRES. Furthermore real physical clouds are never
considered at all. Only the equivalent radiative effects of specified
clouds are taken into account. This approach avoids many difficulties
while at the same time providing information that may be used for
climate monitoring and for calibration and parameterization of radia-
tive calculations in climate models (the topic of Chapter VII). The
next section discusses possible specifications for index use.
° C. Climate index specifications
The climate index described in this paper will be used similar to
a cloud climatology. It should, therefore, have some of the same
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characteristics. Smith (1978) suggests that for purposes of param-
eterization of cloudiness and radiation in climate models, cloud
climatologies should have global coverage with a space resolution of
250 km (_ 2½° Lat. by 2½° Long.) and a time resolution of 4 hours. Re-
search by Avaste et al. (1979) suggests that for climate monitoring
purposes the space resolution be 500 km (_ 5° Lat. by 5° Long.) and
time resolution be monthly. A weekly specified time resolution has
been suggested by the U.S. Committee for GARP (1975). Before specify-
ing time and space resolution for the proposed climate index let us
consider satellite data collection limitations.
Present operational and experimental sun-synchronous weather
satellites carry infrared radiometers that have nadir resolutions of
at least 30 km. Similar radiometers for geosynchronous satellites
will have comparable resolution. Therefore, compiling a VIRES index
climatology with useful space resolution seems feasible. However, the
global coverage requirement is harder to meet when combined with the
time resolution demand.
Satellites such as NIMBUS and TIROS are in sun-synchronous orbits
and only make observations over any single earth location twice a day
at the same times everyday although the whole globe is covered. Be-
cause of diurnal cloudiness variations, twice a day observations give
biased results (Harrison et al. 1978, 1980). On the other hand, geo-
synchronous satellites make observations at all hours but in general
can effectively view only between 60°N and 60°S latitude and about 120 °
of longitude. More complete coverage can be achieved by observing
nearly all the low and middle latitudes at each hour by adding a satel-
lite with a mid-inclined orbit which precesses (Harrison et al. 1978).
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A good discussion concerning optimizing satellite observations is given
by Campbell and Vonder Haar (1978). Nevertheless, it is clear that no
one type of satellite offers both the ideal spatial coverage and ideal
° temporal resolution.
Remembering this limitation, one should consider the importance of
cloud classification. Sherr et al. (1968) proposed 29 different cloud
climatological regions globally. These regions were based primarily
on seasonal distributions of mean monthly cloud cover. Also considered
were annual cloud distributions, area precipitation distributions, and
different climate classification schemes. Most regions were repeated
two or more times throughout the world. Some of Sherrts typical region
descriptions are; tropical cloudy, desert marine, mid-latitude clear
summer, high latitude clear winter, mediterranean and polar. A simi-
lar cloud classification scheme is given by Winston (1969).
By considering cloudiness regions instead of strictly global
measurements one might for instance actually have a more sensitive
measure for the purpose of climate monitoring. Applications of the
climate modeling type might also be stronger on a regional basis.
Consequently, global coverage seems to be of secondary importance.
Thus, one would expect a climate index derived from geosynchronous
satellite data to be the basis of a good climatology except where total
global coverage is required. Sun-synchronous satellites could provide
additional information if the time bias problem is avoided.
From this discussion one may conclude that the best approach is
to take the geostationary satellite information available and average
it to a 250 km space resolution and 4 hour time resolution. From
these values longer time and larger space scale values can be obtained
9O
with emphasis on weekly regional averages. Of course there should be
an attempt to use sun-synchronous satellite data to complete the global
picture.
Related to the time resolution problem is the problem of instru-
ment continunity through time. In other words, how do we keep the
satellite instrument absolutely calibrated? Without the absolute cal-
ibration it becomes necessary to intercompare instruments from dif-
ferent satellites for the purpose of obtaining a homogeneous data set.
It is also necessary to detect and correct changes in a specific in-
strument over time. Of course intercomparisons would be useful as a
second check even with absolute calibration. The proposed Space
Shuttle may offer the means of intercomparing instruments, although
for now such a process is impossible (COSPAR, 1978b). Also, a common
ground base laboratory test facility for all satellite instruments
would provide a chance to uncover systematic differences.
Calibrating radiation instruments in any absolute sense is very
difficult if not impossible (COSPAR, 1978b) especially for SW sensors.
Calibration targets such as black bodies are sometimes used success-
fully for IR instruments. One may also use a transfer technique; ob-
serve the same target at the same time with two different instruments
whose output can be compared. If one of the instruments has a trusted
calibration then the other one may be calibrated. Another approach is
to convert radiant energy into heat energy using a known, stable pro-
cess. The advantage here is that the efficiency of this conversion as
a function of temperature can be determined independently and therefore
'known' calibration sources are not needed. Lastly, it can be said
that the nature of radiation (e.g. its amplitude, wavelength,
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interference and diffraction effects, and polarization) makes calibra-
tion of radiometers a complex operation with many uncertainties, es-
pecially for SW instruments. Fortunately, the more easily calibrated
° IR sensitive radiometers are used to derive the VIRES index.
•i
£ f
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VII. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF A SATELLITE DERIVED CLOUDINESS INDEX
Most of the cloud retrieval methods mentioned in Chapter II have
been developed with the idea that deducing global cloud climatology in-
formation from satellite data is desirable. Most have tried to conform
with classical ground observational definitions of clouds. The present
research suggests that a more realistic and progressive point of view
is to consider clouds in light of their radiative properties. After
all, counting and typing individual clouds on a global climatological
basis is probably an impossible task, and the results of such a census
may not provide the best information for the application. Therefore, a
climatic index that represents cloudiness by means of the infrared
broadband weighting function is proposed. How might such an index be
used? Perhaps the two most important applications for such a climato-
logical index are in the areas of climate modelling and climate moni-
toring (Smith, 1978).
A quote from GARP Publication 16 (Stockholm, 1974) relates the
importance between climatic processes of clouds and their radiative
effects: "... proper treatment of radiative effects of clouds is the
single most important factor in the overall parameterization of radia-
tion in a climate model". However, proper treatment of clouds is
difficult even for the most advanced climate models. For example, most
clouds are sub-grid scale for the typical general circulation model
(GCM). Thus, clouds will undoubtedly be parameterized in future models
much as they are now. Furthermore, these cloud parameterizations are
4
one of the weakest aspects of the present GCM's. Climate models now
lack the ability to meaningfully calculate radiative forcing due to the
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failure of cloud-dynamic parameterizations (Webster, 1978). Neverthe-
less, as newer and better cloud models are developed they must be veri-
fied and tuned against actual measurements of global cloudiness (Cox,
1978).
Because climate models necessarily have many assumptions, approxi-
mations and parameterizations, verification of their results is quite
important. Furthermore, computation of one parameter may be successful
because the model contains compensating errors in, for example, the
treatment of physical processes. One can have more confidence in the
validity of ones model by checking calculated against measured param-
eters that are both a direct measure of a physical process and avail-
able in time and space scale detail. The climatic cloudiness index
outlined in this paper is a particularly useful parameter because it is
a radiative index that can be compiled for weekly or seasonal world-w
wide vertical profile values. In other words, the 4-dimensional char-
acteristic of this observable variable would make it a particularly
good verification tool for the parameterization of clouds in the GCM
radiative calculations.
The values of the proposed index may also be useful in GCM cloud
parameterization studies. Instead of dealing directly with clouds in
a model, one might go directly from dynamic-thermodynamic considera-
tions to radiative effects (COSPAR, 1978a). Another approach is to
relate model derived cloudiness directly to radiative divergence pro-
files without any model cloud radiative calculations (Cox and
Vonder Haar, 1973). Such "direct" parameterization studies will need
to use observational data like the cloudiness and radiative informa-
tion contained in the index.
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The second area of potential index application is in climate moni-
toring. The earth's climate is a function of the earth-atmosphere sys-
tem reacting to the equator-to-pole gradient of net energy; this net
energy budget may be quantified and divided into components by the net
radiation budget studies using satellite data (Vonder Haar and Oort,
1973; Campbell and Vonder Haar, 1980a,b). Clouds are the principal
modulators of the radiation for they strongly influence the earth's
solar albedo and infra-red absorption. To extend and improve the cli-
mate monitoring aspect of these radiation budget studies there is a
need to determine cloudiness independent of the satellite radiation
budget measurements (Vonder Haar, 1979). The index described in this
paper would be useful for this purpose.
Because we feel that cloudiness is an important climate variable,
and since the VIRES index is strongly a function of cloudiness, it
follows that the index itself represents a physical characteristic of
the climate system. The temporal and spatial variations of this index
can be detected using the statistical method described earlier. This
could be done on a global or regional scale in an attempt to detect
climatic trends. Regional changes which can be concealed in global
averages may provide a more sensitive measure of climatic change.
Moreover, climatic anomalies in one area are often correlated with
variations in another area. Occassionally there is also a time lag.
In such cases climatic forecasts can be made. These teleconnections
might be identified and observed easier by processing satellite data
into meteorological indexes like the one described in this paper. °
The index described in this paper has both information about
cloudiness and outgoing longwave radiation. In this respect it would
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be especially valuable to the National Climatic Research Program
(NCRP). The NCRP Committee proposes satellite observations in the form
of a Climatic Index Monitoring Program in addition to conventional
meteorological observations (U.S. Committee for GARP, 1975). This
VIRES index would represent two indexes in one. Furthermore, it can be
computed for the global coverage and weekly frequency required.
There are other possible uses for a radiatively defined cloudiness
index. When combined with radiation budget studies a better assessment
of atmospheric energetics may be possible (COSPAR WG 6, 1978a). Cli-
matic change may be viewed as an adjustment among compensating feedback
processes. Using this index one may be able to identify and quantify
coupling between cloudiness and other atmospheric variables. Perhaps
by using the index more specific relationships between the cloudiness
. and the earth-atmosphere energy balance (Hartman and Short, 1980;
Herman et al. 1980; Ohring and Clapp, 1980) can be found. Conceivably
this index could help determine whether or not a change in cloudiness
necessarily results in a change in the climate (Cess, 1976; Ellis,
1978; Coakley, 1979; Van Den Dool, 1980). In this regard the index
could shed some much needed light on the role of cloud vertical struc-
ture as it applies to the cooling to space portion of the earth-
atmosphere radiation budget. The VIRES index would also be useful in
understanding more clearly the consequence of tropospheric water vapor
emission as it relates to the earth-atmosphere radiative loss.
Vlll. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces and describes a climate index called the
VIRES index. VIP, S is the acronym for Vertical Infrared Radiative
Emitting Structure and quite by chance it is also the plural form of
the Latin word vis, meaning forces or powers. Thus, the acronym seems
especially appropriate since the atmosphere's VIRES is one of the major
forcing factors behind the earth's climate. The VIRES index is related
to the earth's climate through the earth's radiation budget and there-
fore can be considered a climate index. The logic behind this claim
may be stated as follows. The climate system is determinedby the
energy input to the system and the distribution, transformation and
storage of energy in various forms within the system. These processes
are mirrored in the components of the earth's radiation budget, one of
which is the outgoing emitted thermal radiation (COSPAR Report to ICSU
and JOC, 1978b). This cooling to space is described by the VIRES which
is primarily a function of the cloud distribution.
This index is an attempt to optimize the use of satellite data
for climate purposes by directly utilizing the radiative aspects of
the atmosphere while avoiding some of the difficulties of inferring
standard meteorological variables from satellite radiances. The VIRES
index is based on broadband infrared weighting curves retrieved from
operationally measured spectral, earth-emitted radiation in the C02
absorption band. These curves describe the vertical structure of in-
frared radiative emission and are a function of the cloud, temperature
and moisture distributions. The most important findings of this re-
search are summarized below.
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A. Cloud - VIRES relationship
This paper demonstrates under both tropical and mid-latitude
atmospheric conditions the predominate influence of the three dimen-
sional cloud distribution on the atmosphere's Vertical Infrared Radia-
tive Emitting Structure (VIRES). Therefore, the VIRES index can be
considered an indicator of cloudiness with the caution that low cloud
or high water vapor content can both result in the same VIRES. Also
illustrated is the fact that the atmospheric VIRES is responsive to
the three dimensional distributions of water vapor and temperature.
B. VIRES retrieval technique
VIRES curves may be inferred directly from satellite measured
radiances. A retrieval technique utilizing C0 2 band spectral radiances
is described which determines two weighting curve shape parameters
• (Pwf and _). The empirical RTE method was found to be both computa-
tionally fast and accurate. The two parameters inferred using the
empirical RTE method define a single scene VIRES. The single scene
retrievals are composited to give a temporal and spatial average VIRES
curve. A sensitivity study and error analysis using simulated satel-
lite data that included the effect of sampling inadequacies quantified
the abilities of the empirical RTE retrieval approach.
C. VIRES uniqueness
i The VIRES curves calculated for diverse cloud (climate) regimes
have been shown to be statistically different in all cases with the
following two exceptions. In the moist atmosphere case the high con-
centrations of low level water vapor radiatively emit to space almost
identically like the case with low level cloud. The second exception
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occurs for comparisons between two similar cJoud shape distributions.
The simple non-parametric statistical test compares the points from
two VIRES curves every 20 mb. As might be expected, the VIRES index
values show (qualitative) uniqueness. Thus, climate change can be
effectively monitored using the VIRES index which conveniently and
quantitatively expresses the vertical structure of terrestrial emission
to space.
D. VIRES index
Although the VIRES curves contain the maximum vertical informa-
tion, they are cumbersome to work with. Therefore, a useful descriptor
of the VIRES curve called the VIRES index was developed. As stated
above, the index is able to protray differences in the atmosphere's
vertical emitting structure. The first three number parameters in the
index represent pressure levels in the atmosphere above which a speci-
fied fraction (.25, .50, .75) of the infrared energy lost to space
originates. The last parameter represents the fraction of energy lost
to space which originated at the earth's surface. The index is es-
pecially useful since it represents the VIRES curve information in a
shortened, interpretable, and flexible form. The four parameter in-
dex prposed in this work may be easily modified to maximize its
usefulness for different applications.
E. Suggested applications and sampling strategies
A number of specific applications have been proposed and in1,
general they are related to climate monitoring and climate modeling. "
For example, to monitor the climate, regional VIRES index averages can
be compiled. These values would probably be very sensitive to climate
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variations. It is recommended that this basic index, calculated from
geostationary satellite radiance measurements, be averaged to a spatial
resolution of 250 km (2 i/2 ° latitude by 2 1/2 ° longitude) with the
smallest time resolution being 4 hours. Of course sun synchronous
satellite data may be used to supplement coverage. From these data
coarser spatial and temporal averages can be calculated for other
specific applications such as regional or global climate modeling. The
VIRES_ index can be used for climate model baselining and verification
of radiative calculations. Index values may also be useful to research
efforts in the area of cloud parameterizations.
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APPENDIX
Retrieval Error Analysis
Chapter V is an introduction and summary of the analysis presented
below. For an explanation of the boundary conditions and assumed error
values refer to Chapter V. This Appendix contains the following de-
tailed error analysis. Errors due to system-instrument errors are
investigated first, followed by errors due to temperature and humidity
profile unknowns. The magnitude of errors due to C02 profile varia-
tions are also examined. Errors due to specified cloud properties are
reviewed, followed by a brief analysis of combined error sources. The
last source of error examined is the assumption that a single repre-
• sentative radiating surface is in the radiometer field of view. The
following sections detail the error findings.
A. Random sensor error effects
Figures 24-31 give the bias and RMS retrieval errors due to random
sensor errors for both a mid-latitude and tropical atmosphere. In-
strument system noise is assumed Gaussian with a mean of zero and a
-2 -i
standard deviation of 0.22 mW m sr cm for the 15 _m channels, and
-2 -i
0.Ii mW m sr cm for the window channel. These values represent the
state of the art precision of the HIRS instrument on TIROS-N (Schwalb,
1978). For calculation purposes the set of spectral values represent-
ing a particular atmosphere are modified with random noise errors that
are distributed as described above. These modified spectral radiance
values are then used in the empirical RTE curve shape parameter re-
. trieval algorithm to solve for the calculated Pwf and _ values, which
are then compared to the known correct values. Statistics are
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Figure 24. Pwf pressure level bias: random sensor errors for mid-
latitude summer model.
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Figure 26. Pwf pressure level bias: Random sensor errors for tropi-
cal model.
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Figure 27. Pwf pressure level RMS: Random sensor errors for tropical
atmosphere model.
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calculated using 60 sets of calculated versus given values for each
particular atmospheric condition. As seen in Figures 24-31, one
hundred statistics per figure are calculated using combinations of i0
effective cloud top pressures and I0 effective cloud fraction values.
Understanding the bias statistic in Figures 24, 26, 28 and 30 is
simplified if one realizes that there is a correlation between the re-
trieved values of Pwf and _. For example, a single spectral radiance
may be the result of small Pwf and _ values or the result of large Pwf
and _ values. For the single spectral radiance there is a spectrum of
Pwf and _ value pairs going from both small to both large that could
define a weighting curve for that radiance value. Thus, to satisfy a
set of spectral radiances with instrument noise the empirical routine
will usually tend to err in the same direction for both Pwf and _. For
the most part, Figures 24 and 28, and Figures 26 and 30 show this error
characteristic.
Furthermore, the bias figures show errors due principally to
boundary conditions. The physical constraints of the system force the
instrument noise error to show bias errors when Pwf . i000 mb. In this
case radiating surfaces below i000 mb are not allowed causing the Pwf
bias error to be negative (bias = calculated - given). At this boun-
ary _ bias errors aye also generally negative. Figures 24 and 28 show
the same effect as _ . O. By necessity the bias is toward larger
values and as a consequence larger Pwf values (positive bias). Figures
26 and 30 show this effect to a lesser degree. Overall this analysis
shows the retrieval is highly unbiased due to instrument noise except "
as _ . 0 and Pwf . I000 mb. As stated previously, when _ is near zero
and Pwf is near the surface the broadband weighting curve is only
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slightly changed from the clear sky case. Thus, these error effects
are minimized.
Figures 25, 27, 29 and 31 give the RMS error due to system noise
" of Pwf and _ for a mid-latitude and tropical atmosphere. The more
gradual increase in RMS errors for Pwf and _ as _ . 0 and Pwf . i000
mb indicates that the RMS error is probably related closely to signal
to noise ratio which gradually decreases as _ . 0 and Pwf . i000 mb.
One also notices that RMS values are slightly larger for the mid-
latitude case (Figures 25 and 29). This is probably due to the fact
that the tropical atmosphere contains much more water vapor. The pre-
sence of water vapor may act as a buffer reducing the impact radiance
errors have on the retrieval process. In conclusion, it appears that
random noise effects produce Pwf and _ retrieval errors that are in the
mean quite small. Any specific case retrieval errors will be of the
magnitude indicated by the RMS figures.
B. Profile error effects
Analysis of profile error effects is extremely difficult due to
the computational time involved. Instead of adding random noise 60
times to sets of spectral radiance values (one for mid-latitude and
another for tropical atmospheres), the sets of spectral radiance values
have to be generated using profiles of temperature, humidity and C02
that are modified with errors. To run the spectral RTE for each wave-
number for 60 different error plagued profiles for each of the two
basic atmospheres in an attempt to produce figures similar to Figures4
24-31 requires a large amount of computer t_me. Instead of taking this
° ro,te, a less descriptive but much faster approach is used and
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outlined below. It is the same technique described at the end of
Chapter IV.
Bias and RMS errors are calculated from 50 values. These values
come from calculations made at the 5 effective cloud top levels within
a 100's range (i.e. 200, 220, 240, 260 and 280 mb) for I0 fractional
effective cloud amounts (i.e. 1.0, 0.9, ..., 0.I). The results given
are only for the mid-latitude atmosphere although they are also re-
presentative of the tropical atmosphere case.
For example, Figure 32 which represents this approach using in-
strument noise, may be comprared to Figures 24, 25, 28 and 29. Notice
that if the lines in Figure 32 are considered trends representing a
single overall statistic, with no importance placed on variations be-
tween effective cloud top categories, they compare favorably with the
trends indicated in Figures 24, 25, 28 and 29. Thus, the trends in-
R
dicated in Figures 32-37, especially those trends neglecting the two
end groupings are taken as representative of a mean value of bias or
RMS. Remember that either end effective cloud category shows effects
due to boundary conditions. Despite obvious limitations, these trend
values are regarded as sufficiently descriptive for this analysis.
Figure 33 shows the bias and RMS of _ and Pwf associated with a
2°C RMS and 50% water vapor profile uncertainty specified randomly and
independently for each 20 mb layer. The distribution of errors is
Gaussian with zero mean. Water mixing ratio errors are given as a
percent of the correct mixing ratio at any given level. For this
particular analysis instrument noise is set to zero. *
For each plot in Figure 33 there are two curves. The dashed line
represents the error when the specified climatological temperature and
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humidity profile is used. The dotted line represents error analysis
when a clear column radiance correction (CCRC) is applied. As can be
seen in Figure 33, the application of CCRC, which simply adds one more
piece of information (L cs) , greatly reduces the RMS errors and seems
to improve the bias error. The inclusion of the measured L informa-
_cs
tion is reasonable since in many cases this information will be avail-
able. Even in overcast situations, using the closest L measurement
_cs
should be an improvement over assuming the L inferred from the
_cs
climatological profile is correct.
The CCRC is applied in the following way. Let L be the clear
csc
sky spectral radiance from a climatological profile. Let L be theCSN
measured clear sky spectral radiance. Each spectral radiance value
used in the retrieval procedure is then multiplied by a factor equal to
(Losc . Lcsm) _.
Figure 34 gives the RMS bias errors due solely to a + 1% error in
the C02 profile. The error is not applied randomly but through the
whole profile since CO2 is well mixed in the troposphere. The magni-
2
tude represents _ of the seasonal maximum change in C02 observed.
Again the CCRC technique eliminates the effect of the error almost en-
tirely. The main effect of the C02 error is to change the Pwf value
from true while _ is calculated correctly. When there is more CO2 than
assumed the radiation surface Js retrieved higher in the atmosphere
that it really is. Notice a change of scale in the RMS plots. Even
without the CCRC applied to the C02 error the temperature and humidity
as we]l as instrument errors are far more important in terms of RMS
error.
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C. Effective cloud radiative Propertie_ effect
As stated previously, because the empirical RTE retrieval metbod
solves for an _ value, theoretically the emittsnce for the radiating
surface being retrieved may be arbitrarily specified. The accuracy of
this statement is tested in this section. Errors due to both over and
under specifying emittance will be examined by neglecting a!] other
error sources.
Figure 35 shows the effect of assuming effective cloud depths of
i00 mb when they are actually 20 mb thick. In other words the emit-
tance is assumed to be much larger than it really is. By comparing
Figure 35 to Figures 13 and 14 one can see the RMS and bias errors for
Pwf are essentially alike. Tile same is true for c_ errors which are not
plotted. Instead the errors for N are plotted to illustrate that if
emittance is assumed too large the N value is simply decreased to give
the correct a value (a = sN). Notice that below 600 mb, 20 mb thick
effective clouds behave much like i00 mb thick ones.
Figure 36 gives an analysis of the situation where the emittance
is actually greater than specified. This error occurs only at higher
levels since emittance below 300 mb is specified at its maximum value.
Again N statistics are plotted instead of _ statistics. Since emit-
tance is assumed too small at the upper tropospheric levels, the N
value calculations are biased positive to give the correct a value.
In this case the curves show small variations from those plotted in
Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 37 shows the results of combining errors. The errors
used are a random .....?°C RaMS _m_eraturel...... profile error with 50_ v_r_atJon
in humidity a._explained _n _ection g. Also Jn_'luded is ra,ld_,in
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instrument noise as explained in Section A. Furthermore, true cloud
depth is allowed to vary randomly from 20 to 180 mb and LWC is allowed
to vary randomly from + 50% of the specified value.
The consistency of the RMS error from one effective cloud top
category to another suggests that the limited sample analyzed gives a
typical value of RMS. However, confidence in the bias errors cannot be
as high using the consistency argument. It appears that the CCRC pro-
cedure reduces the P@IS. However, it also seems to add to the bias
error. It must be remembered that the error characteristics (level by
level independent randomness) used are the severest test of CCRC. For
a more trend characteristic error as opposed to random error the CCRC
works better as evidenced by the C02 values in Figure 34.
In conclusion, this analysis has shown the RMS and bias errors of
Pwf and _ to be of the order of magnitude given in Table 7. These
values represent acceptable levels when matched with the approach of
using weighting function curves defined by the shape parameters Pwf and
as an indication of climatological cloudiness. As pointed out above,
a great advantage is gained due to the fact that maximum curve shape
parameter errors occur as Pwf . I000 mb and as _ . 0 and for these
values of Pwf and _ the broadband weighting curve shape remains nearly
as it is for the clear sky case.
D. Single Pwf level effect
The nature of this error effect, due to errors in the assumption
- that the satellite sensor is viewing a scene with a single Pwf level,
requires a different analysis approach. Figure 38 i11ustrates the
effect of two radiating surfaces on the spectral weighting function for
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Figure 38. Spectral weighting curve for a case of two separate radiating surfaces in the same scene.
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wavenumber 727.5 cm using a tropical atmosphere. The values of Pwfl
- and Pwf2 are 210 and 510 mb re,qpective]_. The _ values are 0.35 and
0.40 respectively. It is clear that to describe the shape of this
v
_;eighting function profile takes 4 curve shape parameters. What sort
of errors are obtained when the set of spectral radiance values that
correspond to these four shape parameters are used in the 2 parameter
retrieval program? This problem of two radiating surfaces versus one
radiating surface is addressed. To slightly simplify further, _ values
are restricted to 1.0 for a single specified known scene which when
paired translates into a specified known scene that is described by _'s
of 0.5 and 0.5.
As pointed out in Figure 1 the ultimate objective is to composite
broadband weighting curves for purposes of a climate index. Specific
o scene retrievals are only a secondary consideration. Therefore, the
particular source of error described in this section is related to the
final composite weighting curve product. To judge error effects, the
true versus retrieved composite curves are compared. The composite can
be thought of as representing either tffme or space averages. The ex-
periment most closely resembles a space average.
To do this comparison the following experimental procedure is
followed. Assign an effective radiating surface to a simulated spot
scene. Do this for many spots (% 200 spots) using different Pwf values
with c_ = i. There is a set of spectral radiance values for each spot.
A composite of curves (_ 200) described from the spot scenes spectral
radiances gives the true weighting curve. Assume the satellite sensor
° views two scenes at once. In other words, the satellite is assumed to
view two effective radiating surfaces _nstead of one. Thus, each of
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the true spot scenes are paired off (_ ]00 paiL-s). There is a set of
spectral radiances for each pair of spot scenes which represent an aver-
m
age of the two separate radiance sets. From this set of spectral radi-
ances, Pwf and _ values are retrieved and all the resulting weighting
curves (_ i00) are composited to give the retrieved composite weighting
function curve. This is done for three separate groups of _ 200 spot
values.
Tables 16 and 17 give the effective cloud top distributions in de-
tail for the three groupings. The flat distribution (FLATS) is modeled
after 20 day average GATE B-array cloud data (Cox and Griffith, 1978).
The other two distributions (BIMOS and IPK35) are specified to resemble
alternate scenarios. BIMOS represents a specified bimodal distribution,
while IPK35 represents a specified oae peak distribution at tile 200 mb
layer. There are 5 levels within each effective cloud top category
b.
(i.e. 400, 420, 440, 460 and 480 mb). The spots are paired off as
realistically as possible by category. Within each pair the difference
between tops vary according to the values at the bottom of Table 8.
For example, if 200 and 300 mb category tops are paired off' together
their tops may differ between 20 and 180 mb; a 280 mb top may be paired
with a 300 mb top or a 200 mb top may be paired with a 380 mb top.
Once the top categories are chosen, the exact top differences are
determined randomly. The exact specified distribution of top differ-
ence values is largely dependent on the total distribution of effective
cloud tops. Notice that two 120 pair models of tile flat distribution
are specified in order to judge result sensitivity to differences in
pair separation dis tributiona.
240 120 120 * 230 115 200 i00
Effective 20-day GATE Effective
Cld Top Sp°tl PairZ Pair2 Sp°tl Pair2 Sp°tl Pair2
• Freq/% Freq/% Freq/% Freq/% Freq/% Freq/% Freq/% B-array % Cld. Top
Cat. Pwf Cat. Pwf
100's 20/8 11/9 10/8 10/4 4/3 10/5 3/3 8 100's
200's 29/12 17/14 18/15 20/9 17/15 25/12.5 19/19 ii 200's
300's 32/13 18/15 19/16 60/26 30/26 75/37.5 38/38 ii 300's
400's 26/11 12/10 14/12 20/9 13/11 30/15 14/14 13 400's
500's 26/11 11/9 15/13 10/4 9/8 20/10 12/12 13 500's
600's 23/10 15/13 12/10 10/4 3/3 10/5 3/3 13 600's
700's 28/12 14/12 10/8 20/9 8/7 10/5 4/4 ii 700's
800's 25/10 23/19 21/18 60/26 29/25 10/5 5/5 I0 800's
900's 31/13 0/0 i/I 20/9 2/2 10/5 2/2 i0 900's
Table 16. Model effective cloud top distributions by top category.
Paired Cloud 120 Pair Model 1 120 * Pair Model 1 115 Pair Model 1 100 Pair Model 1
Tops Within Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %
0 - 80 mb 0 0 27 22 47 41 33 33
20 - 180 mb 75 62 42 35 19 17 33 33
120 - 280 mb 34 28 20 17 17 15 23 23
220 - 380 mb 8 7 14 12 12 i0 6 6
320 - 480 mb 1 1 ii 9 6 5 2 2
420 - 580 mb 2 2 5 4 ii i0 2 2
520 - 680 mb 0 0 1 1 3 3 1 1
i. specified values 2. retrieved values
Table 16. Model effective cloud top pair separation distribution.
Effective 240 120 120 * 230 115 200 i00
Cloud Spot 1 Pair 2 Pair 2 Spot 1 Pair 2 Spot 1 Pair 2
Top (mb) Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq.
i00 4 0 0 2 1 2 1
120 (FLAT) 4 0 2 (BIMO) 2 0 (IPK3) 2 0
140 4 0 1 2 0 2 0
160 4 5 3 2 2 2 1
180 4 6 4 2 1 2 1
200 6 5 5 4 2 5 4
220 6 2 3 4 4 5 2
240 5 5 6 4 5 5 4
260 6 5 4 4 3 5 6
280 6 0 0 4 3 5 3
300 6 2 2 12 2 15 2
320 7 4 3 12 7 15 i0
340 6 3 4 12 9 15 12
360 7 3 5 12 8 15 12
380 6 6 5 12 4 15 3
400 6 1 1 4 2 6 1
420 5 2 3 4 3 6 2
440 5 3 3 4 3 6 4
460 5 3 2 4 3 6 4
480 5 3 5 4 2 6 3
500 5 3 4 2 2 4 2
520 5 4 3 2 3 4 4
540 5 0 3 2 1 4 1
560 6 2 3 2 1 4 2
580 5 2 2 2 2 4 3
Table 17. (Page i)
Effective 240 120 120 * 230 115 200 i00
Cloud Spot 1 Pair 2 Pair 2 Spot 1 Pair 2 Spot 1 Pair 2
(mb) Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq.
600 4 3 2 2 0 2 1
620 5 3 3 2 1 2 0
640 5 4 3 2 2 2 2
660 4 2 2 2 0 2 0
680 5 3 2 2 0 2 0
700 5 5 3 4 3 2 2
720 6 1 2 4 3 2 0
740 6 0 1 4 0 1 0
760 5 2 1 4 2 2 2
780 6 6 3 4 0 2 0
800 5 6 5 12 3 2 2
820 5 1 2 12 4 2 1
840 5 5 6 12 i0 2 i
860 5 7 3 12 8 2 0
880 5 4 5 12 4 2 1
900 7 0 1 4 2 2 2
920 6 0 0 4 0 2 0
940 6 0 0 4 0 2 0
960 6 0 0 4 0 2 0
980 6 0 0 4 0 2 0
specified values 2. retrieved values
Table 17. Model effective cloud top distribution.
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Because one would not expect e_ch and every set of satellite
radiance values to be infl,_lencedby a scene with ti_u_different radiat-
ing surfaces, this test set up may be extreme, l]n the other hand,
occassional scenes with more than two radiating surfaces may be viewed.
Overall one rmuy consider this test of the single representative Pwf
value error to be not quite a worse case situation.
Tables 16 and 17 give the effective cloud top retrieved distribu-
tions. Table 18 shows that kind of single Pwf and _ values the retriev-
al program calculates from sets of spectra] radiances containing the
effects of two Pwf and _ values. In most cases the results seem to
provide a fortuitous average type value. Figure 39 gives a more in-
formative summary of this process. Plot A shows the three effective
cloud top distributions. Plot B compares the specified top distribu-
tion (240 spots) against the retrieved top distribution (120 pairs).
Notice that the retrieved top distribution fails to match the specified
one in the lower troposphere. This fault is minimized by considering
that effective clouds at that level have little influence on the over-
all broadband weighting function. Notice that both pair models show
the same general results. Plots C and D also show favorable comparison
between the distribution of specified effective cloud tops and the re-
trieved ones.
Figures 40-42 show the broadband weighting curve composites for
the three effective cloud top dfstributions. Specified (i.e. 240 spot)
curves are compared to retrieved (_.e. 120 pair) curves. In Figure 40
the 120 pair model weighting cure is not plotted in order to make
visual comparison between the two plotted curves easier. All three
• 4
figures show only minor differences between the specified and retrieved
Effective Cloud Retrieved LWC Retrieved Effective Cloud Retrieved LWC Retrieved
Top Pairings Cloud Top Fraction Top Pairings Cloud Top Fraction
380 - 340 360 .075 1.0 820 - 860 840 1.0 1.0
300 - 340 320 .055 1.0 800 - 840 820 1.0 1.0
360 - 340 340 .064 1.0 200 - 220 220 .025 1.0
380 - 320 340 .064 1.0 240 - 260 240 .029 1.0
380 - 380 360 .075 .96 200 - 220 240 .029 1.0
360 - 360 360 .075 1.0 400 - 480 440 .124 1.0
380 - 380 340 .064 1.0 460 - 440 440 .124 1.0
340 - 320 340 .064 1.0 420 - 480 440 .124 1.0
360 - 300 320 .055 1.0 700 - 780 720 .628 .92
320 - 300 320 .055 1.0 760 - 740 760 .792 1.0
360 - 320 340 .064 1.0 720 - 760 720 .628 .94
320 - 320 320 .055 1.0 940 - 960 900 1.0 .44
300 - 340 320 .055 1.0 980 - 920 900 1.0 .44
360 - 340 340 .064 1.0 900 - 900 880 1.0 .82
300 - 380 340 .064 1.0 I00 - 120 i00 .010 .90
880 - 860 880 1.0 1.0 540 - 500 520 .197 1.0
880 - 840 860 1.0 1.0 640 - 620 640 .395 1.0
880 - 820 860 1.0 1.0 340 - 240 '280 .040 .96 __if7
820 - 860 840 1.0 1.0 380 - 280 320 .055 1.0
860 - 860 860 1.0 1.0 300 - 260 280 .040 1.0
880 - 840 860 1.0 1.0 320 - 200 260 .034 1.0
820 - 800 820 1.0 1.0 360 - 260 300 .047 1.0
800 - 880 840 1.0 1.0 360 - 240 280 .040 .92
840 - 860 860 1.0 1.0 380 - 400 380 .087 .98
800 - 860 840 1.0 1.0 380 - 460 360 .075 .92
840 - 840 840 1.0 1.0 340 - 420 360 .075 .94
820 - 840 840 1.0 1.0 820 - 700 720 .628 .84
880 - 800 840 1.0 1.0 800 - 720 760 .792 1.0
800 - 820 820 1.0 1.0 860 - 740 800 1.0 1.0
800 - 880 840 1.0 1.0 800 - 960 840 1.0 .78
Table 18. (Page i.)
Effective Cloud Retrieved LWC Retrieved Effective Cloud Retrieved LWC Retrieved
Top Pairings Effective Fraction Top Pairings Cloud Top Fraction
Cloud Top
880 - 920 880 1.0 80 400 - 720 500 .175 .88
840 - 980 860 1.0 66 440 - 780 540 .221 .84
820 - 940 860 1.0 86 420 - 700 520 .197 .92
860 - 900 880 1.0 94 480 - 720 580 .279 .94
800 - 980 840 1.0 70 920 - 640 700 .559 .84
820 - 940 860 1.0 86 540 - 220 260 .034 .68
300 - 520 380 .087 90 480 - 160 200 .021 .74
380 - 580 460 .139 1.0 800 - 420 520 .197 .80
340 - 560 420 .ii0 .96 820 - 400 480 .156 .74
320 - 160 220 .025 .98 300 - 780 340 .064 .58
300 - 180 240 .029 1.0 340 - 760 420 .Ii0 .72
360 - 140 200 .021 .88 520 - 960 560 .248 .62
320 - i00 160 .016 .86 580 - 180 220 .025 .64
340 - 120 180 .018 .88 860 - 360 400 .i00 .62
880 - 600 640 .395 .68 800 - 380 460 .139 .74
840 - 660 700 .559 .92 820 - 320 360 .075 .60
880 - 680 700 .559 .78 840 - 340 380 .087 .62
440 - 200 240 .029 .80 880 - 300 320 .055 .54
480 - 280 360 .075 .92 860 - 320 360 075 .58
460 - 260 340 _064 .94 840 - 360 420 Ii0 .64
920 - 740 800 1.0 .82 900 - 440 500 175 .66
960 - 780 820 1.0 .76 700 - 240 260 034 .56
980 - 760 800 1.0 .64 740 - 280 300 047 .58
380 - 600 480 .156 !.0 680 - 140 160 016 .54
360 - 660 460 .139 .90 940 - 380 400 i00 .54
300 - 620 380 .087 .82 820 - 200 220 025 .56
860 - 560 620 .352 .74 880 - 220 240 .029 .56
840 - 500 580 .279 .78
Table 18. Satellite Spot to Pair Value Conversion Example.
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Figure 40. Broadband weighting curves for specified and retrieved flat effective cloud top distribution.
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Figure 4_ Broadband weighting curves for specified and retrieved two peaked effective cloud top distribu-
tion.
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Figure " _'4 . _.roadband weighting curvcs _or specified and retrieved one peak effective cloud top di_ii'ibu-
cion.
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curves. Notice that errors associated with u-per tropospheric radiat-
ing surface retrievals are the greatest. Figure 41 allows direct com-
parison bet_een high and low atmospheric radiating surfaces and their
° effect on the weighting curve. Consequently Figure 42, which is the
upper tropospheric s_ngle peak distribution plot, is taken to represent
the severest test case. If retrieval errors are acceptable for this
case, then one would expect them to be acceptable for nearly all other
effective cloud top distributions.
Table 8 gives the results of a statistical analysis of the dif-
ferences between the plotted curves in Figures 40-42. The statistical
test is fully explained in Chapter VI. The values in Table 8 indicate
that for a!l cases including tile so-called worse case there is a high
probability that the specified versus retrieved curves are not dif-
€ ferent.
From this experiment it appears that the assumption of one repre-
sentative Pwf leve] in the radiometer field of view leads to only small
errors when considered for the case of compositing weighting function
curves. Of course for the single retrieval case, calculating a single
set of Pwf and _ values can lead to a retrieved weighting curve that is
much different from the true one. l]lere may be a question of the
representativeness of the effective cloud top distributions specified.
Figure 16 gives distribution plots of window radiances which for the
most part relate directly to the cloud top distribution. Each plot
represents over 900 measurements from a 200 x 200 km section for a
specific time ft-om a geostat_onnry sat_l]ite. Notice the large number
of I pe_]: d_stributions. A]though errors in this window radiance data
analysis t_.nd t<_broaden the peaks, they are still qu_te steep peaks.
.]42
It appears from an examination of F_gure 16 tbst the experimental dis-
tributions specified above represent nearly a worse case consideration.
w.
In other words, steep peaked distributions imply that the assumption of
a single radiating surface is for'many cases nearly true. The tests
above address the problem of the assumption always being false.
E. Minimizing the errors
Throughout this Appendix different techniques have been used to
minimize retrieval weighting function errors (sometimes in the form of
Pwf and _) due to the shortcomings of the basic approach assumptions.
These methods include using a clear column radiance correction (CCRC)
and stressing the use of composite weighting curves instead of single
scene retrievals. The treatment of boundary conditions exp]ained in
the Chapter V introduction may also be viewed as a device to limit re-
trieval errors.
It is also important to view the general approach of using weight-
ing function curves as a major way of minimizing errors. Used as a
representation of the atmosphere's vertical infrared radiative emitting
structure (VIRES), the composite broadband weighting curves are a meas-
ure of climatological cloudiness that is most complimentary to the
satellite radiative measurements. As a result, the conditions under
which the retrieval of weighting function curve shape parameters is
weakest is exactly the condition under which the error effect is least.
An advantage important to the approach of averaging over time is the
ability to use this retrieval technique day or night with equal reli-
ability.
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Finally, to minimize errors further one uses the best information
possible. This includes using retrieved clear sky radiance values. A
disadvantage of this technique is that to use retrieved temperatures
- and humidity profiles would mean solving for the C and D values again.
Of course sets of C and D values for different scenarios could be pre-
calculated. Then the set corresponding closest to the measured pro-
files could be used. However, for most applications simple season
values of C and D for specific areas should be sufficient when used with
CCRC.
In stlmmary, this Appendix examined the errors associated with re-
trieval of the weighting curve shape parameters or with the weighting
curve composites. As indicated by Tables 7 and 8 the empirical RTE
technique gives results that in the mean represent small errors. Of
cour_;e only a sample of reasonable simulated error source values are
used in the analysis. Nevertheless, the results indicate that the
empirical RTE retrieval technique gives usefully accurate results.
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